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BUDGETS FOR THE CUSTOMS SERVICE, ITC,
AND USTR

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3, 1985

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMIrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:34 a.m., in room SD-
215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable John C. Dan-
forth (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Grassley, Symms, Long, Bentsen,
Baucus, and Bradley. IN

[The press release announcing the hearing and the memo to com-
mittee members regarding budget authorizations follows:]

[Pre= Rlewe No. 85-009)

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SrrS HEARING ON BuDorrS OF CUSTOMS SERVICE, INTER-
NATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION AND THE OFFICE OF THE U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

Senator Bob Packwood (R-Oregon), Chairman of the Committee on Finance, an-
nounced today the scheduling of a hearing of the Subcommittee on International
Trade on the requests for authorizations of appropriations for fiscal year 1986 by
the U.S. International Trade Commission, U.S. Customs Service and the Office of
the United States Trade Representative.

The hearing is scheduled to begin at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday, April 3, 1985, in Room
SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Senator John C. Danforth (R-Missouri), Chairman of the Committee on Finance's
International Trade Subcommittee, will preside at the hearing.

Senator Danforth is particularly interested in receiving testimony about the ade-
uaccy of inspections and other commercial entry services provided by the Customs
rvice, including the geographic distribution of personnel providing those services.
He also seeks testimony on the adequacy of the Customs Service's program for

automation of commercial entry processing.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR MAX BAUCUS

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, the four agencies we are reviewing today-the ITC, the ITA,
USTR, and the Customs Service-all perform functions that are vital to America's
international trade performance.

That's why this annual authorization hearing is important, and deserves our close
attention.

But I'm beginning to feel a sense of "deja vu."
Every year the Customs Service comes up here and proposes some novel reorgani-

zation plan. Sometimes, the proposal is sublime. This time, it's ridiculous.

THE REIMBURSABLE PORTS PROPOSAL

I call your attention to the proposal for "reimbursable ports."
(1)
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The United States Customs Service believes that there are about 200 ports that do

not handle enough activity to justify the federal expense of keeping them open.
So, Customs proposes to close them... unless a state or local government "reim-

burses" the federal government's operating expenses.
At first blush, this might sound like some kind of "New Federalism."
But it's not. It's just a disguised way of paying the buck. Let me expla' why.
Federal Rponsibility.-For many people in Montana, especially along the High-

lime, Edmunton or Calgary are the closest major cities. People go there to make
sales, buy supplies, or otherwise conduct business.

By an accident of political geography, you have to cross the border to get there.
The Federal Government has decided that the border cannot be open. And it de-

cided this because of national interests.
Regulating these borders was one of the first functions of the Federal government.

The second act of Congress in 1789 was to impose duties and the fifth act was to
establish customs districts.

At the same time, the Federal government has always tried to regulate the U.S.-
Canadian border with as little disruption as possible of the lives of the people living
there. Now that's about to change.

Now, the Customs Service wants the people of Wolf Point and Cutbank to pay for
the privilege of having their trucks searched and having duties imposed.

That's like asking people to pay for an IRS audit.a ybe we can make a deal.
We'l pay for the ports. But we'll run them, too. We'll keep the duties. And we'll

decide how much of that Canadian lumber we'll let them send to Denver.
Proposal won't work.-The Customs proposal is not only theoretically unsound.

It's impractical, requiring local governments to pay for keeping a border station
open simply won't work.

In Montana, for example, the border is 300 miles long. Most of the counties along
the border have sparse populations-less than 3000.

Closing down even one of these stations will require travelers to detour 300-400
additional miles.

These counties depend on the access to the northern Canadian towns and vice
versa. Yet, with such limited tax base, it is unreasonable to expect them to pay for a
border station.

But not all of the stations are critical to just local use. Some of the stations in
Montana which will be in jeopardy are 90 percent of the time by long-range
travelers or long-range carriers. Local communities will have little incentive to keep
these stations open.

INAPPROPRIATE USER FEE FUNCTION

I am not opposed to "user fees" per se. This concept makes sense for fuel taxes,
grazing fees, or campground fees. But, user fees don't work everywhere.

Border stations along our borders will not all be money makers. We simply need
toprovide as many stations as necessary for public convenience and free trade.

Iknow that the 13 stations prop for "reimbursable port" status in Montana
are necessary, and are not the responsibility of the state or local government. They
are the responsibility of the Federal government; and the Federal government
should pay for them.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION BY SUBWoMMIITE STAFF

HEARING ON APRIL 3, 1985 REGARDING BUDGET AUTHORIZATIONS FOR THE OFFICE OF
THE U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION, AND THE
U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE

The Subcommittee on International Trade will conduct a hearing on Wednesday,
April 3, at 9:30 a.m., concerning the requests for these agencies for authorizations of
appropriations for fiscal year 1986 (FY86). The agencies are the Office of the U.S.
Trade Representative, the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC), and the U.S.
Customs Service.

1. UBYR
Section 141 of the 1974 Trade Act established the Office of the U.S. Trade Repre-

sentative and its responsibilities, which include representing the United States in
trade negotiations and administering the trade agreements program; advising the
President and the Congress on trade matters, including commodity investment-re-
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lated trade issues; and chairing the Cabinet-level Trade Policy Committee. The Con-
grs last year authorized $14,179,000 for FY85; only $13,582,000 was appropriated.

For fiscal year 1986, USTR requests an authorization of $11,431,000, a decrease of
$2,152,000 (16%) from the 1985 appropriated amount. According to the agency
budget submission, this reduction results from these Administration-wide budget
initiatives: (a) A 1-year freeze in program costs; (b) a 10 percent cut in administra-
tive expenses; and (c) a 5 percent cut m pay.

2. U.S. DITE NATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Section 330(e) of the Tariff Act of 1930 requires an authorization of appropriations
for the ITC to be enacted for each fiscal year. Appropriations requested by the ITC
must be included in the President's budget without revision.

The USITC is an independent fact-finding agency charged with performing impor-
tant functions in the administration of U.S. trade laws and in the conduct of U.S.
trade policy. The Commission holds administrative hearings, and carries out eco-
nomic investigations at the request of Congress, the President, or on its own initia-
tive. Its findings are reported to the Congress and to the Executive Branch as either
technical advice or as specific, quasi-judicial determinations in cases brought under
the trade laws.

Some of the laws that the Commission administers include:
(a) The import relief provisions of the Trade Act of 1974. The Commission deter-

mines whether fairly traded imports are injuring a domestic industry and recom-
mends to the President relief for injured industries.

(b) The antidumping laws and countervailing duty laws. While the Commerce De-
partment determines whether imports are dumped or subsidized, the Commission
determines whether or not the allegedly dumped or subsidized imports are injuring
a domestic industry.

(c) Other unfair import practice laws, involving mostly cases ofalleged patent or
copyright violations.

Last year, the Congress approved an auLhorization of $28,410,000, and an appro-
p nation of $24,830,000. A pay supplemental, if approved, would bring this total to
25,379,000. Fiscal year 1986, the ITC seeks an authorization of $28,901,000. This

amount entirely reflects built-in increases; the Commission is not seeking a program
increase of any sort.

s. UNrrZD STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE

Section 301 of the Customs Procedural Reform and Simplification Act of 1978 re-
quires an annual authorization of appropriations for the U.S. Customs Service. The
Customs Service is primarily responsible for the collection of customs duties. It also
has responsibility for administering over 400 laws and regulations relating to the
importation and the exportation of products. These laws range from agricultural in-

tion, copyright, and patent laws to certain aspects of the Internal Revenue

For FY85, the Congress approved an authorization of $686,399,000 for Customs,
and an appropriation of $643,465,000. The Service has requested a supplemental ap-
propriation of $8,446,000, and a budget rescission of $1,223,000. If both are approved,
the fiscal year 1985 operating level would be $650,686,000.

For fiscal year 1986, the Service requests an authorization of $639,102,000. Besides
sums necessary to maintain current operating levels, this amount includes new pro-
am increases of $19,429,000, and program reductions of $31,015,000. The latter are
aely attributable to a proposed reduction in personnel of 887 positions.

The Service states that the personnel reductions will be achieved because of "pro-
ductivity, streamlined operations, and the elimination of duplicative or related func-
tions." The following describes the reductions by functions.

a. Inspection and ControL-In its "inspection and control" function Customs is
charged with enforcing laws relating to carriers, cargo, and persons entering or de-
parting the country through ports of entry. These responsibilities include duty col-
lection, enforcement of quotas and other trade restraint agreements, and intercep-
tion of contraband, including drugs. The Service proposes to reduce current staffing
levels by 351 positions for this function, representing a savings of $3,099,000. The
Serivce argues that these reductions are possible through greater use of automated
processing systems and inspection selectivity techniques.

b. Tariff and Trade.-Under its '"Tariff and Trade" function the Service includes
its responsibilities for appraising, classifying, and collecting normal duties on im-
ported merchandise and monitoring trade flows. The Service proposes to reduce this
function by 437 positions, again through greater automation, centralization of serv-
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ices, and selectivity. This reduction in personnel would mean a savings of
$20,220,000.

c. Tactical Interdiction.-The third Customs function is "tactical interdiction."
Progrms under this function are aimed principally at countering narcotics and con-
traband smuggling. The Service plans to eliminate 60 positions relating to this func-
tion, for a saving of $680,000.

d. Investigation -The last Customs function is "investigations". Under this pro-
gram Customs investigates violations of laws rela to import fraud, cargo theft,
smuggling, and illegal exports of critical technology. The Service proposes to cut 39
positions in this function, at a savings of $7,016,000.

The following charts outline the proposed Customs Service authorization.

U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE RECAP OF BUDGET AUTHORI1Y/ES11MATES
[Deli i fmsns]

rropW W for WeIm ft Wpe fr b, f V
1965 1996

Pro&- Pro-.

Salaries ............. ..............................ad........................ 13,500 13,418 650,688 12,614 12,531 639,102
Operate a m a t ................................................................................................ 44,425 ................................ 60,425
Forfeiture f nd 6..0............8.............................00.. ............... 0 4 . ................. ! 00
User fen at CeraW snialair ports ............................................. 1 42 ......... 1 75



ANALYSIS OF AUTHORIZED LEVEL FOR FISCAL YEAR 1985
[Colls in ftmaies)

Pemanent Aa AToUO

1985 appropriation enacted by Congress ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 44,425

Estimate, 1986 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 60,425

DIGEST OF BUDGET ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITIES, FISCAL YEAR 1986

y9r 1985 a 1986

Aeae Amotmt Avrge wst Avrg mO"

[wease ordeease (-) fifxscal ywu 1986
Total change Program chaM Othw changes

A~ge Amun Aag mout Aeae Dmmmn

1. A r operation and maintenance ............................................................................... 34,252 .................... 44,425 .................... 60,425 ................... 16000 .................... 16,000 ......................................
Unobligated balance ....................... .................................................................... 21,748 ............................................................................................. ............................................... ..........................................................

Total appropriation, and authorzed e , and budget estimate .................... 56,000 .................... 44,425 .................... 60,425 .................... 16,000 .................... 16,000 .....................................
Permanent positions established ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Note: Unoat led balance includes $21,204,000 in nerea fuirvi

ANALYSIS OF AUTHORIZED LEVEL FOR FISCAL YEAR 1985

Pemanent Aeage AP~omn pmd=ns Ano.n

1985 appropriation e aced by Congress ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 13,470 13,392 643,465
Adjustrnerits:

(1) Proposed pay raise supplemental ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 6,246
(2) Proposed program supp m (OC E) ................................................................................................................................................ ................... 30 26 2,200
(3) Proposed re si ........................ I...............................................................................I..............I......................-...I............................I........ ............................................................................................. . - 1,223
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ANALYSIS OF AUTHORIZED LEVEL FOR FISCAL YEAR 1985-Continued
[DIors in lmt i l

Proposed authorized level for 1985 ................................................................................................... .................................................................................................................... 13,500 13,418 650,688

Estfl ate, 1986..................... . . . . . . ......................................................................................... ...................... ..... . . . . ...................................................... .......... . ............... 12,614 12,531 639,102

DIGEST OF BUDGET ESTIMATES BY ACTIVITIES, FISCAL YEAR 1986

P~pApriati flsca1 yev AuWorlz d Wc &, Su t tma fiscal hico or Donm (-) for fisca por 1986
1984 yar 1985 ye 196

Toa Pram c 0w chan0e

1. Inspection and control ......................................................................... 6,532 286,982 6,576 294,922 6,225 298,305 -351 3,383 .................... 6,482 --351 -3,099
2. Tariff and trade ................................................................................ 3,541 149,418 3,522 158,736 3,085 147,370 -437 -11,366 .................... 8,854 -437 -20,220
3. Tactical interdtom .......................................................................... 1,844 75,754 1,866 100,340 1,806 101,547 -60 1,207 .................... 1.887 -60 -680
4. Investigations ....................................................................................... 1,402 83,8,88 1,454 96,690 1,415 91,880 -39 -4,810 .................... 2,206 -39 -7,016

U no ated balance .................................. .......... ........... ......................... 3 ,439 .... .................................................................................................. ....................................................................... ........

Total appropriation, and authorized level, and bjd estimate ....... 13,319 599,481 13,418 650,688 12,531 639,102 -881 -11,56 ................... 19,429 -887 -31,015
Permanent po Stio established ............. . ...................... 13,370 ................. 13,500 .................... 12,614 .................... -886 ......................................... -886 ..................

Note.-Unobligated balane includes $3,385,000 i no-year funfg



SUMMARY EXPLANATION OF CHANGES REQUESTED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1985
[Dom in Mmw]

Inspection and cWtrol Tariff and trade Tactical interctice Ivestigations ToW

PWstin A=rg Amout Iftim Avrg Mul PmtbnI A=rg AW~ Pfb Averag P~b MWvIar An

Program changes:
A. Implementation of management savings ........................................................... 2,762 ................................ 1,054 ................................ 787 ................................ 626 ................................ 5,229
8. Management initiatives:

F aer optics .................................................................................................... 300 .................................................................................................................................................................................... 300
Integrated data telecom munications network ................................................ 700 ............................... 700 ................................ 700 .............. . . ..... 700 2,800
Automated commercial system ...................................................................................................................... 6 6,600 .................................................................................................................................. 6,600
Treasury enforcement communications system II ........................................ 2,720 ................................................................................ 400 ............................... 8 0 ................................ 4,000
Wind tunnel ................................................................................................................................................... Soo .................................................................................................................................. 500

Total, program changes ............................................................................. 6,482 .......................... 8,854 ................................ 1,887 ................................ 2,206 .................. ........ 19,429

Other Changes:
A. Increases necessary to maintain current levels:

Net cost of within grade salary increases .....................................................
Grade-to-grade promotions .............................................................................
Payment to Employee Comensation Fund .....................................................
Payment to Unemployment Compensation Fund .............................................
Increased costs of employee benefits .............................................................
Payment to Social Security Trust Fund ..........................................................
Increased pay cost

a. FY 1 S 4 pay incr ase .....................................................................
b. FY 19 1 pay increase ......................................................................

Travel and transportation cost ......................................................................
Permanent change of station moves ..............................................................
Payment to GSA ......................................... ........
Chargeback to FLETC for student services ....................................................
Cost of FTS and other communications ..........................................................
Equipment leasing and maintenance costs ....................................................
Extra holiday (Martin Luther King) ...............................................................
Printing costs ................................................................................................
Costs of outside contracts .............................................................................

1,613 ..................
327 ................................
294 ................................
193 ................................
761 ................................
334 ................................

1,079 ................................
4,699 ................................

550 ................................
485 .... ...... . ............

2,882 ................................
50 ................................

1,359 ................................
693 ................................
163 ................................

71 ................................
386 ................................

806 ................................
163 ...............................
147 ...............................

97 ................................
380 ...............................
167 ........ ....... ..........

540 ................................
2,379 ...............................

214 .................
242 ...............................
44 - ....................
25 ................................

680 ...................
346 ................................
82 ................................
35 ................................

193 ................................

452 ...............................
9 1 ...............................
8 2 ................................
54 ................................

2 13 ................................
9 4 ................................

302 ................................
1,470 ................................
154 ...............................
136 ................................
25 ................................
14 ................................

381 ................................
194 ................................
46 ................................
20 ................................

108 ................................

354 ................................
72 ................................
65 ................................
43 ................................

167 ................................
73 ........ . . . ..........

237 .................
1,106 ................................
121 ................................
106 ................................

20 ................................
11 ................................

298 ...............................
152 ................................

36 ................................
15 ................................
85 ................................

-4

3,225
653
88

387
1,521

668

2,158
9,654
1,099

969
2,971

100
2,718
1,385

327
141
772



SUMMARY EXPLANATION OF CHANGES REQUESTED FOR FISCAL YEAR 1985-Continued
["im in twmnbs]

Imecom am W" Tariff aid tW&d hc Mri k o TM

Postin =wa ~ pwfi =wa MA PWWU Av=g Art pjiw5 A=a MMAf PCS wrpAIUf

Reimbursements of services of other Government
agencies ................................................................................................... 252 ................................ 126 ................................ 7 1 ................................ 55 ................................ 504

Cost Of s plw es ............................................................................................. 251 ................................ 126 ................................ 71 ................................ 55 ................................ 503
Equipm ent procurem e t .................................................................................. 133 ................................ 67 ................................ 37 ................................ 29 ................................ 266

Subtotal, maintaining current level ........................................................... 16,575 ................................ 6,919 ................................ 4,015 ................................ 3,100 ................................ 30,609

B. Reductions, nonrecurring costs, and savings:
Reductions: Pay reduction (5 percent) ................................................................... - 8,596 ................................ - 4,424 ............................... 2,569 ................................ - 2,011 ................................ - 17,600
Nonrecomog costs:

Ra i vo e privacy . .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 55,409 ................................ 5,409
Autom ated com m ercial system ....................................... ................................................................................. - 6,600 .................................................................................................................................. - 6,600
Integrated data telecommunicatons ~ ................n.r............................... -469 ................................ - 469 ................................ -469 ................................ -468 ................................ . 1,875 o
Or,a zed crim e drug enforcem ent (OWC E] ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... - 1,100 ................................ - 1, 0

Management savings:
M anagerial efficiencies .................................................................................................... . 146 - 146 - 5,618 .................................................................................................. - 146 - 146 - 5,618
Organizational consolidation and realignment ................. -94 -95 -3,614' -211 -211 -8,434 -25 -25 -960 -19 -19 -730 -349 -350 -13,738
Centralized adminisrative services ................................. - 145 -145 -2,890 -80 -80 -1,594 -35 -35 -697 -20 -20 -398 -280 -280 -5,579
Operational effiencies dered from reimbrsable

p u ............... -.......................-....... 4..... I........ .............. . 111 - 111 - 4,105 ................................................................................................................................................... .- 111 - 111 - 4,105

Subtotal, reductions, nonrecurring costs, and sav-
ings ............................ I.......................................... -350 -351 -19,674 -437 -437 -27,13S -60 -60 -4,695 -39 -39 -10,116 -886 -887 -61,624

Total, other changes ................................................. - 350 -351 -3,099 -437 -437 -20,220 -60 -60 -- 630 -39 -39 -7,016 -886 -887 -31,015

Totl, increases or decreases in fiscal year 1986
compared with proposed fiscal year 1985 au.
thorized level ........................................................ 350 -351 -3,383 -437 -437 -11,366 -60 -60 -1,207 -39 -39 -4,810 -886 -887 -11,586
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4. CUsToMS RUOROANIZATION

- For the past several years the Service has sought to reorganize by reducing or
eliminating personnel engaged in commercial processing services at many ports and
by consolidating various administrative activities. Concern over reorganization
plans induced the Committee last year to require the Service to notify the Commit-tee 90 days in advance of any significant reorganization move.

The proposed FY86 budget again contemplates significant reorganization movesthat are intended to eliminate 887 positions. 645 of these saved positions will result
from consolidation and centralization of various administrative functions. In Decem-
ber, the Service notified the Committee of its intention to implement the first part
of these plans, and it has now begun to do so.

These are the elements of the consolidation program:
a. Centralize administrative functions.-The Service will place most financial,

management, and data processing support facilities in Indianapolis. This move is ex-
pected to be completed by October 1, 1985. 280 positions will be eliminated from var-
ious district and regona offices.

b. Regional consolidation.--Customs proposes to eliminate two of the seven
present regional offices. The Service estimates that 93 positions will be saved by this
consolidation.

c. Laboratory consolidiation.--Customs seeks to consolidate its present 6 laborato-
ries into 2, leaving one on each coast. 50 positions would be eliminated as a result.

d. Redesignate districts.--Currently there are 45 Customs districts and 57 mer-
chandise appraisement centers. The Service proposes to consolidate and to redesig-
nate these into 29 combined districts and centers. 304 positions would be saved.

e. Centralize drawback activities.-When an article is reexported after import
duties have been paid, the importer may be able to claim a refund. This refund is
called a "drawback". Customs proposes to consolidate its nine administrative draw-
back operations into a single location, for a savings of 16 positions.

f. Reimbursable ports initiative.-In addition to the 280 positions that the above
consolidations would eliminate, Customs may propose legislation to achieve further
savings by authorizing the Service to operate small offices on a reimbursable basis.
About 200 ports of entry are estimated to fall within Customs' proposal; if legisla-
tion were enacted and the services were not reimbursed, the Customs offices would
be closed. Assuming that legislation is ti~nely enacted, Customs estimates that 111
positions would be saved in FY86.

5. CUSTOMS USEiw FES

The Budget Committee, in its instructions to the Finance Committee, assumed the
Committee would raise $493 million in customs users fees. This would require the
enactment of legislation. The Service has not yet proposed any specific schedule of
fees.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Whitfield and Mr. Rohr, why don't you
both take a seat at the table and when Commissioner von Raab ar-
rives, then we can hear the testimony one right after another, if
that is all right with you.

Mr. Whitfield?

STATEMENT OF DENNIS WHITFIELD, CHIEF OF STAFF, OFFICE
OF THE U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

Mr. WHITFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If it is all right with
you, I think we will submit the short statement that we have for
the record, and let me just summarize our budget request, if I may.
We have a budget proposal of $11.431 million, which represents the
cut of a little over $2 million from the last fiscal year. There are
some specific things in here that would bear mentioning for a
moment, and within this cut, we are also assuming about a
$215,000 salary increase for which we will not go in for a supple-
mental this year. And in addition, if we are planning to push for-
ward on the preparations for a new round of negotiations that Am-
bassador Brock has taken the lead on for quite some time--
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The CHAIRMAN. Could you repeat that please?
Mr. WHrrIL. In addition, if we are able to push forward and

make some progress with our other trading partners toward the
preparation for a new round of negotiations, Ambassador Brock
has taken that lead and been in the front on it for some time. Our
estimate is that in this budget year that there would be a budget
outlay of a little over $300,000 for a few workyears and travel. We
will do our very best with the present budget request to take care
of a little over $1 million, which we think, will be necessary to con-
tinue the harmonized system work in fiscal year 1986 that is ongo-
ing in Geneva. In addition, we will probably get to the point where
we will ask some of our reimbursable details-resources that we
have had from other departments-to return to their home agen-
cies or departments, and have to take a pretty strong look at the
contract employees that we have that are doing specific functions.
So, it would be accurate, I think, to say that we are at a point
where it is a conscious belt-tightening process, but we feel like we
have the resources. We will maintain our 136 full-time equivalents
or workyear allocation. So, we will be able to support the nucleus
of our professional operation, and I believe deliver a quality prod-
uct and continue working relationships that we have with the Con-
gress, the private sector, and our trading partners. That, in sum-
mary, is pretty much where we are for the coming year. If you
have any questions, I would be glad to try to respond.

Senator DANFORTH. All right. Thank you. Mr. Rohr?
[Mr. Whitfield's prepared written statement follows:]
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TUTIMONY OF DENNs E. WHrrrED, ASSmTANT U.S. 7tz REPRUmTATivE FOR
ADMINITRATION

MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TO PRESENT THE

OFFICE OF THE U.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE'S RESOURCE REQUEST FOR

FISCAL YEAR 1986. WITH ME IS THE ASSISTANT U.S. TRADE REPRESEN-

TATIVE FOR CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS, BILL MARONI, AND THE DIRECTOR

OF OUR OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT, JOHN GIACOMINI.

THE PRESIDENT'S BUDGET AND THE RESOURCE REQUEST WHICH WE SUBMITTED

TO YOU REFLECT THE PROGRAM FREEZE, 10% ADMINISTRATIVE COST REDUCTIONS

AND A 6% PAY CUT THAT HAVE BEEN PROPOSED FOR MOST FEDERAL AGENCIES.

LAST YEAR, WE REPORTED TO YOU ON THE PLANNING FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE HARMONIZED SYSTEM OR HS. THIS SYSTEM WILL PROVIDE A

NEW INTERNATIONAL, INTEGRATED TARIFF STRUCTURE TO REPLACE THE

CURRENT, BURDENSOME U.S. TARIFF CODE. THE USTR IS THE LEAD

AGENCY FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HS, NOW SCHEDULED TO GO INTO

EFFECT IN JANUARY 1987.

THE HS IS A STREAMLINED, INTERNATIONAL PRODUCT CODING AND DESCR-

IPTION SYSTEM. IT WILL BE A USEFUL TOOL FOR MORE EFFICIENT

HANDLING OF VARIOUS TYPES OF TRADE TRAFFIC, TARIFFS, AND FOR

THE COLLECTION OF SATISTICAL DATA WHICH WILL DIRECTLY IMPACT

IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS, TRAFFIC MANAGERS, AND CUSTOMS OFFICIALS

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. A COMMON CODE AND TARIFF LANGUAGE WILL

GREATLY FACILITATE INTERNATIONAL TRADE BY ENSURING THAT PRODUCTS

ARE CLASSIFIED IN THE SAME MANNER AS THEY MOVE FROM COUNTRY

TO COUNTRY, REDUCING THE COST OF EXPORTING FOR U.S. PRODUCERS,

MAKING THE COLLECTION AND COMPARISON OF TRADE STATISTICS EASIER,
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AND PROMOTING MORE CERTAINTY AND UNDERSTANDING IN THE NEGOTIATION,

APPLICATION, AND INTERPRETATION OF TRADE AGREEMENTS.

THIS IS AN ENORMOUS, COMPLEX UNDERTAKING WHICH IS LABOR AND

DATA INTENSIVE. DURING THE PAST YEAR, WE HAVE MADE PROGRESS

TOWARD OUR GOAL BY BEGINNING THE STAFFING FOR THE HARMONIZED

SYSTEM IN GENEVA - THE CHIEF NEGOTIATOR FOR BS AND A SENIOR

ATTACHE ARE NOW IN GENEVA; THE LINE-BY-LINE REVIEW OF THE ITC'S

CONVERSION OF THE U.S. TARIFF SCHEDULES HAS BEEN COMPLETED.

NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE CONTRACTING PARTIES CONTINUE IN GENEVA,

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE GATT.

DURING 1985, WE WILL MOVE FORWARD ON THE RENEGOTIATION OF BOUND

TARIFFS TO ASSURE THAT THE BALANCE OF TARIFF OBLIGATIONS IS

MAINTAINED. THE GENEVA WORK PROGRAM HAS EVOLVED IN TWO PHASES.

PHASE ONE WAS THE GATT ARTICLE 28 EXERCISE ON THE HARMONIZED

SYSTEM AND WAS LAUNCHED IN A TWO WEEK SERIES OF BILATERAL MEETINGS

IN GENEVA IN DECEMBER 1984. THIS PHASE CONSISTS OF TECHNICAL

DISCUSSIONS AIMED AT IDENTIFYING CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLATURE

ERRORS AND NARROWING THE NUMBER OF ISSUES WHERE NEGOTIATION

WILL BE NECESSARY. WE EXPECT TO COMPLETE THIS PHASE BY MID-SUMMER.

OVER THE AUGUST RECESS WE WILL BE ASSESSING THE EFFECT ON U.S.

EXPORTS OF CHANGES IN RATES OF DUTY IN FOREIGN SCHEDULES AND

WILL PREPARE FOR PHASE II OF THE HS EXERCISE, THAT IS, THE FORMAL
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ARTICLE 28 NEGOTIATIONS WHICH ARE EXPECTED TO BEGIN IN SEPTEMBER.

OUR OBJECTIVE IS TO CONCLUDE THE NEGOTIATIONS BY DECEMBER 1985

80 THAT CONGRESSIONAL CONSIDERATION OF THE IMPLEMENTING LEGISLATION

CAN BEGIN EARLY IN 1986. WE WILL BEGIN CLOSE CONSULTATIONS

WITH CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES ON THE HARMONIZED SYSTEM IN THE

NEAR FUTURE.

AS THE PRESIDENT INDICATED IN HIS STATE OF THE UNION MESSAGE,

ANOTHER MAJOR U.S. TRADE POLICY OBJECTIVE IS TO LAUNCH A NEW

ROUND OF MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS IN 1986. WE BELIEVE

THAT NEW NEGOTIATIONS ARE ESSENTIAL TO IMPLEMENT THE COMMITMENTS

MADE TO ROLLBACK PROTECTIONIST MEASURES AT BOTH THE WILLIAMSBURG

AND LONDON ECONOMIC SUMMITS. A NEW ROUND OF MULTILATERAL TRADE

NEGOTIATIONS WOULD GREATLY CONTRIBUTE TO WORLDWIDE ECONOMIC

RECOVERY BY EXPANDING TRADE OPPORTUNITIES, ADDRESSING SPECIFIC

FOR oS OF PROTECTIONISM, IMPROVING THE FUNCTIONING OF THE GATT,

AND EXTENDING INTERNATIONAL TRADE RULES TO NEW AREAS SUCH AS

SERVICES, INTELLECTURAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND INVESTMENT, THAT

ARE CRUCIAL TO THE FUTT)RE GROWTH OF WORLD TRADE.

WE WILL BE WORKING CLOSELY WITH MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE, THE

PRIVATE SECTOR AND THE LABOR COMMUNITY AS WE MOVE FORWARD WITH

THIS CRITICAL INITIATIVE. WE CANNOT HOPE FOR INTERNATIONAL

SUCCESS UNTIL WE HAVE A FIRM CONSTITUENCY HERE AT HOME FOR THIS

UNDERTAKING. THE ADVICE WE WILL BE SOLICITING FROM ALL OF YOU
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IN THE COMING MONTHS WILL GUIDE US IN OUR DISCUSSIONS.

WHILE MUCH ATTENTION HAS BEEN PLACED ON OUR EFFORTS TO MOVE

FORWARD WITH A NEW ROUND, THERE ARE A BOST OF BILATERAL DISCUSSIONS

THAT ARE MOVING FORWARD WITH VARYING DEGREES OF SUCCESS. I

WILL NOT TAKE YOUR TIME TO ENUMERATE THE STATUS OF ALL OUR BILATERAL

ISSUES, BUT BRIEFLY MENTION A FEW AREAS THAT DESERVE HIGHLIGHTING.

AS YOU ARE AWARE THE 1984 TRADE ACT PASSED BY CONGRESS LAST

SESSION GAVE US AUTHORITY TO BEGIN DISCUSSIONS WITH OUR LARGEST

TRADING PARTNER AND CLOSE ALLY, CANADA. WE ARE HOPEFUL THAT

WITHIN THE NEXT FEW MONTHS WE CAN BEGIN DISCUSSIONS WITH THE

CANADIANS TO RESOLVE A NUMBER OF TRADE DISPUTES BETWEEN OUR

TWO COUNTRIES TO OUR MUTUAL ADVANTAGE. AS YOU KNOW, THERE CURRENTLY

EXIST ISSUES THAT NEED TO BE ADDRESSED. IN SEVERAL WEEKS, WE

ARE PLANNING TO MEET ON THE TIMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS SECTOR

AND THAT EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WILL BE A POSITIVE START.

ALSO, I AM HAPPY TO REPORT THAT PRESIDEN-' REAGAN AND CANADIAN

PRIME MINISTER MULRONEY HELD FRUITFUL DISCUSSIONS ON WAYS TO

RDUCE AND ELIMINATE IMPEDIMENTS TO CROSS- BORDER TRADE. JAMES

KELLEHER, MINISTER OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE, AND AMBASSADOR BROCK

HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED TO ESTABLISH A BILATERAL MECHANISM AS A
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FOLLOW-UP TO THIS MEETING TO FACILITATE TRADE AND INVESTMENT

FLOWS BETWEEN OUR TWO COUNTRIES. WE WILL REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT,

THE PRIME MINISTER, AND THE CONGRESS ON OUR PROGRESS IN SIX

MONTHS.

AMBASSADOR BROCK RECENTLY RETURNED FROM A TRIP TO JAPAN, AT

WHICH TIME, WE COMPLETED THE JOINT DECLARATION ON THE SEMICONDUCTOR

TARIFF ELIMINATION. DISCUSSIONS WERE HELD WITH PRIME MINISTER

NAKASONE AND OTHER HIGH-RANKING OFFICIALS ON THE IMPORTANCE SECTORS

OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TIMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS, AND COMPUTERS.

WE ARE USING EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE TO INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND

MANAGERIAL EFFECTIVENESS WITH THE RESOURCES WE HAVE. FOR INSTANCE,

TO SUPPLEMENT OUR PERMANENT STAFF AND TO HOLD DOWN COSTS, WE

USE NONREIMBURSABLE DETAILS, WHITE HOUSE FELLOWS, AND PRESIDENTIAL

MANAGEMENT INTERNS. WE ARE CONTINUING OUR SUCCESSFUL VOLUNTEER

UNIVERSITY INTERN PROGRAM. THAT PROGRAM HAS GROWN RAPIDLY -

WE NOW HAVE 45-50 INTERNS EACH YEAR OUT OF MORE THAN 300 APPLICANTS.

THEY PROVIDE USEFUL RESEARCH AND STATISTICAL SUPPORT BESIDES

GETTING AN INSIDE VIEW OF THE OPERATIONS OF A GOVERNMENT AGENCY.

THIS PROGRAM ALONE SAVES US MORE THAN $100,000 EACH YEAR. ALSO,

WE ARE CONTINUING TO EXERCISE TIGHT CONTROL OVER ALL EXPENDITURES

AND ESPECIALLY FOR OVERTIME, TRAVEL, AND PROCUREMENT. WE HAVE
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ALSO COMPLIED WITH THE FEDERAL MANAGERS' FINANCIAL INTEGRITY

ACT OF 1982 BY SUBMITTING POSITIVE REPORTS TO THE PRESIDENT

AND TO THE CONGRESS ON INTERNAL ACCOUNTING AND ADMINISTRATIVE

CONTROLS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE BELIEVE THAT OUR REQUEST REFLECTS BUDGET RESTRAINT.

WE PLAN TO MEET OUR MANDATES THROUGH CONTINUOUS REVIEW OF OUR

PRIORITIES AND UTILIZATION OF THE RESOURCES WHICH WE HAVE.

I WOULD BE PLEASED TO RESPOND TO YOUR QUESTIONS.

STATEMENT OF DAVID ROHR, COMMISSIONER, U.S.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Mr. ROHR. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much
for this opportunity to present the Commission's budget request for
fiscal year 1986. With me today are Commissioners Eckes and Lod-
wick, who are right behind me, and Richard Arnold, our budget
expert, seated to my right. In asking me to testify this morning,
Mr. Chairman, Chairwoman Stern sent her regrets since she is out
of the country on official business.

You have our full statement, so in the interest of brevity, I would
like to offerjust a few highlights at this time. The budget request
approved by the Commission totals $28,901,000 and 482 full-time
permanent positions. This is an increase of $3.5 million over our
fiscal year 1985 appropriation. However, this is essentially a re-
quest to fund operations at the level Congress already authorized
for fiscal year 1985. No program increases were funded by this re-
quest. Rather, the amount is necessary to fund our current pro-
grams at the 1985 authorized strength throughout the entire year
of fiscal 1986.

Mr. Chairman, this amount represents the bare minimum neces-
sary-to meet our obligations for what we expect will be an extreme-
ly busy year and, indeed, already is. The actual number of investi-
gations undertaken are beyond our control, as you know, since ba-
sically our job is to respond to petitions under statutes that fix our
responsibilities and our deadlines. This point is illustrated almost
daily as new petitions arrive at our front doorstep seeking redress
of the injurious effects-subsidized or dumped imports.

The Commerce Department, I understand, in an effort to respond
to these same petitions under the antidumping and countervaling
duty laws, has requested an increase in fiscal year 1986 of 37 posi-
tions and $1,810,000 for its International Trade Administration.
Also, recent statements by officials of other trade-related agencies
lead us to believe that they will increasingly request our assistance
in meeting their responsibilities. We are requesting no staff in-
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creases to meet this growing workload or for any of the other bur-
geoning demands or resources.

Our fiscal year 1986 request was developed in an atmosphere of
mounting pressure due to continued tensions in international
trade. Although recent statistics showed that 1984 was a record
year for economic growth in the United States, the $123.3 billion
trade deficit was also unprecendianted-in fact, the third consecu-
tive record-breaking year. Mr. Chaifman, the ITC has become a
MASH unit for the industrial and agricultural victims of these
massive trade flows.

When my colleague, Commissioner Eckes, addressed you last
year as Chairman of this Commission, he reported that the ITC
was under siege.

Today, I have to report that the siege has intensified. In 1984 weinitiated 203 cases, and that had been an increase of 26 percent
over the previous year. Now, our latest figures for the first quarter
of fiscal year 1985, show an additional 32 percent increase in our
workload, compared to the first quarter of fiscal year 1984. Indeed,
our caseload so far this year is again exceeding the projections on
which our budget request was made. I might note in this connec-
tion that our rate of litigation has increased in the past several
years by almost 500 percent. At this point, over 60 percent of our
determinations are appealed which means a much heavier than
normal load on the general counsel's office.

There's little prospect that the forces producing so many requests
for import relief will recede any time in the near future. Part of
the surge in our caseload can be traced to the steep appreciation of
the dol in the last 4 years which has drawn foreign products
into U.S. markets. All types of industries, both manufacturing and
agricultural, are turning to us for relief from intense foreign com-
petition.

COmpounding the problem of the "super" dollar, are fundamen-
tal s sin the comparative advantage of many U.S. manufactur-
ing firms. Now, firms in newly industrializing countries, particular-
ly in Asia, are posing new challenges to established U.S. industries.

Turning to a separate topic, I would like to point out that the
Commission's budget request includes no funds for the relocation of
our activities. Our current building, as you know, will be trans-
ferred to the Smithsonian Institution when a suitable location has
been found for us. Hoefully, a site can be selected this summer.
When a firmer schedule has been set, the Commission will return
with a request for funding for what is, in fact, a forced move. In
the meantime we will be pleased to keep you informed of progress
toward our relocation.

I would like to conclude by noting that few agencies are experi-
encing such disproportionate growth of responsibilities relative to
their size. Our work increases when American industry and agri-
culture are feeling injured. In effect, we provide a safety net for
American business when times are tough in trade, much as unem-
ployment compensation helps tide over workers buffeted by eco-
nomic vicissitudes. The current trade problems are exerting tre-
mendous pressure on all of us, but we are very confident that, with
the support of Congress, particularly your committee, the Commis-
sion can meet the challenge.
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In submitting the Commission's budget request for fiscal year
1986, I firmly believe we will need every penny of it if we are to
serve our objectives as defimed by Congress. Mr. Arnold and I will
be very pleased to answer any of your questions. Thank you.

Senator DANORTH. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. Whitfield, I have viewed the USTR as being a pretty trim

organization. I think there are about 140 people there, or some-
thing like that.

Mr. WmnnLr . Yes; we have 136 workyears and with a few con-
tractors and consultants, we are at about 166 or so people.

Senator DANFORTH. Very small operation. Very much the shock
troops of trade. It would seem to me that it is an office which has a
lot of work to do, as you pointed out in your testimony. As I under-
stand it, the numbers you have given us have considered new
duties relating to the harmonized tariff system, the possibility of
the new general negotiating round, plus the intensified activities
with respect to trade between Japan and the United States. I don't
want to argue you up from the figure you have given us, but it
seems to me unusual that a lean organization as is with clearly ad-
ditional responsibilities is proposing a reduction of 16 percent. It is
wonderful if you can do it, but is your testimony that with a 16-
percent cut you can undertake these additional responsibilities?

Mr. WHmELD. I think with a very serious review of some of the
areas where we have a little bit of flexibility-for instance, in our
computer operations, which has a rather substantial percentage of
our budget-and where over the last couple of years we have at-
tempted to update and get ourselves the hardware and the soft-
ware we need. We will take a very candid look at the number of
people that we have on contract and on reimbursable detail from
other agencies and a very serious look at perhaps several other
areas that I belier'e that we can provide the funds to complete the
mission that we feel we are mandated to do, and within the dollar
figures. It will be very tough, quite frankly, and there is not an
ounce of fat in the budget.

Senator DANFORTH. Yes, this is a responsible number. This is
really what you would like to see authorized?

Mr. WHnFELD. It is a figure, I think, that we will be able to live
with.

Senator DANFORTH. Especially since you are going to the Labor
Department.

Mr. WHrrELD. Yes, sir. [Laughter.]
We may have a little more flexibility over there.
Senator DANPoRTH. Mr. Rohr, by contrast, you are proposing a

current operating level, but a 14-percent increase. Do you think
that 14-percent increase is necessary to maintain existing levels at
the ITC.

Mr. ROHR. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman. As I noted in my testimony,
this increase is not for any new programming at all. It is simply an
increase to fund for the staffing increase that was provided 9y the
1984 supplemental and the fiscal year 1985 appropriation. There
are no program increases there. The basis on which we estimated
this budget last fall in terms of our increased caseload has already
been surpassed, as I noted in my testimony. In addition to statu-
tary casework increases, we had estimated 25 section 832 investiga-
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tions for this fiscal year. We already have 19 on our plate, includ-
ing the four recently requested by the Finance Committee.

Senator DANFORTH. What are you going to do with the extra
money? Are you going to hire more people?

Mr. Roim. No, we are not hiring above our current staffing level
of 482. We have approximately 20 people in the selection process
now, and some 10 more to go. We expect to be at that full stffn
level by the end of the year, but we intend to hire no new people
with this money.

Senator D AmRTH. What happens to the 14 percent?
Mr. RoHa. In addition to fully funding the 44 additional full-time

permanent positions authorized by the Congress last year, this in-
crease is necessary to cover increased compensation costs. We are
hiring now at a slightly higher grade level than we have in the
past in order to attract more qualified and experienced people.

Senator DANrow. You mean you are upgrading your person-
nel?

Mr. Rosa. To some extent, yes, sir.
Senator Dm mrOm. I have a memo which our staff has handed

me which, I guess, came from your office. It is entitled "Adminis-
trative Announcement" and it is dated April 1, 1985, and the sub-
ject is: Rat control in the ITC build ,. [Laughter.]

And among other things, it says: "Do not attempt to combat the
rodent. As I am sure you are all aware, a trapped or threatened
animal can be extremely dangerous. If you observe a rodent in
your office, immediately warn anyone else in the room without
undue alarm, and call 724-1234 for assistance." [Laughter.]

"You should leave the room until the rodent has been removed
or observed to have departed " And so on. [Laughter.]

Is this an April Foots memo?
Mr. Rosa. Mr. Chairman, I wish I could say it was. This is a con-

tinuing problem we have at the Commission, and not only with
rats, I guess, since this memo describes a problem with rodents,
primarily rats. I have had indications in my own office recently of
some of these animals living there or at least passing through. We
are taking some precautions. Among other measures we are tryin
to plug up all the holes along the foundation of the building "an
we have hired a professional rodent ontrdl company. I have a
baseball bat in my own office itow. The memo you referred to tells
me not to combat the rat myself, so I will call 724-1234 and ask
somebody to come and help m, should I experience an encounter.

Senator DANFORTH. Is that an American baseball bat, or is itJapan ee 9Mr. Ro~m. It is an American-make Louisville slugger. [Laughter.]

Senator DsiwRoaTr. Let me ask you this: You say you think the
GSA is working on relocating you. I have heard that ever since I
have been here, and I think that this has gone on since well before
I came to the Senate--l years or more-that the GSA has been
talking about relocate the ITC. And in the meantime, the build-
ing that you are in is deteriorating. Some members of the Finance
Committee went to the ITC, I guess a year or two ago, and you
hosted a little working lunch for us, and we had an opportunity to
tour part of the building. And it is revolting. And the situation is
that the General Services Administration has been talking about
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relocating you for about 10 years. During the interim period of
time, almost nothing has been done to maintain your building in
an ordinary fashion. The result is that water is leaking in, you are
infested by rats. All you have to do is drive by the outside of the
building and see that it is really falling to ruins. Do you think the
GSA means it this time, or is this just their usual annual state-
ment to the effect: Don't call us, we will call you.

Mr. ROHR. Mr. Chairman, we have to assume that GSA means it.
The Commission staff has worked with GSA for several months to
prepare an advertisement for 170,000 square feet of occupiable
space in a leased building. This solicitation is expected to proceed
in April and hopefully a suitable building will be found by
summer. I certainly agree with you that it seems to be an annual
event. We thought we had a building located last summer at 500
North Capitol Street, but the negotiations between GSA and the
owners of that building for modifications to meet our needs broke
down some time last fall and the building is no longer available to
us. At the moment, no suitable building has been identified.

Senator DANFORTH. Maybe we should write a letter to GSA from
the committee. I think it is degrading.

Mr. ROHR. Mr. Chairman, I think that would be most helpful.
Senator DANFORTH. Yes. I think it is degrading to you. I would

think it would be demoralizing to your people, not to mention the
countless people who come in to the ITC with cases.

Mr. ROHR. Oh, I am sure that is true. Another problem we have,
of course, is the building is not large enough for our needs. Conse-
quently, we have our staff spread around town in some other build-
ing We are not all housed under one roof, be it ever so leaky.

Senator DANFoRTH. Senator Bentsen?
Senator BzwmszN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr.

Rohr, I thought that had been resolved. I thought that the Smiths-
nian was now getting that building, and GSA was moving toward
acquisition of the building. Isn't that correct?

Mr. ROHR. That is correct, sir. Senator, last fall the Congress
passed legislation which transferred our building to the Smithsoni-
an, but only after a suitable alternative location had been found
for us. That is where the problem lies. No suitable building has
been identified.

Senator Bzwrsmi. The controversy is really that you are not sat-
isfied with the building that they are recommending, isn't it?

Mr. ROHR. No, sir. We have no recommendation at all at this
point.

Senator BzsmzN. You mean that the GSA hasn't suggested a
specific building?

Mr. ROHR. The building I referred to at 500 North Capitol Street,
which we thought was going to be available, was not. It did not
become unavailable because we did not want it. It became unavail-
able because negotiations between GSA and the owners of that
building to make modifications, agreed to by GSA, to meet our re-
quirements terminated when the owners refused to make the nec-
essary reconfigurations. We do have some rather special require-
ments, for example, for a hearing, room, and courtrooms for our ad-
ministrative law judges, and suitable computer areas. Apparently
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that building could not be modified to meet those requirements. I
believe there were some structural problems involved.

Senator BzmwN. Mr. Rohr, I am on the Environmental and
Public Works Committee. I will try to look into that and see if we
can't get that expedited.

Mr. Rotor. Senator, we would appreciate all the help we can get.
Senator BzNrsmN. I understand there was a 3-to-2 vote against

adding 19 employees, by the committee. What was the argument
for the additional staff?

Mr. Rotm. Basically, I felt the forecasted increase in the Commis-
sion's caseload required a modest staff increase. As I noted earlier,
our caseload has increased significantly more the first quarter of
fiscal year 1985 than estimates on which we based our original
budget last fall. At that time, I felt personally a 19 professional
staff increase was not at all out of line with the increased workload
that we expected. That is the basis for my affirmative vote.

Senator BzN . I assume we will require more information re-
garding the trade deficit. Let me ask you how is the advisory serv-
ice now being used? The advisory service, comprised of private in-
dustry, agriculture, and labor advisers are supposed to advise the
President on trade matters. Can you supply us with whatever in-
formation the advisory group has given you for the new round of
Canadian negotiations and/or for any other major trade issue this
year? Would you prepare that for me and get it to me?

Mr. Rotm. I would be very happy to supply that, sir.
Senator B rsmz. All right. I am told that the trade decisions

are sometimes made at the nonstatutory cabinet council on com-
merce and trade headed by Secretary Baldrige. I would rather have
Mr. Whitfield address this, rather than a statutory trade policy
group headed by Ambassador Brock. Could you provide me with a
list of the agenda items for the last 2 years?

Mr. Wanw. For the TPC and the COCT? Yes, sir.
Senator Bzrsxw. If you would do that for the record, I would

appreciate it. Mr. Chairman, I believe those are all the questions I
have at this time.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANTORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much. There

may be some other questions by other members of the committee
to ask you for the record. I think there may be some for you, Mr.
Rohr, particularly from Senator Heinz.

Mr. ROHR. All rirht Thank you.Mr. Wrrrnw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Commissioner, thank you very much. Please

proceed at your convenience.
Mr. VoN RAAB. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM VON RAAB, COMMISSIONER OF
CUSTOMS, U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE

Mr. voN RA". Mr. Chairman, I have a more detailed statement
that I would like to submit for the record and present at this point
a shorter version if that is acceptable. Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee, we appreciate this opportunity to appear before
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you today to present the U.S. Customs Service fiscal year 1986 ap-
propriation request of $639,102,000 and 12,531 direct average posi-
tions for salaries and expenses and $60,425,000 for operations and
maintenance of the air program.

Customs also is requesting appropriations for two newly estab-
lished funds. The first is for $8 million for a forfeiture fund, and
for the second we are requesting $75,000 to recover anticipated re-
imbursements for services at small airports. In line with President
Reagan's efforts to lower the cost of our Government, our fiscal

ar 1986 salaries and expenses appropriations request is
11,586,000 less than our requested level or 1985. We have includ-

ed $14,200,000 for program initiatives, primarily for ongoing auto-
mation and communications programs and for improving the detec-
tion effectiveness of our law enforcement officers.

Our request also includes $30,609,000 for increases necessary to
maintain current operating levels. Customs air program operation
and maintenance appropriation request of $60,425,000 represents
an increase of $16 million over 1985. The- funds will be used for pro-
gram enhancements, to strengthen our current and future oper-
ational capabilities. Our objective, as reflected in our 1986 budget
submission, supports President Reagan's precepts of strengthened
law enforcement and better management of Government resources.

In 1986 we will continue our priority program to reform commer-
cial practices through the ongoing development and implementa-
tion of the Customs Automated Commercial System, a key program
for decreasing processing times and reducing operational costs for
both customs and the international trade community. We are plan-
ning to allocate an additional $6.6 million for the refinements of
the hardware and software components of the system. As part of
our efforts to enlist the support of private industry in this joint
venture to improve the entire processing system for imported mer-
chandise, I recently met with members of the Dallas-Fort Worth
business community, and I am pleased to report that the Customs'
program for implementing the automated commercial system and
developing better procedures was well received by most business
leaders. We look forward to working with all business groups
across the country to integrate tomorrow's technology and the most
up-to-date processing procedures into the Nation's cargo system.
Customs' drug enforcement efforts continue to produce significant
results. In 1984 the amounts of heroin and cocaine seized again set
new records. Heroin seizures reached 664 pounds, up 12 percent
over the previous year, while cocaine seizures were over 27,000
pounds, an increase of 40 percent above the previous year. Our ef-
forts against drug smugglers have been only a part of our law en-
forcement programs. To stop the illegal transfer of high technology
to Eastern Bloc countries, the Customs Service is implementing
more effective detection and investigative methods at major ports
throughout the country, Customs also continues to emphasize its
efforts against fraudulent imports.

These efforts have produced excellent results in terms of the sei-
zure of financial assets and prosecutions of the criminals. The past
decade has seen substantial growth in pornography trafficking.
Customs is aggressively investigating pornography cases, especially
where large volume dealers, organized crime, or child pornography
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axe involved. Together with other Federal, State, and local and for-
eign authorities, we are working to stem the flow of importations
at the source countries. As a result of Customs investigative efforts,
several child pornographers have been identified and arrested. In
1984, our intensified efforts resulted in over 4,000 seizures, an in-
crease of over 120 percent.

An important part of Customs' mandate is to provide the most
efficient and effective operations and management at the lowest
possible cost. We are proposing to meet this objective by centraliz-
ing functions wherever feasible and introducing new ways of doing
business. The initial step, to begin this year, is the centralization of
virtually all administrative functions in headquarters and the re-
gions. The functions and staff affected are strictly involved in ad-
ministrative type operations, and we believe true economies are
possible by centralizing these operations. To implement the central-
ization approach, Customs is investing some $8 million in 1985.

As for savings, current projections are for some $5 million annu-
ally. In 1986, we intend to build upon this initial major savings pro-
gram by implementing organizational realignments as well. Cus-
toms' processing and enforcement programs will be redeployed
around the concept of fully operational districts staffed by a full
complement of inspectors, import specialists and other enforcement
officers. More efficient and effective use will be made of current
staffing and low productivity ports, and wherever possible, Customs
will provide service on a cost reimbursable basis at these ports of
entry.

In 1986, Customs is projecting a net annual savings of $8,163,000
from these management efficiencies, which will be used to support
the priority programs described in our budget submission. A con-
tinuing concern of the Customs Service and the Treasury Depart-
ment is the effectiveness of the air interdiction program as a deter-
rent against the smuggling of narcotics and contraband by private
aircraft, a threat that has dramatically increased over the past sev-
eral years. In 1984, the value of narcotics and dangerous drugs
seized by the Customs air program was about $1 billion. We believe
that the 1986 budget request for this program will provide Cus-
toms, for the first time, with sufficient resources to begin challeng-
ing the growing air drug smuggling problem. Included in our re-
quest is $5 million to develop a prototype air detection system and
$4.6 million to increase the operational flights of the P-3A's. These
enhancements will enable Customs to significantly deter and dis-
rupt the flow of narcotics into the United States.

In closing we wish to reiterate that Customs' mission is extreme-
ly important and operates in a dynamic environment, significant
elements of which include the traveling public, the trade communi-
ty, and American business. In fulfilling our responsibilities, we
must increasingly employ sophisticated operational and enforce-
ment techniques and a wide variety of skills and disciplines. This
concludes my introductory statement. I would be happy to answer
your questions and those of the other members of the subcommit-
tee.

[Mr. von Raab's prepared statement follows:]
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U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM VON RAAR

COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS

FOR PRESENTATION BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we appreciate

this opportunity to appear before you today to present the U.S.

Customs Service FY 1986 appropriation request of $639,102,000

and 12,531 direct average positions for "Salaries and Expenses"

and $60,425,000 for "Operations and Maintenance" of the Air

Program. Customs also is requesting an appropriation of

S8,000,000 for the newly established Forfeiture Fund and $75,000

to recover anticipated reimbursements for services at small

airports.

Customs' "Salaries and Expenses" FY 1986 appropriation

request represents a net decrease of S11,586,000 from the funds

requested in FY 1985, and also includes a $17,600,000 reduction

due to the proposed five percent salary reduction for all

Federal employees. Included in the FY 1986 SAE authorization

request is $14,200,000 for program initiatives, primarily for

ongoing automation and communication programs as well as for

improving the detection effectiveness of our law enforcement

officers; $30,609,000 for increases necessary to maintain

current operating levels; and, management efficiencies and

non-recurring expenses of $44,024,000.
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Customs Air Program "Operations and Maintenance*

appropriation request of $60,425,000 represents an increase of

$16,000,000 from the funds requested in FY )985. Included in

the requested enhancements are funds to begin a full-scale

research program to develop an operational 360 degree radar for

use on detection aircraft, modification of C-12 aircraft;

additional flight hours for the four operational P-3A aircraft;

and, operation of two additional Blackhawk helicopters. The

appropriation request also includes $5,000,000 for annualization

of current year approved operations and non-recurring costs of

$5,000,000.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Customs Service, once the main source of federal monies,

still continues today to collect significant revenues as well as

to assume the responsibility for interdicting illegal attempts

to bring drugs and other contraband into the country. Although

the primary objective of the Tariff Act is the protection of

American industry, revenue collections from its enforcement

produced $12.5 billion in FY 1984, and is projected to reach

$15.0 billion in FY 1986.
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As usual, Customs also had a busy year processing a heavy

volume of traffic and trade generated by a growing international

economy. The Customs workforce cleared some 288 million per-;

sons, 6.4 million merchandise entries, up 21 percent, and more

than S300 billion in cargo entering the country. In addition,

about 90 million vehicles, vessels, and aircraft were

processed. Projections for FY 1986 indicate continued growth

and a heavy workload in the future.

Management efficiencies Customs is implementlng in FY 1985,

and those to be achieved In PY 1986, represent Improvements in

administrative, commercial and enforcement activities as well as

updated approaches for achieving Customs' mission. These pro-

grams, when fully developed and implemented, will improve

productivity, streamline program operations, enhance organiza-

tioal and functional efficiency, and abolish duplicative

activities. Many of the efficiencies result from our efforts to

convert labor intensive functions to more automated processing.

In total, these actions will produce savings of 887 average

positions and provide substantial savings in future years.



As I stated on previous occasions, Customs will adhere to

President Reagan's precepts of strengthened law enforcZpment and

better management of government resources. Our objectives in

FY 1986 are to achieve the following:

" Improved enforcement efforts to combat those illegal

activities that fall within Customs' jurisdiction by the

introduction of the most effective techniques;

* Increased staff productivity by developing and implement-

ing automated systems, wherever possible, in all merchan-

dise, revenue collection, and enforcement processing;

and,

* Efficiencies in administration by centralizing functions,.

eliminating duplicative activities and unneeded paper-

work, and simplifying processing procedures.

Customs' efforts directed toward stengthening law

enforcement programs produced significant results in FY 1984.

Smuggling continues as a significant national problem. We are

still confronted with an illegal industry of billions of dollars

and continual smuggling along all our borders.
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But I do have good news to report. Through the combined

efforts of Customs and the Coast Guard marihuana seizures rose

by 19.4 percent, probably reflecting increased mothern ship and

air smuggling operations. Customs' heroin and cocaine intercep-

tions have set new records. 4!croin seizures in PY 1984 reached

664 pounds, up 12 per.:ent from the previous year. The results

largely reflect intensified inspections at airports, especially

cargo, and the use of improved inspectional techniques.

With regard to cocaine, I must commend Customs enforcement

groups for the outstanding results produced during the past four

years. In FY 1982, we seized 11,150 pounds of cocaine, an

increase of more than 200 percent above the previous year. In

FY 1983, seizures reached 19,602 pounds, more than 400 percent

above FY 1981 and 76 percent over FY 1982. In FY 1984, seizures

were again significantly higher, reaching 27,525 pounds, for an

increase of 40.4 percent above the previous year and a seven-

fold increase above the FY 1981 amount of 3,741 pounds. In

FY 1984 we disrupted organized smuggling groups by taking about

$7.5 billion in cocaine sales off the streets and preventing the

criminals from pocketing the profits. And, for the first

quarter of FY 1985, Customs cocaine seizures are continuing at a

rate of more than double the record fiscal year 1984 total.
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These results, of course, largely reflect the high priority

of Customs law enforcement. The nation faces two major problems

at its borders. The first is massive drug smuggling, which has

been with us for at least a generation and is now one of our

major industries. Customs has responded by continuing its

successful enforcement efforts in South Florida, along the

Southwest border, and at major airports, where the majcr share

of illegal narcotics activity is centered. In South Florida,

huge sums of drug-related currency enter and leave the country

daily to finance this deadly international traffic.

The second problem is critical technology illegally leaving

the country. In line with President Reagan's call to stop the

illegal transfer of high-technology to Eastern-bloc countries,

Customs is continuing Operation EXODUS. Furthermore, we are

implementing more effective detection and investigative efforts

at major ports throughout the country. To achieve this goal,

Customs has developed new approaches for surveillances; improved

cargo inspections directed at uncovering theso illegal equipment

shipments and, improved intelligence efforts related to

shipments and potential violators.

While the enforcement effort is now well on its way to

achieving its objectives, Customs Service goals also include

facilitation, and the reduction of the costs to the public and

48-992 0 - 85 - 2
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to the Government, of the processing of international trade.

Facilitation of passenger and cargo processing is a high

priority. We do not believe that every passenger, vehicle,

piece of baggage, or cargo shipment must be searched. Since the

vast majority of Customs transactions involve law-abiding

persons and firms, Customs officers are directing their primary

attention to *high-risk* passengers and cargo. It is clear to

me that effective enforcement and efficient facilitation can go

hand-in-hand, without contradiction or without diminishing our

law enforcement.

Customs also is continuing its priority program to reform

commercial practices in essence, how we implement the tariff

laws and how we process the vast quantity of imported

merchandise. In meeting our goals in commercial processing, we

are pushing forward determinedly with *consolidation*,

'automation" and *streamlining* of all applicable operations.

Simplification of forms, paperwork, and procedures will

reinforce automation and help to speed up the cargo clearance

process. A major project consolidating our data processing
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functions into a single computer environment has been

completed. we feel that this will eventually permit us to

dramatically improve Customs processing of imports and to

implement new methods of collecting duties.

At the heart of the automation effort, is the Automated

Commercial System (ACS). Today, at numerous ports, we have on-

line a comprehensive data base with all the functions required

for processing electronically transmitted or manually prepared

entries. Therefore, the system can efficiently process any and

all entries prepared by all the brokers. All revenue collected

by Customs is processed through ACS, as is the preparation of a

daily broker statement. Also, the system is being integrated in

the operations of local port authorities and major importers.

The whole importing community is cooperating in its inplementa-

tion. Supplementary systems for processing Fines, Penalties,

and Forfeitures (FP&F) and Bonded Warehouse Inventory (BWICS)

are being completed. In summary, ACS comprises ten separate

stand alone modules specifically directed to each of the major

activities under the commercial system. Many of these systems

are already in full operation. When fully developed and imple-

mented the system will provide improved management information,

more efficient resource use, and increased responsiveness to the

business community.
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FY 1986 Plans

In FY 1985, Customs is planning its expansion and develop-

ment of ACS and its telecommunication system as well as

developing an up-to-date TECS system. applicable for today's

enforcement environment.

Automated Commercial Systems

The $6.6 million to be spent in FY 1986 will allow Customs

to continue to expedite development and implementation of the

full system needed to raise productivity and continue efficient

service as the workload grows. When completed, ACS will support

full selectivity, determining which imports should be intensive-%

ly examined and those entries wuth potential classification

changes and increased revenue. This enhancement will pay for

itself in cost savings for Customs and the importing community.

In PY 1986, system development and hardware expansion for the

following modules will be implementedz manifest processing,

quota, account billing, fines, penalties and forfeitures, and

the Customs information exchange.
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Integrated Data Telecommunications Network

Currently, Customs has two independent telecommunications

systems: one supports the Treasury Enforcement Communications

System (TECS) by providing essential information to support

enforcement activities; and, the other supports the Commercial

and Administrative Systems associated with revenue processing.

Since these networks were designed and developed separately, at

different times with different missions in mind, they are

incompatible for many important functions. In addition, both

use technology that is now obsolete. While updating both

systems to incorporate the latest technology, Customs will also

consolidate both networks reducing redundant costs and improving

operations. Customs is planning to build upon the funding

provided in FY 1985 by reallocating an additional $2.8 million

td complete the project. These funds will be used for modern

telecommunications equipment such as mini-computers, packet

switching equipment, telecommunication circuits and earth

station antennas.
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TECS II Development

The thrust of TECS II Design and Development is to build a

comprehensive enforcement data base system whose underpinnings

are state-of-the-art hardware, software and data base management

systems. All current TECS users will contribute their expertise

to the design of TECS II and will, therefore, have firsthand

experience with TECS II as it evolves. This system will provide

for the expansion and integration of the existing automated

enforcement efforts such as Operation EXODUS, the Treasury

Financial Law Enforcement System and commercial fraud, as well

as other enforcement efforts. This initiative will afford

Customs the flexibility to meet the numerous information

requirements of today's Customs enforcement program. The

$4.0 million investment will provide upgraded assistance and

support to the ten enforcement agencies in and outside Treasury

using the system.

Proposed ManaQement Efficiencies

As stated in my previous appearances before this

Subcommittee, other Congressional groups, and business and

industry groups, I believe an important part of my mandate as

Commissioner of Customs is to bring to Customs the most

I
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efficient and effective operations and management possible at

the lowest possible cost. At this time, when the entire federal

budget mustwbe closely monitored to eliminate excessive and

duplicative.-costs, and significant budgetary reductions are

required, as this Subcommittee is well aware, this goal becomes

the highest priority for all agency managers. I believe Customs

is no exception and must shoulder its full share of the

cutbacks.

For this year and in FY 1986, I am proposing to meet this

objective by expanding upon our gains in automation by

centralizing functions wherever feasible and, most importantly,

introducing "new ;days of doing business". The initial step in

the proposed series of initiatives is the centralization of

virtually all administrative functions within Customs, which

wfll be started and completed during FY 1985. What do we mean

by centralization of administrative functions? Currently, the

accounting, payroll, personnel, management analysis, etc.,

functions are spread throughout Customs; there is a large

Headquarters component for each activity and related functional

groups in each of the Regional offices. The functions and staff

involved are not operational in nature and do not function in

the ports or districts; these are strictly Headquarters

administrative type operations.
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Since the processing and recordkeeping of these functions

are generally computer generated, our studies indicate that true

economies of scale are possible by centralizing these opera-

tions. As now planned, the operations and assigned positions

will be transferred to Indianapolis, Indiana, and Washington,

D.C., to carry out all of Customs' administrative functions. To

implement this centralization approach, Customs is investing

some $8 million in FY 1985. As for savings, current projections

are for some $5 million annually.

In PY 1986, we intend to build upon this initial major

savings program by implementing organizational realignments, as

well. Customs' processing and enforcement programs will be

redeployed around the concept of fully operational districts.

Customs' laboratories will operate at possibly two locations.

Each district will be staffed by a full complement of inspec-

tors, import specialists, and other enforcement agents. Entries

will continue to be filed as previously, but the actual proces-

sing will be at the appropriate district office. Also, more

efficient and effective use will be made of current staffing in

low productivity inland ports, seaports, northern and southern

border ports. Wherever possible, Customs will provide service

on a cost reimbursable basis at these ports of entry.
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In FY 1986, Customs is projecting a net annual savings of

$8,163,000 from these management efficiencies, which will be

used to support the priority programs described in our budget

submission. In the out years, we are projecting annual savings

of some $29 million.
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REPORT ON CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT AND OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS

INSPECTION AND CONTROL

Customs' Inspection and Control program processes persons

and cargo, and clears carriers, for both revenue and enforcement

purposes. Customs' efforts to improve enforcement of pertinent

laws and regulations and expedite processing of persons and

goods will continue in FY 1986. Our objective, despite resource

constraints, is to achieve a balance of economical processing

while still maintaining full service.

Customs will continue to meet the challenge of a growing

workload while improving overall effectiveness through the

expanded utilization of automated systems, selectivity systems

and other innovative techniques. Increasingly selective and

automated inspectional techniques will enable Customs inspectors

to concentrate their efforts on the Ohigh-risks passengers and

cargo while allowing the predominantly law-abiding transactions

to receive minimal attention. We will continue to streamline

cargo processing *through the use of automated technology that

will improve our ability to facilitate the entry of merchandise
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without-weakening our enforcement posture. Our enforcement

efforts will be-enhanced through the use of fully implemented

selectivity systems. Our special teams of inspectors, equipped

with detector dogs and the best possible intelligence we can

provide will continue to concentrate on high-risk cargo. These

teams have already established significant cost-benefit ratios

with noteworthy narcotics seizures from cargo and baggage. We

will expand their use, increase their expertise, and improve the

equipment available to them to achieve even more significant

results in FY 1986.

Passenaer Processino

As in previous years, Customs processed approximately

290 million persons entering the United States, of which 31

million were air passengers. Although air passengers constitute

approximately 10 percent of the total number of persons entering

the country, they require a disproportionately large share of

Customs resources due to the limited facilities available and

the substantial crowding during processing. The problem is

intensified because flight arrivals at airports are concentrated

within certain time periods and the expansion of facilities to

meet the growing workload is minimal.
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To meet these greater demands and insure that its workload

is efficiently facilitated while full enforcement is maintained,

Customs has developed and implemented new higher speed proces-

sing systems tailored to accommodate the physical configuration

and threat level of each airport. These processing systems

allow the rapid processing of law-abiding travelers and the more

efficient detection of suspected violators.

One of our major initiatives for P¥ 1986 will be regulatory

changes to private aircraft and small boat reporting proce-

dures. Under the proposed rulemaking, reporting requirements

for private aircraft considered as a high risk will be made more

stringent, and detailed justifications will be required for

overflight exemptions. In addition, more stringent reporting

requirements are being considered for small boats.

The enforcement aspects of passenger processing are being

reinforced by the use of inspectors trained in new observational

techniques, development of walk-through narcotic detection

devices, passport "readers", and fiber optics inspection devices

for more quickly inspecting inaccessible areas in aircrafts and
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other vehicles. During the 1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los

Angeles some of these new techniques were available for.our use

in handling the special security and visitor processing respons-

ibilities and proved very successful. In FY 1986, Customs will

be spending $300,000 to acquire 57 fiber optics devices which

will be deployed to critical smuggling locations.

Carao Processing

Customs is continuing to streamline its efforts in the cargo

processing area. These efforts are aimed at facilitating the

flow of legitimate cargo through our air and sea ports while

focusing emphasis on suspect shipments. In order to speed the

flow of merchandise, we are expanding existing cargo nelectivity

and enhancing our automated cargo processing systems. The most

significant innovation has been the expanded and enhanced

Automated Cargo Clearance and Enforcement.Processing Techniques

(ACCEPT) system. Rigorous system testing showed that regulatory

and enforcement efforts could be improved and cargo expedited by

intensively examining only selected shipments identified by
automated intelligence as high risk. Customs ACCEPT is now in

operation at 31 major ports, and 11 additional sites will be

implemented in FY 1985. The entire processing and inspection

operation is directed by a central-site computer. At the same
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time, a manual version of the system, previously developed for

use at small to medium-sized ports, will be installed at

additional locations. The enforcement aspect of ACCEPT was also

strengthened by integrating it with the Customs Automated Cargo

Transaction Intelligence System (CACTIS), which provides

background data on each shipment.

In the future, ACCEPT is to be incorporated into the

Automated Commercial System, which will control processing of

cargo from its arrival at the docks or airports until release to

the importer. Until that system is fully operational, expansion

of ACCEPT as a stand alone system will continue at major ports.

Contraband Enforcement Teams

-Contraband Enforcement Teams (CET) are reinforcing

traditional inspectional operations. These teams gather and

disseminate intelligence, perform input document review, and

analyze and search suspect cargo. Whenever violations are

detected, the merchandise, drugs, contraband, and items in

violation of currency reporting and export laws are seized. CET

capabilities will be bolstered by combining their search efforts

for drugs in cargo with those of the Canine Teams. As a result
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of improved intelligence gathering and dissemination, the CET

teams in the future will be capable of more specific targeting

of potential illegal activities, which we believe will result in

more significant seizures.

Tariff and Trade Program

The Tariff and Trade Program is responsible for

appraisement, classification, duty assessment and collection on

entries of imported merchandise, as mandated in the Tariff Act

of 1930. Related and equally important functions include

verification of import statistics; administering national trade

policy by monitoring quotas, steel import restrictions, and

various trade agreements; and enforcing merchandise

admissibility for over 40 other Federal agencies and 400 related.

laws.

Improvements in the complete range of tariff and trade

operations are continuing and an in-depth review of the

merchandise processing system is underway. Our goal is to

reduce the burden on the importer, especially the costs of doing

business with Customs, while insuring that Customs maintains

required services, even with increased merchandise imports. I
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am pleased to report that development projects begun in PY 1983

became operational early in PY 1984. A hrief description of

these innovations is included to provide you with some insight

into the new business methods Customs has implemented.

Automated Commercial System

Efforts to automate Commercial operations are continuing

with the implementation of additional Automated Commercial

System (ACS) Modules, including bonds, manifest processing,

entry selectivity, and interest or. bills. ADP equipment linking

field operations to the national computer and an automated

intertace wt h importers, carriers, and other agencies will be

implemented.

ACS is now processing merchandise entries, revenue

collections, entry liquidations, and an increasing number of

broker transactions. On the commercial side, ACS is selectively

directing inspectors to merchandise requiring examination and

import specialists to merchandise requiring classification or

value changes. As foreign trade rises, proper inspection,

examination valuation, and classification are needed to ensure



that all duties are collected. In PY 1986, $6.6 million will be

used to develop an integrated data base, permitting more timely

and accurate management information, and increased employee

productivity. Refinements to hardware and software components

will be implemented and the following modules will be developed:

manifest processing, quota, in-bond, fines, penalties and

forfeiture, and tne Customs Information Exchange.

Automated interface with broker, importer and port authority

computers is a key feature of the system. Currently, a

substantial percentage of the entry sumaries presented to

Customs are prepared on broker computers, and that number is

expected to grow by 1986. Customs views this as a unique

opportunity for both the trade and Customs to work together.

A.jlectivity criteria, which also is important for both cargo

examination and import specialist review, vill be maintained in

a unified data base. The system, when fully operational, will

be capable of identifying the types of review required by the

import specialist. hs is common in this type of processing,

random sampling will maintain system integrity.
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Tariff and Trade Program participation in Customs' overall

enforcement effort includes the final operational testing of the

wind tunnel narcotics detector and the expansion of import

specialists' role in fraud teams, special analytical teams and

assessment of penalty cases. Of particular interest, the lab-

oratory is supporting the Fraud Program by increased sampling

analyses and through the use of sophisticated technology. This

has increased not only the revenue collected but also the

collection of fines and forfeiture actions. In FY 1986, Customs

will be purchasing and installing 10 wind tunnels (Narcotic

Detection Systems) at major airports. The cost is $500,000. To

provide full coverage at all airports, 200 wind tunnels would be

required.

These innovations, and perhaps others, will pay increasing

benefits in the future and will be the means for eliminating

unnecessary paperwork, simplifying processing methods, and, best

of all, making the importation of goods and payments of duties a

more businesslike operation.

Air Program

A primary concern of the Customs Service and the Treasury

Department has been the effectiveness of the Air Interdiction

Program as a deterrent against the smuggling of narcotics and

i
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contraband by private aircraft, a threat that has dramatically

increased over the past several years. In FY 1984, thevalue of

narcotics and dangerous drugs seized in the Customs Air Program

was about one billion dollars.

In an effort to most effectively respond to this serious

problem, Customs air operations have adopted a strategy of

concentrating air personnel and equipment in high-threat areas

and using them in conformance with the detection, interception,

and tracking methods developed specifically for the interdiction

operations confronting Customs air units. Air operations use

strategic and tactical intelligence for selecting optimum times

and places for deploying interdiction units. Detection systems

identify suspect aircraft and direct apprehension helicopters

and ground support units to the precise location to capture

smugglers.

In FY 1986, Customs is requesting $60,425,000 for Air

Program operations and maintenance, an increase of $16.0 million

over FY 1985. I believe this budget will provide Customs, for

the first time, with sufficient resources to begin challenging

the growing air drug smuggling problem.
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The capabilities of Customs air units will be greatly

enhanced in FY 1986. Each unit will include high-spee. jet

interceptors equipped with radar and Infrared Detection Systems,

long-range tracker aircraft, high performance helicopters, and

single and multi-engine support aircraft.

The program is dependent upon effective detection of

smuggler aircraft. Currently, we use airborne and land-based

radar to track smugglers and guide our own aircraft. The

funding for FY 1986 will support a stationary radar-equipped

Aerostat in the Bahamas, which will greatly expand our detection

coverage. In addition, four fully equipped P-3A aircraft will

be operating along the Southern border.

Customs also has enhanced its effectiveness to respond to

the anticipated increase in smuggler detection. Implementation

of strong centralized management of the program and establish-

ment of east and west Regional Operations Control Centers have

resulted in better control and flexibility in responding to the

shifting smuggling threat. A full complement of tracker/inter-

ceptor aircraft will be acquired in FY 1985, and all will be

fully operational in FY 1986. In support ot these operations,

Customs will increase its high-speed helicopter fleet for more

effective apprehensions.
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The additional $16.0 million requested for F¥ 1986 will

enhance Customs' current and future operational capabilities.

Based on a detailed study of our detection capabilities, Customs

is requesting $5 million to develop a prototype air detection

system centered around a 360 degree radar with a requirement for

detection of up to a five meter target at a range of 100 miles.

This system will certainly increase the detection capabilities

of appropriate long-range aircraft. Furthermore, an additional

$4,600,000 is requested for extending the operational flights of

the P-3As, which will increase smuggler detection. Two other

enhancements are: $5,000,000 for modification of the C-12 air-

craft to be transferred from DOD; and, $1,400,000 for operation

of two new Blackhawk helicopters acquired by Customs.

Marine Program

In conjunction with the Air Program, Customs Marine Program

protects the sea approaches to the nation's borders. Confronted

with similar growth in its smuggling problem, the program now

has 118 operational vessels, ranging in size from 15 to 60 feet,

stationed at 60 locations. Also, Customs' newly developed
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operational approach includes ten marine modules, all of which

will be operating by the end of FY 1985. These vessel( are used

for surveillances, waterside raids, intelligence gathering, and

interdiction. Today's interdiction units confront large-scale

smugglers using Imotherships', stashes on off-shore islands and

"air drops'. Recent seizures indicate that major smuggling by

vessel is still active,,in the Southeast and Gulf Coast and is

increasing along the Pacific, Mid-Atlantic and New England

coastal areas.

To counter the threat of smuggling by private and fishing

vessels, the successfully tested Marine Enforcement Modules will

be stationed in ten critical smuggling locations. Each module

will consist of specially trained personnel and state-of-the-art

marine equipment. Each team will be responsible for developing

tactical information on smuggling in its local area and for

interdicting marine smugglers. In addition, in order to combat

smuggling at major seaports, Customs officers will develop

information targeting specific persons, groups and vessels and

conduct intensive vessel searches to locate concealed

narcotics.
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Customs established two marine enforcement modules in

PY 1984 with existing resources and made maximum use ot seized

and forfeited vessels to equip the modules. Exchange/sales were

used to obtain the high-speed interceptor boats needed.

Information developed through the module contributes to a more

reliable and responsive intelligence network and results in more

arrests and seizures of contraband. We anticipate establishing

additional marine modules. One will be located in New York and

others are planned for Key West, Miami, Key Largo, West Palm

Beach, Galveston, and New Orleans. Establishment of these

marine modules will greatly improve our enforcement results,

significantly increasing seizures and arrests.

Investigations

The Customs Sarvice investigates violations of Customs and

related laws. Included under this broad mandate are currency,

fraud, export and international enforcement. In each program

targeting depends heavily upon the development and collection of

intelligence. In accomplishing these investigative tasks,

during the past year, several major enforcement objectives were

emphasized.
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Organized Crime Drug Rnforcement (OCDE)

Presidential Drug Task Forces were established in FY 1983

and are now located throughout the country. Customs partici-

pates with other Federal law enforcement agencies in these task

forces. The financial investigations focus on smuggling group

responsible for the laundering of large sums of money. We

believe this program is a major step in assuring the success of

the President's goal of disrupting organized crime throughout

the country.

During FY 1985, the task forces are expanding to include

Miami, the 13th core city. Customs is requesting $2.2 million

in supplementary funds to deploy 30 Special Agents and required

support in Miami. Our experience indicates that this task force

will produce significant results agAinst large-scale smuggling

groups operating in the area.

In FY 1986, Customs plans to continue with current commit-

ments of resources to the Presidential Organized Crime Drug

Enforcement Task Forces. These specialized investigative task

forces focus on large-scale drug smuggling organizations,
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approach each target and simultaneously exploit the financial,

internal conspiracy and interdiction/smuggling elements-of each

criminal organization. To date they have achieved excellent

results. In FY 1984, cases involving Customs participation

resulted in 727 indictments, 860 arrests 277 convictions;

$33.7 million in U.S. currency and property seizures; and,

seizures of 524 pounds of cocaine and 26.4 pounds of heroin.

Fraud Program

For several years, Customs has emphasized its fraud efforts

against unauthorized steel, textile, wearing apparel imports,

drawback, and trademark and copyright violations. These efforts

have produced excellent results in terms of financial gains and

prosecutions of criminals. Also, domestic industry and jobs

were protected from unfair and illegal international trade

practices. In FY 1984 Operation Tripwire, which is the designa-

tion of our special emphasis against fraudulent imports,

accounted for 279 arrests and indictments, and 1,705 seizures

with a total value of over $62 million.

In terms of specific cases, Customs' emphasis on commercial

fraud investigations has produced promising results. A typical

case concerned a New York coffee broker who, after being
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confronted with an intensive Customs investigation, decided to

settle a criminal and civil suit involving false entrX of coffee

from Central America. The case resulted in a $3.3 million gain

for the U.S. Treasury.

As reported for the past several years, Customs is looking

very carefully at all steel imports. In a recent case, this

paid off in 11 indictments for overvaluation and circumventing

the Trigger Price Mechanism. Our intensive inpections and

investigations of fraudulent textile imports have produced 106

seizures, valued at over $9 million so far in fiscal year 1985.

Rased on past accomplishments, task force operations in

FY 1985 will continue to direct their efforts against illegal

merchandise before it enters United States commerce and to

investigate cases arising during intensified inspections. The

task forces will focus on high risk importations at major ports

to assure continued high quality arrests and major revenue

recoveries, and to present a visible deterrent. In addition,

the Fraud Investigations Center will be steadily expanded to

improve data acquisition, intelligence analysis targeting and

trend analysis.
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A significant improvement in Customs' effectiveness will

occur when the expanded capability to target violators,- by

correlating commercial, financial, and economic data using ADP

systems within selected Ohigh-risk" areas, is implemented. To

this end, we are using integrated functional teams in high-

activity areas to obtain intelligence and enforcement

effectiveness.

Financial Law Enforcement Program

Our investigative attack on criminal organizations under

provisions of the Bank Secrecy Act and through their financial

transactions has paid excellent dividends in terms of its impact

on the largest smuggling groups operating in this country.

Multi-agency investigative and prosecutorial teams, operating

under the leadership of the local U.S. Attorney, are currently

active in cities with large-scale currency movciments and in

those cities at the forefront of top-level drug trafficking and

money laundering.

Our Financial Law Enforcement Center (FLEC) is the clearing

house for all financial data. The Center analyzes the financial

characteristics of criminal markets and assists in developing
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useable strategies for exploiting criminal financial business

practices. Needless to say, the Center is also tt'e source of

intelligence, both domestic and foreign, developed and adapted

for the investigative field units. During PY 1984 FLEC conduct-

ed analyses which identified 2,400 individuals and 700 organiza-

tional entities suspected of laundering some $2 billion.

Operation EXODUS

Operation EXODUS combats illegal exports or equipment,

computer parts, classified defense items, and lasers. In

addition, and equally serious, is the illegal transfer of tech-

nical data on research, development, and manufacturing. Our job

is not only to detect these shipments, but also to punish the

individual violators. Ultimately, if we are to be successful,

we must discourage the activities of the manufacturers, overseas

intermediaries, and foreign operatives. I am pleased to report

that we are receiving the strong support of American industry in

this effort.

Customs' efforts in this program in FY 1985 will focus on

targeting illegal exports while minimi-ing the impact on legiti-

mate trade. Expanded use of specifically targeted e-.forcement
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operations concentrating on highly selective critical exports,

increased foreign information, and ADP generated analytical

intelligence are critical factors for improving overall

effectiveness.

In FY 1984, EXODUS teams located at major ports made 1,459

seizures. Subsequently, 663 major investigations were accepted

for prosecution and Customs officers were responsible for 354

indictments, 258 arrests and 136 convictions throughout the

year. In P¥ 1986, a wide range of enforcement initiatives will

be implemented: additional covert operations an expanded muni-

tions control program enhanced liaison with the intelligence

comaunityl increased foreign cooperation: and, support and

assistance to foreign governments in their own conduct of covert

operations directed against EXODUS violations.

Pornoa raphy

The past decade has seen substantial growth in pornography

trafficking. Customs has characterized pornography as a problem

of prime concern and has stepped up the level of enforcement in

this area. We are aggressively investigatinU pornography cases,
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especially where large volume dealers, organized crime, or child

pornography are involved. Since pornography is smuggled into

the United States chiefly through the mails, have a vital

role in curbing the importation of pornographic materials and

seeking prosecution.of violators of Customs and related laws.

To accomplish this, Customs, together with other Federal, state,

local and foreign authorities, is working to stem the flow of

importation at the source countries. As a result of Customs'

investigative efforts several child pornographers have been

identified and arrested. In PY 1984 our intensified efforts

resulted in 4,266 seizures, an increase of 122 percent above the

FY 1983 total of 1,918 seizures.

Conclusion

In closing, we wish to reiterate that our basic mission is

the collection of revenue and enforcement of Customs and related

laws. Our mission is important and operates in a dynamic

environment, significant elements of which include the traveling

public, the trade community, American business and the general

public. Customs, in fulfilling its responsibilities, must

increasingly employ sophisticated operational and enforcement

techniques and a wide variety of skills and disciplines.



In FY 1985, Customs will continue its reform in comrcial

merchandise processing as well as expand on its administrative

improvements. Wherever possible, selective approaches supported

by automation and reduced procedural requirements will be imple-

mented. In each case, we are attempting to speed up the

processing times. As described earlier, we will be working

closely with the importing community to insure that the planned

operating system meets their needs as well as our own.

Similarly, we will be introducing more efficient administrative

support throughout Customs, particularly for operational

programs. There is an ongoing review of all administrative

functions in order to eliminate excessive overhead and

duplicative activities.

Today, I have outlined a blueprint of recent improvements

and future directions. In FY 1986, we should begin to see the

results of these efforts as many of the innovations become fully

operational.

This concludes my introductory statement. We are available

to discuss the details of the request and answer your questions

and those of the Subcommittee Members.
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. von Raab, I appreciate your interest in
trying to save costs and to reduce the cost of the Customs Service.
You are asking for 2 percent less money in 1986 than you get in
1985. I am wondering if this is an area where being penny-wise is
also being pound-foolish.

The Customs Service provides essential services. You have men-
tioned them. You have the responsibility of enforcing our trade
laws. You have the responsibility for interdicting narcotics, and
you also produce something like-what-20 times as much revenue
as is spent for the Customs Service in its operation. I think last
year we collected about $12 billion in dulties-the Customs Service
collected that. So, my general question to you is: Is your admirably
tight fisted approach to the Customs Service something which is
going to cut into the muscle, or is it just cutting into the fat? Is
this going to be increased operational efficiencies or will the result
of it be less effective service? And what kinds of negative results, if
any, could we expect to see from the very restrained request that
you are putting forth?

Mr. voN RAB. If I might, I would prefer to put it as a penny
saved is a penny earned in this effort. There are a number of gen-
eral program areas that would be or could be affected. In terms of
our criminal enforcement programs, there are no positions being
eliminated in the Customs budget nor a reductidn of moneys for
any of what we generally characterize as our criminal enforcement
programs, which is drug interdiction, high technology interdiction,
trade programs-steel, textiles-high priority trade programs.
None of those operations would be adversely affected. The issue is
often raised as to whether reductions or changes in the number of
personnel might affect the amount of revenue that we collect. I be-
lieve that it will not, and I think that we can look forward to a
review that the General Accounting Office is doing of the Customs
Service in its compliance, which basically is the bottom line in
terms of whether it is collecting enough revenue. And I believe
that that report will show that the error rates are very low, down
around 2 percent, and that the errors are on both sides. That is
that, although there may be some undercollection of less than a
percentage, there is also probably some overcollection. So, the
result is that a change in personnel in the Customs compliance
area will not affect revenues and that the oft-stated ratio between
the Customs budget and the Customs revenues is not one that has
a direct link.

Senator DAOFRTH. As an example, in your document, a recap of
your budget authority estimate, there is a table on page 1-Digest
of Budget Estimates by Activities, Fiscal Year 1986--and this
shows a reduction of personnel-351 under the heading Inspection
and Control, 437 under the heading Tariff and Trade, 60 under
Tactical Interdictions and 39 under Investigations. I am not sure
what kinds of people come into which category, but it would seem
to me that tactical interdiction would mean interdicting the ship-
ments of narcotics.

Mr. VON RAAB. The Customs Service is required under the cur-
rent budget for-mat to report all of its expenses in certain catego-
ries. Those categories are sometimes misleading. The reduction of
351, for example, in inspection and control, does not mean that any
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inspectors in the Customs Service would be removed from the rolls.
Of that 351, 145 of them are individuals that are located in various
management centers that are being reduced. Although they are
characterized as inspection and control, they are not the man or
woman in a blue uniform that we all think of as the Customs' field
officer. Of the remaining 206, 111 of these individuals are inspec-
tors whose salaries would be covered by our proposal to have their
activities reimbursed. We are not proposing to eliminate their jobs,
but we are requesting that their activities be reimbursed because
they are located in ports that have a low activity level. So, the only
individuals in blue uniforms that are affected are the 111 that
would be reimburseable.

The other inspection and control individuals involved in the
management of the Customs Service and are being reduced as a
result of centralizing some activities and eliminating unnecessary
management pockets around the service. That is the case in tacti-
cal interdiction and investigations as well. None of those individ-
uals-the 60 in tactical interdiction or the 39 in investigations-are
field officers or, as we say, agents or patrol officers.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BEwmS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Commissioner, I

want to save money and cut back on this budget as much as
anyone, but like the chairman, I have some serious questions as to
whether that is what you are actually doing in this kind of a situa-
tion. For every dollar appropriated, the Customs Service pays back
to the Treasury over $21. However, now I learn that the Service is
examining less than 2 percent of imports coming into an area.

It certainly seems to me to make sense-that if you examine
more of those items, you will collect more revenue. It is logical to
assume that you will find more imports coming through without
paying the Customs' tax. I don't understand why you wouldn't
want to add more personnel rather than request cuts. You are talk-
ing about cutting back some 206 inspectors, 244 import specialists,
400 or so other employees, many of them administrative. I can un-
derstand cutting back on some of the administrative employees,
but when you get to the front line, you are talking about situations
where fewer inspectors to me means fewer narcotics seizures. It
means longer lines at the border-crossing stations: like Laredo,
where you have more border crossing than at JFK.

I think fewer import specialists will mean delays in processing
cargo, tying up paperwork in a place like Houston where importa-
tions run some $400 million a year. I really question that a penny
saved is a penny earned, under these circumstances. I think you
are losing dollars in fact. I would like to see some kind of study
that shows a negative correlation between more money and more
inspectors on the line. There is nothing in the administration's sub-
mission this year that suggests that any management studies have
been done to determine how the Customs Service can carry out its
multitude of functions. The administration has proposed but not
submitted legislation to implement the crossing-the programs to
make small cities pay for Customs service.

Now, there are nine of these in Texas. To assess a so-called user's
fee on passengers and cargo worth in the a eate some $0.5 bil-
lion in 1986. In three cases, along the Rio Grande, Mr. Chairman,

48-992 0 - 85 - 3
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three ports of entries scheduled to be made reimbursable ports are
already closed, and so far, the Commissioner has not answered my
letters asking when they will be reopened.

Today the Commissioner of Customs tells us that his service no
longer wants to pay for operating the border crossing points at
Amistad Dam, Falcon Dam, and Los Ebanus. They want the cities
in which these border stations are located to pay for it, along with
airports in Amarillo, Austin, Lubbock, seaports in Texas City, Free-
port, Port Lavaca. Or they want the State of Texas to pay the oper-
ating costs.

Now, early last month when these three small border stations
were shut down, Customs claimed that it was because of threats
from smugglers in Mexico made against the lives of the employees.
I took the Cutoms Service at its word last month, and I expressed
my support for that kind of action, to protect the lives of those in-
spectors. Yet, those three ports are still closed today, while other
ports that were shut down have long since been reopened. I want
you to understand, Mr. Commissioner, that I am getting pretty
skeptical about what your Service says.

I would also urge you to reopen the three border stations in
Texas. These closings have caused great hardship for an area
which has already been hard pressed from an economic standpoint.
I am interested to hear out the Commissioner, Mr. Chairman, but I
believe the Customs Service is now so important to the United
States that we ought to commission a new study, like the Stover
Report of 20 years ago, to determine what would be the optimum
organization of the Customs Service for the next 20 years. And I
would strongly suggest that we work to that end. Commissioner,
would you respond?

Mr. VON RAB. Surely. I believe I answered some of your state-
ments in my answer to Chairman Danforth with respect to the re-
duction of inspectors, in that there are no reductions of inspectors
as we know them on the border under our plan.

Senator Bz'sN. Now, are we talking about ports of entry?
Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator BENrSEN. Whether they are seaports or airports?
Mr. VON RA". Yes. I tried to explain that of the individuals

being reduced in inspection and control, none of them are on-line
inspectors. They are part of a package that proposes that their
services are provided on a reimbursable basis. The Customs Service
is not proping to eliminate the jobs of these individuals but is re-
questing that they be paid for through reimbursement.

Senator Bzwrsvi. All I can do is look at your numbers as submit-
ted to us, and I think that is what the chairman did and they show
your inspectors down 206.

Mr. voN RA". The other individuals are not inspectors in the
field. For example, in headquarters, we have a number of individ-
uals classified as inspectors, but they are not performing the same
functions as an on-line inspector. They are assisting in the manage-
ment of inspectional programs, and we believe that we can reduce
their numbers. So, they are classified as inspectors, but they are
not on the border wearing a blue suit doing inspections.

Senator Bz rsxm. Let's not just talk about the border now. We
are talking about entry-
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Mr. VON RAAB. Or at seaports or at airports.
Senator BNmrsN. At all of these different places.
Mr. VON RA". Right. Only the 111 individuals are located at

ports-of-entry.
Senator Bmwms . So, an inspector is not an inspector.
Mr. VON RAAB. There are some individuals classified as inspector

under the Government scheme that do not perform on-line inspec-
tions. If it were up to me, I would only call those individuals in uni-
forms who are performing the job inspectors. I, fortunately, have
had little to do with the construction of the personnel system in
this Government. It is a monster, and it leads to this sort of diffi-
culty of explaining what we are actually doing, but let me assure
you that of the individuals in that 206, only 111 of them are men
and women in the field doing what we would conventionally think
of as inspection work.

Senator BzN-rsx. 111 of them are, though, is that it?
Mr. VON RAAB. But those individuals' jos are not being eliminat-

ed. We are proposing that we be reimbursed for their services.
Senator BzNrszN. Are they in that 206?
Mr. VON RAAB. 111 of the 206. The others are not individuals

that you and I would see at aiports or seaports. They would be indi-
viduals doing office work.

Senator BzrszN. I see that my time has expired, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VON RAAB. The General Accounting Office is preparing a

report that should inform us as to whether or not the number of
Customs Service employees impacts on the amount of revenue pro-
duced.

Senator BENTSKN. It is very frustrating trying to understand
your budget, when you tell me, you know, that it isn't what it says
it is.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Chairman--
Mr. VON RAAB. Would you like an answer on the southwest

border ports, or would you like me to skip over that?
Senator BEirSmz. I don't want you to skip over that, but we have

a problem here with time.
Mr. VON RAB. Oh, I understand.
Senator DANFORTH. Go ahead. Why don't you finish?
Mr. VON RAAB. Right. In terms of the southwest border, it is cor-

rect that we did close a number of border ports because of good,
hard, credible information of attacks on our customs officers. As a
matter of fact, for 2 or 3 days running last week, we were experi-
encing two shootings a day at or near our customs officers. We
have reopened as many ports as we felt we safely could.

Senator BzNmSN. What does that mean, Commissioner? I was
born and reared down there. We have had shootings ever since I
can remember. [Laughter.]

Mr. VON RAAB. I don't think it is particularly amusing when our
inspectors are on the other side of a gun that is going off.

Senator BzNrsKN. Are they shooting at your people?
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator BzmrsKN. That is what I wanted to know. I wanted to

know what you mean. I am having trouble getting you to pin it
down. All right.
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You have had two or three shootings. Give it to me again, at
your inspectors at those ports?

Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator BNm~m. In what period of time?
Mr. VON RA". Last week.
Senator BmmxN. Two or three shootings?
Mr. VON RAB. That is right. I am not saying at these specific

ports. I am saying on the southwest border.
Senator BwrnmN. Now, these specific ones you closed?
Mr. VoN RAAB. On the southwest border.
Senator Bzrs~m. That is right.
Mr. VON R4A. Right. We have reopened those ports that we feel

we can make secure for our inspectors. The ports that remain un-
opened are those that we cannot adequately secure and, at the
same time, protect the taxpayers' dollars. For example, the ferry
which is largely a tWurist attraction would require us to put three
or four officers at risk, since it is so far away, just to maintain a
tourist attraction. We feel that it is in the interest of the Customs
Service and of the American taxpayer that those officers be put
into drug enforcement rather than the protection of an outpost
that is really an anachronism. The type of ports that we are trying
to protect are those that are serious commercial trafficking areas,
and we are putting our resources into the protection of our own of-
ficers and into drug enforcement. For security reasons we have de-
cided not to reopen these, at this point in time.

Senator DANFORT. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Commissioner, what

is this reimbursable port initiative that I hear about?
Mr. VON RAs. All right. We would like to have the salaries and

expenses of our customs' officers at certain ports that fall below a
certain level of commercial or passenger traffic paid for by the
State, by the local municipality, or by some other State or local au-
thorized group.

Senator BAUCUS. Do you need legislation for that?
Mr. VON RA"u. Yes, we do.
Senator BAUCUS. Let me tell you something. I don't think you're

going to get legislation. I think that you are wasting your time.
Mr. VON RAB. We are propi legislation to accomplish this.
Senator BAUcus. Let me ask you some questions. First of all, is

the Customs Service a Federal or State function?
Mr. VON RAAB. It is a Federal function.
Senator BAucus. Then why would you want to have the Statespa ,for it?r. VON RA . Because these particular ports we feel should be

reimbursable because they are not earnL-ig the revenue that would
be necessary to sustain them.

Senator BAucus. Should the States be allowed to keep the dutiesthey collect?Mr. VON RAAB. That is not an issue for the Customs Service.

Senator BAUCUS. If they are going to pay for the service, should
the States be allowed to keep the duties that are collected?

Mr. VON RAAB. There are lots of Customs services right now that
are reimbursed. For example, airlines reimburse the Customs Serv-
ices for a lot of overtime. So, using that as an example, and just
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recently the Congress approved and the President signed a bill al-
lowing for the reimbursement of service at various airports.

Senator BAUCUS. Why aren't you proposin that States pay for
bigger ports-services at the bigger ports? Why are you just sin-
gling out smaller ports? Lo ically, it seems to me that if the princi-
ple applies to certain sizes, it should apply to all sizes.

Mr. VON RAA. We have another package that would enlarge the
user concept. It would be a separate piece of legislation. It is not
reflected in our budget request.

Senator BAucus. So, on down the road, you are coming up with
another proposal where large States would also pay the services at
larger ports?

Mr. VON RAAB. Actually, the second proposal would put the cost
of these services on the actual users whether they be the trading
community or the passengers.

Senator BAUCUS. Should States pay for IRS service?
Mr. VON RAA. IRS service? I don't know.
Senator BAUCUs. Should the States pay for Federal buildings?
Mr. VON RA". I would be happy to answer these informally, but

I am not a spokesman for the administration on what States should
and should not pay for.

Senator BAucus. But you are a spokesman for this proposal
where the States would reimburse the Customs Service at cer-
tain-

Mr. VON RAB. Yes. Or any local authority. We have had many
requests from local authorities, for example bridge authorities, for
exactly what we are proposing. They would like this, so this is not
a proposal that we think would be adversely received by the indi-
viduals involved. We have had a lot of support for this concept.

Senator BAUCUS. Let me just tell you again: I think you are wast-
ing your time. There are a lot of Customs stations on both borders,
as well as interior ports, which are very critical to this country.
And if you start trying to get States to pay for them, you are just
ultimately going to close them, because lots of States are really
strap, too. Do you get much of a chance to get out of Washing-
ton, DC, and---

Mr. VON RA. Yes.
Senator BAUCUs. Do you visit ports along the borders, particular-

ly northern borders?
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator BAucus. Which ones in Montana have you visited?
Mr. VON RAAB. I have spent some time in the Butte area.
Senator BAUCUS. That is not on the border.
Mr. VON RAD. I know it is not. I have not been to any of the

border ports in Montana.
Senator BAUCUS. See, the thing is a lot of Montanans like to do

business with Canada, particularly with Calgary which is, in many
respects, more convenient than some American cities. And the pur-
pose of your budget proposal ostensibly is to open borders and en-
courage growth. It seems to me that if that is your purpose, then
you should do so practically as well as theoretically. I very much
agree with the tone of the questions that have been asked of you.
That is, it seems like your budget proposal is penny-wise and
pound-foolish. I think that you should have more people, not fewer,
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ting shot at, it seems to me you shouldn't run, you should keep the
stations open and provide better protection. Otherwise, you are just
rewarding bandits. So, I would encourage you to go the other direc-
tion and stand firm rather than retreat, as you do with the reim-
bursable ports proposal.

Senator DANPORTH. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. How much money are you spending on fighting

the importation of narcotics and other harmful drugs into this
country?

Mr. VON Pn. I would be happy to provide that for the record. It
is difficult to extract that because, as we all know, many of our of-
ficers perform many different functions. An inspector is not only
responsible for narcotics interdiction, but he is also responsible for
collecting revenues. He is also responsible for ensuring that textiles
are not improperly imported. So, I have typically said that some-
where-the way we set our priorities, we have approximately half,
slightly less than half, of our resources could be said to be directly
involved in the drug effort.

Senator LONG. But in terms of dollars, how much would that be
a year? How much would half be? I am just trying to get an educa-
tion.

Mr. VON RAA. Half would be 350.
[Nomr.-Subsequently, Mr. von Raab supplied the following infor-

mation:]
U& Customs Services-Resources Allocated for Drug Interdiction

Fiscal year:
1984 .......................................................................................................... $297,300,000
1985 .......................................................................................................... 1336,000,000
1986 .......................................................................................................... ' 33 0,800,000

Reflects budget authority and carryover no-year funding.
'Reflects Federal employee pay cut of five percent.

Senator LONG. Now, would you say that you are winning or
losing this fight against drugs-harmful drugs, narcotics?

Mr. VON RA". We are winning the battles now, but in terms of
the war itself, it is still a very tight race.

Senator LONG. That is not what people I have talked to in the
field tell me. The attitude is that it is being lost, and that it is a
rather hopeless battle the way it is going now. What percent of the
drugs, do you think, is the Service interdicting coming into Flori-
da?

Mr. voN RA".r. Those that are coming into Florida?
Senator LONG. That is right. I am asking for drugs that you are

trying to keep out of Florida. What percent of those drugs do you
think you are interdicting?

Mr. VON RAB. I would think we are probably picking up around
30 to 35 percent of the cocaine coming in, and about a little higher
than that of the marijuana. And there is really not much heroin
coming into Florida of which we are aware.

[NoTz.-Mr. von Raab subsequently provided the following infor-
mation: the Customs Service is picking up around 30 percent of the
cocaine and about 9 percent of the marijuana.]
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Senator LONG. The estimate that I heard from a person who is
very active in the field in a rather responsible position is that it
would be more like about 20 percent in Florida.

Mr. VON RAAB. Then he and I would disagree.
Senator LONG. My impression is that he ought to know a lot

more about it than you because he is right there on the scene doingit.Mr. VON RAAB. I have been on the scene doing it, too.

Senator LONG. Now, what percent do you estimate that you are
intercepting throughout the rest of the United States?

Mr. VON RKAA. Probably less than those percentages, as a nation-
al figure.

Senator LONG. The estimate that I have read on that would be 10
percent.

Mr. VON RAB. No, that is wrong.
Senator LONG. How do you know?
Mr. VON Jn. I don't know. That is an educated guess.
Senator LONG. You are just guessing?
Mr. VON RA". Yes, but it is an educated guess.
Senator LONG. Yes. Now, educated? I guess I would just like to

find out how well educated. How do you know how much is coming
in that you never see and never pick up any hint of and never
come into any contact with in any respect? How do you know about
that?

Mr. VON RAB. There are groups in our Government who con-
struct the estimated figures as to what is coming into the United
States. It is done out of the Drug Enforcement Administration. Ba-
sically, what they take is world production, consumption that they
expect outside of the United States. They take drug abuse statis-
tics. They take our seizure statistics. They take all of the data that
is available across the spectrum of the whole drug situation, and
they bring all these data together and they come up with an esti-
mate of how much probably came into the United States in the last
year. And then, they apply other factors to that and attempt to
make projections. It is very imperfect, but that is how it is done.

Senator LONG. What is your estimate of how much you are inter-
cepting other than Florida?

Mr. VON RAAB. I said probably on a national basis somewhat
lower than those figures for Florida because our effort in Florida is
more highly developed than it is in other parts of the country.

Senator LONG. Now, you say you are in a better position to make
a guess-you ought to be. What is your guess? M y information is 10
percent. What is your educated guess?

Mr. VON RA"B. I would say that we are probably around 26 per-
cent on cocaine and about 10 percent on marijuana.

Senator LONG. Outside Florida?
Mr. VON RAAB. No, the whole country.
Senator LONG. Outside Florida.
Mr. VON RAAB. No, no. That is including Florida. Outside Flori-

da, I don't have that data available at this time. At some point, I
am going to have to provide this for the record, because you are
now asking me to remember things that may or may not be in
these reference books. I would prefer to provide that for the record.
I can make these general guesses with respect to the national pic-
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ture, but the next thing you are going to ask me is what is coming
into a particular State. Now, at that point, I am going to have to
necessarily provide it for the record.

[Mr. von Raab's statistical information iollows:]

0
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SEIZURE STATISTICS

1985 NATIONAL THREAT ESTIMATES

HEROIN 10,000 Pounds

COCAINE 130,000 Pounds

MARIJUANA 30,600,000 Pounds

HASHISH 300,000 Pounds

1985 MARIJUANA SEIZURES

(as of April 18, 1985)

NATIONAL:

576,755 pounds - 2% of the national threat

SOUTHEAST REGION:

453,543 pounds - 2.3% of the regional threat (19,798,200 lbs)
(78.7% of the national marijuana total seized.

FLORIDA:

196,227 - 1% of regional threat and .64% of national threat
(34% of the national marijuana seized and 43% of regional
marijuana seized)

1985 COCAINE SEIZURES

(as of April 18, 1985)

NATIONAL:

10,541 pounds - 8.1% of the national threat seized

SOUTHEAST REGION:

10,008 pounds - 9.87% of regional threat (101,400 lbs) and 7.70%
of national cocaine total seized. This figure is 94.9% of the
national cocaine total seized.

FLORIDA SEIZURES:

9,321 pounds - 9.2% of the regional threat and 7.2% of the
national threat. This figure is 88.4% of the national cocaine
total seized and 93% of the total regional cocaine seized.
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1985 HASHISH SEIZURES
(as of Apiril 18, 1985)

NATIONAL:

2,579 pounds - .85% of the national threat

SOUTHEAST REGION:

33.74 pounds = .09% of regional threat (36,000 ibs) and .01% of
the national threat . This figure is 1.31% of the National total
hashish seizures.

FLORIDA:

28 pounds = .08% of regional threat and .01% of the national
threat. This figure is 1.08% of the national total hashish
seized and 82.6% of the regional total hashish seized.

1985 HEROIN SEIZURES
(as of April 18, 1985)

NATIONAL:

120.3 pounds = 1.20% of the national threat

SOUTHEAST REGION:

15.43 pounds - 15.4% of the regional threat (100 lbs) and .15%
of the national threat. This figure is 12.82% of the national
total heroin seized.

FLORIDA:

All heroin seized in the Southeast Region was seized in Florida.

U.S. Customs Threat Estimates represents a middle round
figure of those provided by DEA and other agencies in the
National Narcotics Intelligence Consumers Committee's
National Intelligence Estimates and updated by current
information. Actual amounts of narcotics entering the
United States are unknown, but may vary from the estimates
by as much as 30 percent.
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1984 SEIZURES

1984 MARIJUANA:

NATIONAL:

2,926,192.2 pounds = 10% of the national threat

SOUTHEAST REGION:

2,303,297.4 pounds - 10.9% of the regional threat (21,144,600)
and 7.5% of the national threat. This figure is 78.7% of all
national marijuana seized.

FLORIDA:

1,925,875.5 pounds - 9.1% of the regional threat and 6.3% of
the national threat seized. This figure is 65.8% of the national
total marijuana seized and 83.6% of the regional total marijuana
seized.

1984 COCAINE SEIZURES

NATIONAL:.

33,080.5 pounds - 26% of the national threat

SOUTHEAST REGION:

24,901.5 pounds - 30.6% of the regional threat (81,250 LBS) and
19% of the national threat. This figure is 75% of all national
cocaine seizures.

FLORIDA:

23,990.3 pounds = 29.53% of the regional threat (81,250 lbs)
and 19.19% of the national threat. This figure is 72.5% of all
national cocaine seizures and 96.34% of all regional cocaine
seizures.
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1984 HASHISH SEIZURES

NATIONAL: 4

21,312.2 pounds = 7.1% of the national threat

SOUTHEAST REGIONt

589.6 pounds - 1.9% of the regional threat (30,000 ibs) and .02%
of the national threat. This figure represents 2.8% of the
national total hashish seized.

FLORIDA:

528.8 pounds = 1.76% of the regional threat and .18% of the
national threat. This figure represents 2.5% of the national
total hashish seized and 89.7% of the regional total hashish
seized.

1984 HEROIN SEIZURES

NATIONAL:

718.4 pounds - 7.9% of the national threat.

SOUTHEAST REGION:

9.9 pounds = 10.8% of the regional threat (91 lbs) and .01% of
the national threat. This figure represents .01% of the national
total heroin seized.

FLORIDA:

7.9 pounds = 8.7% of the regional threat and .09% of the national
threat. This figure represents 1.1% of the national total heroin
seized and 79.8% of the regional total heroin seized.
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:,.laries and xponses, United States Customs Service

SUMMIARY JUSTIFICATIO11 OF FY 1985 BUDGET ESTIMATES

General Statement

The [Inited States Customs Service is the primary border enforcement agency end a major revenue
'olucer. Customs administers and enforces the Tariff Act of 1930 and some 400 other provision. of

14is and regulations of 40 other Pederal agencies governing international traffic and trade. The
mission is ntlti-faceted and mandates the Service to's

Control, regulate and facilitate the movement of carriers, persons and commodities between the
h1nited Statos and other nations.

" Protect the American consumer and the environment against the introdticti.n of hazardous and
noxins pro(lictsj and protect American industry and the American worker against unfair
competition rcon foreign manufacturers. 0

Asoses, collect and protect the revenue accruing to the United States from duties, taxes and
fees incident to international traffic and trade.

Fe.tect, interdict and/or investigates

- snugglinq and other illu.q.al practices designed to gain illicit entry into the United States
of orolibited articles, narcotics, druqs and other contraband.

- Frawlutlent activities calculated to avoid the payment of taxes and fees, or to evade the
leqal rerqitlremens of international traffic and trade.

- Illegal transfers of critical technology to foreign nations for the building of

their military system, thus posinq a threat to our national security.

- illolal international trafficking in arms, munitions and currency.
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in FY 1986. requested salaries and expenses appropriations are $639, 102,000, a decrease of
$11,586,000 from the authorized level of FY 1985. Included in PY 1986 are $30,609,000 for'
increases necessary to maintain current levels and non-recurring costs of $14,984,000. Included
are various program reductions and management initiative savings relating to personnel and
administrative staffing, procurement, printing, and publications and audio visuals.

Initiatives of $6.6 million will continue the development of the Automated Commercial System
(ACS), a computerized approach for expediting the procesrinc of merchandise, while still ehtforcing
all applicable regulations; $2.8 million for an Integrated Data Telecommunications Networkl and
$4.0 million for upgrading the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS) to be used by
Customs enforcement officers. Theme management initiatives are vital for Customs selectivity
approach in both commercial and enforcement processing and for insuring improved effectiveness of
Customs enforcement.

Consistent with Administration objectives and the necessity to reduce the costs of government,
the Customs Service is planning to implement major management and operational efficiencies
beginning in FY 1985 and continuing through FY 1986. In meeting the objectives of increased
efficiency and productivity, Customs carefully reviewed its administrative, managerial, and
operational activities with the goal of establishing a streamlined organization and reducing costs,
while maintaining service and enforcement. To this end, our plans involve the consolidation,
centralization and elimination of duplicative, inefficient functions and underutilized Customs
operations. The program capitalizes on the more effective use bf automation, economies of scale,
and reduced duplication in processing and management. Specificakly, the proposed program will
centralize administrative functions, consolidate Administrative 6Mces, as well as their
functions, streamline Customs laboratory system, and increase the efficiency of Customs port
administration.

While we estimate that substantial savings will accrue in FY 1986 and in future years, an
initial o e-time investment is required in order to implement the program. During FY 1985, when
the centralLzation of administrative functions occurs, there will be initial costs of $8.1 million
for relocation, separation, and for temporary dual operations. However, in TV 1986, the savings
from these proposed actions outweigh the costs. Beyond FY 1986, the program will continue to
provide significant savings gained from the increased productivity., streamlined operations, and the
,lifiination of duplicative organizations and functions. The gross savings in FY 1986 total
$29,040,000 and 887 average positions and are reflected in this submission. These management
actions will not impact on Customs law enforcement, facilitation, or processing effectiveness.
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Salaries and Expenses, United States Customs Service

In FY 15fl6, Customs will continue to build on earlier accomplishments by increasing the use of
automated approaches in enforcement. * During this past year, Customs has continued its highly
successful enforcement operations. We are continuing the effort to disrupt Florida based narcotics
wiII, qling organizations. A coordinated interdiction effort, encompassing all Pederaland local
.iloncies, is operating at our border. The National Narcotics Border Interdiction System (NNUIS)
has contributed to the results achieved against drug smuggling. In TY 1984, Customs seizures were
up 7.0 percent for heroin, 40.3 percent, for cocaine, and 19.4 percent for marihuana. Further
suLpport was also gained from Special Operations directed at apecif

1
.4 smuggling modes and at

c ritical border locations. Significant progress wlso has been achieved in expanding automated
systems for merchandise processing, revenue collections and enforcement. For each of these
proilrants, Customs intends to continue and enhance its operations. Further details on these
priority activities, as well as a full'description of all major programs end selected workload
dIta, are provided in the following sections.

I. Inspection and Control

Tile mission of Inspection and Control is the effective enforcement of Customs laws and
r'i',lations and other agency requirements for carriers, cargo and persons entering and departing
ti-' united States at ports of entry. This includes the collection of duties, enforcement of quotas
.l mnarketing agreements, detection and interception of contraband, merchandise and druqs, and
it.irinq that importatione meet all necessary requirements for legal entry into the United States.
C(tstoms ioal is to carry out this mission efficiently, without burdening the public by imposing
,!xcessive reagulatory requirnents, processing times-and inordinate costs.

Continuation of its enforcement effectiveness when confronted with increasing workload and
incrnasiei, costs is still a major difficulty of Customs inspectional program. A major change in
lh,? inspectional area has been the shift to improved enforcement through intensive selective
iri,)e.ctions which have been made possible by the introduction of computer assisted processing and

,'hiIccd paperwork. The results have heen improved enforceinnt, more efficient use of resources and
h,.-tLer facilitation for passanqers and carqo. Automated systems continue to be established both to
Ia,.cr.sse tlie paperwork burden for the inspector and.to provide the information needed for effective
.I.-.-4-:Livity. In addition, Contraband Enforcamant Teams (CPT) are achieving excellent results.
i.i.inq similar tpproeches, for Inspecting the enormous amount of cargo arriving at ports nationwide.

I:xpaiidc,4 utilization of automated1 systems, selectivity and innovative techniques have cutback
trmt-litional Iabor intensive nroconsos, improvinol overall effectiveness while handling increased

al.l ,,ls. Irathancevments for facilitatiniq and for effectively enforcing the law drel Iled/Green
O', n amam, ug; One-Stop; Vunoel Pamnsnqer Clearance System (VIIACS); Automated Cargo Clearance and
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s.ilariea anl F.xpenses, United states Customs service

ri'torcement Proceesinq Technique (ACCFPT)i an automated manifest clearance On-Line In-Bond
Pricsusingj and now x-ray devices. Increased enforcement effectiveness also has resulted from
(e.mentrating resources in priority areas and the implementation of special enforcement teams.

Fnforceniant and facilitation are viewed as highly compatible program objectives, and Customs
will continue to balance the expeditious processing of people anti goods with strict enforcement of
Ii wI -.ltinst fratid and smuggling. "oat people serviced by Customs are law-abiding. Customs
intipoctnrs will continue to foctn their efforts on'the "high-risk" passengers and cargo while
flloIi([ng tho predniqinantly law-ahiding travelers and goods to receive minimal attention.
Ii,,reasingly nalective and automated inspectional techniques have.. and will continue to take Customs
closer to those goals. In Flscal Year l6, further progress wllkhao toward effectiVe. economical
p:su.unguir anti cargo facilitation an well as in combatting fraud, drug trafficking and smugglinq.

VY 1115 !;trateqies:

-,trinq this fiscal year. the Inspectional Program has placed particular emphasis on improving
,HluFcrc o.rnt techniques at the nation's Iorders as well as selectivity systems at majqr airports.
l.in.ectional staff at certain lnnd border stations have received training in the Border Processinq 0
I[mproveinent l'lan (OPIP), ant the Private Aircraft Reporting System (PARS) has been revitalized. To
,.trlinate ant Support inspnectional enforcement efforts, nperationjil Analysis Units (OAU's) have
hoti e.t.iiihel in several regions. Operational erforcoment analysts are identifying individuals
,iii, transactions which pose the hi[hoet risks. These high risk areas than receive greater

.%I 'ft.nion. !;nlnctivity alao in enhanced hy the cooperative efforts with foreign Customs services
,1,m :h irovJile pre-arrival information on passengers fron high risk countries. Customs' joint
i,.intivn . tli Iiternational air an.t ocean carriers and with sister customs agencies are desiolqial,
1,i ieier,.is,. produictivity it both enforceinent and facilitation. Among Cur,toms' primary goals is
,'I.tilliul .11ivnince ,lats ablout irm)omt teror, carriers and shipoents so ht inspectors can prepare
1.x.,iri, hiqh,-rsi*, arrivals while loiwp-risk traffic passes quickly.

0113u-r irfnr.,umitnt anti to:lectivity efforts in1clils 4: increaseI emnphasn on high-risk !rivdto
,,i,- frt. anI "1all vessel:i; ,l91W ,, ,le seaport. olr.ations in variou,r nrte; Rp,"./,ItRM passenger

i,:.,.c n.1i?,to,q At sever.il major airports; th incra.atsel lis, nf rovin, inspectors, citi.en
t",-.,.ss ,i0 ol,-ston .seltctivity ll .many Jarq,. airports; vastly inproved caninn enforcement; the
,,I.iti.irt ,i zttion of c t:ninim.m':iAl fr,,tl liit ltivoni; tht ntiAlAWn of tle audit inspection sy tbn ,nl

i. lvI *-morvini am, at dity fre, fitorn.i ili fnreil traIl, rnnos; and the tostnq of now
, .' l1m,.,I ill / in... flr ,!mun t ./ /St o mi. for ca rei n (:ont. rot
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During FY 1904, Customs expanded ACCEPT to a total of 31 ports. ACCEPT will be incorporated
iito the. ,tlt-functional Automated Commercial System (ACS) in PY 195. The expansion of ACCEPT
%till continue Auring FPY 1905 At 11 more ports nationwide. During FY 1915, Customs will
iicceusfolly inplnment a revised on-line automated in-bond system as a module of ACM3. Formerly,

L10 in-hond system was a separate automated system. Enhancements will he directed towards
,F.thoring intelliqonce criteria for risk identification.

In addition, a number of other initiatives are heing pursued to streamline further the entire
c.rqn procesnn system. These include the implementation of successful initiatives developed nt
.aoverl sslocted major ports. Our current approach aims at institutionalizing, at the line
inspector level, the concept of selectivity by freeing up and concentrating inspectional resources
for ,morn flexible fusnctional operations. Analyfical teams, composed of inspectors and supported by
a.ilitc,'.rs, have demontratod that a post-audit program can he extremely effective. As approprLate,
ionlicablo forms of this approach will be implemented at high volume ports.

,Y 19,6. Stratagieso

in %eepivi with Custons twin objectives, high speed passenger and cargo processing and maximum
iritorliction of drug traffickers and smugglers, the Inspectional Program will further expand the
ti;. of A ,itom-itnd Cargo Clearan.n and Paforcement Processing Techniques (ACCEPT), the automated

,-ntol,l nyste, nn.)-Stop, and the Aitomated Commorc'inl System (ACS). The tncreaming infusion into
thI t.,. of Illoqal drugs -- e.pcially cocaine -- andi fraudulent imports makes it imperative for
Vi,',to,,s tn oxpaiite the roloease of "low-risk" travelers andi cargo so that highly suspiciouts
tiavlorr. an-] ,erchandise can tindnrrio intensive exatination. Along these Lines, efforts will hn
.1itctol twarl hotter intetliqence lathering for accurate Ildentification.

t.t sevril major ports, insilectorn have hnen testing ntimernts methods for achievinq effective
.- tivity nd post-aindit nrojrnos. Restilts clearly indicate the success of those tests, and

,',s.;toula .ai 11 li frnn tncroasinqly reliant on the tearn approach. Such methods are crucial to
,r.;r1:iv,) Ino nnforcernont, especially in this ,rn of increasing coerce, travel nnd mntiqltiq.

Darhi to last twn fncal y,%rn, Customn has va.tly Improvo,l ppassener processing. This
i ,l, %till r,ntiiao, especially neeio all inspectorsi at thci ntion's larrlost airports have hoe"
t.,ii, 41 ,ithrs,,rvetional profiIn .ubhniqtes Al. stress analysis. The extremely successful

I :r,,, r-nlectini rilo nncoutrages thn rapil procansinq of lnw-abilinq travolera, anti the
•',,, ,; *lr;ttion forn;i Ia .alno Ieon rovis.,ll to nhortn pre),aratton andi primary screening timne.
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:;alartos ant IxKpenee5, Unite4i States Customs Service

necause of these and other innovations in passenger facilit~on, Customs anticipates speedier
processing, even as the workloads grows. Also, with so many approaches to selectivity and passenger
processing tested and proven effective, Cuostoms will be able to better handle varying facility
configu~rations, flight volumes and smuggling thlregts. In-addition, the TreAsury Enforcement
(oulnuntication System (TECq) will be upgraded ($4.0 Million) to expand its capabilities and terminal
network. Under the design plan, a more comprehensive enforcement data base with improved
,mianaginnent systems, and state-of-the-art hardware will be developed.

The Bordelr Processing Improvenent Pkan (ftPIP) has resulted in improved land horier
processing. hAong the tools uend to expedite processing and enhance enforcement effectiveness at
those ports of entry arei land border profiles', detector dogs, selectivity, roving inspectors, and
1,.,estrian ohorvations. Then techniques have been fully tested and in PY 1fl6, all border
ip.ctors will receive tr(tininq in thes proven methods.

over the long term, Customs seeks maximum inspsctional enforcement results via appropriate
c,).Oi)inations of procssinq and interdilctnry techniques. Innovations will he explored, and methods
lik t inaipactor-observer. walk-through narcotics detector and automated passport reader will
increase inspectors' ability to process travelers quickly and detect violators just as efEiciently.

Pansengtlr Processing

Ias.onser Proceasinj eoiaLs for Pincal Year 1906 will built upon the initiatives begun in
Vlheal Ynarn l094 and 1915. Afsong the major initiatives will be regulatory changes to private
itircraft anti small boat roportini procedures. u1nder the proposed rulemaking, private aircraft
s'(S,1.3i1creil An a relatively hiqh-rink category will undergo stringent reporting and inspection
,.i,,n.jor., as) spinre detailedd justifications will he required for aircraft operators to be considered
For o)vrfilgqiL see.ptiolis (hypzssitq one of Cuetosn desiqnated airports at our southern hrder).
1,. atriprlent reporting rarisiroents are also beinq reviewe,1 for small boats.

!,)!;n in PY 11194%, thu initiatives Oiith air carriers beqn in PY lV,14 will continue to be
,; ,sht~::,Ol sio that passsviora are sirocensetl in snore secure F.scilities, thereby tnking advarntaqe of
iis, effnrL anit inforinatio, of carriers at overseas locations. This will enable Customs to bettor

,-,. otil Lie .sirstin,sjer procos in i smuvironscirt. al therefore ftcilitate theo continued iolesatification.
,,1" ii' itritse Ntnopiracmant. ,%tesO,:it , I )assport roiaders will ceoititsie to ho atuidiesi so thaL th,
Io lhil ,r1git of Irinoe "'IV wil I|)II ;lva ilahla in n,r) aisi inrort nations )g lit to issue machine

sish, b. s..m,,ipo)rt5s. Theso ro;%fisirt; %ill iltOn5.-it.ical1ly clilary TI;.C; rat.i hasese thuls alln, g ill oulr
sir. *sscI';rltro Lissn to i(-tiltiiL Isttotr intervinws for ti11 asloction of high risk travellors for

.1 ul . I fsr( .:;n i I I ll. li int sir wm ;i-ihroi ql valwr ,lettsc.sr:s keinrq oi cnrte in natui-oticn will he
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expanded from its initial implementation, allowing the screening of large numbers of arriving.
passengers quickly and .fficently. In FY 19116, $500,000 will be used to deploy the detectors at
,,.,jor airports. An additional $30n,OO will be allocated to acquire fiber scopes for inspecting
vehicles, qas tanks, tires, aircraft, container walls, vessel compartments, and other currently
inaccessible locations in less time. but more thoroughly, and with less inconvenience to the
travelling public and business community. All of these techniques will allow the average traveller
faster processing while quickly identifying persons with whom Customs is interested in pursuing a
more intensive inspection.

Cargo rrocessing

Customs is continuing to streamline its efforts in the cargo processing area. These efforts
are aimed at facilitating the flow of legitimate cargo through our air and sea ports while focusing
ti.polsis on suspect shipments. As the volume of.trade increases, certain criterion must be
winrttaine, to asnibt inspectional personnel in a. quick, yet effective determination of a threat.

,isttoi:zn inspectors are selecting cargo shipments -for intensive examination based on the country of
L)ri(qiti, the commodity, and the importers of record. This approach has been enhanced by the
Attonated Cargo Clearance and Enforcement Processing Technique (ACCEPT) which will be incorporated
into the Aitnmated Cargo Selectivity System. The revision of the basic entry document, CF 3461A,
.is well as the development and implementation of the Optical Character Reader (OCR) technology will
Ill contribute to our ability to facilitate entry of merchandise without degrading our enforcement

Ion.ittre. Custoins is also working to obtain the assistance of sea carriers in reducing the illegal
.ue of vessels 1n narcotics smuggling. This approach is similar to the initiatives with commercial

,ir carriers wlho e routes originate or transit high-risk source countries.

In the In-bond area, Customs has implemented a new automated in-bond system as an integral
zirt of ACS. A number of lnitlAtves are underway concerning the movement of goods in-bond. The

Ith-Furtlier Inspection program in which an entry may be filed at one port for merchandise arriving
in another port, with the direct exchange of In-bond data between the automated systems of in-bond
r(,srriers and ACS, has been introdutcel. Also, Customs is developing automated manifest systems for
l,)toi sca and air cargo. Those systemns will speed the notification of the release of merchandise to
the tnporting carriers and eliminate manual reconciliation of inventory records.

In all cargo matters C tstoins is strivin-j to achieve the Igreatest possible degree of
,: )mlatihilit y between its diitopimatmn systems ant those in the trade cotivmnity. Customs is
:-,,.ntinq to introduce new proci.mires which reltie costly and time consuming paperwork,

,',1 Id;,) ~ ,to I ts rejotirces, anl airituin and enhance its enfnrcemos nt capabilities.
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Contraband Enforcement Teams (CRTjs

Mfille the strategy of using Cr? to conduct more intensive examinations of high risk passengers
;in,] cirqo has been successful, future efforts will focuu on more specific targeting and larger.
,.u-ra significant seizures. This will be accomplished through the use of Operational Analyses
.1,'1 threat assessments.- pre-arrival manifest in;-ormation. mere thorough container and aircraft
.,irchea, air and vessel carrier agreements, arI international cooperation. This approach is
itminnaled to cnuniter the speed with which mkgglers 'operate, and concentrate on the larger
:iojiititins of narcotics to he found in containerized cargo and both commercial and private
,i i rcrn ft.

Caiinn enforcement Program:

istos.esis (anint Enforcement Program is integrated in the overall Customs enforcement strategy
ill t-1o ,a16rds: druq detection and international cooperation. Canine Enforcement Program resources
.%re :i.ilirtly aim, I at intarlictiig -narcotics; howayer, its training center assists foreign
LWv,.rii.int.9 in developing similar programs which contribute not only to international cooperation.

;.it also to nirIntficant aet..ires of drugs destined for the I1nited States. IThile the objective of
thlo rotir;irl fu narcotics fiterdiction, the program provides hnenfita (interagency/international
4,,)pc,;ato., public education and deterrence) which also contribute to the Federal go4l of
iut.rilicting nr,:ntics at our Iiorlorn.

Ctstol,.n offortn to balance tho expeditious processing of people and goods with effective
.C, rce.,oft or the lnwa; a ainst fraudt And smug'tling will continue in PY 1lU). Efforts will he
I ,,l:,,ttt o,1 , hieve this habl nco economically and effectively, at minimum coGt to both
i,')v irti,'iit ;,r;' inlustry. IInvimtq fslly Impletiuonte,1 selectivity -- by concentrating on the minority

,,roqln| n i. wti i faciIitatistq the la.-nl-abidnq majority -- Customs- expects significant rentilt in

,rte o1l ,nj table prtsnenlts t air tnrkload, faetnra related to the Tnspction and Control
'11'i ivii y.
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2. Tariff and Trade

The mission of the Tariff and Trade program arises from the Tariff Act of 1930, which requires
that Customs carry out .appraisement, classifica ion and collection of duties from imported
merchandise. While carrying out the complex ta=lk of processing international trade transactions
for reverus antI compliance with a multitude of laws and regulations, policies and procedures are
developed to: insure uniformity and accuracy in the classification and valuation of merchandise;
enforce laws and regulations that neutralize or eliminate trade practices harmful to the country
foster growth-in international trade that is directly linked to U.S. trade policy for the
flpdrtment of Treasury as well as the laws and regulations of over 40 other Federal agencies: and
aiiforce international codes'and agreements that provide for uniformity of trade procedures.

The major issue in Tariff and Trade continues to he how to facilitate cargo and entry
processing and still maintain high compliance levels while dealing with an increasingly complex
workload. Customs strategy is to increase productivity and improve selectivity approaches through
increased automation, use of electronic devices, and enhanced training. Workload in the commercial
processing area will continue to increase throuqh FY 1986. The FY 1984 number of entries
processed, and the value thereof, increased by 20 percent and 2fl percent, respectively, from 19R3.
In adldlition, the fines, penalties and forfeLt.,res caseloads are expected to increase due to an
,.hanced enforcement posture in Customs. Furthermore, the Tariff and Trade program's major goals
.ire to complete the implementation of the Automated Commercial System (ACS) and to increase this
program's involvement in the detection, deterrence, and prosecution of commercial fraud.

'o achieve these goals and to dleal effectively with this increasing workload, Tariff and Trade
wi ilI streamline operations. Trie implementation of the Automated Commercial System, and the
iore,is ini bypass levels achieved through selectivity programs will free import specialists from
ritine entry review for ilreater participation in. fraud enforcement.

Continued refinement and implementation of the selectivity approach directs Custoins efforts to
thos,.,e hiqli risk entries with a potential enforcement and revenue threat as well as those with a
Ii-h potential payoff. Thfe rainainiuq entries and transactions are processed with minimal delay.
!'wt-aiidit techniques will he instituted for manifest clearance, warehouse control, Foreign Trarle

oloratinns, drawback and to assure coinpliance with regulations. Customs rlnality Assurance
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Proqram in.sures the quality of classification and value performed under the Selective Entry
Procausir! 1yntem. By automating the appraisement system, the large voluue of entry paperwork can
mwni hn more cost-effectively and efficiently processed. The Automated Commercial System (ACS),

%lmich intirrates existing commercial systems under a comprehensive data bank, will implement ac.oiliinnd mnorchandise processing system, thus eliminating duplication while assuring full management
if.r, , tion. As part of the system, the Automated Broker Interface (FulI) not only reduces
o0a,itrwnrk, iut also decreases the costs of Customs and the importers. The revision/elimination of
,:,rtain forms and regulations will reduce overhead costs for both Customs and the business
corpinit,, .nd replacement of the current Tariff Schedules of the United States with the
Toinruational !larmonized System of tariff of classification will facilitate international trade.

Currently, Customs is coping with increased entry workloads by increased selectivity supported
h,! *i.t,,,toil processing. The automated system is designed to select entries for intensive
,,xa(ination hy import specialists. The system improves uniformity of processing by increasing
,:om ,unicAtionn between inspectors and import specialists, as well as between Customs offices in
lifferint sections of the country. The selectivity system has reduced the need for examinations,
m)it moro discrepancies have been detected, producing a nore efficient use of personnel.

VY 1n1ni trateqies:

In ''Yi lf1'1, the Tariff and Trade Program will build on previous accomplishments and goals.
1:fforta to .autoinate commercial operations will continue with the completion of Phase II of ACS in
t')95 ,4hich will include bond and merchandise processing, entry selectivity, and billing. Eruilwannt
r.m" linhling field operations to the national computer and An automated interface with importers,
,:;irriA 's, ani other ariencte; will he implomented. As part of Tariff and Trade Program
,,i,'tI.:ini; tiuii Customs overall enforcement effort, the final operational testing of the wind
tiiiinoml iircotic; -etector will he complat., and luiport specialists will expand their role in fraul
L,:, im, 6jOc.1l atinlytical trains anl in ansennitmnt of penalty canes. Of particular interest, the
I ,.,-oratory L riuportinq the Proik Program hy incrn;:sel sanpliinr analyses and through the use of
,;(,,liticll.do tLrhanolinyly, wub l nhmi increased. inot only te reV11l1%l4 collected ))it aleo time

I I m-t i man (bIr m ic anl Iinicroimmaul rcmr fe i ttire actions.
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Automated Commercial System (ACS)a

The Autoinated Commercial System (ACS) is no% processing merchandise entries, revenue
collections, entry liquidations, and an increasing number of broker transactions. ACS has been
operational sirce February 1984. In order to f lly execute the commercial side of Customs mission,
ACS will be enqihasizing selectivity to more quickly and accurately determine which importations
should he intensively examined by the inspectors and which are most likely to require
classification or value changes by the import specialists. With the level of foreign trade rising
,Iramatically, proper inspection, examination, valuation, and classification are needed to ensure
that Custons is collecting all duties required by law. Additional funding in FY 1986 ($6.6
millionon) will he used to develop an integrated data base for all commercial information, which will
permit more timely and accurate management information, and Increased employee productivity.
Refinements to hardware and software components will be implemented and the following modules will
he developed manifest processing, Quota, In-bond., Pines, Penalties and Forfeiture, and the Customs
Information Exchange.

Automated broker Interface (ARll!),0

As an integrated part of the Atitomated Commercial System (KCS), the implementation of the
Automated broker Interface (ABI), as well as an integrated data base, will eliminate the keying of
redundant data, which is a mnjor step in reducing manual paperwork. Since current procedures
require extensive back-up documentation for each entry in order to determine proper classification,
the elimination of this requirement for all but the entries selected for intensive review will
re-hice the amount of paperwork both for Customs and importers and speed up processing. It will not
Only reduce the volume of paper, but also Customs" processing directly with the importing
cornunity. At this time, about 60 percent of the entry summaries presented to Customs are prepared
on computers. The number is projected to grow to nO percent by 1M06. Under these circumstances,
o, have a unique opportunity for both the trade community and Customs to improve their respective
,,r ,rnsinq by applying this available data processing capability to electronically interchange data

,: tr.. The approach has been successfully pilot 'tested. A Tl is now operational with an expanding
niil ur of brokers. Ultimately. this system will save manual filinq of millions of documents, while
s'-iistini; in error correction )rior to Custoens processing and reducing costly rehandlinq of
I .LdsarL i rus bly b0th Custool .Ini the traule coolumini ty.

(Ontintui expansion of A111 w:ill support streamlined approaches to automated entry 13rocessinq,
n.,,, exaninAtini, entry selectivity, merchandise release, duty collection and liquidation, and
J1,u'1. ir.ntihiq. ART al) Will u:aIes wito the development of a "paperless entry" with post audit
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Other Improvements

In conjunction with new methodologies for processing the increase in workload, Customs intends
to improvn the quality of classification anti value. To this end a Quality Assurance Program has
heen impln-natited for monitoring the quality of entry processing and for capturing regional and
national statiatical information. The program evaluates the quality of randomly selected entries
proccisecs throu'ih the Selective Entry Processing System, as well as those processed directly by the
iII)ort specialists. Customs is monitoring and evaluating the integrity of new programs in order to
iirotect the rovonue, detect fratudulent practices and enforce compliance with Customs and other
r#!IatnI1 laws.

Siipporting these efforts are improved cash rwnagemont and debt collection procedures. Customs
ii exploring a variety of systems to enhance cash management and canh flow procedures. As an
.,,Iji.nct to this effort, cash flow procedures have been improved by depositing estimated duties in
provedd hanks no later than the following day. Both procedures are designed to expedite the flow
Or funds.

Currently and in FY lMf6, we anticipate that cotamercial fraud detection will he a-high
priority effort. Cuntoma emphasis on deterrinq fraud end revenue protection has been significantly
tnhancecd by thn imletnentation of a centralized approach for coordinating and disseminating
hiforriation ,ond intellijenc,3 to field units. furthermore, special fraud teams consisting of import
n;leciallsts, special agents, and rorjulatory auditors are now operating in almost all districts.
Tim- teams .re responsibln for developing leaIn by applying multi-disciplinary expertise of
,.'serctal tran.ictions to detect potential frauilulont activities. Import specialists also will
ii:,, their nxpirtise to ,lvolon sotnd inf0rirlation for oriminal and civil violations. These special
t..:.i:i kill increase our aticceds in pronecutinq major violators.

The rollninol tabi presents the worklnni factors relnt.I. to the Tariff and Trade activity.
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1982

Formal entries filed.... 4,753
tail Packages received.. 40,997
Informal entries ........ 2,8R9
Total collections
(14illions of Dollars)... $ 9.900

FISCAL YEARS
(Thousands)

1983 1994 1985(tat.) 196(Est.)

5.314 6.421 6,742 7,079
38,846 44.176 35,500 45.000
3,143 3,373 4,104 4,104

$ 9,785 $12,540 $13,856 $15,408
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I. Tactical Interdiction

Established to protect the vast border areas, Customs Tactical Interdiction Program maintains
ohilj air, land and sea interdiction units dedicated to countering a growing narcotics and

contraband smuggling threat. Since drug smuggling increasingly constitutes a majority of this
contraband, our efforts are concentrated on stemming the flow of narcotics into this country.

Customs tactical operational approach aggressively counters today's massive smauggling by
rtuleploying units to meet a geographically shifting drug problem and by concentrating resources in
hiqh threat areas. In short, the first element of Customs border interdiction drug strategy has
heen to m aintain a dynamic and flexible mobile force tailored to the current threat. As part of
this strategy. Customs resources are concentrated in high risk areas with the greatest potential
for successful interdictions.

For the past 5 years. primary emphasis for the tactical interdiction units has been the
Southeast border, particularly Florida and the Gulf states where massive drug smuggling is a
continuing problem and where Illegal currency enter's and leaves daily. It is this area which is
the !inancial center for international drug trafficking. The smuggling threat involves private
itircraft and vessels, as well as cargo and air passengers. Private yachts and "other* ships
(essentially ocean-going vessels) sailing directly from Columbia and other source countries,
roqularly land vast quantities of marihuana along the Florida and Gulf coasts. In recent years.
%uqqlinq of cocaine via private aircraft also has grown dramatically in this region as well an
along tho Southwest order.

vie anticipate that the smuggling throat will continue to increase in FY 1986, and that the
viry lucrative nature of the narcotics trade will allow and encourage smugglers to employ new
:M1t-qli11g and state-of-the-art technology to evade er'orcement efforts. Customs tactical
iitrdiction forces must meet this challenge by placing more emphasis on the development and
wiplication of tact ical Intolligence, the u:se of hiqh technology and the mobility to place
r,aomrces at the right place at the tight time. Therefore, as a major force in the vanguard to
'itstos enforcement initiative, Cuistons has modified its nodes of operation to reflect the
iplrarmcs) of information qatherinq and the utilization of tactical intelligence in the
iiiLerdiction process.
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flarine Programs

Operating in. conjunction with the Air Program, Customs marine Program protects the sea
approaches to the nation's borders. The Marine Program has been confronted with similar growth in
Its s,-ugqqltq problem. The program operates 127.boats, ranging in size from 15 to 60 feet, and
statlonel at 60 locations. These vessels are ned for surveillance, waterside raids, intelligence
,iatheritig, and' tnterdiction. The most common methods employed by large-scale smugglers areW"mtherships,* stashes on off-shore islands and "air drops." Recent seizures indicate that
I.rtlii-scale sasggling by vessel, while still active in the Southeast and Gulf Coast. is increasing
.,ilonj tlhe Pacific, Flid-Atlantic and New Pngland coastal areas.

Tactical Pnforcement has developed a two-pronged coordinated marine interdiction program. In
orhiur tn cotteiter tie threat of narcotics smuggling by private and fishing vessels, the successfully
tu~toi l larina Pnforcement lodules will be stationed in as many locations as resources permit. Each
amithlu will consist of specially trained personnel and state-of-the-art marine equipment. Each
t.,,mn will Ih rooponslhle for developing tactical information on smuggling in its local area and for
hittrliiting mi-irine smugglers. In addition, in order to combat smuggling at major seaports via
'.na,,irctai~vessels, Customs has developed a strategic tactical enforcement presence in selected
:.4.falprtn. Cuitoms officers develon information targeting specific persona, groups anti vessels and
,.,,iiiitct Inten.sive vessel searclas to locate and seize concealed narcotics.

Cistoms established two marine enforcement modules in PY 19n4 uieing existing resources and
it.kisni, m,ximts iuse of seizod and forfeited vessels to equip the modules. Exchange/saeto provisions
,. .:rn ,,sud to obtain the hlqh-speaI interceptor boat needed. Information, developed through the
m,dumlo, contrilbtutes to a ,x)ra reliable ani responsive intelligence hetworrk and results in more
-rr,,tr, o ,i l sainziree of noiutrahand.

Tilft WAlt,11,3Ite range of radin crmunications anil voice privacy capability have hampered marinemdimln o.-nr~atinns and ntlhor tactical interoliction operation. Customs lins taken appropriate stnn
tit onlvpt thin problem b)y dc'tilrliuq a limited number of fixtil and mobile radio comannicAttons
,,Alan.t ir. Aoo, high freqluency/mintlqi side band (iiP/ssn) ralios have Ieel issued to enforcement

1.ti,.sat.s, ;sarti,,1 unlinit)d rea;lu an well nx voice privacy fnr ratio coimanicatiOlnn.
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Air Programs

In an effort to respond effectively to smuggling by private aircraft, Customs air program is
co)centratinq on aircraft interception, tracking and detection in an integrated coneiquration in
hioh throat areas. This approach was established and proven effective in South Florida. The air
ntratqly design is structural to be consistent with the overall objectives and mission of the
proqras., (1) to detect and apprehend persons involved in the smuggling of contraband Ily private
airc:aftj and (2) to provide assistance to other interdiction efforts of Customs and other agencies
in the law siiforcement cot.munity. The air interdiction effort uses strategic and tactical
intLlliqenco to select the optimums times and places- for deployment of interdiction resources.
;Moitnra destection systems to identify suspect aircraft and directs apprehension helicopter and
,jrm, mld utiprort. units to effect arrests and seizures.

Cmuitore Air branches are located at Miami, Jacksonville. New Orleans, San Antonio. P1 Paso,
I.t)ttston, Tucson and San ningo. Iaso.rcas at the branches consist of high speed jet interceptors,
.qu1iipped witi radar and infrared detection sensors, long range tracker aircraft, high performance
hpliicapters a,.l sitgle and multi engine support aircraft. 'the Air Program also utilizes airborne
,timI land based radar to enhance tietoction and tracking capabilities. In addition. Customs is
u1puratiegq a P-3A ,de.ection aircraft supplied by the Navy and modified with an AMO-63 radlar. The
firnt of these aircraft will coinplemeent the in-place detection support and it will he used
c:vtnttlvly along the entire snuthern'border.

Cmatnnn believes that increase effectiveness has resulted fro the implementation of strong,
,-.n~ralizeI manaqurent of the protqr.nm and the establishment of the PAst and West ROCCa' (Regional
e),a r.tionn Cnntrol Centers). Thin new maiaqeonant configuration has resulted in greater control and
'1,.xibiht1lity ftir rempondinq to the nhiftini smuggling threat.

V:Y t4)fl*-/1q1fi6 !tratuqion:1 and Aecoimplishutonts:

In F,Y )P,,-vie anticipate th at .lrtg anliqling will continue to be a onnior national probtfem
,l.::4:i;L.- ntror.! ,lotorrants, clie Lo thi Nut.rattvaness of trafficking in drtis. To counteract
*.' mmil',linm 'V air, CutstiuN %sill nx:w-fnl Its air Inter-liction prolra an additional InanedI military
, I i 1,,*,1M l. , I im.rovnrl fae.i i t ls i a titlnr ,%va IlI ahb)Iij* s u, rt. The dtlisle concept, backoid by
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inLcreaano, intolligence and centralized Manaoement, will make it possible for Customs to
Piice-ossfilly target its e ffortm to counteract shifting .mjeling threat, thereby increasing the
effectiveness of its operations. In response to changing threat the Air Program is planning to
oitabliR An air unit in New York. The unit will he located at MacArthur Airport, Lang Island and
will connint of 4 pilots, I twin anqine fixed wing aircraft and 1 Sell Jet Ranger helicopter. The
.alr unit will ho operational by the Sprinq of 19q85.

11ith roqar,! to the anticipated increased drug smuggling by sea, the marine interdiction
cprolriu, will continue to expand. Cuatomsa anticipates establishing additional marine modules.
A m dule will he located in New York and others are planned for Key West, Miami, Key Largo, West
I,ala 15each, Galveston, and New Orleans. The establishment of these marine modules will greatly
liprovo our enforcement resmelts, significantly increasing seizures and arrests.
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.1. Investigations

As the investigative law enforcement arm of Customs, this program has the responsibility for
investigating violations of laws and regulations enforced by Customs such as currency, fraud,
n-i.utrality, smuqgling. illegal exports of critical technology, and cargo theft. These
invnistiqationa sUpport the national Priority enforcement efforts combatting narcotics smuggling.
,.,.nnoiic crine and national security violations.

Currently. four major area are emphasized within Customs investiqations programs financial
invastlqations, fraud investigation, export enforcement and international enforcement. Customs
,-tivoiy suaks the prosecution of sophisticated crimtnal enterpriess associated with lfinancinq drug
sit:.lqlinq in violation of the Currency Ileporting and Rank flecrecy Acts and the prosecution of major
iir)orttnj corloratinns which violate cistomrs fraud statutes. In addition to this, Customs
v:,itinuns to emphasize the detection and provr.ition of illegal exports of critical technology to
;:,vitoL lioc countries and the reduction of the growing traffic in illegal arms and munitions. The
fioiAl aren, international enforcement, emphasizes improved Intelligence gathering methods.
win'tncnm1 international enfnrcemant In the form of now and expanded Customs foreign offices and
incrunnel interchange of Intelligence with foreiqn law enforcement counterparts will provide major
,livitdoni to Custots by providing Loads andi intelligence to support our domestic cases.

The major policy Lasio .facinq Cuatoms Investiqations Program is how to affect major
-tli.ruption tn large-scale o-rltiinal enterprine.: develop irames and prosecute violators of financial
,mml fraud atatuten: and prevent the export of critical technology to hostile nations withou.L
loimtrfnrim,- %itth leqttimato hltminaos activities. 'arqetinq is the principal techniquen used to
iilem |.oimt a mora selective .nd eff'nctive nymtem that minimizes disruption of legitimate activities

.,1111a xtill enfnrcinq the law.

Trlretin'i ,lnponis heamvily on tm h rlvolofmnent and .ollectinn nf intelligence. To focus And
tr.mrjrt efrnrts to detect and] approtho*, violators, Cnitomu will increase Its tise. of covert
,irmrbatin I hitter ittil l-:v informAntml ani nliarj'ly inrname the ue of computer assisted

,ill1ltlim. ,,tmcessful faroacei.t Ilon of violators Will also he Iamsed on targjetinq, through
,,piri-.o t1ai qatherintrl . A m,! A.p o rt imtellr, analynin; inventiqating hiqh% potential

0.' .' i,1 prsi nnti vI nffi innt nil)rn pri ate ovI'len:n.
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The chaLleiige presented by the availability of resources, mobility and sophistication of the
criminal organizations is being answered in part by Customs expanded capability to target
Sielnificaht violators, by correlating commercial, financial and economic data using ADP systems,
within selected "high-risk" areas. In addition,. operationally, we are using integrated functional
Liins in high-activity locations to improve our enforcement effectiveness. Overall, we are
co flaicting more complex and high quality investigations, which results in fewer cases, by increased

I;a t s.

lTnhanced Financial Law Enforcement Programs

'Te Enhaticed Financial Law Enforcement Program, formerly known as Operation EL DORADO, is
comi-srised of multiagency financial task force operations, not counting the Organized Crime Drug
i:.iforceenent Task Forces (OCDETF), located ini 30 cities throughout the United States. The first EL
IW~RiAr)o task forces were initiated in New York and Los Angeles in Hay 19B2. Presently, all task
forces are staffed by U.S. Customs Service, rrug"Enfotcement Administration and Internal Revenue
!;orvice special agents and analysts. This program focuses on investigations of organizations and
iolividluals responsible for money laundering scheme involving unreported Imported/exported
ctrrency/monotary instruments in violation of the Badnk Secrecy Act (BSA). During FY R14, the
pro.irenw produced 4F indictments, 70 arrests, 33 convictions, and $17.9 million in U.S. currency
:a=izel. lany significant conspiracy investigations are in progress.

The Financial Law Enforcement Center (FI,.C) is the national clearinghouse for the Financial
l.%t) lase (VPIM). Tho FDn is counprised of data and information taken from various forms which are
r,.iired per the OSA. Fl.EC has two primary missions. The first is release of information
cotainei on the forms to federal, state, local, and foreign law enforcement agencies for use in
criminal investigations and prosucution. The information may he hard copies for use as evidence;
.wiputcr printouts especially programmed for particular aspects of an investigation; or summaries

fcir partictilAr qenqraphic or other definitive areas. The second mission of PLEC is the production
of . .ytical reports focusinq on particular profiles where money laundering is knotn or
:o';, ,)!ctai. IDtrinli PY 84, IC produced approximately 170 reports identifying 1,700 individuals and
,i() cnipaniu's who :.ay be potential money lasnderersi Thi total cash figure was over $2 million.

i1i" ilno processed approxImately 5O0 requests from nil levels of law enforcement entities for IriM
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Drug Enforcement Task Forcesa

In FY A6, Customs plans to continue with current commitments of resources to the Presidential
organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDET). These specialLed multi-departmental
investigative task forces focusing on large-scale drug smipjgling organizations, approach each

t.irgot simultaneously explQiting the financial, tie internal conspiracy and the
intordiction/suuggling elements of each organization. During PY 114, U.S. Customs resources were
oinim-itted to all task forces, including the 12 core cities. During vT R5, the task forces were

oxpan.led to include the addition of a 13th core city in Miami. OCOET? results in FY R4 on those
ensoau Involving Customs participation included 727 Individuals indicted 860 errestsl 277
convictions $16.2 million in U.S. currency selzeds $17.5 million in other property seizurest
47,l6 kilograms of marijuana seized 230 kilograms of cocaine selzeds and 12 kilograms of heroin
s ized.

Frati! Programs

The shift in recent years of investigative resources to significant fraud investigations has
protucel excellent results in terms of financial gains to the government as well as the prosecution
or significant criminal cases. Domestic industries have been protected from unfair and illegal
international trade practices and the government has received substantial monetary returns from
criminal fines and civil penalties.

In FY A4. Operation Tripwlre accounted for 279 arrests and indictments with 117 convictions
nIhtatikEo in that year. In addition. 412 cases have been accepted for prosecution and 1.70S
slzures wure made with a value of $62,621,056. tltigated penalties for the year amounted to

•, . 260,263.

Corrnnt plans are for Customs to continue concentrating its investigative efforts on fraud
violations involving steel, textile. wearing apparel, drawback, and trademark and copyright
violations. Increased prosecttions and penalties restlting from these investigative areas will
;liy a anjor role in insurinq that taw(ful rovens amre collected and the integrity of trade
,,Ce' m.,ontn dre maintained.

'Inseu- on Arcmnpltshmento in FY Jnn!4, task force operations will continue on major
i uv*-stirj;L ionu. ilAjor task forces have boon established to intercept illegal merchandise before it
,,,,LJIu 1Itittitl qtato3 coommerc.s anl to investigate cases arising ,luring intensified innpectlons. The
i,.omi forc.is f)cLin on hiqh riuk limportatinnm at oajor port of entry to adsure continued high
,11.1 iL,' ,rro.ts, rnjor rovenste roctvuries and a high)ly viniblo deLerrent to the import business
**,,,mi, t.. in ,ehiltion, t1hn Fruld luvontiqations Cantor will he steadily expanded to improve data

4jiiu!.1 iiie, hL0atl ?Ient:.) dalyiHul toircjuting andi trend Anilysils.
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Operation PJCODUSs

Operation EXODUS, a comprehensive program to combat illegal exports of critical technology, is
(tistoms response to the growing threat posed to our national security by the Soviet Union and other
hostile qovernmental also included in the threat of the Illegal export of arms and munitions. In
VY 1M04, F'XfI)lUS teams located at major ports made 1,459 seizures. Subsequently, 663 major
investiqations were accepted for prosecution and Customs officers were responsible for 354
iii-lictments, 25l arrests and 136 convictions throughout the year. Investigations conducted to date
h4va revealed a broad pattern of criminal activity and Intelligence reports indicate that the
threat is growing.

Customs response to this threat has been to mount a major effort to target sensitive exports
i-hilo minimizing the impact on legitimate trade. Expanded use of special targeted enforcement
operations which concentrate on highly selective types of critical exports as well as increased
foreign office activity are critical to EXODUS. Contacts with other enforcement agencies and the
intelligence community also have been expanded. ADP support has been enhanced tO increase the
.1dalytical intelligence, and communications capabilities supporting our enforcement officers in the
f i.ld. An Addled benefit derived from these investigations is intelligence on the illegal financial
,irr nqements supporting such wnugling.

Under rXoISII, Customs both initiates investigations and works wit| the Commerce apartment in
ihvestigatinr" allegations of illegal exports of sensitive technology. These investigations are
,is.nlly vary complex and time-consitming, and frequently involve other Federal agencies and law
.:tforcesnmit .jrouips of other nations. Nevertheless, Customs considers this investment of effort to
ho highly cost-effective in producinq future "dividends" in the form of high quality cases accepted
for prosoctit ion.

ii, rY lei, a wide rango of enforcement initiatives wili be implemented: additional covert
,liertitnnn: an expanded ,mintio:ns control pro, ram; enhanced liaison with the intelligence
,.immnmimity; increased foreign cooperation; and support and assistance to foreign governments in
lhuir owni conduct of covert operations directed against VxOnliJS violations.

The areas of export eiorcument and financial Invostilations both require effective support
Srimeri ('tstoimns foreign offices. nor Attaches and Customs Representatives overseas play a vital role
iii ,ttfac:rinl intelliience on violations of Ciistomms taws ani regulations as well as laws enforced by
C'-;Ii foil lonehaf of other ni-encis. i14. have recently increase,1 staffing at most of our foreign
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offices and have secured new offices in Seoul, Korea, and Panama City, Panama, Karachi, Pakistan
ano, nangkok, Thailand. It is vital to Customa enforcement that we maintain our commitment in the
foreoin officos so that preinterdiction information dn financial, fraud, and critical technology
activities is available and appropriate follow up on all investigations of international criminal
activity affecting the welfare and revenue Of the.United Stat~s can be Implemented.
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Case on hands (Currfoncy, Fraud, Export,

Ioutrality cases only)

9/30/83 9/30/84 0 Change

Class* I........ 2,503 2,630 +S.l

Clas*I . . 438 * 45S +3.9

Claa*Io II ...... 445 408 -8.4

Total 3,386 3,493 +3.1

Indicates priority and importance of cases. 0
1--4
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General and special funds.

Salaries and Expenses

For necessary expenses of the United States Customs Service,
including purchase of two hundred motor vehicles for replace-
ment only. Including one hundred and ninety for pelces-type
user hire or passenger vehicles not to exceed q15,0O0 for
official reception and representation expensoso and awards of
compensation to informers, as authotizedby any Act enforced
by the United tates usts .erv co 9.1030 0, of which
not to exceed $l5o,o0n shall he avallable for payment for
rental space in connection with predlearance operations and
not to exceed $iOfOMflOO, to remain available until expended,
for resaarch.s Provided That uniforms may be purchased without
regard to the general purchase price limitation for the current
fiscal year: Provided further, That none of the funds made
available hy this Act shall he available for administrative
expenses to pay any employee overtime pay in an amount in
excess of $25,0Onna Provide! further, That the Cowtissioner or
his designee may waive this limitation in individual cases in
ordar to prevent excessive costs or to meet emergency require-
ments of the Service Further, notwithstanding any other
provision of the law, passenger motor vehicles for police-type
use may he purchasod without regard to the general purchase
price limitation for the current fiscal year. (19 U.S.C. 6R,
1'1A, 161, 357 411 13f3-fl5, 1431, et seq. 1455. 1496, 149q,

qR, Tfs,1!. )c11a, 161.q('1644, 1740 207fif 22 U.S.C.
401; 31 U.S.C. 5123: 46 U.S.C. 3; 7, 60, 15, 161, 251, 277. 278, 292, 319,
32 , 327, fl , 12, il3, I3A; 4) II.S.C. 1MI1 .

lxplnntaion of Apiirnjirtatton Ianqtiaqe.Chanqee for Fiscal Year 11116

Sr,.q.teat atithority to pur.h.vn passenqer mnotor vehicles for osolice-type use without regard to the
,I,,'.. pkirchlxO price limitation fnr the current fiscal year.
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SN.DYM ~WOIAs DATA
(in thmo440,160

Activities and priniaeil orkload Vetors

I. processing of errivi g perooem and cargo

b.

a.

d.
,4.
I.
9.
h.
i.

rorsal entries &Oxepted ............. .
Carrier* *I per"oao and maroandLeo
strivig from loclg countries ..... .
Persona arriving from foreign
0010tri~e............................
backlog of -sliquidated entries ......
Nail packages received ...............
mail packages esamined...............
Hall entries written .................
Nerebandiss examined (other than maIl
statistical data line Items
verfied .............................
sample analyses ......................

2. Investigations of violations o Customs
and related lawe and regulatlones

a. Investigation completed .............
b. Investigations backlo,) Septeaber 30..

1,4
Act..'

6.4 1'

0.767

1,171
44. 176
3,073

764
120ra*

114311
5

1os5 POerO is
1oes 11udeL 19"011620&t

5, s4

93,301

32 3,a"3$,.OO1.204

2.000
520

8,120

1M.413
73

4.4
5.3

6.742

91.6117

"3*.SSG

13242
44.411

3130734
12.000

90

9.5 5.1
4.0 5.0

t
Iletinal.

7.073

92.410

5.2000

13.0%

90

S.2
4.0
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EXPLANATION OF FY 1986 BUDGET INCREASES, DECREASES. AND PROGRAM CHANGES

PROGRAM CHANGES

A. Implementation of Management Savings.............................. 5,229,000

To implement the management savings in FY 1986 Customs will incur specific one-time costs
realizing its staffing and facilities. These costs include relocations, facility preparation,
equipment procuremenL and transfer, as veil as other operational support activities.

8. Management Initiativeso

1. Fiber Optics ..................................................... 300,000

To counteract the ever increasing amount of narcotics being smuggled into the United States,
Customs is proposing to acquire technology for more effective contraband detection at ports of
entry. Use of fiber optics inspection devices for examining vehicles, gas tanks, tires, aircraft,
container walls, vessel compartments and other currently inaccessible locations will allow more
effective examination in less time with minimal inconvenience to the travelling public and the
business community. In addition, use of the device does not harm the item being inspected.
Customs plans to deploy fiber optics inspection devices, or Fiberecopes, to Contraband Enforcement
Teams (CET's) at major ports of entry throughout the country. In FY 1986, approximately 57 devices
will be deployed to CET locations in selected areas.

2. Integrated Data Telecommunications Network ....................... 9 2.800,000

An integrated data telecommunications network is necessary to Customs in order to modernize and
consolidate its two independent telecommunications networks. Converting these networks into one
integrated system would enable Customs to utilize the Latest technology, thereby improving
enforcement and commercial operations. The ultimate results of this enhancement will be speedier
passenger and cargo facilitation. Currently, the Cumtoms Service has two independent
telecommunications networks. One supports the Treasury Enforcement Communications System (TECS)
and operates on a Burroughs 7700 computer in San Diego, California. The other supports Customs
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o:,Imwrcial and administrative systems and runs on an IN 3081 located In Franconia, Virginia.
rhose two networks were designed and built independently. Some of the equipment is obsolete and/or
vevrtdxedl. These independent networks also present design constraints as Customs develops more
iiforintinn syutems, resulting in redundancy. Finally, the networks have incompatible circuits,

,Ihich can only be joined on an ad hoc basis. This factor makes it difficult to support the dense
tr.tffic luvel and wide geographical dispersion characterizing Customs data telecommunications
:;yG t1it

'rhe proposed system will allow Customs to consolidate the rews communications network with
.m.,.nercial and administrative systems. -The integrated telecommunications network will reduce
)lperatinq costs and staff hours by eliminating the duplication which the two separate networks have
cr,Lted. Custoils v ill he utilizing Its computer resources more efficiently. Response times will
!ihrten and personnel will have access to more types of data.

I. Automated Commercial Systemn ...................................... $ 6,600,000

Consistent with the long-ranqe plans for the Automated Commercial System, additional
,ifin,:ients to the hardware and software components will be required in FY 1986. Specifically,
itd/in ,!eveloptient and haroIware expansion for the following modules is necessary: tManifest
'ri)Lestinis; quota; Account frilling; In-hond; Fines, Penalties and Fofeiture/ACS Integration; and
lhi: Ctitnms Information txchanrje. In order to fully execute the commercial side of Customs

,:i:;u ion, ACS will he emnphasizing selectivity to more quickly and accurately determine which
im.lirtatinns should be intensively examined by the inspector and which are most likely to require
lL.ssification or value changes by the import specialist. Hith the level of foreign trade risinq

,Ir.iitically. proper inspection , examination, valuation and classification are needed to ensure
Sh,,i 'iistons is collecting all ,hitios required by law.

rih. A.:tnni0tn(l flrohetr Intnrface (AMl[), as well as an integratei siata base, will eliminate the
'..,ijl,.of fu.1iloidalit data, while pavinq the way for paperloss entry. As current procedures require
,.!¢,:,1:;ivu! acl-up Aocu mitation for eacli autry in order to ietarmine proper classifiration. th
,.li.iiintinn of this re,,iflr,:,mtt for all bit the entries select, for intensive review will reduce
lio: .-. m431mail 0:" jhnl)torwrk bl)tl for mintoern .in-] iml~rters an.i spccl-up processing. *rheau anhan.oeinnts

,.b il I ,',ii j;ti Llt! -ul.')st ti m ia i rntqrss towuari C stoina ilo l of paperless entry. Vventt Isl y, At':; will
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,nniahle Customs to collect duties and taxes from importer@ by account, rather than by processing a
:;irtclle collection at a time, which ts the current procedure. Our request will expedite the
,-)Iversion to Account Billing, improve productivity, and bring Customs closer to achieving an
iteqrated data base for storing all commercial data.

.1. TI'CS II 1osicn and1 Development. ............................................... 4,000,n0

Tlii, law enforcement community has many Information requirements that can no longer be met by
the existing hardware configutration. systems softwear and data base design In the current Treasury
Vitforcelleist Communications System (TFCS). This fifteen-year-old system must be modernized with
t.chqnoloqically-advanced equipment. The plan for this enhancement includes another benefits an
hiLrface with Customs commercial systems. Since its inception as a momlest southern border lookout
,.~.t.,an for Customs in 1969, then known as CADPIN (Customs Automated Data Processing Intelligence

rltwrk) ind comprised of 10 terminals at the Mexican border crossing of San Ysidro, California,
'iCs has ,irown to become a multi-faceted communications and enforcement support EDP system. It
,',)in;Ls of ov.r 1,700 terminals and approximately 40 subsystems. The system provides law
,.i orcemlent .spi)ort to In agejncies in and outside Treasury.

The thrusL of TIECS 1i Desitln and, Development ip to attain a comprehensive enforcement data base
L.,tIn Whnse iinerpinnincs are state-of-the-art hardware, software and data base management

:isydI.,ils. All current Tl-:I'; tsers will contribute their expertise to the design of TFCS I! andi will,
iIl,,r#!fore, have firsthand .xperience with TCS II as it evolves. This system will provide for the
,.*X.t i:,lon and inteqratiu of the existing attonateo enforcement efforts, such as Operation EXoDI.,
tlt 'lrt!-isiiry lPinanctal l.i I.nforcunent System and commercial fraud. This initiative will afford
,i'LOjI,,.:i the flexibility; to proceli with I'f.C; 11 plans in a timely and effective manner. It will
,.') -ov,.r then expenses of contractors, data base designs, software, a main frame computer and

"+ h1i. ru, 1'luinriol..............................................................................'f 10 ,0{)f

i.,!i'LeIi: is e:inmritteht to %usinI teclinoloely wherever it may increase enforcement and InspecLional
I f,:t V',,t-.'T. ihe linedd 'oimniui wili not only enhance the inspector's capability of dete, t inq the

i11 1, 1. I trltry of ,Irivs into the It. S. it ill qitckly pay ftor itself by fartlitattnre pssan,)er
,',, *;; i -. ii ure accumrat.e selc-Livity. Tihe Wind Tunnel is well aited to meet these ,joln when
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operated with all inspectional approaches, including Red/Green. Customs has demonstrated Its
,ffectlveness in several pilot tests. Air travellers and Customs inspectors alike will benefit
f oat the qtickor, easier passenger facilitation.

The Wind Tunnel, a prototype walk-thzough narcotics detection system, was developed early in
Lhis decade ani tested at airports in Houston, Texas, and Miami, Florida during FY 13. Its design
,,c-'oirts for wide variations in airport facilities and operational constraints. The prototype was
thdn refined to improve its effectiveness and another test conducted. The second round of testing.
h011011 in July, 1984, continues in Miami. While 200 Wind Tunnel units would be needed to provide
,-,veraqe at major airports and all preclearance airports, Customs is currently proposing to
piurchase and install 10 Wind Tunnels at major airports.
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OTHER CHANGES

A. Increases Necessary to Maintain Current Levels ......................... $30,609,000

1. Net Coat of Within Grade Salary Increases ............................. $30225,OOO

Based on the experience of turnover savings and promotions, it is estimated that the net
changes (FY 1985 carryover plus PY 1986 cost) in pay for within-grade increases will require
funding of $3,225,OO0, which includes related benefits.

2. Grade-to-Grade Promotions .............................................. $6S3f00

Based on the new positions authorized in prior years which qualify for annual trainee-to-
journeyman promotions. The estimate is a combination of the cost of these increases in PY 1986 and
the carryover portion of FY 1985 promotions.

3. Pa ment to Employee Compensation Fund ................................. $588,000

Based on cost of compensation and medical benefits paid during FT 1984 by the Office of Workers
Compensation Program, additional funds of $588,000 are required for rF 1986.

4. Payment to Unemployment Compensation Fund ............................. $387,1300

Reflects the amount due the IRS for payments made on behalf of Customs employees.

5. Increased Cost of Employee Benefits .................................... tl, 521,OO

The employee health benefits program experienced an increase in 1984 of 12 percent. The
increase of $1,521,000 for FY 1986 reflects the estimate over FY 1984 requirements.

6. Payment to Social Security Trust Fund ................................. $668,00

Employees hired after January 1, 1984, are now contributing to Social Security. In order to
match this amount, and make rate adjustments for current personnel, we are requesting these funds.
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7. Increased Pay Costs .................................................... $1,912,000

This request is based on the annualization and carryover of the one half percent increment in
the FY 1984 pay increase ($2,158,000) and annualization and unfunded portion of the FY 1985 pay
increase ($9,654,000).

8. Travel and Transportation Costs ........................................ 1,099,000

This request is based on two factors the rising cost of fuel and the increases in air fares
and other modes of transportation.

9. Permanent Change of Station Hoves ..................................... $9690000

Based on new regulations, an increase of $969,000 will be required in PY 1906.

10. Payment to GSA for Services ............................................ $2,971,000

This reflects payments to GSA for increased cost of services and the annualization of space for I-.
new border ports (e.g. OTAY MESA, Laredo, etc.). I-0

11. Chargeback to PLETC for Student Services ............................... 100,000

These funds will cover costs that PLETC previously included in studentcharges but they will no
longer do so.

11. Cost of FT'S and Other Comiunications .................................. $2,718,000

The increase fo: FTS and other communications costs is based on an estimated increase of 1S
percent for lines aiid equipment and restructuring of the Wide Area Telephone Services rates.

13. Equipment Leasing and Maintenance Costs ............................... $1,385,000

Reflects inflationary increases for leasing and maintaining word processors, copiers and all
other types of equipment.

14. Extra 1loliday (Martin Luther King) ..................................... $327.000

Adijistinent for the newly establishel holiday effective in PY 1986.
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15. Printing Costs ........................................................ $141,000

11iis request t'eflects an anticipated increase ,of five percent for printing costs.

16. Costs of Outside Contracts ............................................ $772,000

fased on estimates of the rate of inflation as applied to ccsts for ADP studies, custodial
services, research and development and miscellaneous contracts.

17. Reimbursoiment of Services of Other Government Ager.sa.s ................ $504,000

Iliis request is based on past historical estimates.

ll. Cost of Supplies ...... ................................................ $503,000

Iasest on current cost increase estimates in FY 1q86, applied against the current year cost for
siippl ies.

1,). 1"qucipment Procurement Cost .................. .............................. $266,000

'his request reflects an anticipated 4.6 percent Inflation rate of equipment procurement
cou) t a.

I1. Redisctions, Nonrecurring Costs, and Savings

I. ie|tlctlons ..... ...................................................... $-17,600,000

I'rnjecteI five percent pay rc'hiction.

1. I lonrucLrring Costs ..................................................... $-14,914,O00

'lih,,;u. ruhintions in the IY iVf6 request reflect nonrecurring costs such as equipn.n-t funding
oir It1;, ) Voice Privacy ( ,4Ooo)l), Automated Comnercial System ($6,6f)0,n0), Interlrated flati
'Iluc,),r, Iicltlons (.e,1175,O00) aind one-time costs associated with establishin a 11th City £('l)IE'TP
( ; , ) , 00 jr ).
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3. Management Savings .................................................... $-29,040,000

Customs in FY 1986 is proposing to continue to implement specific management efficienciesj
or'janizational consolidations and realignments; centralization of its administrative services; and
operational efficiencies related to reimbursing Customs for port services. These management
savings will provide In FY 1986 gross savings of $29,040,000 and 887 average positions. To achieve
these savings, Customs intends to make more effective use of automation and economies of scale,
while reducing duplication in processing and management. Specifically, the proposed management
savings includes centralizing administrative functions and offices and streamlining the laboratory
system.
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DIWARW OF 1" 5161TALlY
SAIIJUISl ANO ISFUSSU1. tIlllD saTymU O OIS EIRVlCI

SIAAII €IA 1FICAIIOI INISOUIS
4Dt1ct OSLIGATIOS 0UtLY)

Approprlat liam Aetbociset la Request 1966 IacreoeDecreeose
1964 IS 196 Over 35s

Total number of permue at poeltion ............ 13.3T0 I3.100 126114 -016
Average paid employment ........................ . 33.319 13,411 12,531 -607

Object Claeelflcations (Dollars I lhouesande)

Personnel Compensations
Permanent politiose ........................ 346., 573 360.159 342.616 -19.743
Positions other than permanent ............. . 0,13) 9.902 1747 -1ss
Other personnel comeation ............... 40,4S0 43.732 41.s41 -84
Special personal service. payments ..... . 1A"11 3 "1 3 61 --

Totel personnel compeneation...................753T9!f9 -,190
Personnel benefits ............................. . .55900 62.305 6.114 5.1109
Benefits for former perets el .................. -- 200 So? 3617
Trvet end transportation of persons ........... 13,457 16.000 1?,70M !0682
Transportation of things ....................... 3,195 3.M '1.24S 3e9S
Rent, communication and utilities,

Standard level user charges .................. ,3206 44.737 45. .9 .262 -
Other rent, communlcalon and co

utIlities ................................ 31.69S 35.971 42.774 6.6031
Printing and reproduction ...................... 2 336 11154 2.995 141
Other services ................................. 29.069 27. 361.55 9.562
SupplIes and materials ......................... ..... 3S 9.2" 90562 356
Equipment ...................................... 12.398 30.245 11.674 -IOS1
t~rn4 and structures........................... -- --.
Insurance. clais end IndeumLties ............... 120 125 125 --

Total oblIgatIons 596,042 650. 66 639.103 -11. 56

1lnohligatsd balance AY 3.439 -- --

Total Appropriation. Authorized level, and
nldqet Batimate 599,481 6150.6 639.'102 -11.56

A/ Ilnobligated balance iudar $3.36S.000 of no-yesr funding.
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CONSULTING A14D R iATED SERVICES

Each year. the U.S. Customs Service enters into several small consulting service arrangements
to olbtain professional or technical advice which is not already available within the agency. These
servicess allow Customs to obtain objective outsiAe views and expertise. For example, in PY 1994
CtistoAns hired consultants to review and assess our mission, policies, results, and strategies on
.everal proilrams and organizations. These analyses assisted Customs management in determinInq
operational requirements for resources, future budget leveLs, and appropriate organizational

If stch studies and analyses are not conducted, Customs would not benefit from the expertise
,O.f persons thaLt contribute to the success of important projects. Technical consultants have
i.riolically bean used to solve problems in the design and development of the Automated Commercial
:;/suin, without which implementation of the system would be.impossible.

i3.fore entering into consulting service arrangements, Customs reviews in-house capabilities
,il tho ,n within other government agencies. Customs also considers using temporary or intermittent
.. l ,yes, hut in highly technical areas the restrictive federal compensation system makes it
np,,a:;.ihle Lo attract highly specialized technicians.

'age 10



salaries and Expenses. United States Customs Service

CONSULTING AND RELATED SERVICES
(A000)

Appropriation Authorized Estimate
FY 1984 FY 1985 FY 1986

Conistilting Services -0- 32 15

t landgemennt and
Professional Services 60 10 10

.Special Studies and
Analyses 226 200 62 1-

-a

IIlitaqement and Support
services for Researc:,
aw) Develolnent 22 Sf1 20

Total Constilting and
Related Services 308 300 107

Page II



Average Grade and Salaries
U.S. Customs Service

Average ES; Salary

Average GS/GM Grade

Averaqe GS/GM Salary

Average grale, grades established
Iy Administrator Agency for
International T)evelopment
(75 Stat. 450)

Average Salary (75 Stat. 450)

Average Salary ungraded positions

PY 1984 IL 19as

$63,675 $65,585

9.24 9.10

$24,620 $24,946

9.73

$40,199

$2C,044

9.73

$41,404

$20,645

FT 1986

$67.552

9.00

$25,694

9 .'73

$42,646

$21,264 s-i,
I-'
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117

MIlTr a;TATNS TUs'nv tKNVICI;
Salaries and expenses

1454li, 14
Actual retimate rtimate

Direct Programra-6 ............................. |

rs-S .............................
r-4 .............................
ES-I ............................. 7 7 7
.S-2 .................. *.......... 4 4 4

I-I ......................... ...... . 13 3

subtotal 44 44 44

Gq/0'.4-1 S ......................... . M7 17S |11

GS/M.1-14 ......................... 440 440 434
1q/GO--I3 ......................... 1.149 1,144 1.101

S-12 ............................ 16406 1,84 1,630
CS-ll ................................ 2.147 2,145 1,$44
OR-I ....................................It It 10
as-') ................................. 3,475 3047% 3,173
Gs-s ............................. 57 97 94
0S-? ............................. "... RS6 905 5S9
GS-6 .................................... SS 557 527
s-i............................. I...645 I,743 1,648

GS-4 .................................. .S12 5z s57
Gs-3 ................................... 308 208 303
CS-2 .................................... 30 20 30
5s-I ................................. . ... 6 ' _

Suhtotal ........................... .1320 13,301 12.494

Unqjralad ......................... 123 125 120

Total (Irect) ,13,370 33.470' 12,650

Relalureable Programi
C/4,-li ................................. .I
CS/G94-14 ................................ 1 4 9
GSC-I- ........................... ....... 12 12 12
Gs-12 .....................................17 t7 Ii
CS-I ................................... .2 52 52
C,5-q ............................. 215 21S 215
ca-a.............................1 1

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 184 164 184
C;-h............................. 134 134 114
OS-i...................................... 4 4 4
G,-4 ..................................... 4 4 4
CS-).. . ... ...................... . ... . . I 3 31

Suitst............................... 4346 434 636

IJn~l r4,1ls- ......................... 22 22 22



ratall of Permanent Positions
i1l[i7:11 STATES CIJSTU|S SERVICE

Salaries ant Expanses

1904 19B5 1906
Actual Faticate rstiomate

Total (Rainbursa ule .............
Gradles Ustablished by the Mministrator

Agency for International
IDoveiopisent (7S stat. 4S0)

IC- 12
FC- II
FC-10
FC-9

FC-0
re-6

50.415
42,921)
36.327
30. 54)
25. V4()
21.066

65,642
55,07
47,226
39, 711
33,139
27, 39-,

6S0 658 658

3
8

6
3
2

Subtotal ..................

Total permanient positions..

UInfilled IXi) tioila el of year.

Total purridnent ei ljloyrsnt end
of ye-ar ..................

3

I

6
3
2

3
0

6
3
2

23 23 23

14.051 14,151 13,295

-768 -525 -492

13,203 13,626 12,803

Page 1/



Detail of Permanent Positions
UIlITED STATrS CJST0(4S SERVICES
Hiscellaneous Permanent Accounts

1984 1985 1986
Actual Estimate Estimate

GS//i-- ............. 1............. I1 I
COS//,--14 ........................... 5 5 5
Gs/lw - 13 ........................... i1 i
GS-12 ........................................ 22 22 22
aS-lI .............................. ........ 50 50 50
OS-Ino ......................................... 2 2 2
6S-9 ......................................... 91 91 91
%-. .......................................... 2 2 2

GS-7 .................... .............. .. n 10 10
W:;-6 ....... ....................... 9 9 9
,3-v ................. f.......... 31 31 31

G1-4 ............................... 10 10 10
............................... 3 3 3
............................... 2 2 2

Subtotal ....................... 249 249 249

IUnqradelt .................................... .16 I . 16

Total permanent positions... 265 265 265

Ulnfillael positions end of year..... . -16 - 3 - 3

Total puriaannL unpIoynont
end of year ............... .... 249 262 262

Pae15
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Opration ard intamoe, Uited "ato Qintae Service

S.34*XY E M OF OWUM R FOR FISCRL YDR 1906
(Dollars in YKuandm)

Air c4ratt,: .
-nr Haintinwe 70TA

PA .PO v.

roramw ve O ss

1.. Ieeardh wbd cev.opmt of'
360 Cogre r - 5,000 - - 500

2. 1 bdification of DOD C-12
,Mrcl ft - - S,000 - S1000 -a

3. Wlitional Flight Ibours, P-3Ah - - 4.600 - - 4,60O

4. rationn am 4aintenwee
fr" two additional
nlackhws ,40 1. - 1400

Ibt l, Proram Qmj - 16.60 - 16,000

rtfoe 2



Operation and Maintemano, Uhitrd States 0amtows Sovice

a9" y u EWEWM1q or WAM NXAnM FOR F1AL TM 19e6
(Dotlars In " tvule)

"r c10.ratin

Flos. Poe. Amtem Me8. IM Aon

Other Owvges

Inct ea" necsmary to
maintain current levels

1. Increase t -c o- 1.475 - - 1.47
2. nnualiztion of curent

year aprv inches - - 3,S - - 3,525
Subotal Other Incrs - - 51000 - - sl000

redution. nonrecurring osts

and savings,

1. Ibnrecairring osts - - 5.000 - - S000

Total, Other Chaw s - - - - ,

Total Increases or Desses
19A6 coqare3 with Prooed
Authrlzed [ral - 16,000n - 1 16,00O

Par 3



ri.'ratinn niI onintonance, united states Customs service

Air (oration al ,Inintenance

In an effort to respond effectively to smuggling by private aircraft, Customs air program is
c,.)#%rntratin,] on aircraft interception, tracking and detection in a modular configuration in high
tirc.at areas. This approach was established and proven effective in South Florida. The air
:;trat, ly ,nmign Is stru6turai to he consistent with the overall objectives and mission of thb
111,I.I,,mI (1) to detect an#) apprehend persons involved in the smuggling of contraband by private
;,ivrnft; and (2) to provide assistance to other interdiction efforts of Customs and other agencies
iii thn lanp enfnrcemnnt community. The air interdiction effort uses strategic and tactical
iit..ltiiono to noloct the optimum times and places for deployment of interdiction resources,
.t), itors ,Iltoction systems to identify suspect aircraft and directs apprehension heltcop.ter and
•,roHito. stlpport units to effect arrests and seizures.

r:osto-ui ir nranchns are located at Miami, Jacksonville, Net Orleans, San Antonio, Rl Paso,
Rimtnn, Tucson, and San Diego. Resources at the branches consist of high speed jet interceptors,
.. ,iii:iuedt with radar and 12fs, long range tracker aircraft, high performance helicopters and single
ol ,qiilti-rnqtne support aircraft. The Air Program also utilizes airborne and land based radar to
,in'.-,n.o detention and tracking capahilities. In addition, Customs is operating a P-3A detection
.irer,.Ft .ipplitor by the Havy and modified with an h'1p-63 radar. The first of these aircraft will
,.I.Iaont tin in-place detection support and it will he used eventually along the entire southmri

r',qrnts ihulieves that increased effectiveness has resulted from the implementation of strong,
,.,i trill:.n.I n.an,'njement of the programs and the establishment of the East and Wast ROCC's (Regionnl
. .. rnrrioiCnpitrol Centers). This now managenont configuration has resulted in greater control and
"I.:i lIflty fir rnnoondingj to the shifti nq tmugrgling threat.

'Orront|., Paistoms fleet consists nf airc raft loaned from the military as well as a Customs
C'",17r eir rlout. In resnnso to 'onqlressinnl desire to increase the effectiveness of ail:
i , .. rlicttn, tli acq.iuisition of An Inrreasinrl nu'imlr of loaned military aircraft is scheduled,

,, t.,,in, ito.ntn present air float, an:l r.Aking it possible to expand the hir 4odulo
:1,'.,. 11Y t':I end nf PY I',0, to ,n..ke tsie of these additional military aircraft, Custouts ill"

c.- ilr'4 rol:.LA., ennnor/,oltne.tor eji.iv4-nt, rcxnplemnthr . types of aircraft, arllittonal
" .'ilitio!1, am.! ,rnvile In.-,eAsal n rationede ani .iaistennnco for this exparided flett. An a result

, -h .:;r.:o't.eu of various dtectinn u,/tos, Custoons will ha.iin to develop a prototype air
1 iit '.'!it: e.ntorel 'troitutri V 3 r deqroe railnr.

Paeo 4



Operation and Maintenance, United States Customs Service

In order to promote and highlight the acquisition, and operation and maintenance of aircraft,
radar and facilities, Congresr has set up a separate appropriation to fund these crucial Customs
law enforcement activities. We expect that with these additional well equipped modules and
facilities, and centralized management, significant seizures and arrests will increase, deterring
anl disrupting the flow of narcotics into the United States.

Page 5
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di1ration apj fllintonamnco, Unite. States Customs Service

IXPTXIAATIOII OF FY l0f16 IIUDGI"1 .MCRRI, S, D.CRP.ASFS, ANf PROCRAIJ CIIANrGE+

OTIIl:I1 CIIAPIUrS

N. Increases necensary to maintain current levels ...................................$ 5,000,000

I. Annua, ization of current levels ................................................. $ 3,525,000

lVtn,1]; were oroviitoll in PY l9;i for oneration and maintenance of newly acquired aircraft. ITis
increase provkoles the futll-./uar cost to onnrate and maintain these aircraft during PY 196.

7. Increased osts ................................................................. $ 1,475,nO n

Reflects inflationary increases for sunh items as fuel, equipment and supplies.

It. ro.0jctlnn, (nonrnctirrinn co ts) ................................................ $ -',nnonon

Resotircas wre "ravile.I in PY In.S for aircraft modifications and radars and related equipment
!or loantl militarv ,%ircraft. These costs are non recurring in FY l16.
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DiSPARTO Or TM TIIAZURY
OPB ATIOM AUD PAI ANME UNI[TES SrrATM CUsOm SIVIC8

STlANPIASO CLASS IsrCATION SCHEU~LE

(DIRECT OSLIOAtIONN ONLY)

Appropriation Authorisat ion Sequest It54 Iscroes/Decreas
1984 19ie5 i96 Over 198S

Total number of permanent positions ............-

Average paid employment ........................- .....

Object Claesifications (Dollars in Thouesrde)

Personnel Compeneations
Permanent positfonus.......................7.
Positions other than permanent .............
Other personnel compenation...............
Special personal services payment* .........

Total personnel compensation............

Personnel benefits.............................
Benefits for former pereonnel..................
Travel and transportation of persons ........... 681 2,229 2,243 14
Traneportatlon of things ....................... 121 200 200 --
Rent. communication and utilitiosa

Standard level user charges ................
Other rent. Communicat ion and

utilities ................................ . 63 1.0SO 1.073 23
Printing and reproduction ...................... 1 0 0 a
Other services ................................. 24.814 20,641 393G66 10.$25
Supplies and materials ......................... 4.005 9.70 1.036 3.236
Equipment. ...................................... 2.866 2,Sli 4,717 2.202
lands and structures...........................
Insurance. claims and indemnities ..............

Total obligation 34.252 44*425 60,42S 16,000

Unobligated balance A/ 2,4R -- -- --

Total Appropriation. Authorized Level, and
Budget estimate 55.000 44,425 50.425 16.000

A/ Unobligated balance includes $21.204.000 in no-year funding.
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onto" Forlit ur PL,+l Unl.E-..,em a mtow m,
am=~ui icvtw z r aum= immmm iPm rz m IN*

(Dol laI 1hk d)

w P b euI

Other Chp Q a

Inc'ream rwlipta 21000 2,000

Total Ia.m or Dermee
19aM amqmd with PtVoewd
Authorhed Kavwool 2, 000 - - 2,000
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Customs Forfeiture Fund

For necessary expenses of the Customs Forfeiture Fund not to exceed $8,000,000. as authorized by

Public Law 98-473 and Public Law 98-5731 to be derived from deposits in the Fund.
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Customs Forfeiture Fund, United States Customs Service

Custorns Forfeiture Fund

Prior to FY 1985, the costs of'handling each seizure had been deducted from the proceeds if
any, of that seizure. IHowefi3 in instances where proceeds were not sufficient to cover expenses,
Custom* had to cover the expenses out of its regular operating budget. The latter situation
occured frequently - by the tim the seized property was forfeited, expenses for storage and other
miscellaneous charges had exceeded the proceeds of the sale. Moreover, the net proceeds from one
sale could not be used to offset the losses incurred from another sale.

To remedy this situation, Congress passed legislation that authorized Customs to establish a
Customs Forfeiture Fund. Seized and forfeited currency and any proceeds beyond the expenses of
seizure and forfeiture of merchandise are deposited into this account. Customs will use these
funds for expenses related to seizure awards to informants: payment of liens related to seizures#
equipping forfeited vessels, vehicles and aircraft payment of claims of "parties of interest to
property disposed"S purchase of evidence and destruction of drugs.

I-A
In FY 1985, Customs requested a supplemental appropriation so that it could spend the money on

this new forfeiture account.

In FY 1986, as a result of improved management of seized goods, improvement in forfeiture
procedures and the depositing of seized currency into this account, it is expected that there will
be increased activity, costs and receipts.
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Customs Forfditure Fund, United States Customs Service

EXPLAPATION OF FY 19R6 OUDGET INCRPASE;* DWCRUASES ANl PROGRAM CIIA.4cEs

OTIIFn ClANGES

Increased receipts ......................................... $2,000,OOO

As a result of improved management of seized qoods, and improvement in forfeiture procedures it
is expected that activities and receipts viii increase in FY 1986.
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Total number of permanent positions...........
Average paid .ployl ott .......................

Oblect Classifications (Dollars in fTousande)

Personnel CompensatiOn$ '
Permanent poost ition......................
Positions other then permanent .............
Other personnel compensation ...............
Special personal services payment .........

Total personnel compensation ............

Personnel benafita.............................
Benefits for former personnel. .................
Travel and transportation of persons ...........
Tronsportation-of things .......................
Pent. co-munication and utilities@

Standard level user charges................
Other rent, communication and

utilities ................................
Printing and reproduction ......................
Other services.................................
Supplies and materials .........................
uIj ipml ent ......................................

[And@ and structures ...........................
Insurance, claims and indemnitie ..............

Total oblIgations

Unobligated balance

Total Appropriation. Authorized Level, and
Budget athlete

oDerhma1 osT or "M ?3ASURY
CUSTOMS FORFIiITUII VU. UNIT=C 9TAr CUSTOMS SERVICE

YIRANDAD CLASSIFICAION SCIlCOULE
(I03CT O6LIOATIONS ONLY)

Appropri st ion Author Isat ion Rquot 196 lacrease/Oecr*a-o
1984 gifts i6 Over 1905

66
60

4

42
16800

6.000

SO
so

56

S.320

2,400

9000

6.000 8.000

2O
20

14

1,230
14

600

2,000

2,000
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User Fees at Certain Small Airports

Such sums as may be necessary for expenses of the provision of Customs services at certain small

airports designated by the Secretary of the Treasury, including expenditures for the salaries and

expenses of individuals employed to provide such services, to be derived from fees collected by the

Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to section 236 of Public Law 98-573 for each of these airport.

and to -remain available until expended.
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User Fees at Certain Small Airports. United States Customs Service

User Fees at Certain Small Airports

The Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-573) authorizes the U.S. Customq Service to charge
user fees for services at certain small airports where the volume or value of business is
insufficient to justify the availability of Customs services. The fee will be equal to the
expenses incurred in providing the services.

The legislation authorizes Customs to begin charging a fee for services at the airport located
at Lebanon, New Hampshire and four additional locations to be designated by the Secretary of the
Treasury. (The governor of the state in which sqch airport is located must also approve the
designation).

The fees which are collected at each airport will be deposited into an account within the
Treasury of the United States that is specifically designated for that airport. The funds in the
account as provided by appropriation acts, will only be available for expenditures relating to the
provision of Customs services at each airport including salaries and expenses of personnel employed
to provide such services.

In FY 1985, Customs will provide services for user fees at the airport located in Lebanon, New
Hampshire and up to four additional airports as they are designated. In PY 1986, Customs will
continue to provide such services to all the designated airports.
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Wet Fee at Certain S11 Airports, United States COim Service

SUHMM EXPLAlhdIOH O aMRS RMWWM FM FWISCL VUR 1986
(DIHars in lhousands)

e Fee at Certain
Small Arot

lo.
AV.
Ms. Autn PIs.

AV.
Pos. I mu~nt

Other s

Increase cbtsa for airpor~tsa
servied5-- - 33 3

Total Increases or Decreases
1966 mcqare with Propoed
Autorizd Lvel - 331 - -1 33
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IIsgr Fees .,L Certain Small Airports. United States Customs Service

EXPLANATIII OF PY I'M6 RUDGET- INCREASES. DrCREASES AND PROGRAM CHANGES

O'flIER CHlANGES

Increased costs and user fees............................... $33,000

In PY iqqS Customs provided services at the airport located in Lebanon. Hew Hampshire and
eventually to four additional airports. FY 19A6 reflects full year operating costs and receipts
for up to five airports.
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O61P&RMM Or TM TREAUR~Y

USER FS AT C ITAIM SALL AISPOIIR " , UNITE WATER (i.. •W4IC'
rIOoARD CLASS! PICATION CUCUL

(OIECT OLiGATIOMS OLYI

Appropr let ion Authorizat ion Sequest 1s4 Iscroase/Docsase
1964 1*5s 194 Over 1os

Total number of permaent po tiot, . , - -. ..
Average paid omploolest ................

Object Clasaifiatioan Coollars in Thousaadsl

Personnel Compasat ions
Permanent positions ........................ 10 is a
Positions other than permanent ..... n.......
Other personnel compensation ............... 16 29 13
Special personal service$ Payments .........

Total personnel compensation ............ 36 47 21

Personnel benefits ............................
Benefits for former personnel ..................
Travel and transportation of persons ........... 13 2
Transportation Of thing ......................
Rent, commmication and utilities.

Standard level user charges ................
Other rent. comwuication and
utility e ................................ 3 S 2

Printing and reproduction ......................
Other services.................................
Supplies and materials .........................
Equipment ......................................
lands end structures...........................
Ineranco, claims and indemnities ..............

Total obligatione 42 7S 32

Unobligated balance --

Total Appropriation, Authorised Leavel. and
Budget Estiate 42 7s 33

Page 2
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Senator LONG. Do you have any idea why I asked you about Flor-
ida first, or Florida specifically compared to the rest of the coun-
try?

Mr. voN RA". No, sir.
Senator LONG. Could it be that you are makinga greater effort

in Florida than anywhere else? The information thah I have from a
man in Florida is that he says you are making a much greater
effort in Florida than anywhere else. And he estimates you are get-
ting about 20 percent. Now, wait a minute-yes, he said about 20
percent in Florida. Outside of Florida, you have to admit you are
getting less than 10 percent. So, if you ask me, 90 percent is
coming into the United States, aside from Florida. You are making
a lesser effort in the area outside Florida. In Florida, where you
are making your concentrated effort, you are getting 20 percent.
So, his overall estimate would be that you are not intercepting
about 85 percent of it.

Mr. voN RAAs. He is wrong.
Senator LONG. All right. You say he is wrong, and you would put

the estimate around 20 percent, or is it 25?
Mr. VON RAA. We have to deal with specific types of drugs. The

marijuana interdiction factor, due to the good efforts of the Coast
Guard, is quite high. The cocaine interdiction factor is growing. As
a matter of fact, it is over double what it was lastjear. So, you
can't really combine all these different types of narcotics. Other-
wise, you come up with a figure that loses its significance. So, I
think we have to deal with marijuana, cocaine, and heroin sepa-
rately. Now, I will admit on the heroin side, we are not doing very
well, as that is the most difficult.

Senator LONG. What percent do you estimate there?
Mr. VON RAAs. I would say less than 5 percent in that case.
Senator LONG. Less than five?
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator LONG. The point I am getting to is that the highest esti-

mate you can give for your effort is 35 percent in Florida. Now, my
information is that this is about an $80 billion business by the
criminal& involved. Is that a fair thing to say?

Mr. VON RAB. That seems to be a generally used figure and is
probably as good as any.

Senator LONG. Right. Now, do you have any idea-and I assume
that the answer has got to be yes-but can you jive me your esti-
mate of what the human value and the economic damage that is
involved in $80 billion of these harmful drugs being consumed by
the American public?

Mr. voN RAAB. It is massive.
Senator LONG. You say massive. Can you do a little better than

that and give me some indication of how many deaths we think-
premature deaths-are being caused by this and what the econom-
ic damage is to our effort here in this country?

Mr. VON RAA. I couldn't off the top of my head, except to say
that it is huge.

Senator LONG. If it touches lives throughout the entire country-
I don't believe that my little grandchildren are hooked on it. I
know my children are not, but this is a threat to every family in
America.
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Mr. vox RA"s. I agree.
Senator LONo. And so, how much per capita is $80 billion of

value-225 million divided into $80 billion? That is. about $400
worth of drugs per capita coming into this country. And the effort
to intercept it, in terms of dollars- just compared to what the com-
mercial value of that stuff is on the street, the dollars that are
being spent to buy drugs-is equal to about oneuarter of 1 per-
cent of the value of drugs on the street. Whose idea is it that we
should make that small an effort against something that is that
devasta to our country and our people? Whose estimate is this
that that is about the limit of our effort that we want to make?

Mr. VON RAAs. The number there is a function of the budget
process which is a cooperative effort between the Congress and the
administration.

Senator LoNG. Did you ask for more than that? Did you ask Mr.
Stockman and his people to approve more, to approve a larger
amount?

Mr. VON RAAB. I believe our request was slightly in excess of
what we were given.

Senator LONG. Slightly. About how much? Can you give me some
idea?

Mr. voN RA". We submitted a budget of approximately $700
million.

Sen itor LONG. $700 million?
Mr. voN RAA. Yes.
Senator LONG. For this or for the overall?
Mr. voN RA. For the overall budget.
Senator LONG. All right. According to this, you say you are put-

ting about half of it-and you estimate $350-that wo,,ld sound as
though you got almost exactly what you asked for. You estimated
about half of the money being made available to you was for the
fight against narcotics and other harmful drugs. Do you estimate
that to be $350 million? And now you tell me that your submission
was $700 million.

Mr. VON RA". We have a budget for the air program, which is
$60 million, we have the salaries and expenses budget, which is
$639 million. We requested $699 million for salaries and expenses,
of which we got $639 million.

Senator LoNG. Now, I was led to believe somewhere that the
Congress had appropriated more money for this f!iht on drugs
than you people have spent. Is that correct? I just don t know.

Mr. VON RA". We have spent-
Senator LONG. Someone told me that Congress has appropriated

more money for this fight on drugs than you are spending.
Mr. VON RAB. Since I have been Commissioner we have spent

more or less our budget appropriation.
Senator LONo. The red light has been up for some time, so I

won't ask any more questions at this time. I think I might like to
ask some more later on.

Senator DANFoaTH. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLzY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. von Raab, let

me ask you: Were you actively involved in the negotiations with
OMB?

Mr. VON RAs. No, I was not.
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Senator BRADLzY. You were not?
Mr. VON RAAU. No.
Senator BiurLnz. You were not actively involved in trying to get

what the Customs Service itself thought it needed to enforce the
laws of this country?

Mr. VON RAAB.No; the Treasury Department deals with OMB,
not the Customs Service. We are a bureau of the Treasury Depart-
ment.

Senator BRiAuni. And that is why you didn't know how much
you requested for your own service, is that right?

Mr. VON RAAB. No, our request to the Treasury Department was
approximately $700 million. We submit our request to the Depart-
ment and they then submit a request to OMB.

Senator BiLEYuw. Yes. I just found it curious that you didn't
know that.

Mr. VON RAAB. I knew it. I just didn't want to give you an inac-
curate figure. It was actually $699,546,000.

Senator BRADLEY. All riht. Now, if we could get to these 351 po-
sitions. You said this wouid not in fact affect enforcement because
145 are management centers. Is that right?

Mr. VON RAz. Of the 887-it is actually 887.
Senator Biuwzy. I am talking about the 351 inspection and con-

trol.
Mr. VON RAAB. That is right.
Senator BRADLEY. 145 were management centers, you said earlier

to the question asked by Senator Bentsen.
Mr. VON Ra.B. That is right.
Senator BRiu . You said then 111 were inspectors reimbursed

by the local municipality, according to this dream.
Mr. VON RAAB. Proposed to be reimbursed.
Senator BRALy. heprose dream. Right. The question then

i: What happens if they aren't reimbursed? Are you proposing toeliminate the 111 inspectors?
Mr. VON RAAB. As I answered to the House, we will ensure that

they stay on the job, and we will fund those positions from within
the Customs Service budget.

Senator BRAixzY. And then the other 95-who are they?
Mr. VON RAAB. Those are also people in non-frontline positions.
Senator Bradley, So, of the 351, only 111 are online?
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes.
Senator BRAZVf. And regardless of whether you get the ex-

penses reimbursed, you are going to keep them online?
Mr. VON RAA. Yes.
Senator BRADunY. And what other part of the personnel would

you then eliminate?
Mr. voN RAi. We would probably try to take deeper cuts in the

administrative areas.
Senator BRADLzY. Deeper cuts in the administrative area. OK.

Let me express my concern that this is a rather short sighted
policy, particularly if we are in a period when we have some rising
protectionist pressure. The minimum that you have to be able to do
is enforce the laws that are on the books, and if you are going to
cut personnel, if you are going to cut support personnel that are
important, you are not going to be able to enforce the laws that are

I
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on the books. Would you explain what is the bypass procedure that
Customs officers follow?

Mr. VON RA. Yes. A number of events are involved with com-
mercial importation. There is a physical inspection and a documen-
tary inspection. The physical inspection is performed by an inspec-
tor. The documentary inspection is performed by an import special-
ist. Under the bypass system documentary review, by what we call
it ministerial group, is speeded up and then it is audited after-
wards.

Senator BwDxz. Yes. In fact, the bypass procedure is essentially
Customs officers selectively checking only about-what?-40 per-
cent of the imports? Is that correct?

Mr. VON RAA. Once again, you have got to take the particular
line. For example, we review all textile and steel documents. We
also review documents related to those lines of commodities that
are a risk or serious problem in terms of possible violations. Cer-
tain categories are given only cursory review because no duty is re-
quired. These types of documents are submitted for statistical pur-
poses only. To say 40 percent is to mix apples and oranges.

Senator BRaLrz. So, you can come before the committee today
and say that you are enforcing the laws, even though you admit
before the committee that in many cases you never check formal
entries. You spot check-40 or 50 percent of the tAmes you spot
check. In 1972 you had about 1,800 import specialists for on-site in-
spection, and this year you have about 875, even though the formal
entries of imported merchandise have gone from 8 million to 6 mil-
lion. Now, it is just not plausible, to me at least, that you are going
to be able to enforce anything.

Mr. voN RA". I don't accept your characterization of what we
are doing. I said that we are doing a full documentaryinapection of
all of those lines of commodities that require that. There are cer-
tain submissions made to the Customs Service accompanying im-
portations that do not require a complete 100-percent review. If we
were to do that, I think it would be a waste of our manpower. So,I
cannot agree with the conclusions that you have drawn.

Senator BRA"EY. Let's take textiles as an example. And let's
move from enforcement to information. How do you explain that
the industry asserts that about 50 percent of the textile market is
composed of imports and the Commerce Department asserts that it
is 26 percent? Now, that should be information that should be
fairly well determinable through the amount of imports that enter,
if indeed you are checking every one of them. Now, are you assert-
ing that you have told the Commerce Department it is 26 percent?

Mr. VON R . We only provide Commerce with the raw data.
Commerce takes our data and processes it.

Senator BwADLZY. And you are saying there is no entry point in
this country where textiles from another country enter that there
isn't an inspector who inspects? Is that what you are asserting?

Mr. VON RAuA. That is correct.
Senator BRADLZY. That is a very strong statement, and I hope

that you will be able to back it up.
Senator DzmoTTH. Mr. von Raab, let me ask you to clarify your

idea of reimbursement. First, it is my understanding that there is
now a reimbursement concept which is in place. As you pointed
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out, there are circumstances where the Customs Service i reim-
bursed for overtime. Is that rigbt?

Mr. VON R.A. Mr. De Angelus will respond to this question?
Mr. Dz ANGELUS. Senator, if I may, there are a number of activi-

ties for which the Customs Service is reimbursed. The Department
of Agriculture pays over $2 million for airport inspections. There is
approximately $42 million worth of reimbursable overtime under
the law of 1911 for which our inspectors are paid for services out-
side of normal working hours. We are also proposing 111 inspector
positions be reimbursed at what we call convenience ports, or low
volume ports, where our employees are less productively employed.

Senator DANF ORTH. That is your proposal?
Mr. Dz ANGELUS. That is one of our proposals. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFOirTH. Yes. Let me ask you this: Didn't we last year
Snew a bill which provided for reimbursement in certain ports in"eHampshire?
Mr. Dx AGELUS. Yes. Exactly.
Senator DANFORTH. Where the Customs Service would not other-

wise be operating, or handling only a very low volume. Senator
Humphrey was pushing this idea. -

Mr. DE ANGELUS. That is the prototype, if you will, of the legisla-
tion-

Senator DANFORTH. Right. The idea was that this is not a place
where the Customs Service would ordinarily be, and there was a
special need that was perceived in New Hampshire, and Senator
Humphrey therefore took the position that if we pay for it, can we
get Customs people in our State. And the answer was provided by
lelation, and it was yes.

Mr. Dz ANGELUS. Right. That is correct, and Allentown, PA, is
another example.

Senator DANFORT. Now, just to give you hypotheticals and not
real-life cases, but lust a hypothetical situation, let's suppose that
in Joplin, MO-let s suppose that Ozark Airlines decided that it
wanted to have international flights from Joplin. There are now no
international flights from Joplin, but they thought that once a
week they could get enough people together from southwest Mis-
souri or Kansas or Oklahoma, or wherever, put them in an air-
plane, and send them over to London. There is now no service.

ey want a Customs person or two or three to be in Joplin at
least once a week. They approach you and you say, wait a second,
we have a budget. We only have so many people. We have people
down in San Diego or wherever and we can't redeploy them. If we
put somebody in Joplin, will you pay for it? They say yes, and what
you want is authorization to therefore hire someboy on a reim-
bursed basis. Is that right?

Mr. Dz ANGoELuS. That is correct. However, with respect to exist-
ing ports, we require authorizing legislation to be able to have the
same approach.

Senator DANFORTH. Yes. In other words, you want to transform
some ports that are now being paid for by the taxpayer into reim-bursed ports.

Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator DANOaTH. That is, to me, more questionable, and I

think that is the problem that Senator Baucus was raising. Let me
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ask you another type of situation: Let's suppose that in, say, Mo-
berly there is a factory which has to import a product from abroad
on a daffy basis. It has to get it quickly. It has-to fly it in somehow,
and nobody else would have any use for the Customs Service in
Moberly, but this one factory absolutely needs it. Your position
would be that it is unreasonable to have the taxpayer piy the cost
of basically operating a factory, and therefore, you would have a
Customs person there provided that the business in question could
reimburse the service. Is that right?

Mr. D A?03Lut. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. So, it is not just a reimbursement by State

governments that you are after. It is reimbursement by an airline.
It is reimbursement by a business. It is reimbursement by a port
authority or an airport authority or whoever wants to make a deal
with the Customs Service. You want to extend your operation pro-
vided that you don't have to take it out of your budget. Is that
right?

Mr. D ANGzLUS. That is right.
Senator DANRTH. All right. Now, with respect to existing ports

now being funded out of your normal appropriation, what criteria
do you have if you develop them? What criteria would there be for
determining what ports would only remain open if they were reim-
bursed?

Mr. D ANGzLUS. Generally speaking, the criteria are those that
would be applied to an application for a new port. More specifical-
ly, I would be happy to provide for the record what they are in
each case. They are rather detailed.

[Mr. De Angelus' prepared report follows:]
RUmouRsAw Powr INIT mZ

Under a reimbursable port concept, those locations not meeting Customs estab-
lished minimal work load criteria of either 2,500 formal entries, 360 cargo vessel
arrivals, 150,000 vehicle arrivals or 2,000 scheduled international aircraft arrivals
per year, would convert to operating on a reimbursable basis. Congressional action,

r, would be necessary in order for Customs to operate under this concept and
to collect the cost of providing service. At the present time, there are 121 seaports
40 interior ports, 61 northern border ports, and 5 southern border ports which are
potential reimbursable ports. Attached is a list of these locations for your informa-
tion.
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PrfnTAL REI, RSAB.E PCIS

2. BAR N AIOR, ME
3. R2Oa.AND, Wq.
4. JoNESPRT, m
5. pGomi m
6. BEFAT, ME
7. SEAR , ME
8. E , MA
9. NE rI r, MA
10. PLMUflh, MA
11. FA1L RIV, MR
12. SAI, MA
13. PWnNMMD , MA
14. Rfl* , RI
1s. ?MLVMLE, KY
16. NW EVN, CT
17. NE XNDCH , Ci
18. CAPE VKIMu, NY
19. ams1, PA
20. PAULSB, NJ
21. C.4", KY
22. (L.C 'S Er, CITY, ?
23. ?N RIKXU, XT
24. kL MD
25. CVWMBz, MI
26. OUSIMD, MD
27. AMUMJID, WI
28. SUPIOR, WI
29. SIVER BAY, WI
30. MMIM.nEI, WI
31. Gl BAY, WI
32. MWIriNOC, WI
33. M M MrI, WI
34. SGIIW9-A CITY

FLINT, I
35. ESCAN1M, Mc
36. N@OMM, lU
37. A[.INAC, MI
38. .IIK3UW, M
39. GRAND HAVEN, MI
40. - CITY, WI
41. DEJUR, MI
42. KIMW ISAIND, EU
43. PR z ISLE, Ni
44. AftA, Ml
45. FE oSHJ, M
46. EAS CHIIW, M
47. GMK', IN
48. .IE, PA
49. SANDt , OHl
50. FAIOm,, OH
51. HUFCN, OH
52. LMUAIN, OH
53. CAPE CHAKM, VA

54.
55.
56.

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

L 74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
Co.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.

FzwvnJxz, VAHMMM, VA

CITY, SCGam-lo, SC
XRFIGCK, GA

FEMIMDA BEACH, FL
SCiOE SPRDM5 ,l

BOCA GRIWN, FL
PORT CAMAVDAL, FL
PAAM CITY, FL
PUWCMA, FL
KEY WEST, F
FORT pE, FL
ALMWCRIA, VA
Pon ST. Joe, FL

PAMWOJA, MS
APALIlXIOA, FL
ClUAOMM, FL
mIoN CITY, IA
POI' SUI(,, IA

RROI , MS

AVON, MS
ST. R3M, LA
GOOD i, IA

lAcK m ~L, mA
uvm cnr, IX
TEXASLC, TX
PIoAVP, TX

PORT SAN WYIS, CA
EL SEGUNDO, CA
vmERA, CA

P 1e 1EW, CA
@~Prm4, CA
mom, CA
ELMMA, Ch
imi1gm, CA
A IAPUIICA
N Krr , CA

Sa, GA
SAM JOAUI RIM,Ch
SAN PABE BAY, CA
CA1Q1DME SnTI CA
SUISUN SAY, CA
NEWPAu.r, OR.
0006~ BAY, OR
KATA4A WA
MUBEDM-H4EIN, VA
Fff, WA.
P AIR HM4M,WA

107.N RI' BAY, WK
108.JUWAU, AK
109. KVlClHIK , AK
110.SKAGRY, AK
111.WMNGI, AK112.DN(:M CWRE,

AX
FL 113.VALKZ, AK

114. , AK
115.Sr KA, AK
116. PiCa, AK
117.SAPD POINT,AX
118.moDIAX, AK
119.HILo, HI
120. KAIUILUI, HI
121.NIWrI.WIL-

AlM,, HI

fh1IOH
1. ST.ALt8S,Vr
2. BARIK-MIM, VT
3. SPMlINIU, MA
4. W -HS , MA
5. LARI, MA
6. L7qF, NY
7. WILES-B., PA
8. HAIMISrIW, PA
9. ow" AL=S, If

10. B r , mr
11. RAINE,WI
12. PFR)IA, IL
13. EVANSVIILM, IN
14. IAI001M, IN
15. OMMMORO, KY16. ST. JOSEPH, MO
17. SMINIWKD, NOIs. avmSO, W
19. DUMMIN, Nc

20. MMIDSVULE, NC
21. OaXJ.3IA, SC
22. BIM3WGW, AL
23. IKMISVIMZ, AL
24. LrTL RCK, AK
25. C rAN0VWA, ItN
26. I4JXVILLE, 7W
27. NMt.RII, TX
28. UJBBCK, TX
29. NJrI, TX
30. LAS VEGAS, N
31. FRESNO, CA
32. SIVMN. CA
33. &SOMMT , CA
34. FEWO CITY, A
35. REM, NV

36.SPaKANE
WA

37.FAIR-
BA'q,

AL
38.LAS

CRUCE,

NlM
39.FT.

FL
40.BOISE,

ID
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2. 1UtM=W ,
3. INLUMMU,

stationn uhder
CaIAIl)

4. Pmw CXT, ,g
(statim under
Houlton)

5. ,airr ,,u
(station underawultwj

6. 01T, Jm
(station undwr
ffi1m)

7. MS19M,M
(station under
Ft.Fairfield)

8. lmm,
(station tder
Van Barm)

9. !9€m , Jg
(station under
Ft. Kent)

O.( mm = ',i
(station under
jadwm}

(station under
Jacbn)

12.CAKAQ4,1e
(station under
Jaclmn)

13.ST.PwVHU.,M
(station under
Jackmn)

14 .CAM,VT
(Station under

Beecher PaU8)
15.P1 zSKxm, Ru

(staton under
Beecher Fails)

16.in PLADVT
(sttion lander

Derby Lim)
17.E. RIXO ,V

(station under
Richford)

i8.Pnom I). ,V'

(station underRichfod)
I9.N.A K nwH],Vr

(station under
R.chfd)

20.AILB ,T
(area port with
Higte sW:ings)

21.A.JIG SPR]fM,V(station Hi~gae
Sprirags/AUb~zg)

22.D LDS,VT
(station un de-
Ri te SWings/

23.CANa94 COMWS,NY
(station undercOmplain)

24.N ,NY
(station under

Chmpl]aiLn)

25.CORTNIAUY,KY
(area port Tout
River)

26.CXKWJSCD,NY
(stat.Wk under area
port Tzut River)

27.,HaM CZ LXNE,NY
(Wation under area
port Trout River)

28.mTrner, Mi
29.Porthill,D
30.S9fin,M
31.WHMW:I S,M

(station undersu"et-ss)
32 .*a2I, J
33.Ct HKI,1r
34.PrBI,Ht
35.CKINP' NM. ,M(station under

Piegan)
36JCFG,MT
37.MIMASH,I
38.TPrO ,Mrf

(station under

39.ST. J.K5,ND
40. MVM ,tND
41 .SIUS, ND
42.WMR.D,ND

43.HNI ,fND
44.RuUN.AtMl
45.WXJSEAJ,ND
46. B ZD TM,1,I
47. U ,ND
48. O"A,ND
49.AMM,ND

50.NDN,!
51.SRCWVWDD
52.NMHte
53. ,ND
54.Auc',

(station under
Port Hanm)

$5.1A Ws .AWIG,i
(station under
Fort HUrm)

56.pmU LA ?, 14
(station ifter
Duluth)

57.VflM GIM
58.wrnw, VA
59 .DANflIzw ,

61 .RuMJDE FAIZS 1WM

SOb'nMW DOM
1.SAMB,AS
2U EOS W P ff,TX
3.MUBT D [,TX
4.VFZC4 [,TX
5.K)FMEY CATE, AZ
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Senator DANORTH. I think that is where you are going to have
the biggest problem. I mean, maybe there should be some grand-
fathering proposal. I don't know. Senator Bentsen?

Senator BxrTmz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Commissioner, I
note that you are taking about closing quite a number of districts.
You are talking about losing the appraisement center for Browns-
ville, Hidalgo, San Antonio, Port Arthur, and Houston. Now when
you are talking about those along the Rio Grande or when you are
talking about Port Arthur, you are talking about areas that are in
serious economic trouble. And yet, these are important entries, and
if you make iU more difficult for them to expedite the entry of prod-
ucts at those points, you obviously put them at a disadvantage with
other entry ports. It seems to me that you give an advantage to an-
other one where a lot of that trade might move. Last year I strong-
ly opposed the consolidation of the districts between Dallas and
Houston. Both Houston and Dallas are major ports. and the Cus-
toms Service finally understood that. But now, you are coming
back from the other direction, and saying let's consolidate Houston
into Dallas. I don't think that is practical either. I strongly oppose
that kind of a situation. This would mean that Houston, the second
largest port in the country, insofar as foreign products imported
would have no district office or district director. This would create
a serious problem of delay, and create additional costs for local
shippers. I think it would be a most serious mistake. Let me give
you an example of what we are talking about. I think you very
wisely did not consolidate Dallas into the Houston district last
summer. I think that is correct, but here you have a situation with
102,000 entries in Houston; values of commodities of $20.3 billion;
duties collected in Houston at $407 million; and one of the major
ports in the country. Forthermore, imports by sea require more at-
tention by Customs than commodities imported by air. You have
3.5 million tons of steel directly discharged by direct conveyance. I
understand it would be very difficult to discharge this steel without
having adequate numbers of import specialists at the Houston port.
I think it would have a tremendous negative economic impact on
that area. It would be a very serious mistake. Now, I would like to
hear your comments.

Mr. DE ANGELUS. Senator, if I may, there are a number of mis-
conceptions in your question. We have consolidated a number of
ports in the past where there were import specialists. It does not
have a negative effect on imports through that port. Earlier this
morning-

Senator Bzwrsz. I must tell you that every report that I get
from peo le that are involved in the business back there tell me
they think it will have a detrimental effect, a very serious one.

Mr. Dz ANGELUS. I know that they believe that, Senator, but it is
just not correct. Twenty-six years ago I was what we now call
import specialists, then called Customs examiners. I think I know
something about that side of our business and its impact on the
import community. Earlier you mentioned that we should redo the
Stover Study of 20 years ago. The Stover Study was a very good
study, and it set up a principle in Customs of a four-tier level of
operations-a port of entry, a district which is the last operational
oversight of the port of entry, a regional headquarters to adminis-
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ter Customs in a geographic area,.and Customs headquarters to
provide policy direction and priority direction on a nationwide
basis. The basic activity where an importer or a pmenger is affect-
ed is the port of entry, and except for the Ill positions for which
we propose reimbursement, the port of entries do not change. That
is where the goods move freely and the people move freely, irre-
spective of whether or not an old Customs examiner-or what we
call import specialist today-is there. Last week we took the import
specialist out of Sweet Grass, MT, and I believe if you talk to the
people in Sweet Grass and you talk to the importers,, there has
been zero adverse impact on imports through Sweet Grass, MT. We
removed the import specialist from Pittsburgh, PA, and I believe if
you talk to the people in Pittsburgh, you will find there has been
absolutely zero negative effect-

Senator BzzszN. I am not talking to you about Sweet Grass,
MT-with all due respect to my friend. What we have here is a
misconception on the part of the Customs Service. We are talking
about Dallas and Houston, two of the largest cities in the United
States. I have the distinction of representing 3 of the 10 large&
cities in the United States, you- have previously agreed that we
should not merge Dallas and move it into the Houston District
office. And then you turn around and say, OK, no* we will move
the Houston office to Dallas. I don't think either one of those plans
is right. I think when you are talking about 2 of the 10 largest
cities in the United States that they are certainly justifiedd in
having a district office and haing all that goes with it. Let me give
you an example. You have 102,000 entries in Houston as opposed to
61,000 entries in Dallas. Values of the commodities: $20 billion
versus $1.5 billion in Dallas. Duties collected: $407 million in Hous-
ton, $107 million in Dallas. Yet, last year you agreed with us that
we shouldn't take Dallas and move it into Houston. Now, you say,
OK, let's merge Houston with Dallas, despite those numbers.

Mr. Du ANimLus. Senator, what we have is a staff proposal that
we have not yet acted on. We are getting ready to evaluate it in
the next week because we have to make some decision. What I
tried to explain is that the basic activity is the port of entry. What
we are saying and what the Grace Commission recommended was
only 25 districts for us. They recommended only 6 appraisement
centers in the United States. We are proposing approximately 30.
They saw that these type activities are not necessary to the free
flow of goods and people. What we are proposing is to reduce our
administrative overhead to an absolute minimum. To put it where
it can be most efficiently and effectively employed on a 100-percent
basis rather than to have the antiquated system of, in effect, a col-
lector in every port.

Senator BzwrsmE. A collector in every port. I am not talking
about a collector in every port. Iam talking about the port of
Houston, which has an international airport; five seaports, two free
trade zones-all of them in that area.

Mr. Dz ANoxus. Senator, those things would not be affected
either way-

Senator Bzwrsi. That is not the story I get, and that isn't at all
what I hear from people that are in the business in Texas who will
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be subjected to a change like this. And I strongly resist it; I don't
agree with it.

Mr. Dz ANGELUS. I understand that, Senator. I just ask you to
respect my professional opinion that, with regard to Customs, you
can administer Customs and they will not be adversely affected.

Senator B'mrmEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. For a person who

wants to deal with a Customs agent in New York-is it convenient
for him to do so?

Mr. Dz ANGZLUS. I am sorry. I don't understand.
Senator BAucUs. The question is: Is it more convenient for some-

body in New York or Los Angeles or San Francisco or Seattle-or
one of the maJor ports in this country-to deal with the Customs
Service, or is it more convenient for somebody in Sweet Grass or
Butte, or Great Falls, MT to deal with the Customs Service?

Mr. VON RAAB. I would guess that it is more convenient in Sweet
Grass because the people in Sweet Grass are probably more agree-
able than they are m the other parts of the country.

Senator BRADLEY. You just made 19 enemies on this committee.
[Laughter.]

Senator BAUCUS. The point is that I think your term "ports of
convenience" is a misrepresentation of the purpose behind the pro-
posal because the people in New York City and other States, sure,
they could conveniently use those ports and the Customs agents
are conveniently there because that is why the are doing business.
The same is true of anyone who deals with a Customs agent,
whether traveling from the United States or to the United States.
And it seems to me that what you are doing is you are trying to
use-to use a euphemistic term-"convenience" to mask your in-
tention to close poor ports.

Mr. VON RAAB. You are speaking here of the reimbursable
aspect?

Senator BAucus. That is correct.
Mr. von Raab. I am sorry. I was confusing it with the centraliza-

tion issue.
Senator BAUCUS. I am talking about the reimbursable port pro-

posal.
Mr. VON RAAB. As I said, there is a larger proposal that will be

forwarded which would propose that a user fee concept be applied
to a large number of the Customs activities of which this reimburs-
able approach would only be a part. It may actually be subsumed
in the larger package.

Senator BAucus. But your larger potential package will deal
with large volume ports as well?

Mr. voN RA"e. Yes.
Senator BAUCUS. Can you give me some idea what that proposal

is uoin~ to be?
r.L)E ANGELUS. Senator, if I may, what we are proposing is

that--
Mr. VON RAAB. If I can just interject, this has not been forwarded

through the normal processes.-Our assumption is that it will pass
through OMB, but I have to reserve OMB's right to say that this is
not approved by them.
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Mr. DI ANOzLUe. We are still formulating the details of the pro-
posal, but OMB has notified the Congress that user fees are pro-
posed to be applied for the Customs Service. The Senate Budget
Committee, I am told, has indicated that over $473 million out of
Customs appropriations for fiscal year 1986 should come from user
fees. If you look at Customs staffing over the years and the nation-
al financial situation, it is unlikely, even though more assets are
being demanded in Sweet Grass, Seattle, Los Angeles, and Laredo
that funds can be provided. Over the past 4 years people have come
to us and said they would pay for those services. Until Senator
Humphrey passed his bill, we did not have any legal mechanism to
collect money from people who wanted to pay for the services.

Senator BAucUS. I can see your applying that principle to new
services. I can understand that. If somebody wants a new Customs
Service along the lines as suggested by the chairman of the sub-
committee, I can see that. That makes sense, but what I can't see is
trying to apply this proposal to existing services which in many
areas will result in no service whatsoever. That is a problem that I
have, particularly when we are trying to encourage trade, not dis-
ourage trade. I am sorry, but my time is up.
Mr. VON RAB. May I make just one comment on that?
Senator BAUCUS. Very briefly, if you could, please.
Mr. voN RAA. One of the problems Customs has is reallocating

its resources. Ports increase or decrease as the trading patterns
change. There is often a request for new service. For example,
LAX, Oakland, Seattle, St. Louis-any number of ports that have
existing services-need more service. We require a mechanism for
relating Customs resources to the traffic or workload of the area.
Today it is very difficult for us to address these needs.

Senator BAucus. What do you think Canada is going to do if we
impose a user fee on commerce from Canada to the United States?
Do you think Canada will put a user fee on commerce from the
United States to Canada?

Mr. VON RA&s. I don't know what Canada would do.
Senator BAUCUs. What do you think other countries are going to

do?
Mr. voN RAAB. There already is a $3 tax, you know.
Senator BAucus. Don't you think that the more we apply user

fees on commerce the more other countries are going to do the
same thing? And don't you think that that, in effect, discourages
commerce?

Mr. VON RAAB. Other countries--
Senator BAUCUS. And don't you think that that, in effect, also

harms the American economy?
Mr. VON RAAB. Other countries do this now.
Senator BAUCUS. I am talking about the direction. You are going

in the direction of more fees, more user fees. I am just telling you
the consequence of that is diminished trade, not more trade.

Mr. VON RA". More fees but lower taxes.
Senator BAucus. One other question I have is about your state-

ment that you don't deal directly with OMB? Are you saying that
you don't talk to OMB?
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Mr. VON RAAB. I do talk to OMB, but in terms of the negotiation
of the budget, that is done by the Assistant Secretary for Adminis-
tration of the Treasury Department.

SQnatr BAUCUS. Did you request a bigger budget or smaller
budget through your process?

Mr. VON RAAB. A bigger budget.
Senator BAUCuS. What did you request of somebody in Treasury?
Mr. VON RAAB. We requested about $60 million more.
Senator BAuCUS. How many more?
Mr. VON RAAB. About $60 million.
Senator BAUCTJA. Six-zero or sixteen?
Mr. VON RAAB. Sixty-sixoh-more
Senator BAucus. 60 more, and somebody in Treasury-who was

it in Treasury that said no? What department is it?
Mr. VON RAA. The Treasury Depertment.
Senator BAucus. But who in Treasury? What office in Treasury?
Mr. VON RAAB. Most probably the then-Deputy Secretary, Tim

McNamar..
Senator BAUCUS. Did you talk with this person?
Mr. voN RAAB. Yes.
Senator BAUCUS. So, you know who the person is.
Mr. VON RAAB. Yes. He was the one who made the decision.
Senator BAUCUS. Who is the person you talked to?
Mr. VON RAB. Tim McNamar.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. McNamar?
Mr. VON RAAB. Right.
Senator BAUCUS. And he is the person who disagreed with you

and overruled you and said your submission had to be $60 million
less. Is that correct?

Mr. VON RAAB. No, that is not quite correct. Treasury submitted
a budget less than the one we requested, but OMB reduced Treas-
ury's request, so there was a double reduction that took place. I
don't know who made the decision at OMB.

Senator BAUCUS. Did you try to talk directly with OMB?
Mr. VON RAAB. No, that is not the scheme of things.
Senator BAUCUS. Did you try to?
Mr. VON RAAB. No, I didn't try to.
Senator BAucus. Were you told not to?
Mr. VON RAAB. It is acknowledged that it is not my role to bypas

the Treasury Department and deal directly with OMB on these
matters.

Senator BAUcus. All right. I have no more questions. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. I want to just get back to what we were discussing

before. Could you give me your estimate of what percent of mari-
juana do you think y( ire intercepting?. Coming into this country?

Mr. VON RAAB. Around 30 percent.
Senator LONG. So, you think you are intercepting 30 percent of

marijuana coming in on a nationwide basis?
Mr. VON RAAs. This is the Customs and the Coast Guard, by the

way. It is not just Customs.
Senator LONG. And what percent of that do you estimate the

Customs is intercepting?
Mr. VON RAAB. I would have to give you that for the record.
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Senator LONG. I would like to know what the overall effort isdoing, and that is te basic question I would like you to give me

the answer to here if you know it.
Mr. vON RAA. I will provide that for the record.
[Mr. von Raab's prepared report follows:]

1984 MAwIuAxA 8.izumn
NatioaL-2,926,l92 pounds- 10 percent of the national threatSoutheast FAOn.-,83,27.4 pounds= 10.9 percent of the regional threat(21,144,600) and7.6 p t of the national threat, This figure in 78.7 percent of allnational maiuanasee.

Pl .- 192.875.5 potuxd.-9.1 percet of th~e regional threat and 6.3 ercent ofthenational threat seized. This figure is66.8 percent of the national tota marijua-na seized and 83.6 percent of the regional total marijuana seized.
1985 MAJWUANA SZmUt

(AS OF APrIL 18, 1985)
NationaL-76,765 pounds-2 percent of the national threat.Southeast rsgion.--453,643 pounds =2.8 percent of the regional threat (19,798,200lb.) 78.7 percent of the national marijuana total seized.Floridi-196,227-1 percent of regional threat and .64 percent of national threat(S4 percent of the national marijuana wsed and 43 percent of regional marIjuana

seized).
Senator LONG. All right. Now, what percent of the cocaine doyou estimate you are intercepting?Mr. voN RAAB. I estimate we are intercepting around 30 percent.
Senator LoNo. So, you estimate you are intercepting around 30percent of the cocaine and 30 percent of the mariJuana?Mr. VON RAAB. I am sorry, 25 percent of the cocaine, nationally.Senator LONG. So, nationally you are saying 25 percent?
Mr. voN RAA. "hit.
Senator LONG. K. Now, you have indicated that you think youare only interoep ng 5 percent of the heroin?
Mr. vow R.A". Yes.
Senator LoNo. Could you explain why you estimate such a low

figure on heroin?
Mr. VON RAs. Because our seizures were about 700 pounds,which is approximately 5 percent of the threat estimate.
Senator LoNG. You stated hore that in 1984 the value of narcot-ics and other dangerous drugs was about $1 billion. We believe thefiscal year 1986 budget request will provide Customs-this is whatI am impressed with-for the first time with sufficient resources tobegin challenging the growing air drug smuggling problem. For thefirst time. Now, that whole thing is such a serious problem to someof us that I went down to the White House with a group of otherSenators some time ago, and we urged the President to have amuch stronger fght on crime, and we wanted to do everything wecould to help. These are all Democratic Senators. I am sure anequal number of Republicans would have gone if asked. And onematter we discussed was the flow of narcotics into the UnitedStates, and I am amazed to see that here you are, in 1985, askingfor the first time not to stop it, but to challenge it.Mr. voN RA . That is the air smuggling.Senator LoNo. Yes, to challenge the air smuggling. Now howlong has the air smuggling been going on?
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Mr. VON RAAB. Probably as long as people were able to fly. When
I came into the Customs Service, there was virtually no air pro-
gram. There was no effort of any consequence to prevent jugglingg
b air. We had a ragtag air force consisting of a bunch of beat-up
old one-engine planes. Over the years we have developed and up-
graded that air force, and we believe the fiscal year 1986 budget
will reflect a level of air assets that will very effectively challenge
the air smuggler.

Senator LONG. Now, I am just looking at your statement here.
My impression is that this matter was a serious problem when
President Reagan came in, and I am not here to excuse anybody-
him or me or you or anybody else-but let me ask you this: Was it
not a serious problem when President Reagan took the oval office?

Mr. VON RAAB. It was. It is a more serious problem now because
the smugglers are producing more drugs to bring into the United
States. In relative terms cocaine production was much less 3 or 4
years ago. It has increased significantly over the past 3 years, and
is a much more serious problem today.

Senator LoNG. Now, according to your estimates, 70 percent of
them juana is coming on through, 75 percent of the cocaine is
getting through, and 95 percent ofthe heroin is getting through.
Do you feel a sense of urgency to reduce those numbers?

Mr. VON RAA. Yes, and we are trying.
Senator LONG. Can you-
Mr. VON RA". We have been reducing those numbers.
Senator LoNG. If that is the case, why shouldn't we be making a

greater effort than you are asking here?
Why shouldn't we be making a greater effort than this budget

requests? I assume that you are not satisfied to have all that
coming in-95 percent of the heroin, 75 percent of the cocaine-
and this is your estimate. I happen to think that you are overly
optimistic, but 70 percent of the marijuana? Why shouldn't we be
making a greater effort against that?

Mr. voN RLAB. We are making greater efforts each month. The
question is how quickly canyon increase your effort and still be
well managed an professional.

Senator LONG. Would you object if we on this committee take
steps either directly or indirectly to interrogate the people jou
have in the field to see, just on a confidential basis, what t ey
think about this effort?

Mr. VON RLui. Not at all, confidential or otherwise. However
you would like to do it, I would support that.

Senator LoNG. Because frankly the information I have is that
people express fears that they will be fired for saying what they
honestly believe but that they really feel that this is a very pitiful-
ly inadequate effort. Now, I would like to see if that view is gener-
ally shared but I don't like to see people separated from their jobs
because th-ey are doing what they believe is expressing their opin-
ion they think is in the national interest.

Mr. VON RAAB. There has never been nor will there ever be an
individual separated from his job in the Customs Service for speak-
ing to any member of Congress or any member of the press. We do
not attempt to control our Customs officers, and we respect the
need of the public to know what is going on. The only time we
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would try to control anything is if we had an ongoing investigation,
which is understandable. So, -have no problem with that.

Senator LONG. Now, some years ago when we discussed this
matter with the President, I expressed the view that the Navy
ought to be required to help in this matter. Can you tell me what
help you are getting out of the Navy if any

Mr. voN RA..Yes; we get a substantial amount of help from
the Navy, primarily through the use of their Hawkeye aircraft,
which is outfitted with radar. They fly missons for us up and down
the east coast, southern coast, southwest. That is the primary Navy
help. And then of course the Marines provide us with OV-10 sup-
port.

Senator LoNG. What is OV-10?
Mr. VON R The OV-10 is an aircraft that has sensors for de-

tecting and tracking smuggler aircraft.
Senator LONG. Are those aircraft being used purely for detection

or any of them being used for interception?
Mr. VON R&&s. The OV-10's are more of an interception oper-

ation. The E2-C's are more of detection.
Senator LONG. And how about the ships? Are any of the Navy

ships givingyou any help out there?
Mr. VoN R"As. No; the Navy ships support primarily the Coast

Guard.
Senator LONG. Now, would you please tell me: Of the reductions

made in your request, can you give me some specifics? How much
of the cut was made by the Treasury, by Mr. McNamar or whoever
it was who did that, and then what percent of it was made by
OMB?

Mr. VON RAAB. Of the non-air budget, which ended up as a sub-
mission of $639 million to this committee, we submitted a $699 mil-
lion budget to Treasury, and Treasury submitted a $674 million
budget to OMB.

Senator LONG. And then OMB submitted-or reduced you to-
Mr. VON RAA. $639 mil.ion.
Senator LONG. Oh, $639 million. How about your air? Did you get

all you asked for on the air?
Mr. VON RAAB. The Treasury Department actually increased our

initial request. Customs fiscal year 1986 request is $60 million
which is an increase of $15 million over fiscal year 1985.

Senator LONG. All ight Thank you very much.
Senator DANOmu. Senator Bradley?
Senator B"Dmy. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me

Just, if I could, follow up on one of Senator Long's questions, just to
be clear. You said that there would be no disciplinary action taken
= a Customs officer who would speak with a Member of

ngresia Senator or a member of the press. Is that correct?
Mr. VON RAAB. That is correct.
Senator BRADLzy. All right One of the issues that I would like to

try to clarify, and maybe it is just that I don't understand it well
enough, is how fewer import specialists today can do the same job
with double the amount of imports as they were doing in 1980. For
example in 1980 we had Customs officers import speciists
around i,000. Now it is around 800 to 900, and just speaking in my
area-in the New York Customs area I think-do you have all the
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numbers there? You might just provide it then instead of me. What
are the numbers?

Mr. DE ANGELUS. Senator, in 1980 we had 1,219 import special-
ists. Now, there are other C&V support personnel which gets into
the discussion later about-

Senator BRurnzy. You said C&V?
Mr. DE ANGELUS. Classification of valuable personnel who sup-

port the import specialist activity. We determine 1,219 and in 1985
we have 1,023, and that is a 233 reduction of import specialists.
Now, over that same time, Customs has increased its inspectors
and increased its agents, as well as its auditors, while we have re-
duced our attorneys and a number of administrative personnel a
couple of hundred. In our judgment, in each area we put the re-
sources where they were needed to do the job. Customs is different
from the Internal Revenue Service. Generally, we know the popula-
tion of imports because it is very difficult to bring something into
this country unless you come through a port of entry and it is de-
clared through Customs. And with the tremendous growth in trade,
there is a tremendous growth in the repetitive shipment, and most
of these people are legitimate businessmen.

Consequently, the very, very high percentage of the importers
and people entering the country are credible people not violating
our laws. And what we have developed and we are developing fur-
ther on an automated system is a system to get to this bypass,
mentioned earlier, to make judgments about relatively high risk
and relatively low risk. Textiles currently is the high risk. Steel
currently is the high risk. Consequently, we pay a lot more atten-
tion to them. Quota items are high risk, not necessary with regard
to revenue but with regard to protection of the various industries
that are afforded the protection of the quota process and the volun-
tary restraint process. It used to be-26 years ago when I started-
that you might see a certain type of chinaware once this year and
you might not see it again for 1 year or 2 years. The same thing
with regard to knitwear or any other article, but as the volume of
trade has increased, competitive shipments have increased. So, if
you look at something today and determine it is no problem, you
look at it next week and it is no problem, and you look at it 3
months from now and determine it is no problem, then you decide
that is not a problem and I need to concentrate on those areas
which I have perceived to be problems, for which I have found dis-
crepancies either duty wise, quota wise, or some other reason.So, what we have done is try, in preparation for our automated
system which will further refine this where we will have nearly
perfect knowledge about what is happening in the entire United
tates, to perfect that knowledge in regard to a given port. We say

to the import specialist, okay, say tomorrow you handle 1,000 ship-
ments here, and you can only process 100. How would you decide
which ones you would concentrate on and which ones not? Or
would you process them all? Oh, no, I have this product and I have
that product, and it is not a problem. Then, I have this product and
it is always a problem. So we ask them-the import specialists
themselves-the professionals handling this-to determine what is
high risk and what is low risk, and the import specialists concen-
trate on the high risk products. The low risk products are handled
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by lower level personnel. We think that we are doing a good job,
and we will do a better job when the automated system is put into
effect.

Senator BiDumny. What if you had a dramatic increase in a
number of textiles coming into a port?

Mr. VON RA". In that case, we have actually added import spe-
cialists to the textile business. We added-what was it, 60, Al?

Mr. Dz ANGELUS. It was 64.
Mr. VON RA Sixty-four just last year were assigned to textiles.
Senator Biurmnz. Could I get back again to a specific port? Let's

take the New York port. Import specialists-do you have the -fig-
ures on New York 'anor specialists?

Mr. Dz ANGELUS. I don t have them with me, Senator, but I
know them in general.

Senator Bwwxxy. Generally, my information is that the number
of import specialists has dropped from something like 250 to some-
thing close to 80. Is that correct?

Mr. Di ANGELUS. That is not correct, Senator, but again I think
it is a misperception. What we did in New York was: In New York
we have what we call a national import specialist. They are not
only responsible for what comes in through the ports of New York,
Newark, and JFK, but they are responsible for advising and pro-
viding oversight to all the import specialists in the United States
with regard to a particular commodity. We will have one who
knows automobiles, one who knows shoes, et cetera What we did
was we split those apart, and we assigned some import specialists
in New York to handle just New York shipments. And we divorced
the national import specialist from day-to-day responsibility for the
lines of merchandise coming from New York, but he oversees the
New York people as well as seeing what happens around the coun-
try.

Senator BADLEY. But he is not calculated in the import special-
ists for New York. Is that correct?

Mr. Dg ANGELUS. That is correct. He is now a national import
specialist for the whole process, so we have approximately 80
people now who do only this national function, as against 200 and
something who process the shipments through the port of New
York.

Senator BRAmY. I see. S, it was a reclassification.
Mr. Dz ANGELUS. That is correct. We have reduced some but no-

where near the number you mentioned
Senator BaRDLE. Let me just say that I understand that, at

some point, you have to move to automation, but this idea of an
importer declaring without inspection is certainly troublesome to
me, and it is impossible for your average citizen concerned about
the threat of imports to his or her job to say, OK, fine, we will
allow importers to declare their own imports. I mean, it is like
going to the supermarket and saying you can declare how much
you bought. Chances are, the market wouldn't be in business forver long.9r. Dei ANGELUS. Senator, we are concerned about that, too, but

as I mentioned earlier: One, I think we know the universe, and we
concede that most people are honest. And in effect, it is like you
and me when we file our declaration of tax with the Internal Reve-

48-99" A - 8r, - 6
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nue Service, I think that you and I apply full integrity to our decla-
ration to the Internal Revenue Service. Most people in their deal-
ings with Customs apply their full integrity to that.

Senator BwnLry. Are the penalties tough enough for violation of
that declaration?

Mr. Dz ANGzLus. We believe we have very tough penalties--con-
fiscation of goods is a penalty up to eight times the revenue of the
goods, and there are even criminal sanctions against them.

Senator BRADLEY. Can you tell me how many prosecutions were
brought last year under those statutes?

Mr. Da ANGELus. The criminal prosecution we will supply for the
record, Senator. I believe it was somewhere between 100 and 200, o
but we can supply that.

Senator BLDIyr. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dx ANGELus. Senator, if I may, I hope that no hostility ap-

peared in my voice. Since 1964, I ve had at enmity for you
when you personally devastated Providence Colege in the NCAA
playoffs. I hope that has not come out in my comments.

Senator BRADIZY. You and I are good friends now. [Laughter.]
Senator DAOamTH. Thank you both very much.
Senator LONG. I wonder if I could pose one further question, Mr.

Chairman? Mr. von Raab, can you tell me to what extent the effort
to intercept illegal drugs is bringing in revenue to help compensate
the cost of it?

Mr. VON RAAB. Br in revenue? Do you mean the seizures
that we make-c and boats and planes?

Senator LONG. I would assume that there is some revenue in-
volved.

Mr. VON RAAB. There is revenue that comes from-
Senator LONG. And then the fines, I guess, that are levied on

these people.
Mr. VON Rn. Right. Th,;re are fines, and there are seizures.

For example, just this week we have trebled our fines on individ-
uals carrying drugs across the borders, but I would have to get
back to you with an actual number of how much the fines and
what total amounts for boats and planes. We also seize cash, which
is substantial revenue to the Federal Government.

Senator LONG. Could you provide me with the figures? Now, you
are obviously getting some money out of seizures.

Mr. VON RAAB. Yes. I will provide you with the value of our sei-
zures of conveyances, our seizures of cash, our forfeitures of proper-
ty, and the fines that we collect from these individuals.

Senator LONG. Right.
Senator DANFORTH. It is in your annual report.
Mr. VON RAAB. Right. Last year's-
Senator LONG. I am not sure it is broken down though. I see you

have an item "Violation of Customs Laws" and for the latest figure
it is apparently $46 million.

Mr. VON RAM. It is not broken out for narcotics violations, if
that is what you are asking. We will break those figures down and
give you the narcotics component of those.

Senator LONG. All right. Thank you very much.
[Mr. von Raab's statistical report and additional questions and

answers for the record follow:]
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ANTIwawAD RIVINuN Ftou FoanaVuUn AND Smuin
We anticipate that narcotics related forefeited vehicles and other merchandise, as

well as seized currency, will total six million dollars in FY 1985 and eight million
dollars in FY 1986. These funds will be transferred to the Customs Foreiture Fund.

Qu 8wo Sunw'rrm vo Raonz By SENAToa PACEWOOD ON BHALP OF SENATE
GOroN AND SMATOR EVANS

Uetio It is my understanding that Tacoma has 11 full-time Customs Inspectors
assigned to the port, but that allotment is also reponsle for vacation fill-in and
other staffing needs at all Puget Sound ports except Seattle. Can you elaborate on
this?

Answer. Because of the large number of ports in the Seattle District, Customs im-
plemented the Area Director concept which provides for one Port Director to
assume management and administrative responsibility for a number of other, and
smaller, port., in order to improve overall efficiency and reduce the burden on the
District Director. Thus, the Port Director, Tacoma, has responsibility for the other
Puget Sound ports, excepting Seattle. Part of this responsibility includes vacation
fill-in, which has the concurrent benefit of having one of his immediate employees
assess the operation of the other ports, and otherwise provide information necessary
for proper oversight. Customs has implemented this procedure in a number of loca-
tions where there were numerous Port Directors reporting directly to the District
Director and has found this system to improve management effectiveness.

Question. What is the status of the Automated Commercial System in Seattle?
Have you had cooperation from the community in instituting this system? How will
it help you make better use of your personnel in the future? Is there an interim
period of time when additional inspectors are needed before we are fully automated?

Answer. The Automated Cargo Clearance and Enforcement Procemss Technique
(ACCEPT) was histalled and has been operational since December, 198 at Seattle
and Tacoma. A series of trade community discussions and orientation sessions were
conducted by regional and district personnel prior to cutover to live operation. In all
cases, the trade community, i.e., importers, brokers, etc., has been cooperative and
supportive.

A primary benefit of the system is to direct physical examination resources awa
from low risk, low volume shipments toward intensive examinations of a much
lesser number, identified by various intelligence sources as having high risk poten-
tial. Since that number is low, relative to the total number of arriving shipments,
continuing annual increases in cargo volumes can be absorbed with fewer personnel
increases.

For cargo examination purposes, no additional inspectors are required prior to
full automation implementation.

Question. How man, Import Specialist options were allocated to the Pacific
Region for FY '82-FY 84? W t is the FY 86 Import Siecialist allocation level for
this Region? How many of these positions are filled? Are there plans to fill vacant
potions and increase the number of Import Specialist positions allocated for FY

Answer. The breakdown for Import Specialist positions in the Pacific Region for
FY '82-FY '84 was as follows: 1982-236; 1983-228; 1984-225.

The FY '85 Import Specialist allocation is as follows: 1985-235.
The number of these positions filled at this time is 202. There are no plans to

increase the allocation. There are also no plans to ill vacant positions for the re-
mainder of FY '85 unless deemed critical based on specific circumstances.

Question. How many staff years did the (Pacific) region dedicate to detecting Com-
mercial Fraud in the last two years? What resources will be allocated to this effort
in the next fiscal year?

Answer. The Office of Investigations in the Pacific Region expended 25.186 man-
years of investigative time detecting and investigating fraud in fiscal year 1984. In
fiscal year 1983, 12.46 investigative man years were expended. Investigative re-
sources were strained in 1984 due to the additional commitment of man years to the
Presidential candidate protection and the security for the summer Olympics. This
next year more manpower will be available to the enforcement effort in fraud be-
cause of the lack of additional commitments and the resources to be gained from the
realignment of the Office of Enforcement.

The detection of commercial fraud also involves the efforts of Import Specialists
and Inspectors. The man-years of their respective contributions are not iziuded in
the aforementioned statistics.
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Question. How many staff year. did the Region dedicate to Operation EXODUS

durra vY '84? What percentage of the volume of outbound total shipments and
omputer/electronics shipments was inspected? What was the total number of de-
tentions for FY '84? Of theme, how many were later released for export? What action
has been taken to minimize inspection delays?Answer. Approximately 106 Inspetor ad Agent staff ymr were expend-
ed in the Pacific region on EXODUS during FY'84; this was approximately 46 per-
cent of total staff years expended on EXODUS in all regions during the year.

Substantially lea than one-tenth of one percent of all outbound shipmmts are s-
lected for inspection under Operation EXODUS. During FY '84, there were 2,391 de-
tentions of merchandise around the country. At present, 86 percent of all detained
merchandise is subsequently seized for substantive export violations, and 14 percent
is immediately released. Of the seized merchandise tty is exported follow-
ing the pnyment of a fine established by Commerce and Customs in accordance with
statute. The remainder is held as evidence in accordance with the demands of the
responsible Federal court.

Customs is very sensitive to the need to balance this nation's national security
needs under the EXODUS enforcement program against our economic security
needs. under a thriving international export program. We have made every effort to
minimize unnecessary detentions and delays for legitimate exports-our overall en-
forcement strategy stresses selectivity and targeting in order to identify high risk
violators. Our current 86 percent s re-toetention ratio is tangible evidence of
this strategy. Two factors are largely responsible for this high ratio: (a) an action
taken in June 1984 to refer all decisions as to whether or not merchandise should be
detained back to the EXODUS Command Center in Washington DC where exten-
sive historical and intelligence data bases can be consulted; and (b) greater reliance
on automated data bases in the regions containing detailed descriptions of high-risk
export commodities and firms.

Question. What is Customs estimate of the increase in dutiable merchandise en-
tries within the Pacific Region during the next five years? What is the estimated
narcotics threat within that same time period? What resource requirements are nec-
emeary to cope with these increases?

Answer. (1) Based on a review of nine years of data in Customs performance
report, Customs estimates that the dutiable merchandise by 1990 will be 50 percent
higher than now. The total entries in the Pacific Region n 1984 was 1,411,218. Of
this total, 1,019,892 were dutiable formal entries, or 74.4 percent of the total. The
historical percentage of dutiable formal entries over the past nine years has been 76
percent. Usn the same nine year history of formal entries in the Pacific Region,we estimate the growth rate of 10.7 percent per year. (This is a conservative figure
since the growth rate for the years 1980 through 1984 was 11.7 percent per year.)
The estimated entries are in thousands.

[U5 I IN? I7 N IM INO

Tota w .......................................................................................... 1,562 1,729 1914 2,119 2,346 2,597
ami es ........................................ . . .......... . . . . ......... 1,171 1,296 1,435 1,589 1,759 1,947

(2) Customs fraud has increased significantly in recent years as a result of the so
called trade laws that have been enacted to protect domestic industry and as a con-
sequence of our foreign policy. We see the entry of merchandise into the United
States markets in contravention of quotas and voluntary marketing agreements
more frequently than we do avoidance or minimizing of duty liability. The Office of
Investigations makes threat assessments based on the enacted trade laws but is in
no position to make a threat assesment on the impact of any future trade laws on
the resource requirements in the area of Customs fraud. The realignment of the
Office of Enforcement will make available more manpower resources to the Office of
Investigations to meet future needs.

(3) This estimate projects the amount of drugs that will be smuggled into the Pa-
cific Region during the years 1985-1989. These drug estimates are projections of
past and present drug smu8ing trends and include the latest drug intelligence.

Drug smuggling is a direct reflection of dru. supply and demand and, therefore is
a constantly changing environment. This estimate makes relatively modest predict.
tons about the quantities of drugs destined for the Pacific Region, however, future
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sgnfcant changes that may occur to drug supply and demand have not been pre-

The estimated quantities of drugs destined for the Pacific Region during the
period 1985-1989 are listed below by year and in pounds.

Yw He* Cx*a MarM NM

19 5 ..................................................................................................... 3,100 6,500 1,113,600 30,000
1986 .............................................................................................. 3,400 6,700 1848.000 24.300
1987 . ................................... 3,700 1,000 1,926,000 21,900
1988 ............ ............................................................ 3,100 700 2,004800 19,100
1989 ................................................................................................. 3,100 1,600 2,083200 17,700

The U.S. Customs Service is responsible for the interdiction of all types of contra-
band smugled across our borders. Our primary emphasis however, is on drug smug-
gling and it will take virtually all of our interdiction resources to cope with the
drug threat over the next five years.

We have been improving our enforcement performance without increasing our re-
sources through such methods as improved intelligence collection, analysis, and dis-
semination; more mobile and selected deployment of resources; and improved coop-
eration with other agencies. We anticipate these improvements will continue and
cause a significant increase in the drug interdiction rate over the next five years.

Question. What was the average amount of time necessary for commercial cargo
tc clear Customs during FY 82? What was the average amount of time necessary
following the implementation of ACCEPT in FY 83 and FY 84?

Answer. While the primary objective of ACCEPT is to redirect limited manpower
resources toward intensive inspection of selected cargo shipments, the facilitation of
movement of legitimate cargo also results. With minor variation from port to port,
approximately 80 percent of all arriving cargo is returned for release, without physi-
cal examination, in 4-8 hour period. The rem" 20 percent is intensively exam-
ined, the amount of time required depending on the nature of the identified risk,
size of the shipment, physical packing characteristics, etc. Prior to ACCEPT, a mini-
mum of 8 hours was required for clearance of all shipments.

Question. During the past ten years, the volume of automobile and commercial
truck traffic has nearly doubled at the Pacific Region Northern Border roMInge ,
and additional Customs facilities have been added. In spite of the increased work-
load and additional locations the staffing level for inspectors has been declining.
This has resulted in lonq lines at rush hours and holidays or inadequate safeguards
against smuggling and ilhigal entity. What action is planned to correct this situa-tion?

Answer. Although new facilities have been constructed in the Pacific Region
Northern Border ports, there has been no increase in the number of facilities over
the past ten years. It is true, however, that workload has grown significantly in
these ports, while staffing has remained relatively constant. Unfortunately, this sit-
uation is common throughout the Customs Service. In keeping with the A dii .ra-
tions goals to reduce the costs of government, Customs is continually developing
new methodologies, such as profiles, selective cargo processing systems supported by
automated data bases and improved intelligence, which will enable us to effectively
process increased workloads with reduced manpower.

The Customs Service will continue to monitor workload, threat assessments and
service to the traveling and importing public to ensure the most effective allocation
of manpower within our appropriated resources.

Question. The U.S. Customs Service is currently planning for a major centraliza-
tion of management support functions including personnel work in each regional
office. Designed as a cost-cutting move this centrition will result in the transfer
or firing of a significant number of individuals in regional offices, and presumably a
diminisng of service. Has the Customs Service considered the impact of this dimin-
ished management ability in light of the agency's plans to increase its commitment
in personnel and other resources for the drug interdiction program? Is it your judge-
ment that the eventual savings from this centralization o a iistrative functions
will be substantial enough to justify the reduced effectiveness in regional offices?

Answer. Centralization of Administration will result in more effective manage-
ment through automation and standardization of current administrative systems.
Implementation of these new automated systems and the economies of scale of cen-
tralization will allow Customs to reduce overhead costs and dedicate an increasing
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share of its resources to enforcement and line operations. Annual recurringsavings
of $5.5 million will quickly offset the $8 million cost of implementation, new
centralized operation will provide more efficient and effective service. Management
ability will not be. diminished through centralization. Indeed, centralized recruit-
ment should help us attract the best powible staff servicewide.

Question. Inj option for this proposed centralization of administration func-
tions, has the me Service evaluated the example of the Drug Enforcement Ad-
ministration, which has implemented a plan which is similar in scope. I have been
told that there was a signifcant amount of disatisfaction amom the DEA manag-
era who are forced to place increasing demands on decreased staff in what they con-
sider to be an unwieldy structure. Ii there enough attention being directed within
your agency toward examples such as this prior to implementing any administrative
reorganization in the Custom Service?

Answer. Customs has examined DEA's experience with centralization as a part of
our plan to centralize administrative functions within Customs. Study groups a-
signed to each functional area also looked at the Commerce Departments successful
centralization of administrative functions. In addition, study teams visited central-
ized operations at the FBI, Dept. of Agriculture, and Veterans Administration. The
experiences from all of these agencies have been incorporated into Customs plans
for implementing admi AnWrative centralization.

ution. What in the status of the proposal to move the Seattle district from the
jurisdiction of the Pacific Region into the North Central Region? Will you be dis-
cussing this matter with the affected businesses? How will it affect service levels?

Answer. The Customs proposal for realignment of a part of the Seattle District
into the North Central Region includes only those ports of entry along the Canadian
border. All remaining ports of the current District, including the port of Seattle,
would remain in the Pacific Region.

Customs has already conducted several meetings with Pacific shipping interests to
assure that the shipping industry would not be affected by the prop ..i nge.

Because of the priity of other administrative consolidations, action on tis issue
will not be taken before January 1986.

Question. How does the workload per inspector in the Seattle district compare
with other areas of the country? How does the Los Angeles Region's workload com-
pare with other regions?

Answer. No accurate single workload indicator exists from which a direct compar-
ison among ports, districts or regions can be made. Instead, several key indicators
are used, which, when combined, constitute the large majority of workload driven
resource requirements. These five workload indicators are shown in the following
two tables, which compare the District of Seattle and Los Angeles (Pacific) Region to
other areas, based on percentage of workload and staffing to national totals.

Table I indicates that Seattle compares favorably with two similar districts, De-
troit and Buffalo, each with roughly four percent of the inspectors in the country.
The workload indicators are not equal ofcourse, and tend to balance each other
out. The District of San Francisco s also seen to be of the same general size, but
does not have any land border activity.

Table 2 is a similar comparison among the seven Customs regions. An interesting
note is that while the Pacific Region has the largest share of inspectional resources,
they do not rank first in any of the primary workload indicators; they do, however,
rank second or third in all of them. A more important indicator is seen by compar-
ing each region's share of inspectors to the corresponding regional share of work-
load. The Pacific region is most balanced in this respect. There it is seen that with
23.8 percent of the Inspectors, all indicators are within 18-27 percent, implying an
even distribution of workload with respect to available resources.

TABLE I.--COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGES OF NATIONAL TOTAL OF PRINCIPAL DISTRICT WORKLOAD
INDICATORS FOR INSPECTORS AND PERCENTAGE OF INSPECTORIAL STAFF FSCAL YEAR 1984

IM wM'M)

WXad IdM0o&a D" M Sm Frmm

Vess M ......................................................................................... 12 .1 19.7 1.2 1.3
Vd k k r ivab ......................................................................................... 6.9 9.1 7.3 .................
eclarf io ........................................................................................... . 2.2 .4 ...................... 4.2

Merc ise rdu m .............................................................................. 4.4 9.2 8.3 4.9
l o w transacion ................................................................................. 5.4 5.1 2.1 3.3
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TABLE I.--COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGES O NATIONAL TOTAL OF PRINCIPAL DISTRICT WORKLOAD
INDICATORS FOR INSPECTORS AND PERCENTAGE OF INSPECTORIAL STAFF FISCAL YEAR 1984-

Cob tkJ

wodm hiciv Soft DI so Smcku

sM ................................................................................ 3.7 4.0 3.4 3.5

TABLE 2.--FISCAL YEAR 1984, COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGES TO NATIONAL TOTAL OF PRINCIPAL
REGIONAL WORKLOAD INDICATORS FOR INSPECTORS, AND PERCENTAGE OF INECDONAL, STAFF

th~kl k~lm I m
Nawwo &iW Yak ft S S S"~al SmdA Wot It€

Vai n sd .......................................... 11.2 3.4 23.3 22.9 5.0 15.6 18.6
Veile tb . .... ... . ... 16.6.. ... ........... 11.6 ..................................... 44.8 27.1
hdadm N ................................................ 5.6 21.2 11.0 27.3 .6 4.7 23.6
M rcoudi rees ... ................................ 20.3 20.1 22.9 7.6 1.3 7.3 20.7
.n bMIPon ................................. 8.8 38.1 15.8 11. 1.2 5.5 19.5

s t a .................................... . ...... 15.3 18.2 11.7 12.8 2.8 15.4 23.8

Question During the last five years, international passenger traffic at Sea-Tac
International Airport has increased 107 percent. The Port of Seattle is the nation's
third largest container port and the nation's tenth largest cargo airport. Since 1979,
the value of Seattle's marine cargo has increased 51 percent. Air cargo imports have
grown 24 percent. Yet, the number of Customs inspectors are being used for data
entry activities. Are more Customs inspectors needed to handle the workload at the
port of Seattle?

Answer. The Customs Service recognizes the growth in workload in Seattle, how-
ever our indicators show the following- International air passenger traffic has in-
creased 43.4 percent since FY 1980; and number of entries has increased 69.7 per-
cent since ;1980.

The national totals reflect an increase from FY 1980 of: 21 percent in internation-
al air passenger traffic; and 18.8 percent in number of entries.

The number of Customs inspectors in Seattle has decreased 8.5 percent since FY
1980, in comparison to the national increase of .6 percent.

Although the figures show a larger growth in the workload than the overall Cus-
toms growth, workload is not the sole criteria for allocation of inspectional re-
source. Allocation is based on numerous factors, including workload, threat assess-
ment and service to the traveling and importing public.

In addition, when comparing Seattle to the national figures, Seattle has 3.5 per-
cent to the total inspectors while they process 2.2 percent of the arriving persons
and perform 4.4 percent of the merchandise examinations. Thus, the port of Seattle
does not appear to be more adversely affected in the allocation of inspectional posi-
tions than other designated Customs ports. The Customs Service has implemented
various selective processing systems such as ACCEPT, Red-Green passenger proces-
ing and vessel entry selectivity in order to most effectively utilize available man-
power.

The Customs Service has recognized the diversion of Customs inspectors to data
entry activities and on February 19, 1985 authorized Seattle to hire two clerks for
this function. This will free inspectors from this task and allow them to return to
inspectional duties.

QUESTIONS ON BANNED IMPORTS FOR COMMISSIONERS VON RAAB FROM SENATOR
ARMm o o AwD RZSPONSs THiarro

Question. In the past, Treasury officials specifically former Secretary Regan and
Assistant Secretary Walker, have stated that there is not sufficiently specific infor-
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mation available for the enforcement of section W07 of the 1930 Trade Act. Is that
correct?

Answer. That is correct in reference to Soviet product. I have been so advised by
Secretary Regan on January 28, 1985, in response to my recommendations (dated
September 28, 1983, and December 2, 1983), that a finding be published to the effect
that certain classes of merchandise from the Soviet Union are produced by convict,
forced, or indentured labor.

Question The regulations promulgated for the enforcement of section 307 of the
1930 Tariff Act, specifically Title 19, section 12.42, Paragraph (g), states that "any
merchandise of the class specified in a finding... shall be considered and treated
as an importation prohibited by section 307, Tariff Act of 1930, unless the importer
establishes by satisfactory een that the merchandise was not mined, produced
or manufactured in any part with the use of a class of a labor specified in the find-
ing." In other words, the regulations say that we must identify clses of merchan-
dtse, not specific items, as being made by forced labor in order to invoke a ban. We
do not have to determine that the specific item being imported is, in fact, made with
forced labor. If it fits into the particular class of merchandise, then it should be
banned and the burden is on the importer to prove that the specific item was not
made with forced labor if he wants to import it. Is that correct?

Answer. Your statement is a partial description of the requirements of section
12.41, paragraph (g) of the Customs Regulations. But there is a further requirement
that the class of merchandise be found on the basis of reliable evidence to be made
by forced labor. Currently, with respect to products of the Soviet Union, the Treas-
ury Department is not satisfied that such evidence exists.

Question. Under these regulations, it seems that a legal attack on the ban itself
can only take place if the plaintiff feels the action was arbitrary or capricious. How
can this justify Treasury/Customs' non-action on enforcement of these regulations?

Answer. A ban can only be imposed after an affirmative finding, with the Secre-
a a proval, has beenpublished. Then the burden shifts to the importer to "es-

tablisby satisfactory evidence that the merchandise was not produced with the use
of forced labor". It is true that once a finding has been made, and approved, the
burden is on the importer to disprove it.

Question. Why isn't CIA information, publically available, which list, "industries
and products in which forced labor is used extensively," along with other informa-
tion available to the public, adequate for the enforcement of this law? When would
you determine that this information is sufficient for enforcement of section 307,
given the regulations cited above? In a court, when would that the burden of proof

on Treaury and Customs, and not on the importer, as long as the action taken
was not arbitrary or capricious?

Answer. The CIA information referred to, and the quoted statement by the CIA
characterizing the information, were contained in a May 1983 letter from the Direc-
tor of Central Intelligence to Senator Armstrong. Ths letter was published in the
Congressional Record of September 15, 1983. I was advised by former Secretary
Regan on January 28 of this year that he had received another letter from Director
of Central Intelligence Agen in which he advised the Secretary that he had recon-
sidered his earlier views and had concluded that there is not a 'solid case" that any
particular merchandise received from the Soviet Union is produced with forcedlabor.

In view of this position on the part of the Director of Central Intelligence Agency,
I believe the legal position of Customs would not be strong.

Question. It is my understanding that your preliminary finding still exists. The
way I read the regulations, the Treasury simply has not acted on a final determina-
tion. However, if a preliminary finding is made, based on reasonably conclusive evi-
dence, then Customs must, according to the regulations, withhold the release of
items falling under the specified classes of merchandise until a final determination.
However, if a preliminary finding is made, based on reasonably conclusive evidence,
then Customs must, according to the regulations, withhold the release of items fall-
ing under the specified classes of merchandise until a final determination is made,
and you are not required to receive approval from the Treasury Secretary. If you
still stand behind your preliminary finding, why can't you withhold the items fall-
ing under the classes cited until Treasury makes a final determination? I under-
stand that yo have no discretion but to do so. Is Treasury preventing you from
doing so?

Answer. The Treasury has in fact acted and issued a final determination on my
(Commissioner of Customs) recommendation. Inasmuch as the preliminary finding
has been disapproved Customs may not withhold the items on the basis of the then
available evidence.
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Question. The Soviet Union is a closed society. In demanding such detailed infor-
mation on the utilization of forced labor in the making of a specific product that is
being imported into the United States, are we not more able to enforce this law in
regard to less closed societies, where there is greater abundance of information on
the prison system? Don't you believe that one of the reasons that the Soviet Govern-
ment does not release information on its prison system is because they so flagrantly
violate international law in the camps? Why should we willingly import items made
with forced labor just because the Soviet authorities won't cooperate by giving us
information on the Gulag and the use of forced labor? As the Treasury Department
describes things, that is what is needed.

Answer. I fully concur with your asesment of the extraordinary difficulties
present in dealing with the Soviet authorities as compared with open societies.
Quite obviously the enforcement of our laws cannot, should not, be made dependent
on the cheerful cooperation of the suspect. Indeed, it need not be so dependent. Nev-
ertheless, it should be recognized that Customs is only one component in the en-
forcement mechanism, and unilateral, unapproved action by this agency alone
would not only be legally suspect and easily defeated, but also contrary to our gov-
ernmental processes.

Question. Is the information available on the utilization of forced labor in making
some products more specific than on others? For example, it is widely known that
forced labor is used to a great extent in the manufacture of goods made with wood,
from cutting dowi the trees to making the logs into usable lumber to actually
making or carving the specific item from the lumber. If so, then why have these
items not been banned? Can you tell us which items have more information avail-
able as to their manufacture with forced labor?

Answer. I'm not in the position to state specifically the amount and quality of
information which may be available on specific products from the Soviet Union. As
you know, Customs must rely on information gathered and developed by other Gov-
ernment agencies. It may well be that varying degrees and quality of data exists on
different products. The need to protect information sources and intelligence gather-
ing methods would ., 3 ke it unwise to release such details.

Question. If the info. nation available is sufficien. to enforce the law and invoke a
ban, as I believe it is, would the Treasury instruct Customs to take such action? Sec-
tion 307 is the law, and the law must be enforced. Former Secretary Regan stated,
in a letter to another Congressman, that "collateral foreign policy and trade effects
of enforcing section 307 against Soviet imports" must be considered. i would say
that such action would fit well into what I consider to be a good foreign policy
toward the U.S.S.R. We should let them know that we find fore labor morally rep-
rehensible. But that is irrelevant to the real issue. The law is the law and it must be
enforced, no matter what our policies are. We should consider the foreign policy ef-
fects of a ban, but those effects should not deter the United States Government from
enforcing its own laws. Do you agree with that? Why did Secretary Regan see as
necessary consultation on foreign policy implication before making a decision on the
ban?

Answer. I hope there is no need for me to emphasize where I stand on the morali-
ty of the use of forced labor. I would also like to say that the non-imposition of a
ban on Soviet products by Customs pursuant to section 307 in no way implies our
moral indifference and lack of concern with such reprehensible practices. Section
307, however, by its very nature ties in with foreign policy considerations and its
enforcement impinges on a whole range of issues, beyond the mere importation of
some merchandise. It is, therefore, not an ordinary tariff law which is intended for
and susceptible of everyday, routine enforcement. Indeed, your very concern with
the broader issues is itself evidence that the implicetions are well beyond the scope
of a routine Customs matter. That is why the Secretary saw it fit to consider foreign
policy implications before making a decision on the ban.

Question. Do you believe that, if the Customs recommendation were enforced,
thereby banning goods made with forced labor from entering the country, it would
run counter to the current foreign policy of the United States? Would it run counter
to the national interest? If so, does the Treasury Department, or the State or Com-
merce Departments, or anybody support the removal of this law from the books. If
the law has implications detrimental to the United States interests, it should be re-
voked or amended, but certainly not ignored and invoked in an ad hoc fashion.

Answer. We do not support the removal of this law from the books. Whether it
should be amended or refined to provide for a wider range of options, for varying
circumstances, may be worth considering. Until such time, I believe that a case-by-
case, properly coordinated enforcement policy is appropriate.
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QUsnoNs FoM SENATOR HENL CuSTOMs Szavic
Question. Section 236 of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 authorizes the provisions

of Customs services at five airports on a reimbursable basis. Subsection (e) of that
section requires specific appropriation of funds for this purpose.

(a) What is your estimate of the fPids needed for FY 1985?
Nb) Have you given that estimate to the Appropriations Committees?
(c) Should those funds be appropriated, are you prepared to begin these services

immediately? At all five airports?
(d) Do you believe the provisions of subsection (e) are necessary to the effective

implementation of this provision?
(e) Do you support S. 741, introduced by Sen. Humphrey and myself, to repeal sub-

section (e)?
Answer. Customs estimates that $154,000 will be needed in FY 1985 and this esti-

mate is being submitted to the Appropriations Committees. We are prepared to
begin serving those airports for which we have negotiated agreements. Services will
be provided to other designated airports after the Governor has approved the desig-
nation and agreements have been reached. As directed by the statute, only five air-
ports will be provided services on this reimbursable basis.

Customs feels that subsection (e) is not necessary to effective implementation of
the provisions. We believe if subsection (e) was deleted funds would revert directly
back to Customs' appropriation and delays, such as those experienced this year,
would not occur. Therefore, Customs does support S. 741 to repeal subsection (e) be-
cause we could operate under current user fee statutes more efficiently.

Question. S. 239, which I introduced earlier this year, provides for a change in the
statute of limitations in certain Customs civil cases and for the shariq of grand
jury information with Customs in certain limited situations. This is identical to leg-
islation I introduced last year, which I have previously discussed with you.

(a) What is your position on this bill?
(b) In view of the continuing passage of time, is the revision of the statute of limi-

tations still an important issue? Are there cases you reasonably expect to be affect-
ed by this change?

Answer. (a) Last year, we and the Department of the Treasury fully supported S.
2531 (see enclosed letter dated July 19, 1984, from the Deputy General Counsel of
Tr asury to Senator Robert Dole, Chairman, Committee on Finance). As is ex-
plained below, because our need for this legislation is as acute as last year, we
would urge the Department to support S. 239.

(b) Even in view of the passage of time, the revision of the statute of limitations is
still an extremely important issue. As explained in the above-referenced Treasury
letter (see pp. 2-3), our efforts to aggressively enforce the laws against fraudulent
importations are severely hampered became of the present 5 year (from commission
of the act) limitation period for grossly negligent and negligent violations of 19
U.S.C. 1592. Because violations of this nature are often not detected until much
time has passed from the illegal acts, Customs is often placed at a disadvantage
when bringing civil penalty proceedings against the violator.

The Daewoo case also presents a clear reason why the grand jury information pro-
vision in S. 239 is so important to Customs. In Daewoo, following conclusion of the
criminal case the Government obtained a disclosure order allowing certain grand
jury information to be used for the section 1592 case. The information was thought
tobe highly relevant to the civil inquiry because Daewoo had pleaded guilty to vari-
ous charges involving fraudulent importations of steel into the U.S.

Subsequent to the granting of the grand jury disclosure order, Daewoo filed legal
papers asking the court to rescind the order because Customs had not allegedly met
the two-pronged disclosure tet under U& v. Sells Engineering Inc., 103 S. Ct. 3133
(1983) and U ' v. Baggo 103 S. Ct. 3164 (1983). In essence, Daewoo argued that Cus-
toms had not shown a "particularized need" for the grand jury material, and had
not shown that the section 1592 proceeding was "prelirinary to" a judicial proceed-
ing.

Although the court has rot yet ruled on Daewoo's request, there is a chance that
it will be g ted because of the unclear state of the law. Such a result would seem
to be totally incongruous, given the fact that Customs has already issued approxi-
mately 25 million dolls in penalty notices against Daewoo for violations of section
1592. S.239 would rectify the problems presented in typical Customs fraud cases
such as Daewoo, by speci,ing the point at which Customs would be entitled to
obtain grand jury matters for civil purposes. This would help ensure that violators
do not benefit from the passage of time by reason of short limitation period.
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S. 239 would also help eliminate the problem with the present limitation period

applicable to section 1592 actions. The Daewoocase also poignantly demonstrates
the seriousness of this difficulty with the civil statute of limitations. In Daewoo, the
criminal case lasted until January 1985, when it concluded with felony convictions
of the firms and one company officer. Because Customs followed its usual policy of
deferring civil proceedings until completion of the related criminal case, we wereforced to wait until last January to aggressively pursue the section 1592 inquiry of
Daewoo. To make matters worse, because information in the indictment against
Daewoo indicated that the firm may have begun unlawful importations in January
1980, the civil statute of limitations regarding grossly negligent or negligent section1592 violations began to expire at the same time Customs was "free" to begin the
civil case in January 1985.

DzPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
OFFcI o THe GEzNzA. COUNSEL,

Washington, DC, July 19, 1984.
Hon. ROBRT DOLz,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U& Senate, Washington, D

DEAR MR. CAI~mAm: This responds to your request for the Department's views
on S 2531, "To extend the statute of limitations for fraud under the customs laws
and to clarify the extent of Government access to grand jury proceedings."

For the reasons stated below, the Department supports the enactment of S. 2631.

BACKGROUND

The Customs Service has investigative jurisdiction over two provisions of law on
Customs fraud. One of these statutes, 18 U.S.C. 542 (entry of goods by means of false
statements) is a criminal provision with felony sanctions for violations of its terms.
The civil statute, 19 U.S. C. 1592, provides for significant monetary penalties (and in
certain cases forfeiture of goods) for the entry of goods into the United States by
means of any false act or omission. These two statutes are quite similar and provide
for the punishment of parties who enter articles into the Urited States by fraudu-
lent or negligent means.

Upon receiving information indicating possible violations of the above statutes,
customs initiates a single investigation to determine whether either of the statutes
was violated. However, because of several important considerations, Customs will
defer the continuation of the civil portion of a fraud investigation until any related
criminal case is completed. To do otherwise, i.e., to continue with both a civil and
criminal investigation at the same time, would force a suspect to simultaneously re-
spond to civil and criminal inquiries.

From the alleged violator's viewpint, responding to simultaneous inquiries would
be quite disadvantageous because he might incriminate himself in the criminal case
by responding to the civil inquiry (where greater use of pretrial discovery is al-
lowed). From the Government's viewpoint, an ongoing civil proceeding during a
criminal inquiry might have the effect of producing inconsistent statements, may
allow the violator to use civil discovery to learn the Government's case, and in a
grand jury setting,, may ive rise to charges of grand jury abuse and/or prosecuto-
rial misconduct. Generally, from the Government's perspective it is far easier to
bring a successful civil fraud case under section 1592 if the civil case is deferred
until the defendant has been adjudged guilty on a related criminal count.

AMENDMENT OF 19 U.S.C. 1621

Recently, the general policy of deferring civil fraud cases has forced Customs into
increasingly difficult positions. The main reason for this stems from the 1978
amendment to the statute of limitations, 19 U.S.C. 1621, for civil penalties. Prior to
the amendment, Customs could bring a suit to recover a civil penalty if the action
was instituted within 5 years from the time when the alleged offense was discov-
ered. However, the 1978 amendment made the limitation period 5 years from the
date that the alleged violation was committed for negligent or gross negligent viola-
tions of section 1592 (the limitation period for fraudulent violations was left at 5
years from discovery).

The difficulties caused by the shortened limitation period are illustrated by a de-
scription of a typical fraud case. Information indicating a possible fraudulent impor-
tation is usually not received by Customs for a considerable period of time after the
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alleged offense has occurred. Frequently, a year or more has passed 4nce the date
of commission of the alleged illegal act. Customs then begins an investigation into
the matter, and because fraud cases are often quite complex, the investigation, as a
general rule, takes a year or two to complete. If evidence uncovered by the investi-
gation is sufficient, a criminal prosecution results which takes several months to
complete. Because civil fraud cases are usually deferred pending completion of relat-
ed criminal cases, and because of the time that has already expired, there are an
increasing number of situations where the criminal case is concluded just prior to
the expiration of the 6-year limitation period with regard to negligent or gross negli-
gent violations of the civil statute.

When Customs has had a very short time frame within which to file a civil case
to toll the statute of limitations, several actions have been followed to preserve the
civil case. One, has been to obtain a waiver of the statute of limitations from the
alleged violator. However, this alternative often is unavailable because it depends
solely on the violator's consent to a waiver. Another option has been to allow the
time limit for gross negligent or negligent cases to run, and hope that Customs can
establish fraud so that the longer statute of limitations ap plies. The problem with
this latter option is that section 1592 requires a showing of fraud by "clear and con-
vincing evidence", as opposed to the lesser standard of a "preponderance of the evi-
dence" for negligent violations. Thus, Customs is in the difficult position of meeting
a higher burden of proof if it allows the negligent claims to become subject to the
limitation period.

Another option that has been used, but which is unattractive is to quickly con-
clude administrative proceedings under section 1592 and file a judicial collection
action based on "bare bones" information. Theoretically, section 1592 allows the is-
suance of a pre-penalty notice with a very short response time (eg., one week), fol-
lowed by the issuance of a penalty notice with a similarly short response time. If
the alleged violator does not pay the penalty, Customs can quickly refer the case to
the Justice Department for filing of a judicial collection action. However, this course
of action often results in very shallow information to support the penalty claim,
thereby subjectirg the Government's case to dismissal for lack of specificity. While
the Government may amend a complaint, and may indeed gather further informa-
tion in support of the penalty claim by way of civil discovery, this approach has sig-
nificant risks and is, therefore, usually not a viable option.

By amending section 1621 to make the limitation period 5 years from the date of
discovery for all Customs civil violations, section 1 of S. 2531 would relieve the
unduly burdensome time constraint that develops in most major fraud investiga-
tions. The longer limitation period would have two significant effects. First, it would
allow greater enforcement of section 1592 violations because false entries are often
not discovered until well after they are made. The longer limitation period would
allow Customs the time to investigate cases where a violator manages to effectively
conceal his deceit for a substantial length of time. The longer limitation period
would also allow Customs to follow a policy of generally deferring civil proceedings
until related criminal cases are completed. This would obviate the need for Customs
to follow the often ineffective approaches it has been forced to develop in order to
protect civil penalty claims.

AMRNDMgNT OF 19 U.s.C. 1592

Section 2 of S. 2531 would amend section 1592 by allowing the Government great-
er access to grand jury information. In essence, the amendment would allow Gov-
ernment use of grand jury information for enforcement of section 1592 once a pre-
penalty notice has been issued under that statute. Although we believe that Govern-
ment access to such information is authorized under present case law, two recent
Supreme Court decisions have raised potential concerns in this area. An explicit
statutory provision such as section 2 would alleviate these concerns.

On June 30, 1983, the Supreme Court decided United States v. Sells Engineern,
Inc., - U.S. -- , 103 S. Ct. 3133 (1983), and United States v. B t, - US.
-, 103 S. Ct. 3164 (1983); both cases turned upon the interpretation of Rule 6(e) of
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. In Sell, the Court held that Rule
6(eX3XAXi) does not entitle civil attorneys in the Government to automatic disclo-
sure of matters occurring before a grand jury for use in a civil suit. Instead, the
Supreme Court ruled that such attorneys must obtain a court order pursuant to
Rule (6XeX3XCXi) authorizing the disclosure of grand jury materials.

In Baggot, the Supreme Court held that Government attorneys could obtain Rule
(6XeX3XCXi) disclosure orders (for grand jury material) only 'if the primary pur-
pose om the disclosure... is to assist in preparation or conduct of a judicial proceed-
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ing", 103 S. Ct. at 3167. In essence, the decision means that disclosure to the Gov-
ernment is unauthorized simply to determine liability, as in a tax audit, or to ascer-
tain whether a violation of law has occurred.

While the Customs Service, of course, recognizes that grand jury proceedings
should be kept secret, we feel that some courts may use the Sells and Baggot cases
to unduly restrict Government access to grand jury information under the explicit
disclosure exception of Rule 6(eX3XCXi). I Baggot the Court specifically left open
the question at what point an agency's action would be preliminary to litigation
(i.e., to obtain a 6(e) disclosure order) if it arose under an administrative scheme
such as that provided in 19 U.S.C. 1592 (i.&, a scheme that requires resort to the
courts to vindicate the agency's action, as opposed to the Internal Revenue audit
procedure at issue in Baggot). In light of this, from a Customs civil penalty stand-
point, Baggot does not establish the point in time in a section 1592 proceeding that
could definitively be construed as, "preliminary to a judicial proceeding." Under
Bag ot, it is certainly conceivable that some courts may construe the issuance of a
penalty claim as preliminary to a judicial proceeding, because Customs must go to
court to collect the penalty. Even worse, courts might conclude that a section 1592
action is preliminary to a judicial proceeding only after the violator has refused to
pay the penalty claim and the matter has been referred to the Department of Jus-
tice for institution of a judicial collection action.

S. 2531 would remove the uncertainty described by, in effect, making a section
1592 action preliminary to a judicial proceeding (for purposes of Rule 6(e) disclosure)
once a pre-penalty notice has been issued under that statute, and upon a showing
by the Government that the evidence sought may be relevant to the enforcement of
section 1592. (With regard to this, it appears that the term "prepayment penalty
notice" in the pro= new subsection (fXl) to section 1592 was mistakenly used for"pre-penalty notice", inasmuch as the latter term is in section 1592(bXi). According-
ly, Customs would be able to obtain access to matters occurring before a grand jury
at a critical stage of the administrative process.

There are several reasons why Customs access to such information is crucial fol-
lowing issuance of a pre-penalty notice under 19 U.S.C. 1592(bXl). Rather than
detail them all, we have summarized them below:

(1) In our view, the proposed amendment would codify existing case law. Using
the Baggot analysis it is clear that Customs has no way of enforcing section 1592
penalties without resort to the courts. Unless a violator voluntarily pays a penalty,
Customs must refer the matter to Justice for institution of judicial collection action.
Thus, once a pre-penalty notice has been issued, thereby initiating formal section
1592 proceedings, the matter is preliminary to a judicial proceeding within the
meaning of Rule 6(eX3XCXi). Accordingly, the amendment is not a departure from
the present state of the law.

(2) Once a pre-penalty notice has been issued, violators usually explore the possi-
bility of settling the matter with Customs. Under 19 U.S.C. 1617, Customs has the
authority to compromise penalty claims, but this can only be done if Customs is
fully aware of the strengths and weaknesses of a case. Without access to rand jury
materials which are obviously highly re!evant in gauging the strength of the related
civil cases, Customs generl!y has no choice but to turn down settlement offers
made at this point in time. The amendment would allow access to this highly rele-
vant grand jury information, and Customs' ability to compromise penalty claims
would therefore increase with the attendant benefit to the Government and suspect-
ed violators.

(3) Access to grand jury information would also allow Customs to assess the
proper penalties under section 1592. Under that statute, Customs must assess a pen-
alty based upon whether the violation occurred as a result of negligence, negli-
gence, or fraud. Presently, when a borderline case exists, Customs genera ly as
a penalty based on the highest supportable deree of culpability, inasmuch as it is
assumed that subsequent access to grand jury information will bolster that finding.
If grand jury information was available at the pre-penalty stage, Customs would be
in a much better position to evaluate questions of culpability. This in turn would
allow Customs to assess penalties at lower than fraud levels, rather than to make
fraud findings because of the anticipated obtainment of disclosure orders.

(4) Earlier access to grand jury material would also allow Customs responses to
pre-penalty notices to be more fully evaluated. Under 19 U.S.C. 1592(bXIXAXvii),
suspected violators have an opportunity to make representations (oral and written)
as to why a penalty notice should not be issued. Based upon any such representa-
tions and the evidence available, Customs then decides whether to issue a penalty
notice, and, if so, at what degree of culpability. Naturally, if grand jury information
from the related criminal case is available to Customs, representations made by the
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violator may be more fully considered and evaluated than would be the cam if only
evidence outside the grand jury was available. Presently, without access to grand
jury information, it is exceedingly difficult for Customs to accept violator responses
to a pre-penalty notice concerning any facet of the case that may have been re-
viewed by a grand jury.

(5) It would be in the public interest to avoid making Customs and suspected vio-
lators duplicate grand jury investigations in a related civil case. If Customs is notgranted acces to grand jury information, it must use its administrative authority to
summons information and otherwise gather evidence as part of the civil inquiry.
Naturally, this entails great expense both to the Government and responding par-
ties Access to grand jury information at the pre-penalty stage, would allow Customs
to avoid repetition of inquiries and would allow the Government to more quickly
focus on information relevant to the case.

(6) Finally, we stress that disclosure at the pre-penalty stage would not compro-
aise grand jury secrecy. As the Supreme Court emphasized in Se/l, disclosure to
Government attorneys poses less risk of further leakage or improper use than would
disclosure to private rties or the general public, 103 S. Ct. at 3149. As with all
grand jury matters, u ms would maintain spicia safeguards to protect grand
jury secrecy, if access was authorized at the pre-*nalty stage of section 1592 pro-
ceedings.

For the reasons stated, the Department strongly supports the enactment of S.
2531.

The Office of Management and Budpet has advised that there is no objection from
the standpoint of the Administration s program to the submission of this report to
your Committee.

Sincerely yours,
MAROUY WAIMAN,
Deputy General Council.

Question. The Subcommittee staff has provided you with material indicating that
an additional expenditure of $48 million on commercial fraud compliance would
yield an additional $1.2 billion in revenue.

(a) Do you agree with the analysis in this material?
(b) If ou do not agree, please explain why not.
(c) What is Customs current estimate of the revenue returned for each one dollar

of Customs' expenditures?
(d) What is Customs current estimate of the marginal return for each additional

dollar spent beyond current levels?
(e) Please indicate the proportion of Customs resources devoted to commercial

fraud in each of the past five fiscal years, icluding FY 1985.
Answer. At this time there is no "hard data confirming the conclusions of the

material presented to Customs. Customs attempted to determine whether a "reve-
nue gap" exists and its potential magnitude in a Customs Compliance Measurement
Program at the Port of Philadelphia several years ago, but the courts and other
groups prevented a continuation of the study. Therefore, there is not verifiable data
on the extent of revenue losses due to fraud or other causes; and as a result there is
no analytic approach to determining the relationships between additional staffing or
funding and increased revenues.

The Subcommittee data also, we believe, placed too high a significance on the re-
lationship between "entries processed" and potential "additional revenue". Simply
increasing the number of entries processed (or reviewed) will not produce significant
additional revenue. Customs' ACCEPT and CET programs have shown that "selec-
tive" cargo processing produces at least equivalent enforcement results at lower
cost. We believe that the combination of improved intelligence and automated proc-
essing produce excellent results. There is no reliable evidence that additional staff-
ing and entry reviews will produce sufficient revenue to offset the additional costs.

Customs has not computed any estimates of incremental return for each addition-
al dollar spent beyond current levels. To do so involves a complicated analysis in-
volving a multitude of unpredictable factors, including international pricing, the
value of the dollar in foreign markets, supply and demand, etc., all of which impact
on marginal return. We are not aware of any approach for isolating the impact of
these various intertwined variables to derive an accurate estimate of marginal reve-
nue return.

In FY 1984 the actual rate of return for each one dollar appropriated was $21.06
and we expect this rate of return to continue in FY 1985. Listed below are the pro-
portions of Custos resources for Operation Tripwire, Customs' coordinated pro-
gram to combat fraud, from FY 1982, the year the program began, through FY 1985.
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Question. Attached is a letter from the Acting Commissioner of Customs to the
American Iron and Steel Institute. Please provide an update on the status of the
Fraud Alert Program referred to in the letter.

TH CoMwiwoNxa or Cusrois,
Washington, DC January 18, 1985.

Mr. DAVI PHELPs,
Director of International Trade and Economics, American Iron & Steel Institute,

Washington, DC
DEAR MR. PitELm: The Customs Service is encouraged by your interest in devleop-

ing a fraud alert system among your member frms. The domestic steel trade has
been a source of leads on fraudulent activity on steel imports over the years. This
alert system will enhance this activity giving Customs many new "eyes and ears" in
the steel marketplaces across the United States. We concur that this will assist us
in the prompt detection of fraudulent activity among evaders of the bilateral agree-
ments which 'are an important part of President Reagan's steel iport program.

I have directed the steel program personnel in our Operation-Trpwire Fraud In-
vestigations Center to work closely with you in developing the guidelines for your
fraud alert program. Their experience with the types of fraud occurring on steel im-
portations will allow them to develop profiles of the types of indicators which would
alert a domestic steel salesman or sales executive to possible import fraud.

We commend your organization for its initiative in this area and look forward to
working with you on your fraud alert program.Yours faithfully, GorOGZ C. CoacoMAN, Jr.,

Acting Commissioner of Customs.

Answer. Pursuant to Customs positive response to the fraud alert system Import
Information Group was formed within AISI. This group is comprised of key market-
ing information officers of the domestic steel producing companies, AISI representa-
tives, an International Trade Administration representative, and two people from
the Customs Fraud Investigation Center. The group meets approximately once a
month at AISI offices in Washington, D.C. The last meeting was held on March 27,
1985. Discussion topics included possible evasion of the Voluntary Restraints Agree-
ments and the types of intelligence which could assist the Customs Service in
prompt detection of the scheme and to interdict the merchandise before release
from Customs' custody.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Commissioner. Thank you, Mr.
De Angelus. Next, we have a panel. Mr. Henry Parsons, General

/-- Electric Co., the director of American Association of Ex orters and
Importers, Kenneth Kunm, The Joint Industry Group, and
Thomas Teofflo, chairman of the Los Angeles Alliance for Equita-
ble Customs Staffing. Mr. Parsons?

STATEMENT OF W. HENRY PARSONS, CORPORATE MANAGER,
CUSTOMS, GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., BRIDGEPORT, CT, AND DI-
RECTOR, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF EXPORTERS AND IM-
PORTERS, NEW YORK, NY
Mr. PARSONS. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee. My name is W. Henry Parsons. I am the corporate
manager of customs at General Electric Co. I am here today, how-
ever, to present testimony on behalf of the American Association of
Exporters and Importers of which I am a director. I am accompa-
nied this morning by Robert J. Leo, the association's staff attorney.
The association is a national organization comprising some 1,100
U.S. member firms.
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Our members import and export a broad range of products and
also include many in the service industries, such as custom house
brokers, freight forwarders, banks, attorneys, and insurance carri-
ers. We are pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the
U.S. Customs Service budget for fiscal year 1986. Later in our testi-
mony, we will also talk briefly on the budget for the Office of the
U.S. Trade Representative.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure that you and your committee will ap-
preciate that the efficient operation of the U.S. Customs Service is
a matter of the utmost concern to both American importers and to
American exporters alike. Our members interface with the Cus-
toms Service m the field on a daily basis in the transaction of com-
plex importing and exporting operations, in the paying of customs
duties, dealing with quotas, and with Operation Exodus. As the
closest observer of the operations of the U.S. Customs Service, our
association can say with certainty and with confidence that the
U.S. Customs resources are strained to the absolute limit and that
there is no slack to be pulled in.

The proposed cuts in the U.S. Customs Service budget for 1986
will exacerbate dramatically the problems faced by our members.
The delay problem will be compounded. Manpower shortage prob-
lems will proliferate throughout the Customs Service. Our mem-
bers on the west coast, for instance, complain bitterly of the dearth
of customs manpower and the accompanying problems which are
now manifest particularly in the port of Los Angeles.

The proposed budget for fiscal year 1986 would necessitate a re-
duction of over 800 full-time personnel when, in fact, more import
specialists and inspectors are needed to ensure the bare minimum
of service to the international trade community. Programs such as
customs automation and the development of a periodic entry
system would help to make the Service more efficient but would
only partially resolve the problem. The primary responsibility of
the US. Customs Service should be the administration of the trade
and tariff laws. There is now a trend to view the Customs Service
primarily as a narcotics interdiction agency. While interdiction of
narcotics certainly is our Nation's most pressing social objective, it
is not the most efficient or appropriate use of the Customs Service's
human and other resources.

At the- present, staffing and resource levels, Customs cannot be
expected to continue as the major drug interdiction agency, the
second largest revenue raiser, and at the same time, to enforce the
regulations of some 40 other Federal agencies. If the Service is ex-
pected to continue in each of those roles, then it must be given ade-
quate resources to do those important jobs. Certainly, both its fund-
ing and its organization for drug interdiction should be separated
from its role in international commerce. The public interest de-
mands such a change. Our interest is in the efficient flow of trade,
both export and import. The Customs Service has an important re-
sponsibility in ensuring the flow of goods in international com-
merce an the enforcement of the country's trade and tariff laws.
The public interest demands that these be the primary mission of
the U.S. Customs Service. In the association's view, the Customs
Service does not now have the resources to meet other responsibil-
ities.
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Our trading partners, whilst deaW with the problems of a bur-
geoning international trade through innovation and by streamlin-
ing procedures, show no inclination to cut back on the resources of
their customs services. Mr. Chairman, I turn now briefly to the ap-
propriation proposal for the Office of the U.S. Trade Representa-
tive.

The recent hearings on this very same subject before the House
subcommittee indicated that, through error, there is no provision
in the proposed appropriation for the operations of the Office of the
U.S. Trade Representative for bringing to fruition the international
adoption of the Harmonized System. This international system for
the nomenclature and enumeration of goods in international trade
is now in its final stages. It is an urgently needed tool for the facili-
tation of international trade.

The United States cannot afford not to be in the forefront of this
drive. The money required for completion of this mission is small,
but given the already small appropriation for all the work of the
Trade Representative's office, funds for completion of the Harmo-
nized System could only be found within that budget at the ex-
pense of other equally pressing activities. Our association, there-

r, urges that the appropriations be increased appropriately.
Thank you, sir, for the opportunity to present our views. We shall
be happy to answer any questions.

Setater DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Parsons.
[Y.r. Parsons' prepared statement follows:]

TinmIoNY 01 THE AM RiCAN ASsOCIATION OF EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS BY
W. HENRY PARSONS, DIRECTOR

SUMMARY

The American Association of Exporters & Importers (the Association) with ap-
proximately 1,100 U.S. importer and exporter members including custom house bro-
kers and other service firms, all interfacing daily with U.S. Customs field locations
and with District, Regional and National HQ's, is the closest observer of U.S. cus-
toms operations.

The Association finds the Customs Service resources, particularly manpower re-
sources, strained to the absolute limit. There is no slack to pull in.

Proposed cuts in appropriations will exacerbate problems of delay and uncertainty
already faced by American importers and exporters. This situation is particularly
critical on the West Coast, especially in Los Angeles.

The prime responsibility and function of the U.S. Customs Service should be the
administration of the international trade laws. The Association sees the interdiction
of narcotics as our nation's most pressin# social objective, but considers that this
aspect of customs mission should be organized and funded separately.

Regarding the appropriations for the operations of the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative, the Association points out that hearings before the House subcom-
mittee indicated that funding for completion and international adoption of the Har-
monized System had, due to error, been omitted. The Association urges that this rel-
atively small item be restored to the appropriation.

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name is W.
Henry Parsons. I am the corporate manager of customs at General Electric Compa-
ny. I am here today however, to present testimony on behalf of the American Asso-
ciation of Exporters and Importers (hereinafter the Association), of which I am a
member of the Board of Directors. I am accompanied this morning by Robert J. Leo,
the Association's staff attorney. The Association is a national organization compris-
ing some 1,100 U.S. member firms.

Our members import and export a broad range of products including chemicals,
machinery, electronics, textiles and apparel, footwear, foodstuff, automobiles, wines
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and spirits, and many other articles and commodities. Association members include
many in the service industries serving the international trade community, such as
custom house brokers, freight forwarders, banks, attorneys, and insurance carriers.

We are pleased to have this opportunity to comment on the US Custom Service
Budget for fiscal 1986. Later in our testimony we will also talk briefly on the budget
for the Office of the United States Trade Representative.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure that you and your committee will appreciate that the
efficient operation of the United States Customs Service is a matter of the utmost
concern to both American importers and American exporters alike. Our members
interface with the Customs Service in the- field on a daily basis in the transaction of
complex importing and exporting operations, in the paying of customs duties, deal-
ing with quotas, and with operation Exodus.

As an Association our leadership deals with the management of the Customs
Service in a mutually respectful, honest and direct, if not always harmonious,
manner.

This is a long-standing relationship, which often involves resolving various prob-
lems and disagreements, and, often, cooperation in developing new programs and
procedures for the benefit of both sides. Sometimes we fail to reach agreement, but
often we succeed, and the United States is the beneficiary.

As a close observer, in fact as the closest observer of the operations of the United
States Customs Service, our Association can say with certainty and with confidence
that the Customs Service's resources are strained to the absolute limit, and that
there is no slack to be pulled in.

The proposed cuts in the Customs Service budget for 1986 will exacerbate dra-
matically the problems faced by our members. The delay problem will be compound-
ed. Manpower shortage problems will proliferate throughout the Customs Service.
Our members on the West Coast, complain bitterly of the dearth of Customs man-
power, and the accompanying problems, which are now manifest in the Port of Los
Angeles.

The Association will hold a one-day conference shortly on this very problem a.s it
effects textile importers and retailers who experience continuing delays in clearing
goods. The proposed budget for Fiscal Year 1986 would necessitate a reduction of
over 800 full-time personnel when in fact, more import specialists and inspectors are
needed to ensure the bare minimum of service to the international trade communi-
ty. Programs such as Customs automation, and the development of a periodic entry
system would help to make the Service more efficient but would only partially re-
solve the problem. The Association believes that the Customs Service urgently needs
more trained personnel at appropriate levels of responsibility; budget cuts would
worsen the current shortages and lack of personnel will-continue to slow down the
flow of trade.

The primary responsibility of the Custom Service should be the administration of
the trade laws. There is now an unfortunate trend to view the Customs Service pri-
marily as a narcotics interdiction agency. While interdiction of narcotics is our most
pressing social objective, it is not the most efficient or appropriate use of the Cus-
toms Service's human and other resources. At present staffing and resource levels,
Customs cannot be expected to continue as the major drug interdiction agency, the
second leading revenue raiser, and at the same time to enforce the regulations of
forty-odd other federal agencies. If the Service is expected to continue in each of
these roles, then it must be given adequate resources to do those important jobs.
Certainly both its funding and organization for drug interdiction should be separat-
ed from its role in international commerce. The public interest demands such a
change.

Our interest is in the efficient flow of trade, both export and import. The Customs
Service has an important responsibility in ensurin the flow of goods in internation-
al commerce, and the enforcement of the country s trade laws. The public interest
demands that these be the primary mission of the Customs Service. In AAEI's view
the Customs Service does not now have the resources necessary to meet other re-
sponsibilities.

The withholding of funds from our Customs Service at a time when international
trade needs to be supported and expanded is a major concern to all trade Associa-
tions. Our trading partners, whilst dealing with the problems of a burgeoning inter-
national trade through innovation and by streamlining procedures, show no inclina-
tion to cut back on the resources of their Customs Services.

Mr. Chairman, I turn now, briefly, to the appropriation proposal for the Office of
the United States Trade Representative. I will not dwell on the importance and di-
versity of the missions assigned to that office, nor on the dedication and achieve-

I I
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ments of that Offie. All, I am sure are well known to you. Certainly the small
budget allocated to that offc is a bargain.

. airman, the hearings on this very same subject before the House subcom-
mittee indicated that, through error, there is no provision in the proposed appro-
priation for the operations of the Office of the US Trade Representative in bringing
to fruition the international adoption of the Harmonized Syt.m. This international
system for the nomenclature and enumeration of goods m international trade is
now in its final stages. It is an urgently needed tool for the facilitation of interna-
tional trade. 'The United States cannot afford not to be in the forefront of this drive.
The money required for completion of this mission is small, but given the already
small appropriation for all the work of the Trade Representatives office, funds for
completion of the Harmonized Systems could only be found within that budget at
the expense of other equally pressing activities. Our Association therefore, urges the
appropriation be increased appropriately.

On behalf of the members of the American Association of Exporters and Import-
ers, I thank you for the opportunity to present our views. We trust that our com-
ments will prove useful to the Subcommittee and will be happy to answer any ques-
tions you may have.

Senator DANoR i. Mr. Kumm.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH KUMM, CHAIRMAN, THE JOINT
INDUSTRY GROUP, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. KuMM. Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee on
International Trade, my name is Kenneth A. Kumm, chairman of
the Joint Industry Group. I am accompanied today by Joe De Rose
and David Elliott. Both are former chairmen of the Joint Industry
Group. The Joint Industry Group is a coalition of over 50 trade as-
sociations, businesses, and law firms which are deeply concerned
with the operation of the Customs Service. We welcome this oppor-
tunity to comment on customs and trade issues relevant to the Fi-
nance Committee's considerations of the authorization of funds for
the Customs Service.

In our written statement we address five issues which are related
to budgetary pressures and the need for more balance in the use of
customs resources. These issues are, No 1, the imbalance caused by
the concentration of too much customs financial and human re-
sources on enforcement; No. 2, the irrationality of imposing user s
fees on basic customs functions; No. 3, the need for a periodic entry
system; No. 4, actions taken by the Customs Service to change the
country of origin rules without reference to the legislative process;
and the Customs Service attempt to reduce the importance of its
own Office of Regulations and Rulings. In my summary statement
this morning, I will address three of these issues: imbalanced use of
customs resources, the need for a periodic entry system, and the
country of origin rules.

Under current budgetary pressures, achieving a balance in the
use of human and financial resources between enforcement and the
facilitation of commerce becomes difficult, given the growing immi-
gration and drug interdiction and other border entry problems. It
isuhoped that the Finance Committee will exert its influence on the
Customs Service to assure that there is appropriate balance be-
tween enforcement and trade facilitation. We recognize that the
current budgetary situation will result in attempts to enhance rev-
enues, reduce personnel, or both. Here an assessment should be
made of the requirements placed upon Customs to enforce in excess
of 100 statutes. Perhaps consideration should be given to providing
Customs with the ability to charge other agencies for services ren-
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dered on their behalf. This might be one approach. The Joint In-
dustry Group would emphasize a third alternative of increasing
productivity in order to sustain performance requirements. One
means of increasing the productivity of on-line customs officers is
the periodic entry system.

The Joint Industry Group recommends a new overall system
which we believe would yield sufficient savings to Customs and im-
porters. Major savings would be derived from processing entries
and collecting duties on a consolidated and a periodic basis rather
than on the current individual shipment and individual entry
basis. It would permit an importer or broker to submit a single
entry summary to cover all entries of merchandise within the cus-
toms district during the statutory period. Import duties would be
paid once a month.

This would dramatically decrease the number of entry docu-
ments and checks that importers would have to prepare and Cus-
toms would have to process. Further increases in productivity from
our proposal would result from a centralization of the processing of
entry summary. It would not affect customs inspection and enforce-
ment responsibility or the timely collection of import statistics. We
are convinced that the application of the system can increase pro-
ductivity and improve administration of entry and clearance proce-
dures in a manner that conserves scarce budgetary resources and
facilitates commerce.

On the country of origin issue, changes in the country of origin
rules have many implications for trading operations, both day-to-
day and long-term. On August 3, 1984 the Customs Service issued
interim regulation amendments effective September 7, 1984, which
made unprecedented changes in internationally accepted country
of origin principles applying to textiles and apparel products. It is
the position of the Joint Industry Group that the Customs Service
should enforce the traditional and well-recognized principle exten-
sively developed in case law that an article of commerce should be
regarded as having originated in that country where it is fully
grown, produced or manufactured, or in the case of an article not
wholly in the growth or a product in the manufacture of one coun-
try, the article should be regarded as having originated in that
country where it was last substantially transformed.

The traditional criteria for determining v whether transformation
has been substantial is that the article must have been trans-
formed to a new article of commerce having a different name, char-
acter, and use. The Joint Industry Group understands that depar-
tures from that fundamental principle may occur when articles
enter the United States under preferential tariff arrangements or
that are subject to quantitative restrictions. The Joint Industry
Group opposes applying such new criteria aimed at meeting such
things as the special problems of import quotas, export restraints,
or preferential tariffs, to the determination of the country of origin
for the purpose of ordinary, most-favored nation trade. Further, it
is the position of the Joint Industry Group that only Congress can
determine if changes should be made in the basic determination of
country of origin. Thank you very much.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
[Mr. Kumm's prepared statement follows:]
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SummRY or STATMxT BY Tiz JOINT DImurmy Giotw' oN Cusroms AUTHORIZATION
roa FsAL Ya" 1986 Bavou T Suscommrram ON INTERNATIONAL TRm, Com-
MrrmT ON FmANcR, A'au. 3, 1985.
The Joint Industry Group is a coalition of over fifty businesses, trade associations

and law firms which, being involved in international trade, are deeply concerned
with the operations of the Customs Service.

At a time of budgetary pressures the Joint Industry Group is concerned that the
wing iunmigration, drug and other enforcement problems will result in a lack of

balance in the use of the financial and human resources of the Customs Service.
The Joint Industry Group urges the Committee on Finance to use the authorization
process to assure that the Customs Service recognizes the importance of its role and
maintains adequate support for the facilitation of trade.

The Joint Industry Group opposes user's fees on normal customs services provided
in the course of entering goods. We understand such a user's fee proposal may soon
be submitted to the Congress. In lieu of such a fee we would urge the adoption of
more efficient procedures in the entry process, specifically, the periodic entry
system. This system, proposed by the Joint Industry Group in 1982, would permit an
importer or broker to submit a single entry summ to cover all entries of mer-
chandise within a Customs District during a prescribed period. This would drastical-
ly reduce the number of entry documents and other financial transactions in a
manner consistent with modern and sound record keeping capabilities and payment
practices.

Changes in Country of Origin rules are being made by the Customs Service with-
out adequate weighing of the economic costs and operational impacts. Departures
from well-established principal and practice of "substantial transformation" for arti-
cles not wholly the product, growth or manufacture of the country of export may be
necessary for determining preferential or discriminatory access. Such special rules
should be established under statutes authorizing such privileged or limited access,
and should not be made to apply to ordinary "FN" trade. Any further changes
should await the ITC report on country of origin practices in other countries.

The Joint Industry Group firmly supports a strong independent Office of Regula-
tions and Rulings in Customs Headquarters to provide uniform and objective inter-
pretations of Customs law for the business community. The authorization bill should
contain language requiring a 90 prior notice to the relevant Congressional Commit-
tees for any changes in the status of the Office of Regulations and Rulings.

STATEMENT OF KENNrrH A. KUMM FOR 1HR JOINT INDUsTRY GROUP Bavoaz THz SUs-
COMMITrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE COMMITTEE ON FiNANCE, APRIL 3,
1985
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee on International Trade, my name is

Kenneth A. Kumm, Chairman of the Joint Industry Group and representative of
the 3M Company on the Joint Industry Group. I am accompanied today by Joseph
DeRose, a representative of IBM, and David J. Elliott, a representative of Procter
and Gamble, on the Joint Industry Group. I would add that both are former chair-
men of the Joint Industry Group.

The Joint Industry Group is a coalition of over fifty trade associations, businesses
and law firms which, being involved in international trade, are deeply concerned
with operations of the Customs Service.

We welcome this opportunity to comment on customs and trade issues which are
relevant to the Finance Committee's consideration of the authorization of funds for
the Customs Service, as well as to the Subcommittee's oversight responsibility for
customs and trade legislation and administration.

While the Joint Industry Group has not taken a position with respect to the fund-
ing of specific Customs operations in the FY 1980 Budget, we would like to address
five issues which are related to budgetary pressures and the need for balance in the
use of Custonms resources. These issues are:

(1) The imbalance caused by concentration of too much of Customs financial and
human resources on enforcement;

(2) The irrationality of imposing user fees on basic Customs functions;
(3) The need for a periodic entry system;
(4) Actions taken by the Customs Service to change the Country of Origin Rules

without reference to the legislative process; and
(5) The Customs Service s attempts to reduce the importance of its own Office of

Regulations and Rulings.
use most of our concerns involve a balanced use of Customs resources let me

turn to that overall issue first.
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BALANCED USE o CUSTOMS RmuOc

With growing immigration and drug interdiction problems and other illegal
border activities these problems entail, enforcement activities of the Customs Serv-
ice, with its attendant press coverage, tends to overshadow the other statutory func
tions of Customs, including the facilitation of commerce. Under current budgetary
pressures achieving a balance in the utilization of human and financial resources
between enforcement and facilitation of commerce becomes even more difficult. For
example, the geographic balance among the uses of Customs resources is very im-
portant. The recent growth in the backlog of Customs entries in the Port of Los An-
geles in face of a decline in available resources is a case in point. It is hoped that
the Finance Committee in reporting its authorizing legislation and in conducting its
Customs oversight activities will exert its influence on the Customs Service to
assure the appropriate balance between enforcement and trade facilitation.

USER'S FRER

Despite the fact that Customs revenues vastly exceed the budgetary requirements
of the Customs Service, the budgeted funds have been reduced further. Under these
circumstances there may be an attempt to seek "revenue enhancement" in one or
more forms. The Joint Industry Group is informed that the Customs Service is pre-
paring for consideration in the Treasury Department and by OMB, a legislative
package of user's fees on customs services. It is understood that this approach would
impose a fee on all entries of goods into the United States. Such "fees constitute a
charge on importers for following Customs procedures and requirements. As such it
could be likened to the Internal Revenue Service attempting to charge citizens for
collecting their income tax. The Joint Industry Committee recommends that the
Subcommittee resist any such "user's fee" recommendation from whatever quarter,
and, if necessary, include such negative recommendation in its budgetary comment.

Budgetary reductions are usually interpreted as requiring a reduction in person-
nel and functions. The Joint Industry Group takes issue with this kind of reaction,
particularly as it applies to the Customs Service. In industry we regard reductions
in budgets as requing better productivity without sacrifi-e of functional responsi-
bility. Thus, whil3 we recognize that the current budgetary situation will result in
attempts to enhance revenues, reduce personnel, or both, the Joint Industry Group
would emphasize the third alternative of increasing productivity in order to sustain
performance requirements. One means of increasing the productivity of on-line Cus-
toms officers is the periodic entry system.

NEED FOR PEP 1ODIC ENTRY SYSTEM

Both the U.S. Customs Service and the U.S. importing community are being inun-
dated by the volume of paperwork required to satisfy the current procedures for
processing imports and paying the duties assessed. The Customs Service is process-
ing four million entries from over 190,000 importers. Each of these entries, I repeat,
each of these entries, whether made by a small broker for a variety of clients or a
large importer entering the same product or group of products again and again, re-
quires the same numerous supporting documents-bills of lading, invoices, packing
lists, entry summaries, various certificates, etc.-with duties, if any, separately as-
sessed and paid on each entry:

The Customs Service has been obliged to process each one of this huge and grow-
ing volume of entries with substantially reduced manpower and financial resources,
a budgetary condition likely to continue indefinitely.

The need to institute changes in procedures to manage this enormous flow of pa-
perwork is recognized by Customs and importers alike. Customs has responded by
increasing its automated information processing capability and by establishing al-
ternative approaches such as the bypass program, Automated Broker Interface and
the Model Ports Program. The Joint Industry Group believes that these are positive
steps, but they are insufficient to achieve the magnitude of productivity improve-
ments needed to cope effectively with the resource problem.

In early 1982 the Joint Industry Group recommended to Customs a new overall
system which we believe would yield significant savings to Customs and importers.
The major savings would be derived from processing entries and collecting duties on
a consolidated and periodic basis rather than on the current individual shipment
and individual entry basis.

It would permit an importer or broker to submit a single entry summary to cover
all entries of merchandise within a Customs District (ultimately without any geo-
graphic limitation) during the statutory period (initially, ten days, ultimately,
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monthly). Import duties would be paid once a month on a date (probably the 15th of
the month) that would not disrupt the present level of revenue flow to Customs.
This would dramatically decrease the number of entry documents and checks that
importers would have to prepare and Customs would have to process.

Further increases in productivity from our proposal would result from a central-
ization of processing of entry summaries. Those importers electing to utilize this
procedure would be established as accounts. All processing of entry summaries,
questions regarding classification and appraisement, and liquidations for merchan-
dise imported by the account would be done by an account import specialist or team
of specialists. 'he account approach would allow Customs to organize its processing
of entry summaries by importer as well as by commodity and not by where an im-
portation happened to be made.

Customs analysis of importations shows that a mere 3.3 percent of all importers
file 62.2 percent of all entries. Thus, we believe that a more rational way of process-
ing the entries of these approximatley 5,000 major importers would produce signifi-
cant productivity improvements and allow Customs to provide smaller or infrequent
importers with more specialized treatment. Also this approach to centralized proc-
essing can be accomplished without redeploying Customs' personnel as is often the
case in budgetary reductions.

Since our proposal does not change in any way the initial steps in securing the
release of merchandise and the filing of the entry, it does not affect Custom's inspec-
tion and enforcement responsibilities or the timely collection of import statistics.

Our proposal would establish an optional system designed to deal effectively with
large volumes of entries by maWr importers. As such, it would impose on the im-
porters that elect to use it a higher standard of performance than for those using
the existing procedure. This higher standard would be validated by Customs
through an expanded and more sophisticated use of audits. As a voluntary and al-
ternative procedure, no importers would be threatened or burdened by it. Moreover,
Customs would beable to deny its use by those importers who fail to perform to the
higher standards. On the other hand, nonusers of the periodic entry system would
have nothing to fear since present procedures would remain available, presumably
in the context of better resource balance within the Customs Service.

In response to our proposal, the Customs Service conducted a test of a very limit-
ed application of the account concept. For two volunteer test companies, 3M and
VolkswgeL of America, Customs assigned an account import specialist who served
in an advisor capacity to other Customs officials with regard to classification and
appraisement of the account companies' imports. The account import specialists
were the principal contacts with and for the companies but were given no furtherresonsbiltie toprocess their entries. The test, which ran from February through
December 1983, was important as a first step' but it was so modest that it cannot be
considered a valid indicator of the potential for significant productivity improve-
ments which we are confident would be achieved if our overall recommendations
were implemented.

To the extent that these account specialists were added, in an advisory capacity,
to the existing structure this naturally increased processing costs and did not fairly
test the productivity potential of the actual proposal. Up to now the Customs Serv-
ice has evidenced something les than enthusiasm for the system, as indicated by its
unwillingness to conduct a comprehensive and meaningful test of our total concept.

We will be glad to submit for the record a copy of the periodic merchandise entry
and duty payment proposal which the Joint Industry Group submitted to Customs.
We recommend that the Subcommittee lend its voice toward increasing productivity
in the C stoms Service by adopting, after appropriate tests, the periodic merchan-
dise entry and duty payment system proposed by the Joint Industry Group. We are
convinced that application of the system can increase productivity and improve the
administration of entry and clearance procedures in a manner which facilitates
commerce.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Changes in Country of Origin rules have many implications for trading oper-
ations, both da, to day and long term. Because of the importance of those implica-
tions, let me discuss the concerns of the Joint Industry Group with the actions of
the Customs Service respecting Country of Origin Rules.

On Aug 3, 1984, the Customs Service issued "interim" regulation amendments
(49 Fed. Re. 81248) effective September 7, 1984 which made unprecedented changes
in internationally accepted country-of-origin principles applying to textile and ap-
parel products. Aimed at "circumvention' of bilateral textile and apparel import
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quotas, there was no attempt to measure the costs of these regulara tory amend-
ments" in terms of immediate business operations or longer term economic impacts.

In an October 5 ruling, Customs announced its intention to apply theprinciples in
these textile regulations to all commodities for duty, marking, and all other pur-
pcses related to the importation of foreign-manufactured products into the United
States. Customs officials have reiterated this intention-notwithstanding the fact
that the vast majority of over 600 comments submitted in the rulemaking proceed-
ing by U.S. retailers, shippers, importers from a variety of industries, Members of
Congress, and foreign governments have vehemently opposed the regulations.

The Customs Service is seeking to change the rules for determining Country of
Origin in a manner that makes it impossible to examine the economic costs and
operational impacts of those changes.

The Courts have upheld the rig ht of the Customs Service to establish special
origin rules for textile quota merchandise under the authority to enforce bilateral
textile agreements. However, the Customs Service claims these same changes con-
form to Court rulings with respect to the principle of "substantial transformation".
We cannot agree with this reading of the statute and of the case law.

The Joint Industry Group is prepared to submit a listing case law to demonstrate
that the changes in regulation do not conform to court rulings, made recently or
made in the past. Moreover, the Court Decisions on the right of the Customs Service
to issue Rules for textile quota merchandise did not pass on the substance of those
rules under existing case law.

Because of what has transpired with respect to the regulation on Country of
Origin on imports of textile products and what Customs has indicated will transpire
with respect to the regulation on Country of Origin for all Customs purposes, we
feel there is a need for Congress to determine if a change in the law regarding
Country of Origin is required.

It is the position of the Joint Industry Group that the Customs Service should en-
force the traditional and well-recognized principle, extensively developed in case
law, that an article of commerce should be regarded as having originated in that
country where it was wholly grown, produced or manufactured. Or, in the case of an
article not wholly the growth, Droduct of manufacture of one country, the article
should be regarded as having originated f-i that country where it was last substan-
tially transformed.

The traditional criteria for determining whether transformation has been "sub-
stantial" is that the article must have been transformed to a new article of com-
merce having a different name, character and use. The Joint Industry Group under-
stands that departures from that fundamental principle may occur when articles
enter the United States under preferential tanif arrangements or when they are
subject to quantitative restrictions. It may well be that the special criteria estab-
lished for determining entry may require special rules governing preferential or dis-
criminatory access. The Joint Industry Group opposes applying such new criteria-
aimed at meeting the special problems of import quotas, export restraints or prefer-
ential tariffs-to the determination of country of origin for the purpose of ordinary
"MFN" trade. Further, it is the position of the Joint Industry Group that only Con-
gress can determine if changes should be made in the basic determination of Coun-
try of Origin. Therefore, we urge the Subcommittee to take the necessary steps to
instruct the Customs Ser,- - to withhold changes in its regulation until the Sub-
committee can make that judgment. This is particularly important in light of the
study of country rules of origin practices in all countries which is not being complet-
ed by the U.S. International Trade Commission.

OFFICE OF REGULATIONS AND RULINGS

The remarks with respect to amendments to the regulation on Country of Origin
determinations should not be interpreted as an attack on the Office of Regulations
and Rulings. Indeed, the Joint Industry Group reiterates its support of a strong, in-
dependent Office of Regulations and Rulings in Customs Headquarters to provide
uniform and objective interpretations of Customs laws for the business community.
We do not know what conclusions have been reached, if any, in a study that we
understand is being conducted within Customs to consider, among other options, the
transfer of the functions of that Office to the Office of Regional Counsel in New
York, in conjunction with a determination of whether Customs Headquarters have
been "over-lenient" in overruling decisions made in the field offices in the matter of
valuation and classification as well as penalties.

The international trade community is concerned that the atmosphere of enforce-
ment pervading the Customs Service, as evidenced by a number of public statements
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by Customs officials, could impinge upon the independence of the Office of Regula-
tions and Rulings in fulfilling its proper quasiudicial role.

Further, it has been the usual practice of local Customs officials, sanctioned by
Headquarters, to resolve doubts in favor of "protecting the revenue". On adminis-
trative review, however, Headquarters, at least in theory, has attempted to resolve
classification and value questions in accordance with existing law. In other words a
balanced approach to Customs administration. Any change in policy requiring an
aggressive support by legal reviewers of a parochial "Customs position" would be
contrary to fairem and equity, work against good relations w.th the entire import
community, substantially increase litigation, and result in increased costs for Cus-
toms administration and in hher consumer costs for imported products.

In terms of the existing budgetary situation the ORR staff has already been re-
duced substantially by size, by budget reductions and by attrition. A proposal to die-
perse these officials from Customs Headquarters to the Regional Counsel's office
would greatly diminish efforts to achieve and maintain uniformity of treatment of
duty assessments on imports, required by the Constitution.

The Joint Industry Group is concerned that further budgetary pressures will lead
to further temptation to diminish or bring to an end through relocation a strong
and independent Office of Regulations and Rulings. Therefore, we respectfully sug-
gest that the 1986 Customs Authorization Bill preclude chang in the status of the
Office of Regulations and Rulings without 90 days prior notice to and consultation
with the authorizing Committees in both Houses of the Congress.

On behalf of the Joint Industry Group I would like to renew our longstanding
offer to cooperate with the Subcommittee on Trade in terms of both its legislative
and oversight responsibilities in any way that we can be helpful.

Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Teofilo.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS N. TEOFILO, DIRECTOR OF TRADE DE.
VELOPMENT FOR THE PORT OF LONG BEACH, CA, ON BEHALF
OF THE LOS ANGELES ALLIANCE FOR EQUITABLE CUSTOMS
STAFFING, LOS ANGELES, CA
Mr. T1OzrO. Mr. Chairman, I am Tom Teofilo, director of trade

development for the Port of Long Beach, and I appear today on
behalf of the Los Angeles Alliance for Equitable Customs Staffm g,
a group which represents many parties in the international trade
community. With me is Jane Beseda, an international trade man-
ager for Coopers and Lybrand. She previously had 15 years of expe-
rience with the U.S. Customs Service in Los Angeles, and her com-
ments will be based on her personal observations as a customs
manager.

You will find a list of the members of our alliance on the at-
tached testimony packet. Thank you for allowing me this opportu-
nity to present our views of the alliance to this committee today.
The Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles in the San Pedro Bay
have been experiencing a phenomenal growth of cargo volume.
Just this last year, we saw a 46-percent increase in containerized
cargo through the Port of Long Beach alone. We are proud of our
capability to service the exporter and importer needs of the Los
Angeles basin, the Western States, and in growing proportions the
Midwest, Gulf, and East Coast through expanding intermodal capa-
bilities. Our growth far exceeds the national average as the Pacific
trade has taken over the lead from the Atlantic trade for the
United States in the last year.

In the past 5 years, the ports in the San Pedro Bay have had an
increased tonnage of 40 percent, while Customs entries have in-
creased 60 percent. This amounted to 643,000 formal entries in
fiscal year 1984. The Pacific rim has our focused attention, yet as
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we plan to continue to keep pace with this growth, we have been
extremely concerned that the U.S. Customs Service has failed to
recognize or meet the current needs in the San Pedro Harbor com-
plex.

As you know, the U.S. Customs collections for fiscal year 1984
equalled $12.5 billion. Of that, the Los Angeles Customs District
was responsible for collecting $2.1 billion or 17 percent of the total.
Yet the Los Angeles district presently has a staff of only 554,
equaling just 4 percent of the Service s average positions. In the
last year, we have logged more complaints from the trading com-
munity than ever before. The complaints concern delays in clearing
cargo, both quota and nonquota goods. We concur with industry ex-
perts who indicate that these delays are primarily caused by an in-
sufficient number of cargo inspectors and qualified import special-
ists. This statement is not new.

We have for many years noted the U.S. Customs Service has not
remedied this situation. We believe that the Los Angeles district di-
rector of customs has made every effort possible to meet the in-
creasing demand for service. We do not blame the individual cus-
toms inspectors for these delays. The inspectors that we have in
the Los Angeles district are some of the best in the Service. Their
productivity is the highest in the system, but there simply is just
not enough of them to meet the increasing volume chaleng
them at this time. We believe that more staff is needed in the Los
Angeles district to speed clearance of entries, quota clearances, and
cargo inspections. We believe that 150 additional positions are re-
quired to meet the present traffic demand in the district, and you
will note my attachment.

The increase in our traffic flow, plus the added factor of addition-
al quota restrictions this year, will add up to new levels of work-
load demand, and therefore, any use of historic measures of staff-
ing in the customs district must take this into account when the
Customs Service evaluates their staffing levels. Congress has estab-
lished new levels of import quota restrictions, and we expect a 400-
percent increase in the items requiring quota clearance through
the port this year.

The clearance of quota goods through the local district office
takes substantially longer than the clearance and release of non-
quota goods. Our present time to clear nonquota items through the
ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach has eroded to 5 to 7 days. On
the quota items, it is anywhere from 7 to 15 days. This is a dramat-
ic increase over the previous years and is a direct result of the re-
duction of customs clearance personnel, which has been document-
ed to have taken place in the Los Angeles district.

The Los Angeles area is alo a leader in high tech exports, and
the Customs Service has increased "exodus" operation sponsibil-
ities in this area as well. Our cargo projections indicated doubling
in import and export tonnage in the next 10 years. The Customs
Service is approaching the future properly through the study and
inauguration of computerized programs such as the Automated
Clearance System, the Automated Broker Interface, and the Auto-
mated Manifest System, and the alliance applauds Custo.ns' pro-
gressive thinking in this area and will certainly support the Cus-
toms Service wherever possible to implement these systems.
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However, the computerized structure of tomorrow is not helping
to meet the current traffic flow demands of today. We do not want
to see our present shippers divert their cargo elsewhere and there-
by lose the transportation efficiencies they have developed over the
past years. We urge your subcommittee to increase authorization
eve and thereby increase the number of Customs personnel in all

commercially oriented jobs: inspectors, import specialists, and cleri-
cal functions, to ensure sufficient staff to meet the present volume
of cargo flow through the Los Angeles district.

We also believe it is necessary to establish an annual system of
review in order to more equitably allocate resources to respond to
the growth of volume in the commercial trade. Finally, please let
me direct your attention to my written comments which also incor-
porate specific concerns of three major retailers that utilize the Los
Angeles and Long Beach gateway. They are Sears, J.C. Penney,
and Montgomery Ward. Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you all very much for your testimony.
[Mr. Teofilo's prepared statement follows:]

STATwENr sy THOMAS N. TEmo, REPRESE No T 1 Los ANoGizs ALuANCE FOR
EQurrABL CUSTOMS STAmNo

Mr. Chairman, I am Tom Teofilo, Director Of Trade Development for the Port of
L n Bech, and I appear today on behalf of The Los Angeles Alliance For FNuita-
ble Cstoms Stang ,a group which represents many parties in the international
trade community. With me is Jane Beseda, an International Trade Manager with
Coopers and Lybrand. She previously had 15 years of experience with the U.S. Cus-
toms Service in Los Angeles and her comments will be based on her personal obser-
vations as a Customs Manager. You will find a list of members attached to our testi-
mony packet. Thank you for allowing me this opportunity to present the views of
this alliance to this committee today.

The Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles in the San Pedro Bay have been experi-
encing a phenomenal growth in cargo volume. Just this last year we saw a 46% in-
crease n containerized cargo through the port of Long Beach alone. We are proud
of our capability to service the exporter/importer needs of the Los Angeles basin,
Western States and, in growing proportions, the Midwest, Gulf and East Coast
through expanding intermodal capabilities.

Our gwth far exceeds the national average as Pacific trade has taker' a lead
over Atlantic trade for the United States in the last vrear. In the past five years in
the Ports of The San Pedro Bay, import tonnage has increased 40%, while Customs
entries have increased 60%. This amounted to 643,000 formal entries in FY 1984.

The Pacific rim has our focused attention, yet as we plan to continue to keep pace
with this growth we have been extremely concerned that the U.S. Customs Service
has failed to recognize or meet the current needs in the San Pedro Harbor complex.
As you know, total U.S. Customs collections for fiscal 1984 equalled $12.5 billion. Of
that, the Los Angeles Customs District was responsible for collecting $2.1 billion or
17% of the total. Yet, the Los Angeles District presently has a staff of 554, equalling
just 4% of the service's average positions.

In the last year, we have logged more complaints from the trading community
than ever before. The complaints concern delays in clearing cargo, both quota and
non-quota goods. We concur with industry experts who indicate that these delays
are primarily caused by an insufficient number of cargo inspectors and qualified
import specialists. This statement is not new. We have for many years noted that
the U.S. Customs Service has not remedied this situation.

We believe that the Los Angeles District Director of Customs has made every
effort possible to meet the increasing demand for service.

We do not blame the individual customs inspectors for these delays. The inspec-
tors we have in the Los Angeles District are some of the best in the service. Their
productivity is the highest in the system. There simply are not enough of them to
meet the increasing volume challenging them now.

There appears to be an inequitable distribution of existing customs staff. We note
one comparison of 104 inspectors in the Los Angeles seaport compared to 500 in the
New York/Newark seaport district.
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We believe that more staff is needed in the Los Angeles District to speed clear-
ance of entries, quota cleaances and cargo inspections. We believe that 150 addition-
al positions are required to meet the present traffic demand in the district. (Please
see attachment F).

The increase in our traffic flow, plus the added factor of additional quota restric-
tions this year, will add up to new levels of workload demand and therefore, any use
of historic measures of staffing in the district must take this into account when the
Customs Service evaluates its staffing levels.

Congress has established new levels of import quota restrictions and we expect a
400% increase in items requiring quota clearance through the port this year. The
clearance of quota goods through the local district office takes substantially longer
than the clearance and release of non-quota goods, Our present time to clear non-
quota items through the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach has eroded to five to
seven days, and on the quota items, anywhere from seven to dfifteen days. This is a
dramatic increase over previous years and a direct result of the reduction of Cus-
toms clearance personnel which has been documented to have taken place in the
Los Angeles district.

The Los Angeles area is also a leader in "high-tech" exports and the Customs
service has increasing "EXODUS" operation responsibilities here as well.

Our cargo projections indicate a doubling in import and export tonnage in the
next 10 years: The U.S. Customs Service is approaching the future properly through
the study and inauguration of computerized programs such as Automated Clearance
System (ACS), Automated Broker Interface (ABI), and the Automated Manifest
System (AMS). The alliance applauds Customs' progressive thinking in this area
and will support the Customs service wherever possible to implement these systems.
However, the computerized structure of tomorrow is not helping to meet the current
traffic flow demands of today. We do not want to see our present shippers divert
their cargo elsewhere and thereby lose the transportation efficiencies they have de-
veloped over the past years.

We urge your subcommittee to increase authorization levels and thereby increase
the number of customs personnel in all commercially oriented jobs (inspectors,
import specalist and clerical function) to ensure sufficient staff to meet the present
volume of cargo flow through the Los Angeles district.

We also believe it necessary to establish an annual system of review in order to
more equitably allocate resources to respond to growth in the volume of commercial
trade.

Please let me direct your attention to my written comments which also incorpo-
rate the specific concerns of three major retailers that utilize the Long Beach/Los
Angeles gateway-Sears, J.C. Penney, and Montgomery Ward.

Thank you.
(Attachment Al

SEARS MERCHANDISE GROUP,
Chicago IL, February 1, 1985.

COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS,
US. Customs Service,
Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. COMMISIoZER: We welcome this opportunity to provide some input on
the concerns Sears, along with other affected parties in the community have regard-
ing the efficient and timely movement of cargo at the Ports of Long Beach/Long
Angeles.

We must commend the service in its aggressive commitment of resources to solv-
ing the many operational bottlenecks the public and service face day to day, by im-
plementation of the ACCEPT and ABI and myriad of other programs. We agree
with this approach, as it nut only addresses resource constraints, but also the swift
and prompt movement of cargo within the parameters established by U.S. Customs.

Within this overall scheme we do however find certain inconsistencies in the
timeliness of cargt clearance between various U.S. Customs ports. For example, our
experience indicates that it takes anywhere from 2 to 20 days to clear cargo at Los
Angeles with an average of 7 to 10 working days, compared to an average of I to 2
working days at the ports of New Orleans, Philadelphia and Boston. The signifi-
cance here is not so much on the numbers but the tremendous disparities between
ports. Specific facts and figures will be supplied upon request.

As importers who work directly with the Staff of U.S. Customs at Los Angeles,
and also through our brokers, A. J. Fritz & Co., we find a strong level of commit-
ment by U.S. Customs personnel at this port.
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To understand, therefore, the reasons for such delays, we raise the following ques-
tions t

(1) Is the allocation of Customs resource, Lo Angele versus other ports of simi-
lar volume, equitable?

(2) Is their any significant degree of difference between the mix of cargo, Los An-
geles versus other ports of similar volume?

(3) Is there a logistical problem in moving documents from one point to another to
obtain enral release of cargo in a manner consistent with such other ports?

We endorse the fact and figures being provided here today by the officials of the
Port of Long Beach, the brokerage community and others, to shed light on some of
the isues raised above.

It is our fervent hope that the service recognizes this tremendous cost burden onthe imnportin )ommunity at Lose Angeles, and addresses it in a manner consistent
with the levels of operation at other similar United States ports.

We would be more than happy to work with you directly, and through our bro-
kers, to help improve upon this situation.Sincerely, SUBASH AGARWAL, Director--Customs.

[A ttchment B1

SrATMurNT or Lzo F. McKWNNA, Los ANoEU/LONo BzACH CusoMus

I am Leo F. McKenna, director of transportation for Montgomery Ward, the sixth
largest retail chain, with annual sales of 6.5 billion dollars. I am responsible for
both domestic and international transportation operations. I have been involved in
transportation for 27 years.

Prior to 1983 our company imports were lees than 4 percent of our merchandise
purchases. This volume was basically handled through the Ports of Oakland, New
York and Baltimore. Consolidations and closings of distribution facilities together
with a major change in the handling of imports required the relocation of this activ-
ity. In addition to these major changes our import volume increased to a 15 percent
level of purchases.

The decision to move the Far East Port-of-Entry from Oakland to Los Angeles/
Long Beach was based on economics, service, and merchandise consumption of prod-
uct in the Los Angeles market.

1. The combination of international with domestic products provides a reduced
inland cost to move merchandise to our 18 major distribution centers throughout
theUnited States. (200 million pounds in 1984).

2. Ocean service to Los Angeles from Hong Kong, Korea, Japan and Taiwan is
excellent. Inland frequency to our 18 distribution points is greatly improved by the
domestic-international combination.

3. 15 percent our retail volume is consumed in Los Angeles, San Diego and Phoe-
nix. (36 of the 300 company stores).

All of the systems and operations set to handle 8,000 containers annually, have
worked well. However, our biggest disappointment was the increase in port clear-
ane time-6 days for non-quota and 12 days for quota.

The extended port clearance tends not only to cause port congestion (up to 175
containers in Los Angeles/Long Beach terminals), but merchandise delays, and to-
tall unaccepable pier detention ($650,000 in 1984).

Re ocean carriers and ports responded to our needs, but customs clearance
delays continue! With a continued strong dollar our volume of import shipments
will remain high. We need to improve customs clearance times. Although Long
Beach/Los Angeles are still our first choice, we are now conducting a study to deter-
mine the economic feasibility of moving to other port facilities.

We need more customs inspectors or a major productivity improvement.
Listed below are three examples of the type of delays we have encountered.
1. Lexa Maersk, container #XTRU 4914779, entry submitted 2/1/85, DAD Re-

ceived 2/12/85 (Customs requested sample)--1I days.
2. Ever Laurel, container #EISU 103467, entry submitted 1/28/85, DAD received

2/12/85, (Customs requested sample)-14 days.
3. Mossel Express, container #TOLU 2204392, entry submitted 2/4/85, DAD re-

ceived 2/12/85-8 days.
Here are some problems in the Los Angeles Customs District that have been iden-

tified by our international transportation manager:
1. Quota goods--Only four (4) clerks on the quota desk. This contributed to clear-

ance delays up to two weeks, as well as an excessive container demurrage.
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2. Delivery authorizations.--(DAD) a major time lapse between the accept site and
the pier.

3. Errors.-Entries that require resubmission get lost in the system. This happens
frequently. The system is not able to cope with exceptions.-

4. Location of inspectors.--Consignee should know when the inspector is available
to allow pick up and release in presence of an inspector, if necessary. Need location
of exam sites.

In conclusion, we believe the root of many problems and delays is a shortage of
qualified staff in the Los Angeles Customs District.

Montgomery Ward has made a commitment to Long Beach/Los Angeles. We sup-
port an effort to improve port clearance times. These improvements are critical as
80 percent of our imports now move through the Los Angeles Port-of-Entry.

We are anxious to know what steps will be taken to address our concern.
Thank you.

[Attachment C]

STATMEMT O J.C. PENNKY CO.
Congressman Roybal, Cong man Anderson and guests, I'm Steve Goldberg, at-

torney for J.C. Penney Co. With me today are C.T. Liang, our International Buying
Coordinator and Rick Rocco, who works-for our broker F.W. Myers.

J.C. Penney Co., has experienced a good working relationship with U.S. Customs
over many years. We have business with virtually every major port in the U.S. The
custom's personnel of the port of Los Angeles have made genuine and sincere efforts
to timely process shipments for entry and release from customs custody. Neverthe-
less, there have been major delays in releasing our merchandise from customs.

The great increase in import traffic entering the port of Los Angeles in the last
few years coupled with recent regulatory controls and the loss of many experienced
customs personnel, w/o adequate replacements, and no actual increases in person-
nel, have created a crises situation !or importers of foreign merchandise.

The standard for U.S. Customs to process a quota entry should be about six hours.
In reality all the other ports throughout the nation-and J.C. Penney transacts

business with virtually all of them-process quota entries within two to three days.
Our greatest concern with the Port of Los Angeles is the massive time delays that

we are experiencing in the processing of quota entries. The average processing for
J.C. Penney quota entries in Los Angeles in January was 9 days. Some of these en-
tries took 12 days from the date of submission to the date of clearance on the deliv-
ery authorization document. Additional delays of 6 to 7 days are experienced in
quota entries involving an initial reject.

Let me give you an example of a recent problem we encountered. A quota entry
submitted on December 31, 1984 was rejected on January 6, 1985. It was resubmit-
ted on January 7, 1985 and, apparently the entry was lost. A duplicate entry was
submitted on January 15, 1985 and was finally cleared on January 22, 1985-25
days from the date the merchandise arrived in the port.

There are two major factors which contribute to the delay problem:
1. The shortage of customs personnel to timely and properly process documenta-

tion.
2. The quota procedure involving the processing of the the entry through several

different departments: Quota desk, C.S.T., operations for computer input, cashier,
brokers box, and finally to the A.C.C.E.P.T. site.

What do these delays mean to J.C. Penney?
1. Additional outright costs in the form of unnecessary demurrage.
2. Cancellation of orders and loss of sales and unavailability of advertised mer-

chandise. Virtually all of our imported merchandise is seasonal apparel. There are
90 days in each season. If we lose 20 days because of Customs delays, we have lost
over one fifth of the season.

3. Additional costs of freight and warehouse handling on merchandise returned by
the store to buyer because of untimely receipt as a result of customs clearance
delays.

4. Finally, goods not received in time for the season are heavily marked down and
sent back to the store as closeout merchandise.

We want to continue doing business with the Port of Los Angeles and we realize
that the personnel are doing the best they can under difficult circumstances. We are
asking that this crises situation at this port's custom's operations be resolved as
quickly as possible by the federal government so that we can continue to do busi-
ness here in a better and more efficient manner.

Thank you.
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(Attachment Dl

PORT OF LONG BEACH INBOUND CARG-1980-90

r~TO k* ToW = CnraOPe

1979-. .............................................................................................................................. 2 23,781,673 "7,659,552
1980-81 ......................................... I.............. ................ ................................................... 2 20,32,875 2 8,154,955

19812 .......................................................................................................................... 2 28,484,304 10,676,996
198223 .............................................................................................................................. 2 28,034,225 ' 11,018,954
19-44 .............................................................................................................................. 33,230,169 15.825.359
Es 1mate 19 4 5 .............................................................................................................. 34.3-35.5 16.4-1.7
Esti ate 1985-86 ............................................................................................................... 36.6-37.7 18.2-19.5

m 1986-87 .............................................................................................................. 38.8-39.9 20.1-21.4
Es iate 198 - .............................................................................................................. 41.1-42.2 21.9-23.3
s m 198.-89 ............................................................................................................. 43.3-44.4 23.8-25.1
smate 1989-90 ............................................................................................................... 45.5-46.7 25.7-27.0

hdna h, WeA bWA 4Wn NA We mat/omNwzid mpe
'~- mull wm ba-acoal 2,10.6 pw*m or I cubc met., wbtedw pvW to VoW ge mrAW in Wec atime

[Attachment EJ

U.S. CUSTOMS SERVCE-REGIONAL STAFFING (CURRENT, JANUARY 1985) PACIFIC REGION

tIpSCIt O~sO stall Tow

Seattle .................................................................................................... 162 35 108 305
Potband ................................................................................................. 29 10 24 63
Sai Fr k o .......................................................................................... 150 42 159 351
Wm A eles ............................................................................................ 295 94 165 554
San sO p ............................................................................................... 248 13 59 320
HoeAk .................................... 101 8 57 166
o k ............................................................................................................................. .... . ......... ..................................... :...

"r041 ................................................. .......................................... 1,015 202 1,181 2,398

Lo m es pe rt of re&-,n staffn .. ... . . ...... ....... 29 46 14 23

(Attachment F]

THE LOS ANGELES ALLIANCE FOR EQUITABLE CUSTOMS STAFFING-ESTIMATE OF ADDITIONAL
PERSONNEL NEEDS-LOS ANGELES/LONG BEACH (COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS) FEB. 14, 1985

ko-
......................... 3 253................................................................................... 35 25 3

uota S opW m d .................................................................................... ........ 16 10 4
W c (so e p* ) ................................................ I ...................... .......... .. 18 0 3

Ct o ma t Sped " ....... ..........................................................................-. ................ 25 6 4
i .......................................................................................................................... o0 1

Tot ................................................................................................................ 94 4 1 15

To punn re y needed on Los k es/Long ea oes for comrca
dw t m .... I................................................... ........................................... .............. ................. ......................... 150

Senator DANFORTH. I just want to ask one question, and if you
could give me a succinct answer-we have unfortunately five more
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witnesses, and we hope to wrap up about 12:30. All of you being
experienced with the operation of the Customs Service, do you
think that it is operating as efficiently and as effectively now as it
was, say, 2 or 3 years ago?

Mr. PARSONS. In some respects, yes. In other respects, no. Yes to
the extent that they have made some progress in the streamlining
of some of the procedures and introducing new systems. But cer-
tainly no to the extent that they still nevertheless have a backlog
which is the result of further growth in imports and cutbacks in
manpower. In other words, they are streamlining their systems,
but have not been able to keep up with the increase in workload
mainly because of the cuts in manpower.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Kumm?
Mr. KUMM. I would say Customs is a very efficient, effective or-

ganization as it is trying within the Government constraints to
streamline their procedures to implement techniques similar to
U.S. business in the use of data processing techniques. I would say
that we have generally supported their activities in centralizing
some of the services that have been decentralized around the coun-
try because of the efficiencies-they now have the use of the com-
puter. There is a problem, however, in some of the adjustments
that they have made in the Offices of Regulations and Rulings,
which adversely affect good business planning.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Teofilo?
Mr. TEoinO. I will defer to Jane Beseda.
Ms. BESEDA. I was a former Customs employee for 15 years, and I

just left the Service in February. And my personal observation is
that the customs employees themselves think that they are operat-
ing less efficiently than they were 2 or 3 years ago, mainly because
of budget and staffing cuts. I think they all feel that they just can't
do the job-there is too much work and there are too few of them
to do it.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you. Senator Long?
Senator LONG. Let me just throw this question out for any of you

who might want to respond to it. At least one of the statements
here, and I suppose several of you, recommend that we provide
more money for this Customs activity. Now, in effect, one of the
witnesses said that he would recommend that it be appropriately
increased. Now, let me tell you as a member serving on the com-
mittee if you want us to increase the amount of money-and I am
one who would be interested in helping you if the case can be
made-I think that you need to tell us what amount. How much do
you think ought to be recommended? How much should it be in-
creased? I think you should be more specific because I think you
can see from the questions I have asked of previous witnesses
about the drugs, I think we ought to do more about the drug activi-
ty-about the inspection part. I "vould like to help you, but I don't
have the specifics. What figure would you recommend that it be in-
creased?

Mr. TEOFILO. Senator, if I may, as an attachment to my testimo-
ny-Attachment F-I outlined a breakdown of the types of person-
nel and the staff for Customs Service. As I indicated in my testimo-
ny, in the Los Angeles Customs District we seek to get 150 staff,
and we break it down by inspectors, quota operations clerks, etc.
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Senator LONG. That is nice for Los Angeles, but how about the
rest of them? Do you have a recommendation as to how much you
think should be provided across the entire United States?

Mr. TzOFILO. No, sir.
Senator LONG. I think you ought to give us that. Who is that who

is speaking for a whole bunch here? There is somebody talking for
the American Association of Exporters and Importers. Mr. Par-
sons? Mr. Parsons, can you give us a figure that you would recom-mend?

Mr. PARONS. I think in only one case did I say that an appropri-
ate amount should be restored, and that was actually in the case of
the budget for the U.S. Trade Representative's office, who still
have to finalize the international arrangements on the Harmonized
Code, and it appears that for some reason money for that purpose
was left out of their budget, and I think that that has been passive-
ly admitted by the representatives of the Trade Representative's
office. I am sure they know how much money was left out in error.
I don't know what the figure is, but the point I think we made was
that it must be a small amount anyway, but nevertheless very im-
portant and with the small budget which the Trade Representa-
tive's office has, it should not be difficult to determine what that
amount is and give it back to them.

Senator LONG. I want to help you, but I want you to make it easy
for me.

Mr. KuMM. Senator, I think, aside from the USTR proposal,
which I think is a very important one, I believe that the additional
money needed for the drug enforcement and policing, which I total-
ly support, we feel that through probably a private or a third-party
management study of what the Customs Service is doing with their
personnel might be helpful in reallocating some of their resources
so they can answer the needs of the Port of Los Angeles and the
other port3 where there is indeed an influx of entries. However, an-
other area that is very important, and it seems that it is stuck in
neutral right now, is the need to adopt the periodic entry systemwhich eliminates a great deal of duplication of effort. These are
things that can be done immediately within the budget, within
those required expenditures and appropriations that would have an
immediate payoff. I think the drug enforcement part of it is a very
serious matter, and possibly almost has to be handled separately.

Senator LONG. Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you all very much, and

Ms. Beseda, thank you.
The next panel is William Methenitis, on behalf of the North

Texas Commission, and James Moorin, Houston Customshouse
and Freight Forwarders Association. Mr. Methenitis, would you
begin, please?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. METHENITIS, ESQ., STRASBURGER &
PRICE, DALLAS, TX, ON BEHALF OF THE NORTH TEXAS COM-
MISSION
Mr. MVMrHNrrs. Mr. Chairman, it is our pleasure to be here

before the subcommittee this morning on behalf of just about ev-
erybody in North Texas who is involved in international trade. The

48-992 0 - 85 - 7
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press release announcing this hearing said that the subcommittee
is particularly interested in hearing about inspection services and
the Customs automation program, and we will give a few brief
comments on each. First about inspection services. We have a
severe personnel problem in the Dallas/Fort Worth area. Currently
we have 33 inspectors and four aides in the inspection and control
division and 11 import specialists and six entry personnel in the
classification and value division, and we also have assorted supervi-
sory personnel. This year it is anticipated that those people will be
responsible for over 68,000 formal entries and over 800,000 passen-
gers. That is an increase of 60 percent in cargo and 97 percent in
passerk.wer clearance in the last 4 years. During that same 4-year
period, we have had a net staff increase on that level of two people
and a net decrease on the administrative level. These people simple
cannot handle the load we have. Every day between 2 and 3 o'clock
the Customs cargo office closes down for the rest of the day so that
all the inspectors can be released to handle passengers.

Senator DANFORTH. Would you say that again, please?
Mr. Msrnirms. Some time between 2 and 3 o'clock every day,

the customs cargo clearance operation at DFW Airport shuts down
entirely-it is customs cargo clearance not only for air cargo but
also for ocean cargo that clears in Dallas/Fort Worth-because
every single inspector on the staff is needed to handle passengers
at the airport. Most of the importers and exporters in our area be-
lieve that we ought to have two shifts of cargo clearance handling
at the airport, where currently we have about two-thirds of a shift.
At the present rate of growth, cargo clearance is anticipated to be
a half-day operation at the world's fourth busiest airport in the
very near future. As an example, during the first 4 months of this
year alone, DFW Airport will receive all new cargo service from
Taipei as well as expanded passenger and cargo service from Paris,
London, Frankfurt, Madrid, Calgary, Edmonton, Toronto, Montre-
al, Japan, Hong Kong, Bangkok, and Malaysia. That is just in the
first 4 months of this year. We simply do not have the personnel to
handle the amount of cargo and the amount of passengers that
clear at the airport. In my prepared statement, I mention several
joint community and Customs projects that are currently going on
in Dallas/Fort Worth to make Customs personnel as efficient as
possible. In fact, we think we have one of the most personnel effi-
cient Customs offices in the country. There just aren't enough
people to go around, and even with automation and all the changes
that Customs is proposing, we cannot operate efficiently with the
amount of personnel that we have.

Senator BEN . How could you say what you just said here:
"In summary, North Texas fully supports Customs' program to
streamline and modernize"? They are talking about cutting out a
lot of people.

.Mr. METms sr. In the general automation program that they
are talking about, we-

Senator B rsTNS. Is that going to take care of it?
Mr. MmENrrm. No. We don't think that that will take care of

it. We do support their goals. We think automation is going to help,
and we are fully behind Customs in cutting down the amount of
paperwork through the automated processing. We are very much
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in support of that general concept. We are very interested in assist-
ing them to become as efficient as possible, but even with that
automated system, we don't believe that there are going to be
enough people to adequately handle the cargo and personnel clear-
ing in Dallas/Fort Worth.

Senator Buwa . All right. Mr. Mooring?
[Mr. Methenitis' prepared statement follows:]

STATUNr O W IuK M. Mxz nrs Airoaziy, SnmRABuwxGR & Pmcx, DAuAS,
TX, ON BzHmv OF T Norm TWWxA COMMON

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee and comment on
the experience of Dalas/Fort Worth with Customs' commercial and passenger entry
services, and express our excitement about the potential of Customs' Automated
Commercial System ("ACS"). Our community is strongly supportive of Customs'
goal of increased efficiency through modernization and automation. At the same
time, we believe it is imperative that Customs' planning and budgeting for the pro-
posed radical changes in commercial processing provide for (1) the input of users of
Customs services in designing the specifics of automated operations, and (2) person-
nel sufficient to process passengers and cargo as expeditiously as the system would
allow.

Community Involvement.-International Trade has recently become one of the pri-
mary components of the North Texas economy. Although our experiences with the
Customs Service are of relatively recent origin, the North Texas community has
clearly recognized the importance of the Customs Service to our future economic
growth. Local business and government have made a commitment to enhance Cus-
toms' ability to operate more efficiently so that cargo and passengers may be proc-
essed as rapidly as possible. The extent of our commitment is demonstrated by the
groups on whose behalf I am appearing today: the Cities and Chambers of Com-
merce of Dallas and Fort Worth, the DFW International Airport Board, the North
Texas Commission, which is comprised of 20 North Texas cities and 22 chambers of
commerce as well as area businesses, the Dallas Market Center, one of the nation's
largest trade centers and the nation's only continuous trade fair, and a host of trade
groups involved in international commerce-virtually all of North Texas is repre-
sented.

Dallas/Forth Worth has already been active in working with Customs tc reach
our mutual goal of an efficient entry system. Currently, five joint projects are un-
derway:

1. Customs Service Center.-The DEW Customs Service Center, scheduled to be
operational in 1986, consolidates all Customs functions at a single location. The
Service Center will provide for a more efficient use of Customs personnel, particu-
larly by centralizing inspections. The Service Center will also provide a greater
degree of automation than currently exists, including a broker interface which will
be compatible with ACS.

2. Automated Cargo Clearance System.-The Dallas/Fort Worth Airort Board
and a group of potential users is currently evaluating a port of Dallas/Fort Worth
automated commercial clearance system, modeled after the system currently oper-
ational in London. The ultimate goal is to have a user financed system which in-
cludes ACS, and is able to reduce time and expense for importers, exporters, and
Customs.

3. Paired. -Dallas/Fort Worth is currently involved in an experimental Customs
computer release system for goods brought into the Port of Houston called Port of
Arrival Immediate Release and Enforcement Determination ("PAIRED"). Under
PAIRED, computer entries are made in Dallas/Fort Worth for immediate release of
cargo in Houston, eliminating the need for in-bond shipment of those goods.

4. Red Door-Green Door.--Customs and the Dallas/Fort Worth International Air-
port have established a Red Door-Green Door passenger clearance for international
passengers, speeding the clearance of the passengers and reducing the number of
Customs inspectors necessary per flight.

5. FAST-A locally designed follow-up to Customs' ACCEPT program, the Facili-
tated All-Cargo Tracking ("FAST") system has made more Customs personnel avail-
able for on-line inspections.

Our community has invested a great amount of time and capital to increase the
efficiency of cargo and passenger clearance. We believe our focus has been compati-
ble with the Customs initiative for increased efficiency through automation, and we
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are excited about the potential for better service through a cooperative effort involv-
in ACS.

Refinement of AC9-Customs has stated that fiscal 1986 will be its year for re-
finement of ACS. As Customs changes its focus from the general theory to oper-
ational specifics, we believe the involvement of the users of ACS is essential.

To date, we are pleased with the form ACS has taken. The basic design seems
particularly responsive to nonstop air shipments, and generally responsive to ocean
cargo destined for Dallas/Fort Worth. The general release (and ultimately pre-clear-
ance) objective of ACS should allow 85-90% of goods destined for Dallas/Fort Worth
to move directly to importers without delay.

As the general design moves to specific refinements, our support becomes more
cautious. Our community is concerned about whether the system will operationally
address needs peculiar to the Dallas/Fort Worth inland port. Importers in our area,
for e example, are concerned with the inspection procedure for goods which do not
arrive by nonstop air shipment and are among those 10-15% of goods which are not"generally" released without inspection through ACS. At this point, it is apparently
undetermined whether or not there will be a procedure for entering and inspecting
those goods in Dallas/Fort Worth. Without such procedure, Dallas/Fort Worth im-
porters will be placed in the extremely undesirable position of being required to
have personnel available to send to Los Angeles or New York because goods have
been detained there for Inspection, and being required to deal with entry and valu-
ation problems at a district office thousands of miles away. This concern is ampli-
fied for air cargo users whose goods do not arrive by nonstop flights. Currently,
goods on direct flights move promptly to DFW under a permit to proceed or an in-
bond entry, never leaving the plane. Importers with time-critical air shipments are
concerned that under ACS some shipments may have to leave the plane-for inspec-
tion, and that last minute arrangements will have to be made to bring the goods to
DFW by another flight, completely unnecessary increase of time and expense.

The transition to ACS similarly concerns the Dallas/Fort Worth trade communi-
ty. We have already experienced some bugs in the PAIRED system. Fortunately,
PAIRED is a voluntary system, and when a procedural problem is found the goods
involved may be moved under the traditional in-bond system rather than delayed
until the problem is resolved. We believe a flexible ACS transition period which en-
courages use of the new system while not penalizing importers who "discover" bugs
is essential.

In response to our particular concerns relative to inland ports, we believe that
some type of permit to proceed p-ogram and limited in-bond movement of goods pro-
cedure may be in order. We are not, however, wed to any particular program, and
simply desire the opportunity to present our concerns to a Customs Service that is
committed to designing user responsive refinements to ACS. Customs plans and
budgeting should clearly state a concerted effort to work with users to consider the
potential effects of AC in the field, to explain tentative plans to users, and receive
comments on those tentative plans.

Personnel.--Our second concern with Customs' future plans is personnel. There is
a personnel shortage in Dallas/Fort Worth now, and we do not envision the system
improving, even with the addition of ACS. Currently at DFW, there are 33 ispec-
tors and 4 sides in the Inspection and Control Division, and 11 import specialists
and 6 entry personnel in the Classification and Value Division of Customs. This
year, it is anticipated that those personnel will be responsible for processing over
68,000 formal entries, and over 800,000 passengers. As a comparison, in 1981, 31 in-
spectors with 2 aides and 12 import specialists with 7 entry personnel were responsi-
ble for 42,601 formal entries and 406,247 passengers-an increase of 60% in cargo
clearance and 97% in passenger clearance handled by roughly the same number of
personnel.

The current passenger load is already hindering the clearance of cargo at DFW.
The Customs cargo processing system must be closed between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00
p.m. every day so that inspectors can process passengers.

International air service at DFW International Airport is expanding rapidly.
Iur the first four months of this year, DFW will receive new all-cargo service
from Taipei, as well as new and expanded passenger and cargo service from Paris,
London, Frankfurt, Madrid, Calgary, Edmonton, Toronto, Montreal, Japan, Hong-
kong, Bangkok, and Kuala Lumpur. It is likely that DFW will soon be designated as
the only nonstop gateway in the Sunbelt for service from Japan, and will receive
new direct service from major South America points. Without additional personnel,
it is likely that cargo clearance at the world's fourth busiest airport will be reduced
to a half day operation in the near future. This less-than-full-eervice cargo process-
ing continues even with Red Door-Green Door, PAIRED, ACCEPT, and FAST, and
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will continue with a Customs Service Center, and with ACS. There simply must be
personnel to run the system.

Conclusion-In summary, North Texas fully supports Customs' program to
streamline and modernize. In planning for modernization, Customs must be cogni-
zant of the ultimate goal, the expeditious processing of cargo and passengers. To
achieve this goal, Customs must commit its resources to obtain user input to insure
a user responsive ACS, and to provide sufficient personnel to maximize the oper-
ational benefits of the system.

STATEMENT OF JAMES MOORING, PRESIDENT, HOUSTON CUS-
TOMHOUSE BROKERS AND FREIGHT FORWARDERS ASSOCIA-
TION, HOUSTON, TX
Mr. MOORING. Thank you, Senator. I am James Mooring, Presi-

dent of the Houston Customhouse Brokers and Freight Forwarders
Association. Each of the people here, whom I would like to intro-
duce, have prepared a statement and respectively request that they
be included in the record. After listening to the gentleman from
Dallas and several of the Senators, there is no need to read most of
my speech because it would be a repeat of what you have already
covered. Next to me is Mr. Frank Ward, director of facilities and
services for the Houston Chamber of Commerce and the Houston
Economical Development Council.

The next gentleman is Mr. Alex Arroyos, president of Dynamic
Ocean Services International, who is a leading broker in handling
the direct dischare of steel, and I think it would be a good time to
mention that we ee with Mr. De Angelus' statement that theimport specialist is not needed prior to entry. The next gentleman
is Mr. Richard Leach. He is executive director of the Port of Hous-
ton Authority. Then, Mr. Ted Thorjussen, who is the president of
the West Gulf Maritime Association. He represents shipowners,
agents, and stevedores in the West Gulf area, which is from Lake
Charles, LA, through Texas.

All of us will be available for any questions. All of us express our
appreciation for the time you have given us here. One point that I
would like to cover in highlighting some of our statements is we
hear about appraisement centers and that they are not important
to the immediate flow of goods. This is absolutely incorrect. The ap-
praisement center possibly is even a misnomer.

The principal problem is not in appraisement of goods, which is
determining a value which can occur any time after the importa-
tion, but is one of the admissibility of the goods. This grows more
and more complicated each day. It is not a single function. It is not
a routine process. It is a judgment. It is decision, and it is adminis-
tration and management. The process of admissibility includes the
application of the regulations, policy and precedents on eath in-
stance of importation, but the flow of products and volume goods
through the Port of Houston, the administration of this situation
by long distance becomes virtually impossible.

I sometimes think that the people that make up these plans fail
to look at the geography. They are suggesting that the headquar-
ters for the district be moved to Dallas. Dallas is further from
Houston and certainly even further from Galveston, which is part
of the District of Houston, than New York is from Washington.
The geographic constraints are tremendous. Another point that we
hear is that Houston is not a growing port. Yes, Houston is a grow-
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ing port. Houston has suffered highly due to the international
problems. It is recovering from this. It is the eighth largest airport
in the United States, followed by Dallas and Atlanta.

The additional service coming in, just like at Dallas this yesr.
We have a good, solid business infrastructure that would be greatly
destroyed by moving the district from Houston. What we need is
more help, not less help. At this time, I wouid like to-because of
the constraints of time and the fact that many of the points have
been well covered by the Senators and other speakers-ask Mr.
Leach to summarize for us our statement, if that is permissible.

Mr. WARD. Before Mr. Leach speaks, Mr. Chairman, let me cor-
rect one thing for the record. When Mr. Mooring mentioned that
Houston was the eighth largest airport in the United States, he
was referring to international arrival and departing passengers,
followed by No. 9 Atlanta and No. 10 Dallas. That is a very impor-
tant point. Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Leach, we have some time problems. Did
you have in mind a full-length statement?

Mr. LEACH. No, sir. I just wanted to reiterate a few points.
Senator DANFORTH. All right.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD LEACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
PORT OF HOUSTON AUTHORITY, HOUSTON, TX

Mr. LEACH. I wanted to mention that Houston is an international
business center. The Port of Houston is the third largest port in
total tonnage in the United States and the largest port for interna-
tional water-borne trade volume. Houston is the Nation's fourth
largest city and a major center of international activity. There are
over 600 foreign corporations doing business in Houston, 68 inter-
national banks, and 54 consular offices, which make Houston a
focal point for international business in the Southwest United
States. It is essential that an international business center of this
magnitude have easy access to customs officials to expedite the
movement of import merchandise into the commerce of the United
States.

Senator DANFOaTH. Thank you, Mr. Leach. If you have more in
your statement, we would be happy to include that in the record.

Mr. LEACH. Thank you. I have submitted it for the record.
Senator DAmNFoRm. All right. Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Messrs. Mevring, Ward, Arroyos,

Leach, and Thorjussen follow:]
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CERTAIN PROPOSALS HAVE BEEN MADE FOR THE REORGANIZATION OF THE U. S.

CUSTOMS SERVICE FIEL ORGANIZATION IN ORDER TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY AND

REDUCE COSTS OF OPERATION. THESE CHANGES INCLUDE CONSOLIDATION OF

SEVERAL DISTRICTS, AND IN SOME CASES, RELOCATION OF DISTRICT HEAD-

QUARTERS LOCATED AT A PLACE OTHER THAN HOUSTON.

WE STRONGLY OBJECT TO THE LOCATION OF THE DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS

OUTSIDE HOUSTON. THE MOST PRACTICAL AND LOGICAL LOCATION OF THE

HEADQUARTERS OFFICE IS HOUSTON. DUE REFLECTION AND LOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

OF THE FACTS AND FLOW OF GOODS ILL LEAD TO THIS CONCLUSION FOR REASONS

OUTLINED BELOW. ALSO, WE FEEL OTHER PORTS MAY HAVE REASONS THAT JUSTIFY

A DISTRICT IN THEIR PORT.

IN ADDITION, THE UNIQUE SITUATION OF THE PORT OF HOUSTON REQUIRES THAT

THE EXPERTISE, ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS, AND MANAGERIAL SKILLS PROVIDED

BY THE OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT DIRECTOR BE IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE IN

HOUSTON. SUCH SERVICES PROVIDED AT LONG-DISTANCE WOULD BE DISASTROUS

TO THE OPERATION OF THE PORT OF HOUSTON.

THE VOLUME OF GOODS FLOWING THROUGH THE PORT OF HOUSTON WITH THE CORRESPOND-

ING NUMBER OF ENT.IES, DUTY COLLECTIONS, AND THE INHEENT PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED

WITH THIS MAGNITUDE OF BUSINESS NOT ONLY DICTATE THE NECESSITY AND PRACTICALITY

OF A DISTRICT AT HOUSTON BUT THE DUTY COLLECTIONS MAKE IT MORE THAN SELF

SUPPORTING.

Page 2
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FY84 COLLECTIONS $407.060.075
FY84 ENTRIES (MANUAL COUNT) 102,613

IN THE ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, THERE ARE SEVERAL UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE IMPORT/EXPORT FLOW THROUGH THE PORT OF HOUSTON THAT REQUIRES

THE IMIEDIATE ATTENTION OF IMPORT SPECIALIbTS, APPRAISALS, ADMINISTRATIVE

SKILLS AND DECISION-AKING AUTHORITY THAT WOULD NOT BE AVAILABLE IF

HEADQUARTERS WERE LOCATED IN ANOTHER AREA.

1. APPROXIMATELY 202 OF ALL STEEL IMPORTED INTO THE U.S. FLOWS THROUGH

THE PORT OF HOUSTON. F&:. EXAMPLE, AT THE TIME OF THE LIFTING OF THE EEC

STEEL EMBARGO, OVER 225,000 NET TONS OF EEC STEEL HAD BEEN UNLOADED DURING

THE EMBARGO PERIOD AND WAS STORED IN FREE TRADE ZONE AREAS OR IN BONDED

WAREHOUSES. THIS PRODUCT IS A HIGH-VOLUME IMPORT HERE AND THE ADMINISTRATION

OF THE CONTROLS IMPOSED BY THE CONGRESS AND THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH MAKE IT

EXTREMELY COMPLICATED. WITHOUT THE EXPERTISE AND ADMINISTRATION PROVIDED

BY A LOCAL DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS, THE SMOOTH FLOW OF THIS PRODUCT WOULD BE

COMPLETELY DISRUPTED. AT THE PRESENT TIME, NEGOTIATIONS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED

WITH THE 11 EEC NATIONS PLUS 4IX OTHER NON-EEC NATIONS. IN ADDITION,

NEGOTIATIONS ARE IN PROGRESS WITH AT LEAST FIVE OTHERS AND TALKS'LEADING

TO POSSIBLE NEGOTIATIONS WITH AT LEAST TWO MORE ARE IN PROGRESS. WITH THE

REQUIREMENTS, LICENSES AND OTHER COMPLICATED DOCUMENTATION THAT MUST BE PROVIDED

TO THE DISTRICT DIRECTOR, EVEN BEFORE ENTRY CAN BE FILED, REQUIRES A PRESENCE

AND AUTHORITY THAT COULD NOT BE PROVIDED FROM ANOTHER LOCALITY.

Page 3
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2. THIS LEADS TO AN EVEN MORE UNIQUE SITUATION IN HOUSTON

NOT PRESENT IN ANY OTHER PORT IN THE ENTIRE COUNTRY, AND THAT

IS THE FACT THAT THE HIGH VOLUME OF STEEL FLOWING THROUGH

HOUSTON IS ALMOST COMPLETELY ACCOMPLISHED BY DIRECT-DISCHARGE.

THIS MEANS THAT HOUSTON HAS MORE DIRECT-DISCHARGE OPERATIONS

THAN ALL OTHER PORTS COMBINED IN THE WHOLE COUNTRY. IN ORDER

TO MAKE A DIRECT-DISCHARGE, THE COMPLICATED PROCESS OF ENTRY

AND RELEASE MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE TIME THE SHIP DISCHARGES

ITS CARGO. THIS ENTIRE PVtOCEDURE WOULD BE COMPLETELY DISRUPTED

WITHOUT THE IMMEDIATE AND LOCAL AVAILABILITY OF THE IMPORT

SPECIALISTS. THE COSTS TO THE IMPORTERS AND TO THE PORT

OPERATION WOULD INCREASE PHENOMINALLY AND THE COMMERCIAL

INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY WOULD BE DESTROYED. THE NECESSITY

TO DISCHARGE THIS VOLUME OF STEEL ONTO THE DOCKS AND RELOAD ONTO

TRUCKS OR RAILCARS FOR REMOVAL WOULD CAUSE A CONGESTION AT THE

PORT NEVER EXPERIENCED BEFORE AND WOULD DISRUPT OTHER MOVEMENTS,

BOTH EXPORT AND IMPORT. AND, AT THIS TIME, THE U.S. CAN ILL

AFFORD ANY ACTIVITY WHICH WOULD ADVERSELY AFFECT ITS FLOW OF

EXPORTS AND FURTHER THREATEN OUR BALANCE OF PAYMENTS. IN ORDER

TO ACCOMPLISH THIS PRESENT EFFICIENT AND COST-REDUCING PROCEDURE,

THE EXPERTISE OF THE IMPORT SPECIALISTS AND OTHER SERVICES OF THE

DISTRICT DIRECTOR'S STAFF IS UTILIZED. IF THIS STAFF AND ITS

DIRECTION WERE REMOVED, THE DISRUPTIVE EFFECT WOULD ADVERSELY

EFFECT THE INDUSTRY AS WELL AS OTHER INDUSTRIES DEPENDANT ON

THESE IMPORTATIONS. COSTS WOULD BE GREATLY INCREASED, AFFECTING

EMPLOYMENT, HOUSTON'S COMPETATIVE POSITION, BE INFLATIONARY,

AND ADVERSELY INFLUENCE OUR PRESENT ECONOMIC RECOVERY BY

PAGE 4
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INCREASING PRICES.

3. ANOTHER FEATURE THAT MAKES THE PORT OF HOUSTON UNIQUE

IS THE LARGE CONCENTRATION OF THE PETRO-CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

IN THIS AREA. BETWEEN 25-30% OF ALL CHEMICAL IMPORTS INTO THE

U.S. FLOWS THROUGH THIS PORT, AND AT LEAST 1/3 OF ALL PETRO-

LEUM AND PETROLEUM.PRODUCTS IMPORTED ARRIVES IN THE HOUSTON

DISTRICr AREA. AS CUSTOMS IS CHARGED WITH THE FRONT-LINE,

HANDS-ON ADMINISTRATION OF THE REGULATIONS OF OTHER AGENCIES,

THE ABSENCE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OF A DISTRICT HEAD-

QUARTERS WOULD BURDEN THIS INDUSTRY WITH DELAYS, COMPLICATIONS,

AND COST INCREASES.

4. HOUSTON HAS ONLY RECENTLY INITIATED A COMPLETELY NEW

CONCEPT IN THE OPERATION OF A FREE TRADE ZONE. UNDER THIS

CONCEPT, RATHER THAN DESIGNATE ONE LARGE CONTIGUOUS AREA AS

A FTZ AND HAVE INDUSTRY LOCATE WITHIN THAT ZONE, SEVERAL DIFFERENT

AREAS HAVE BEEN DESIGNATED AS A PART OF THE OVERALL FTZ. IN

OTHER WORDS, THE FTZ WAS TAKEN TO THE INDUSTRY RATHER THAN

INDUSTRY BEING BROUGHT TO THE FTZ. THE EFFICIENCY AND COST

REDUCTION FEATURES OF SUCH A PLAN IS EASILY DISCERNABLE. IF

PROVEN SUCCESSFUL, THIS CONCEPT COULD REVOLUTIONIZE FTZ

OPERATIONS NOT ONLY IN THE U.S., BUT WORLD-WIDE. HOWEVER,

THIS CONCEPT IS STILL IN THE EXPERIMENTAL STAGE AND IS BEING

DEVELOPPED AND CHANGED AS NEEDS BECOME APPARENT. TO REMOVE THE

ADMINISTRATIVE OVERSIGHT AND DECISION-MAKING FUNCTION OF THE

DISTRICT WOULD JEOPARDIZE THIS EXPERIMENT TOWARD GREATER EFFICIENCY

AND COST-REDUCTION.

PAGE 5
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5. ANOTHER FACTOR CONTRIBUTING TO THE UNIQUE NATURi 0)1 TUf

PORT OF HOUSTON IS THE FACT THAT THE INFLUX OF ORIENTAL IMMIGRANTS

INTO THE HOUSTON AREA HAS CONTRIBUTED TO THE FLOW OF PRODUCTS

BY OCEAN TRAFFIC CULTURAL BACKGROUND DEMANDS FOODS, CLOTHING,

AND OTHER PRODUCTS NOT READILY AVAILABLE IN THIS COUNTRY.

THIS HAS RESULTED IN SHIPS DISCHARGING LARGER AND LARGER

VOLUMES OF FOOD PRODUCTS, TEXTILES, AND SIMILAR GOODS. THIS

PLACES HEAVY DEMANDS O1 CUSTOMS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE

REGULATIONS OF OTHER U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCIES OF LAWS IMPOSED

BY OUR CONGRESS. WITHOUT THE ADVANTAGES AFFORDED BY TH:E

ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS PROVIDED BY THE DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS,

THE PRESENT EFFICIENT FLOW OF THESE PRODUCTS WOULD BE HINDERED.

PAGE 6
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6. HOUSTON IS A GROWING PORT. IT IS THE LARGEST GULF rORT IMPORTER

OF AUTOMOBILES AND AUTOMOBILE PARTS. VOLKSWAGEN HAS ESTABLISHED A

FTZ AREA HERE FOR AUTOMOBILE ASSEMBLY, AND TOYOTA HAS EXPRESSED

INTEREST IN A SIMILAR ARRANGEMFNr. THE VALUE OF OCEAN BORNE ANTIQUES

HAS LEAD THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE TO DESIGNATE HOUSTON AS AN

AUTHORIZED PORT FOR THE IMPORTATION OF THESE PRODUCTS. AT THE

BEGINNING OF THE DECLINE OF THE PETRO-CHEMICAL ECONOMY, THE 
0
ORT

SUFFERED A DECLINE IN ACTIVITY, BUT ITS DIVEPSITY HAS CONTRIBUTED

TO ITS QUICK RECOVERY. IT MAINTAINS AN ATTRACTIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR

INDUSTRY, IS AGGRESSIVELY SEEKING MORE TRAFFIC THROUGH ITS

ADVERTISING AND TRADE MISSIONS TO OVERSEAS SHIPPING POINTS, IT IS

EFFICIENT AND THERE IS FULL SUPPORT FROM THE CIVIC AND BUSINESS

COMMUNITY. AS EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THIS CONTENTION, IT IS NOTED

THAT PRESENTLY THERE ARE 97 LICENSED CUSTOMSHOUSE BROKERS IN THE

PORT OF HOUSTON. THIS GROWTH AND DIVERSITY REQUIRES AN INCREASED

ATTENTION TO ITS REQUIREMENTS BY U.S. CUSTOMS, NOT A REDUCTION. NOT

ONLY IS THE IMMEDIATE PRESENCE OF THE IMPORT SPECIALISTS REQUIRED,

BUT-ALSO THE OTHER FUNCTIONS OF DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION SUCH AS

BONDED WAREHOUSING, IN-BOND MOVEMENTS, ENFORCEMENT AND ENTRY CONTROL.

IN ADDITION, THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR SUPERVISION IS AN EVER-

GROWING NEED. THIS LATTER WILL GROW SIGNIFICANTLY WITH THE OPENING

OF THE NEW CONVENTION CENTER IN THE NEAR FUTURE. AT THE PRESENT

TIME, THE PORT OF HOUSTON RANKS THIRD IN THE NATION. IT IS LUDICROUS

TO CONSIDER THAT THE NATION'S THIRD LARGEST PORT, AND EXPECTED TO

GROW TO RANK SECOND IN THE NEAR FUTURE, WOULD NOT ENJOY THE ADVANTAGE

OF A CUSTOMS DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS.

PAGE 7
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THE DIVERSITY OF PRODUCTS FLOWING THROUGH THE PORT PLACES A HEAVY

DEMAND ON THE CUSTOMS SERVICE. THE FLOW OF STEEL, PETRO-CHEMICALS,

AUTOMOBILES, FOODS, TEXTILES AND OTHER PRODUCTS REQUIRES CUSTOMS TO

BE EVER ALERT TO, NOT ONLY THEIR REGULATIONS, BUT THE ENFORCEMENT

OF THOSE REGULATIONS OF SUCH AGENCIES AS FOOD AND DRUG; FISH AND

WILDLIFE; AGRICULTURE; E.P.A.; D.O.T.; TOBACCO, ALCOHOL AND FIREARMS;

AND OTHERS. AND, AS CONGRESS CONTINUES TO IMPOSE MORE AND MORE

CONTROLS AND RESTRICTIONS, THE PROBLEM INCREASES RATHER THAN

DECREASES.

ADDITIONALLY, WHEN THE VOLUME OF GOODS MOVING THROUGH THE PORT OF

HOUSTON BY OCEAN VESSELS, COMMERCIAL AIRLINES, AIR CHARTER SERVICES

AND MOTOR FREIGHT AS COMPARED TO OTHER LOCATIONS, THE CONCLUSION MUST

BE REACHED THAT HOUSTON IS THE LOGICAL, MOST NEEDED, AN MOST

ECONOMICAL LOCATION OF A CUSTOMS DISTRICT.

THE NEEDS OF THE IMPORTING PUBLIC, AS WELL AS THE CONSUMING PUBLIC,

OUR ECONOMY AND OVERALL GOOD CAN BE BEST SERVED IN THIS WAY. OTHERWISE,

THERE WILL BE DELAYS IN THE MOVEMENT OF GOODS, INCREASED COSTS, LOSS

OF EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS AND ULTIMATELY, LOSS. OF BUSINESS.

IT WILL MEAN A MIGRATION OF INDUSTRY TO OTHER PORTS WHERE THEY CAN

BE BETTER SERVED. THERE WILL BE A LOSS OF CONVENTION BUSINESS DUE TO

INEFFICIENT CUSTOMS SERVICE. THERE WILL BE A DECREASE OF INBOUND

CARGO, RESULTING IN FEWER SHIPS CALLING AT THE PORT AND A RESULTANT

EFFECT ON OUTBOUND CARGO. IN THE PRESENT STATE OF OUR BALANCL-OF-

PAYMENTS, THIS COULD HAVE ECONOMICALLY DISASTEROUS EFFECTS TO THE

ENTIRE NATION.

PAGE 8
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EMPLOYMENT, SPENDABLE INCOME, FURTHER DISRUPTION OF THE LABOR MARKET

AND NECESSITY TO RELOCATE THE LABOR FORCE CAN RESULT FROM A DECLINE

IN PORT ACTIVITIES.

NOT ONLY DOES HOUSTON REQUIRE THE LOCATION OF THE FUNCTIONS OF THE

IMPORT SPECIALISTS AND OF APPRAISEMENT, BUT THE ENTIRE FUNCTIONS OF

A DISTRICT. THIS WOULD INCLUDE NOT ONLY THOSE FUNCTIONS ALREADY

CITED, BUT THE AREAS OF VISA CONTROLS, LICENSES AND CERTIFICATES,

COUNTRY-OF-ORIGIN MARKINGS AND LABELING, COUNTERVAILING DUTIES, ETC.

IN OTHER WORDS, HOUSTON REQUIRES THE ENTIRE FUNCTION OF A DISTRICT,

NOT JUST ENTRY AND APPRAISEMENT.

THE PRINCIPAL PROBLEM IS NOT IN THESE AREAS, BUT IN THAT OF

ADMISSIBILITY, WHICH GROWS MORE AND MORE COMPLICATED EACH DAY.

ADMISSIBILITY IS NOT JUST A SINGLE FUNCTION OR ROUTINE PROCESS.

IT IS JUDGEMENT, DECISION AND ADMINISTRATION. THIS IS NOT

ACCOMPLISHED BY A FEW IMPORT SPECIALISTS OR BY INSPECTION. THE

PROCESS OF ADMISSIBLITY INCLUDES APPLICATION CF REGULATION, POLICY

AND PRECEDENCE TO EACH INSTANCE OF IMPORTATION. THE GREATER THE

VOLUME, THE WIDER THE DIVERSIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCTS,

THE GREATER THE PROBLEMS BECOME. WITH THE FLOW OF PRODUCTS AND

VOLUME OF GOODS THROUGH THE PORT OF HOUSTON, THE ADMINISTRATION OF

THIS SITUATION BY LONG DISTANCE BECOMES A'VIRTUAL IMPOSSIBILITY.

PAGE 9
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AUflOIXZATIOK F0R THE
U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE

Testimony by Frank Ward, Director, the Houston Chamber of Camerce
before the Senate Finance Subcomittee on International Trade

wednesday, April 3, 1985, 9:50 a.m.
215 Dirk*en Senate Office Dildins. Washinton. D.C.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished Members, ladies and gentleman, as a Director

at the Houston Chamber of Commerce, a broad-bamd organization comprised of

more than 5,500 business and professional members in the Houston region, I

thank you for the opportunity to include this testimony. We are joined by the

Houston Economic Development Council whose primary purpose is to foster and

expand economic development and opportunity for the Houston region. A key

target of the Council's effort is the expansion of foreign trade. Houston Is

an international city . . . attracting foreign businessmeu and Investors,

trade and commerce through its international air terminals and the Port of

Houston. What happens to the U.S. Customs Service has impact on our City and

on our City's ability to handle the imense cargo volume that flows through

our area.

Houston Intercontinental Airport is the major international air cargo

gateway in the southern tier of the United States-only exceeded in

international air cargo volume by Miami on the southeast coast and Los Angeles

on the vest. Houston Intercontinental Airport is served internationally by

British Caledonian Airways, Air France, ILM, Royal Dutch Airlines, TACA,

SAHSA, Avianca, Aeromxico, Cargolux, Caribbean Air Cargo, VIASA and soon by

Lufthansa. All of these cArry air cargo in their aircraft lower decks and by

combination (coabi) air cargo and passenger aircraft. Additionally, Air

France and Cargolux provide ALL-CARGO service from and to Europe and the

Middle East using Houston as their collection and consolidation point. No
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other city across the southern tier of the United States has service near this

level. Houston is, in fact, synonymous with the movement of international air

cargo,

The Port of Houston Is by far the major generator nd receiver of cargo

on the Gulf Coast. The Port of Houston combined with Galveston and Corpus

Christi represent the major seaport access to Taxas and indeed to the

southwstern United States. Clearly, facilities of this magnitude are

sufficient to mandate the full and prime concern of the U.S. Customs in the

conduct of international business and world trade.

Houston, the second largest port City or point of entry in the United

States, clearly cannot be relegated to an inferior position.

Action presently contemplated by U.S. Customs to consolidate the Port of

Houston with another city would Impose undue negative impact on foreign trade

in Houston, the nation's fourth largest city, and hamper if not negate

Houston's newly created economic development plans. Houston is a city on the

move in International business and world trade. Fifty-five (55) foreign

governments have consular offices in Houston. Houston has fifty-four (54)

foreign bank representative offices, ranking Houston fourth in the top 10

cities with the most foreign banks represented. Twenty-five (25) Edge Act

Corporations chartered have Houston operations. Any action to slow down this

growth and forward aomentun would act to the detriment of Houston, Texas and

ultimately the U.S. balance of trade.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAl. TRADE BY
ALEXANDER G. ARROYOS, PRESIDENT DYNAMIC OCEAN SERVICES INTERNATIONAl, INC.

ThE PORT OF HOUSTON WHICH RANKS SECOND IN THE NATION IN THE HANDLING

OF FOREIGN CARGO IS ALSO THE NUMBER ONE PORT IN THE HANDLING OF OIL

RELATED CARGO.

IN 1984 THE HOUSTON CUSTOMS DISTRICT COLLECTED $407,060,075. IN CUSTOMS

DUTIES. OF 46 CUSTOMS DISTRICTS, ONLY EIGHT DISTRICTS COLLECTED

MORE DUTIES THAN THE HOUSTON CUSTOMS DISTRICT.

IN 1984 THE HOUSTON CUSTOMS DISTRICT HANDLED 102,613 CONSUMPTION

ENTRIES. ONLY 16 DISTRICTS HANDLED MORE CONSUMPTION ENTRIES

THAN THE HOUSTON CUSTOMS DISTRICT. OF THESE 16 DISTRICTS, FOUR

ARE BORDER CROSSINGS WHERE A CONSUMPTION ENTRY IS REQUIRED FOR EACH

TRUCK OR RAILCAR. OF THE 102,613 CONSUMPTION ENTRIES HANDLED

BY THE HOUSTON CUSTOMS DIStRICT, MOST COVERED LARGE TONNAGE AND

WITH SEVERAL OCEAN BILLS OF LADING INVOLVED AND CONSISTED OF VARIOUS

ITEMS WITH IIULTIPLE CLASSIFICATIONS.

AT THE PORT OF HOUSTON THERE ARE OVER 100 CUSTOMS BROKERS. DURING

A NORMAL DAY WE NEED TO CONSULT WITH VARIOUS PERSONS AT THE HOUSTON

CUSTOMS DISTRICT. IT IS NOT UNCOIMON FOR A CUSTOMS COMMODITY

SPECIALIST TO RECEIVE AS KANY AS TEN TELEPHONE CALLS OR PERSONAL

VISITS BY CUSTOMS BROKERS OR IFORTERS DURING THE PERIOD OF AN HOUR.

THE PORT OF HOUSTON RANKS AS THE TOP PORT IN THE NATION IN THE HANDLING

OF IMPORTED STEEL WHICH IS DISCHARGED DIRECT FROM SHIP-TO-TRUCKS.

IMPORTED STEEL FROM THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC COUNTRIES)

REQUIRE AN EXPORT CERTIFICATE FROM THE EXPORTING COUNTRY. AFTER WE

PREPARE THE CUSTOMS ENTRY DOCUMENTS, WE MUST PRESENT THEN TO THE

COMMODITY SPECIALIST AT THE CUSTOMS DISTRICT OFFICE FOR REVIEW AND

VERIFICATION OF THE EXPORT CERTIFICATE. AFTER THAT REVIEW, WE
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PRESENT THE DOCUMENTS AT THE CUSTOMS LARGE OFY E FOR INPUT INTO

THE COMP!'TER. AFE RELEASE Of THE CARGO, THE DOCUMENTS ARE

AGAIN PRESENTED TO THE CUSTOMS DISTRICT OFFICE FOR FINAL REVI&U BY

THE COiMODITY SPECIALIST. PRESENTLY THE COMODITY SPECIALIST IS

HANDLING APPROXIMATELY 150 ENTRIES IN THIS. MANNER. MOST RECENTLY

OTHER COUNTRIES HAVE BEEN ADDED TO THE LIST OF L.,OIkilES 3r&IRING

EXPORT CERTIFICATES FOR STEEL TUwjLR Goo6s IMPORtTED INTO TILE UNITED

STATES. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT JAPAN AND KOREA WILL BE ADDED TO

THAT LIST. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT EVENTUALLY "BETWEEN 800 AND 900

CONSUMPTION ENTRIES OF STEEL TUBULAR GOODS WILL REQUIRE THIS TYPE OV

HANDLING. THESE ENTRIES AVERAGE ABOUT 500 TONS PER ENTRY.

DURING 1984 THE PORT OF HOUSTON ALONE HANDLED 3,511,173 TONS OF IM-

PORTED STEEL AND 51,129 TONS OF EXPORTED. STEEL. ALMOST 100% OF TiS

STEEL WAS DISCHARGED FROM SHIP-TO-TRUCK, RAILCAR, OR BARGE. OR IN

THE CASE OF EXPORT, FROM TRUCK-TO-SHIP. THIS TYPE OF.HANDLING

SAVES THE IMPORTER OR EXPORTER OVER $18.00 PER TON. MOST IMPORTANTIT

WOULD BE PARALIZED IF EVEN A SMdL PORTION OF THIS TONNAGE WERE DIS-

CHARGED ONTO THE DOCKS. THERE IS NOT ENOUGH ROOM TO ACCOMMODATED

EVEN A SMALL PART OF THIS TONNAGE ON THE DOCKS. .

THE QUICK AND EFFECIENT FLOW OF DOCUMENTS FHUGI THE CUSTOMS DISTRICT

OFFICE IS A MUST IN TILE HANDLING OF IMPORTED STEEL THROUGH THE PORT OF

HOUSTON.

HOUSTON IS ALSO FAST BECOMING AN IMPORTANT PORC IN THE HADLING OF

FOODSTUFF AND TEXTILES. THESE ITIS ALSO REQUIRE VERY DETAILED

HANDLING WITH THE CUSTOMS DISTRICT OFFICE.

THE PORT OF HOUSTON NOT ONLY DESERVES TO KEEP IT'S CUSTOMS DISTRICT

OFFICE, BUT IT MUST KEEP IT IN O:DER TO CONTINUE TO OPERATE EFFECIENTLY

AND PROPERLY SERVE IT'S CUSTOMERS.
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STATEMENT BY RICHARD P. LEACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PORT OF HOUSTON AUTHORITY

The Customs Services' current plan for restructuring its

district offices is reported to include the consolidation of the Houston

and Port Arthur districts into Dallas. The Port of Houston is strongly

opposed to this move and feels it would put unnecessary and unreasonable

burdens on the Import community and the international business sector of

the Vexas Gulf Cbast Region.

Houston is an international business center. The Port of

Houston is the third largest port in total tonnage in the United States

and the largest port -in international waterborne trade volume.. Houston

is the nation's fourth largest city and a major center of international

activity. There are over 600 foreign corporations doing business in

Houston: 63 international banks and 54 consular offices make Houston a

focal po~nt for international business in the Southwest United States.

It io essential that an international business center of this magnitude

have easy access to Customs officials to expedite the movement of import

merchandise into the coerce of the United States.

Houston is a central point for Customs activities in the Texas

Gulf Coast. The,Customs' port at Houston includes the Port of Houston,

Houston Intercontinental Airport, and the ports of Freeport, Texas City,

and Galveston. In the fiscal year 1984, Houston's entry volume was

twice as large as the volume at Dallas, and its collections wee four

times as great. It would seem that any consolidation would logically

move the Dallas and Port Arthur districts into Houston. Houston's central

location would reduce travel for Customs personnel and make Customs

personnel available locally to the majority of importers. This necessity

for easy access is more important because of the broad range of

commodities, including quota merchandise, that enters at the Houston

Customs' port. This is further amplified by the fact that the Houston

area is at the forefront of new technology and may require expeditious

classification of hightech imports in the future.

The Port of Houston has historically worked very closely with

Customs officials at both the local and national levels. Houston was the

leader in the implementation of the Model Seaport Program and the ACCEPT
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Proegrm. The Fort of Houston continues ife leadership in development and

implAkatation of the Automated Commercial System, which Customs has

decided to inlpmeat. This leadership role in Implementing new programs

involving U.S. Customs hea required, and will continue to require, close

cooperation and close proximity with CLitoms officials in order to

achieve the goals of U.S. buotoms.

The Port of Houston Authority 16 the granted of U.S. Foreign

Trade Zone No. 84. This innovative foreign ttade zone Is the largest

mlti-site zone in the United States comprising over thirty separate

sites located throughout Harris County. The sone is exzp.cted to double

in size in 1985, and have three tines as iy sit.as by the end of 1987.

The Federal Statutes state "the District Directoz of Customs in whose

district the zone is located shall; in addition to his duties as District

Director of Customs, be in local charge of.the zone as the Resident

Representative of the Foreign Trade Zone Board." The complexity and size

of this multi-site zone makes it essential that tomuniations with the

District Director be as easy as possible to facilitate compliance with

Customs procedures.

In addition to the Houston Foretef Tride Zone, there are over

eighty bonded warehouses located in the'.Hoqitpn metropolitan area.

Further, there are many bonded warehouses'in Galveston, Freeport 4and Corpus

Christi that are monitored by the District Customs Office. In contrast,

the Dallas-Ft. Worth metroplex has t single Foreign Trade Zone Warehouse

at DFW International Airport and eight bonded warehouses.

In conclusion, it'sems inconceivbiae to me that the U.S. Customs

Service would propose to consolidate one ofstheir larges't,most complex, and

most active district offices into a substantially smaller location. The

needs of international comerce and the U.S. Customs Service would seem

to dictate that Houston rain the district office by virtue of its size

and complexity as a pdrt'of entry. It "is difficl to rationalize this

proposal by U.S. Customs to consolidate a very large and *ctive district*

office into a much smaller office( This is particularly truJ when Customs

is reputed to be planning to maintn district'offices ,i! such places'as

Cleveland, Philadelphia and Spvannah. The Port of Houston Authority vould

urge the Subcomittee on International Trade to direct the U.S. Customp

Service to reconsider their planned consolidation in view of the fore-

going.

I would like to thank the Chairman and Members of the Sub-

com ittee on Internatio l TrAde for the opportuntty to present this

statement.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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COMMENTS BY TED THODJUSSEN, PRESIDENT, WEST GULF MARITIME AssocIATION

I AM TED THORJUSSEN, PRESIDENT OF THE WEST GULF MARITIME

ASSOCIATION. THE WEST GULF MARITIME ASSOCIATION IS COMPRISED OF

sEVENTY-TWO (72) MEMBER COMPANIES ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN THE MARITIME

INDUSTRY IN ALL THE TEXAS PORTS AND THE PORT OF LAKE CHARLES,

LnUISIANA. O(UR MEMBERS ARE SHIP OWNERS, SHIP AGENTS AND STEVEDORES

WHICH REPRESENT MORE THAN FIVE HUNDRED (50) DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN

PRINCIPALS ACTING FOR THOUSANDS OF VESSELS CALLING AT OUR PORTS EVERY

YEAR.

WE UNDERSTAND THAT THE U. S. CUSTOMS SERVICE, IN THEIR FY 96

APPROPRIATIONS REQUEST, HAS PROPOSED TO CONSOLIDATE THE HOUSTON AND THE

PORT ARTHUR CUSTOMS DISTRICTS INTO THE DALLAS DISTRICT. WE FURTHER

UNDERSTAND THIS WOULD ALSO MOVE THE APPRAISAL CENTER (IMPORT

SPECIALISTS) FROM HOUSTON TO DALLAS.

THE WEST GULF MARITIME ASSOCIATION OPPOSES THIS CONSOLIDATION IN

THE STRONGEST POSSIBLE WAY SINCE IT WILL HAVE A DEFINITE AND DISTiNCT

DETRIMENTAL IMPACT ON THE MARITIME INDUSTRY AND THE IMPORTING

COMMIINITY, AND WE FRANKLY DO NOT BELIEVE CONSOLIDATION PER SE WILL

RESULT IN ANY WORTHWHILE SAVINGS TO THE CUSTOMS SERVICE. IF THERE ARE

POSIT,.5..IX BOTH DISTRICTS THAT ARE EITHER OVERLAPPING, OR NOT FULLY

UTILIZED, CONSOLIDATION SHOULD BE DONE WITHIN THE DISTRICTS. CERTAINLY
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BOTH DISTRICTS ARE LARGE ENOIIGH TO KEEP TOP LEVEL MANAGEMENT FULLY

OCCtJPIED IF STRUCTURED EFFICIENTLY INTERNALLY-

IHE FORT OF HOUSTON IS THE MAJOR SEAPORT IN THE STATE OF TEXAS,

AND HAS FOR SEVERAL OF THE IIIEDIATE PAST YEARS BEEN THE LEADING, OR

ONE OF THE LEADING, SEAPORTS IN THE NATION IN INTERNATIONAL WATERBORNE

COMMERCE. ANY ACTION THAT WILL REDrICE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CUSTOiS

SERVICE FROM THE PRESENT LEVEL CANNOT BE TOLERATED. CONSOLIDATION

WOULD, IN EFFECT, REMOVE THE MANAGEMENT TEAM FROM THE SEAPORTS. THE

AFFECT WOULD BE A SLOW DOWN IN THE HANDLING AND OPERATION OF VESSELS

AND A SLOW DOWN IN THE MOVEMENT OF CARGO. SINCE MANAGEMENT IS

GENERALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EFFICENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY OF AN

OPERATION, THERE IS NO DOUBT A SLOW DOWN WILL OCCUR VOHEN FACET) WITH

OTHER THAN ROUTINE TRANSACTIONS. THOSE OF US THAT ARE PART OF

MANAGEMENT CERTAINLY LIKE TO THINK WE CONTRIBUTE TO A SMOOTH

OPERATION.

DUE TO THE UNQUESTIONED IMPORTANCE OF THE PORT OF HOUSTON, TO THE

CITY OF HOUSTON, TO HARRIS COUNTY, AND THE COMMUNITY IN GENERAL, WE

WANT TO VOICE OUR CONCERN AND LODGE OUR PROTEST IN THE STRONGEST

POSSIBLE TERMS.
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WE ARE, HOWEVER, NOT ONLY CONCERNED WITH THE PORT OF HOUSTON IN

THIS RESPECT. As PROPOSED BY THE CUSTOMS SERVICE, \THE CONSOLIDATION

WOULD INCLUDE THE PORT ARTHUR DISTRICT WHICH CONSIST OF THE PORTS OF

BEAULEONT, PORT ARTHUR AND ORANGE. FURTHER, THE HOUSTON CUSTOMS

DISTRICT ENCOMPASSES THE PORTS OF GALVESTON, TEXAS CITY, FREEPORT ANn

CORPUS CHRISTI. THESE PORTS COMBINED COULD MATCH IN IMPORTANCE ANY

PORT, ANY WHERE AT ANY TIME, AND THEY MST NOT BE ALLOWED TO BE LEFT

WITHOUT PROPER MANAGEMENT AND ATTENTION BY THE CUSTOMS SERVICE.

THE ARGUMENT, SHOULD IT BE PUT FORTH BY THE CUSTOMS SERVICE, THAT

SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY WILL NOT BE AFFECTED, REDUCED OR DIMINISHED

AFTER SUCH CONSOLIDATION, IS NOT ACCEPTABLE AND NOT FACTUAL. THERE IS

NO SUBSTITUTE FOR PERSONAL CONTACT AND CONSULTATION WHEN PROBLEMS

ARISE. FOR THE MARITIME INDUSTRY AND THE TRADE COfI1NITY IN THE TEXAS

PORTS, WHICH IS THE LEADING STATE IN THE NATION IN WATERBORNE COIMERCE,

HAVING TO GO TO DALLAS, SOME 240 MILES INLAND, TO DISCUSS AND RESOLVE

THEIR PROBLEMS IS NOTHING SHORT OF ABSURD.

IN lqR, 102,430 ENTRIES WERE FILED IN HOUSTON VS 61,723 IN

IIALLAS. THE VALUE OF THE IMPORT MERCHANDISE, HOWEVER, WAS 20.3 BILLION

IN HOUSTON VS 1.5 BILLION IN DALLAS, AND DUTY COLLECTED BY THE CUSTOM
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SERVICE WAS 407.1 miLLION IN HOUSTON VS 107.8 IN I.LAs. HousTo HAS

U6 iSPEcrOms Am 29 IMPORT SPECIALISTS, WHILE DALLAS HAS 43
INSPECTORS AND 11 ImOr SPECIALSTS. THE DOLLA VOLUME o'm IN VALUE

AND IN COLLECTIONS LEAVES o DOUT AS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF COIWECE AIN

THE VOLUME OF CARGO THAT FLOWS THROUGH HOUSTON. IT SHIRD BE POINTED

OUT THAT THE MERCHANDISE 'WHICH REQUIRES TIME CONSUMING ATTENTION BY THE

IMPORT SPECIALISTS, SUCH AS STEEL PRODUCTS, AUTOS AND ORIENTAL FOOD

STUFFS, ARE NOT ONLY COYO COMMODITIES IN HOUSTON BUT COMMODITIES THAT

MOVE IN HEAVY VOLUME. THESE COMMlODITIES, DUE TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE

COMPLICATED AND TIME CONSUMING TO PROCESS BY THE IMPORT SPECIALISTS,

EXPLAIN IN PART WHAT MAY APPEAR TO BE A DISPARITY IN THE NUMBER OF

ENTRIES HANDLED.

THF FLOW OF COMgqERCE IS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE TO ANY AND ALL

m.'dNCES. ANY DETERIORATION IN HANDLING AND CLEARANCE PROCEDURES CAN

NOT CWLY CHANGE DIRECTIONS OUT OF STATE MUT EVEN TO ANOTHER COAST. IHE

CUSTOMS SERVICE IS NOT INTENDED TO BE INFLUENTIAL IN DIRECTING COMMERCE

IN THIS MANNER.

THE FACT THAT DALLAS IS, FOR ALL PRACTICAL PURPOSES, STRICTLY AN
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AIRPORT OPERATION, AND THAT HOUSTON IS PREDOMINANTLY A SEAPORT

OPERATION, SHOULD IN ITSELF BE THE STRONGEST ARGUMENT FOR KEEPING THE

APPRAISAL CENTERS IN THEIR RESPECTIVE CITIES WHERE THEIR SERVICES ARE

PERFORMED AND NEEDED. THE EXPERTISE REQUIRED IN HANDLING AND

EVALUATING THE COMIODITIES ROUTINELY PROCESSED AT AN AIRPORT OPERATION

VS A SEAPORT OPERATION ARE TOTALLY DIFFERENT.

FURTHER, THE HOUSTON CUSTOMS DISTRICT HAS OVER THE YEARS BEEN A

FURTILE FEEDING GROUND FOR NEW IDEAS AND CONCEPTS. MANY TEST PROGRAMS

WERE STARTED AND DEVELOPED IN HOUSTON THAT HAVE LATER BEEN IMPLEMENTED

NATIONWIDE. AS AN EXAPiLE, WE CAN MENTION THE ACCEPT PROGRAM AND THE

MODEL SEAPORT PROGRAM. BOTH THESE PILOT PROGRAMS WERE INITIALLY TESTED

AND IIPLEMENTED IN THE HOUSTON DISTRICT AND ARE NOW BEING USED

NATIONWIDE AS PART OF THE CUSTOMS SERVICE'S EFFORT TO MODERNIZE THEIR

OPERATION AND DEVELOP THE AUTOMATED COMMERCIAL SYsTEm. THE DEVELOPMENT

OF SUCH PROGRAMS HAS BEEN MADE POSSIBLE DUE TO THE GOOD WORKING

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CUSTOMS MANAGEMENT ON THE LOCAL LEVEL AND THE

INDUSTRY WHICH THEY SERVE. WE NEED THIS RELATIONSHIP TO CONTINE AND

WE NEED ACCESS TO LOCAL CUSTOMS MANAGEMENT, NOT ONLY FOR OUR OWN

BENEFIT, BUT FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL INVOLVED IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
S,
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THE LOSS TO HOUSTON, AM THE OTHER TEXAS PORT CITIES, AND THE

COMMIJNITIES THEY SERVE, IF EITHER THE DISTR DIRECTOR., THE APPRAISAL

CENTER, OR THE MANAEENT TEAM WAS REMOVED FROM THE SEAPORT LOCATIONS

WHICH THEY SERVE, WOULD BE REAL, AND DEVASTING CONSEQUENCES CAN BE

EXPECTED TO THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMUNITY WITH RIPPLE EFFECTS

SPREADING THROUGHOUT THE STATE.

WE SUBMIT THE PROPOSAL TO MERGE THE HOUSTON AND PORT ARTHUR

CUSTOMS DISTRICTS INTO THE DALLAS DISTRICT IS OT IN THF BEST INTEREST

OF THE UNITED STATES, AND CERTAINLY NOT IN THE REST INTERESTS OF THE

STATE OF TEXAS. WE FURTHER SUBMIT THAT ANY SAVINGS EXPERIENCED BY THE

CUSTOMS SERVICE FROM CONSOLIDATING TWO LARGE DISTRICTS WILL BE NOMINAL,

IF ANY AT ALL. HE ADDED COST., AND AT BEST INCONVENIENCE TO BUSINESS

AND COMMERCE WOULD BE SUBSTANTIAL. SUCH CONSOLIDATION WOULD IMPEDE THE

FLOW OF COMMERCE THROIJG. THE MAJOR PORTS IN TEXAS, WHICH ARE ALSO AMONG

THE TOP 10 PORTS IN THE NATION, AND BE DETRIMENTAL TO THE MARITIME

INDUSTRY AND THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE COtMUNITY.

WE URGE YOU TO MAKE SURE THIS DOES NOT HAPPEN.
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Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen?
Senator Bzrmm. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. What

functions does a district director perform? What will Houston lose
if the district director moved to Dallas?

Mr. MOORING. The first thing we lose is the management team
that makes the wheels turn.

Senator BEN N. All right, but he says that doesn't make any
difference, that you can have it done just as well from Dallas.

Mr. MOORING. I don't think it can be done from Dallas, when you
consider that you have port directors now at the Houston airport,
the Houston seaport, I think Port Arthur may be included here,
Shreveport, Galveston-who is managing these people? The same
person who is managing all of Dallas?

Senator BENSEN. I will tell you what is incredible to me. I
strongly opposed moving the Dallas district office to Houston. I
thought that was wrong, and yet I look at the reverse situation of
merging an even larger port in Houston than you have in Dallas. If
it didn't make any sense to move Dallas to Houston, I don't under-
stand the reverse. You are certainly right about the distances that
are involved.

Mr. WARD. Senator Bentsen, let me say something. You know
and I am sure that the rest of the members of your subcommittee
know that Houston and Dallas are two separate markets. They
have their needs; we have our needs. We are not fighting against
their needs. You can't do business by long-distance telephone. Busi-
ness is conducted on a one-to-one basis, eyeball-to-eyeball. Houston
is a much larger port. We need a district there, and we need the
instant communication. It is just that simple.

Senator BETrsEN. You know, just because you have more district
offices in one State-here two of the largest cities in the United
States, two of the most major ports in the United States, you are
trying to treat Texas like Delaware.

Mr. WARD. Well, Delaware being the smallest State in the union,
and Texas being the largest-but a fine State, sir, a fine State, but
not as big as we are in industry. We are going through a period of
economic development right now. It is critical to us that the dis-
trict remain where it is rather than take this tool away from us.
Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. I am telling you the way Senator Bentsen
has been attacking Montana and Delaware. [Laughter.)

Senator BEN-SEN. I am not attacking them. They are great
States.

Mr. LEACH. Senator, if you need three district directors in the
New York City area, it is obvious that there is a function for them.
And we think that that same argument applies to Houston. It
would be the largest port in the United States without a district
director if this went through.

Senator BENTSEN. And when you say the largest one, it is-how
would it rate?-ive me those numbers again. Tonnage and foreign
products moved in by ship.

Mr. LEACH. Houston is the third largest port in the United States
and the first in foreign tonnage.

Senator BENTSEN. It just doesn't make any sense to me. Talking
about a consolidation of two major ports like that. Now, tell me
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again about the appraisal officer, the i r there, and what the
problem are if you curtail the numb&. You have a real reduction
in service when you do that, don't you?

Mr. Moomno. Yes, sir. The appraisal officer, the import special-
ist-whatever he might be called-is a specialist, or a team of spe-
cialists that concentrate on a smaller number of different products
than an inspector, which is a generalist having to have some
knowledge of thousands of items. Also, he is trained in valuation.
He is trained in trademark, copyright, the special laws and regula-
tions that Congress and the executive department have put on the
textiles, the steels. A steel shipment does not move across the
docks of Houston until the import specialist personally okays it.

Senator Bzwiuz. So, what do they do then? Pack it up on the
dock and finally immobilize the dock?

Mr. MooRMo. It won't be finally-it will be instantaneously.
Mr. Awwyos. Jim, let me answer that if you don't mind.

Through Houston we have over 3.5 million tons of steel that moves
and about 52,000 tons that move out. We have a tremendous
amount of steel that moves in and out through Houston. The prob-
lem that we would encounter if we didn't have efficient processing
of documents would be that the ship when it arrived would either
have to wait for the documents to be processed and then we could
load the cargo direct to conveyance-truck, rail, or barge. If we
didn't have the documents processed and the vessel did not want to
wait, the cargo would have to be discharged onto the pier, and I
can assure you within a few hours the Port of Houston would be
paralyzed. The pier would be completely covered up.

Senator Bzmmm. I fought hard last year against the idea of
moving Dallas to Houston, and I am going to fight just as hard
against this ridiculous idea of meri Houston with Dallas. You
already have problems, as you me, in the lack of personnel
there, and I well understand that. And I think this kind of a reduc-
tion that they are talking about in personnel is actually very fool-
ish, with the incredible escalation of trade going through Dallas.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you. Did you have a com-
ment, Mr. Arroyos?

Mr. ARwoyos. I wanted to make one last point. Assistant Com-
missioner De Angelus pointed out that the commodity specialists
now are concentrating on trouble items of import. Through Hous-
ton, steel is one of those, textiles, foods. We are big in all of them.
We need two commodity specialists there to tackle the problems. In
the case of steel, as you may be aware, the Department of Com-
merce now is requiring export certificates on imported steel from
many countries. The only way that the documentation or the entry
documents can be processed through the computer is prior review
by the commodities specialist. Many times the documents get in
our hands the day before the vessel arrives, and we must immedi-
ately act and get to the commodities specialist, get them reviewed,
get them to the computer, get them processed and down to the pier
before the vessel starts unloading. If we have to deal with someone
away from Houston, we would have chaos. We could not operate.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you all very much. This
has been a very informative panel.
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Mr. Aaayos. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DAmRoTH. Next we have Mr. Robert Tobias, president

of the National Treasury Employees Union, Mr. Peter Mulloney,
chairman of the American Iron and Steel Institute, and Mr. Wil-
liam Pendleton, director of corporate affairs for Carpenter Technol-
ogy Corporation and chairman of the operating committee, Special-
ty Steel Industry of the United States, and chairman of the Stain-
less Steel Wire Industry of the United States. Mr. Tobias, thank
you very much, and all of you, thank you for your patience in wait-
ing for some 2 hours in this hearing room. We appreciate your
patience. Mr. Tobias, would you begin, please?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. TOBIAS, PRESIDENT, THE NATIONAL
TREASURY EMPLOYEES UNION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. TOBIAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am Robert
Tobias, president of the National Treasury Employees Union. With
me is Paul Suplizio. I very much appreciate the interest -of this
committee in the U.S. Customs Service. As we believe, a crisis of
enforcement, very, very long in the making, confronts Customs
today. We have sharply rising narcotics traffic and a trade compli-
ance gap that we believe is about $40 billion.

By al indicators, 1984 was a disastrous year for Federal narcot-
ics interdiction efforts. Although drug seizures are larger than
ever, which is a credit to the Customs, DEA, Coast Guard, and law
enforcement agencies, we believe that there is much more drug
traffic getting into this country. In answer to a question that Sena-
tor Long earlier raised, we believe based on statistics that were
supplied by DEA, which is part of our testimony on table 2, that
cocaine supplies have been increasing at the rate of 30 percent a
year and marijuana at a 7-percent rate. No more than 10 percent
of the cocaine and heroin and 16 percent of the marijuana supply
is being interdicted.

Now, those statistics that are being prepared by DEA are judged
by the House Select Committee on Narcotics as seriously low and,
based on their statistics, we are only interdicting about 4 percent of
the supply of heroin, 11 percent of cocaine and 3 percent of the
marijuana that is coming into this country. There is certainly a
great deal of evidence of the social cost of the traffic in drugs-in-
creased crime rate, increased costs of schools and treatment facili-
ties.

Our problem also is that this confrontation with narcotics traf-
fickers has exploded into open warfare. You heard this morning
that the Commissioner was testifying about customs inspectors
being the subject of shots on the Texas border, and this is increas-
ing more and more and more. An idea of the kind of drug threats
that are faced by this country can be seen by the raid that was
made in Mexico last November when 9,000 tons of marijuana-an
amount equal to the annual output of Colombia, the world's largest
producer-was seized.

That is an incredible amount of marijuana. The casualty of the
resurgent drug trade has been the national narcotics border inter-
diction system headed by Vice President Bush. The system consist-
ed of coordinating groups set up in six major cities to better direct
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the Federal interdiction effort. The difficulty is, as the General Ac-
counting Office has pointed out, a coordinating agency is useless
without sufficient assets. The resources are in no way adequate to
the task it faces. Customs inspectors and patrol officers continue to
account for a large percentage of total drug interdiction.

According to the Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Con-
trol, customs inspectors are responsible for making -57 percent of
heroin seizures, 59 percent of cocaine seizures, 70 percent of hash-
ish seizures, and 80 percent of mariuaia seizures. Now, in spite of
all of this, of course, we find that Customs is saying it can do more
with less. In the face of this crisis, the administration has request-
ed a reduction of 411 positions in Customs drug interdiction func-
tions for fiscal year 1986.

And there was much discussion this morning about the reduction
of the 411 positions, and I noted that Commissioner von Raab said
that 111 of those positions would be reduced because they would be
paid for by reimbursements by counties and States who wanted
their efforts. Of course, I would have to question what happens if
Congress doesn't enact that legislation. What happens to those 111
inspectors under those circumstances? And I think that Commis-
soner von Raab either misspoke or misrepresented the fact that
there were customs inspectors classified as customs inspectors of
the headquarters office. That is just wrong. That is dead wrong.
This is the fifth consecutive year in which Congress has had to deal
with totally unrealistic budget requests from this administration.Customs drug interdiction resources have remained static since
1975, and again in response to a question that was raised earlier
this morning, Customs' original budget submission to the Treasurywas $699 million and 13,292 average positions, which was $50 mil-
lion over the 1985 budget but zero request for an increase in staff-
a zero request for an increase in staff.

Treasury's submission to OMB requested $674 million, about $20
million less, and an increase of about 60 average positions. OMB
approved $699 million, which was the request that Customs made,
but 12,531 positions, or 887 positions less than Customs requested.
And so, even though there was this interplay between Customs and
OMB and Treasury and so forth, originally Customs was-the re-
quest that Customs made was unrealistic and what OMB approved
was unrealistic. I see my time is up, Mr. Chairman. I do want to
request that the testimony that we prepared be submitted for the
record.

Senator DANFORTH. It will be automatically. That is our general
procedure.

Mr. ToBIAs. Because it points out in great detail and with a great
deal of analysis how to justify and how it would be in the best in-
terests of certainly the public and the taxpaying public that, rather
than being reduced by 887 positions, that we embark on a program
over the next 3 years of increasing by 2,100 the number of customs
employees. We think it is economically sound. We think we can
make money by doing it, and we think that it would be a down
payment on increasing the drug interdiction effort. Thank you.

(Mr. Tobias' prepared statement follows:]
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Mr. Chairnn meb rs of the Subomittee:

I am Fert M. Tb. s, Prudant of the NaumaL1 Mrasury va0ye ses

Union. With me are Paul Newton, Director of Legislaticn and Paul Suplizio,

Legislative consultant to N1133. As the exclusive representative of oer 120,000

Federal workers, including virtually all uployses. of the U.S. Custom Service

wrldeide, we are pleased to appeal before the subhnittee on International

Trade to present our view on the authorization of approriations for the

U.S. Custom Service for Fiscal Year 1986.

A crisis of enforcement, krq in the making, confronts Custou today.

In 1984, sharply rising narcotics traffic made supplies of illicit drugs more

abundant than ever, and a huge trade complia gap brought $40 billion in illegal

imports to our shores.

By all indicators, 1984 was a disasterous year for Federal narcotics

interdiction efforts. Heroin purity and avilablity roee. Cocaine suply
increased and its street price fel], encoiuraging its growing abse- by all Irm

grous. MU" mrijuana ue has levelled off and actually declined aw youn

people, over 20 million persons are using mrijusna regularly.

Drug seizures are larger than ever, which is a credit to Custom, DE,

Coast Guard, and local law enfora t agencies. But larger seizures are also

indicators of greater traffidr activity, which means that deterrence is not

working. Cocaine suplies hawe been Increasing at the rate of 30 percent a year,

and marijuara at a 7% rate. No more than 10 percent of the cocaine and heroin,

ad 16 percent of the marijuana supply is being interdicted.

Tere is abundat evidmm of the social costs of this traffic in the

crime rate, in the job market, in school and treatment facIlIties. Wn a firm

in the State of Washngton advertised for 750 workers, it was amazed that half

failed a test for marijuana use. Here at hom, we learn that Mnt' awry Oounty
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high school seniors have a rate of cocaine abu tice the natitmal average.

City ouwKilmn Joh Pay recently pleaded with D.C. residents to eliminate drug

abuse whi is, in his wos, *a form of genocide in the black cmau nity.0

Last zmxith, the U.S. Sureme (ourt (in New Jersey v. T.L.O.) gave school

officials broad powr to search stzents; be= e, said the ourt, drug use and

viol in the schools are major social prolms.

7e cfrontation with narctici trafficker has mploded into cpen iarfare.

aget Earique Cmanws abt recently in Quad&Ajara, Nudco. We

stongly oondmn this outrage, and urge the Federal gvemriunt. to make every

effort to ensue his ahwctou are htvught to justice. The Minister of justice

of oli.mbia was assassinated by the drug mfia and the State Departmnt has warned

Amesricans traveling to that country of posble violence. 7h- drug latifs in

OoIzrt4a, Bolivia, and Peru are growing record cze and boldly cdallnging the

central government. ,1doo's Narcotis Control Direcate lost seven agents

last mnth in clashes with the estimated eighteen major dnq traffiddin g.gs

active there. A United Natiom penal rq ted that dru trafficking izatius

zo threaten the sewrity of omtriss.



They and the international terrorists attempting to cross
our borders require constant vigilance by Customs

Inspectors.

An idea of the dimensions of the drug threat is
provided *.by the Mexican government's raid oan a Chihuahua
province maLjuana depot last November. it resulted in
seizure of 9,000 tons of marijuana - an amount equal to the
annual output of Columbia, the world's largest producer.
Police confiscated dozens of truck trailers and -freight
containers and arrested more than 11,000 marijuana pickers,
packers; and warehouse workers.

A casualty of the resurgent drug trade has been the
National Narcotics Border Interdiction System, beaded by
Vice President Bush. The system consisted of coordinating

groups set up in six major cities to better direct the
Federal interdiction effort. The diffioutly is, as thp
General Accounting Office has pointed out.. a coordinating
agency is useless without sufficient asset*. The resources
of NHYSS are in no way adequate to the task it faces.

Customs inspectors and Patrol Officers continue to
account for a large percentage of total drug interdiction.
According to the Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and
Control, Customs .nspetors are responsible for making 57
percent of heroin seizures, 59 percent of cocaine seizures,
70 percent of hashish seizures, and 80 percent of marijuana
seizures. Air and Xarine Patrols account for large cocaine
and marijuana seizures. However, despite recent improve-
ments in the air program, the Government Operations
Comittee has reported that Customs lacks the operational
capability to detest, intercept, and seize drug intruder
aircraft on other than a sporadic basis.

3
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in th face of this crisis, the Administration has
requested a reduction of 411 positions in Customs drug
interdiction functions for FY 1986. Of these, 206 are
rnspector positions. This is the fifth consecutive year in
which Congress has had to deal with a totally unrealistic
budget request from this Administration. Customs drug
interdiction resources have remained static since 1975, and
Wh. t , is needed is a significant increase to deal. with the
threat as it exists today.

rf we are to make headway against traffickers 'who have
demonstrated enormous versatility in shifting their
operations from point to point along our 26,000 mile
frontier to avoid detection, there is a critical need for
additions inspectors to deter traffickers from smuggling
drugs by means of couriers and cargo shipments. This woWWd
leave direct air and sea movement as the sale means of
border penetration, and traffickers would be vulnerable to
our - defenses in these areas pcoVided we ensure adequate
interdiction capability. At present, trafficking is so
extensive and we are so lacking in inspectors, and in air
and marine capability that the five Gulf Coast governors
have called for turning the drug interdiction mission over
to the Department of Defense.

We believe that a single agency should have charge of
the nation's borders, and that agency should be Customs. We
assume the Cabinet Council on Management and Administration
will renev its proposal for consolidation of primary
inspection responsibility at air and sea ports in Customs
and at land border pocts in IS. -We strongly object to the
fragmentation of narcotics enforcement by assigning primary
inspection cesponsbility at land border pocts to
ZIXS. Customs already fills a majority of the positions at
those pocts, and we believe INS lacks the ability to perform
the drug enforcement mission. We urge the Subcommitt e to

4
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move for immediate consolidation under Customs at air and
sea ports, while maintaining the status quo at land borders
until the air/sea consolidation can be evaluated. We
believe the merit of having a single enforcement communi-
cations system applicable to all persons regardless of mode
of acrivil will clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of
consolidation within Customs at land border ports.

A second aspect of the enforcement crisis we face is
the commercial trade compliance gap, representing nearly $40
billion, in unreported and counterfeit goods illegally
entering the country, including goods such as steel and
textiles entering in violation of specific trade agreements.
This compliance gap poses an enormous burden of illegal and
unfair competition upon American producers,, costing an
estimated one million jobs and $3 billion in lost revenue
from duties.

The largest part of the compliance gap, $25 billion or
65 percent of the total, consists of unreported goods that
go undetected due to insufficient cargo processing staff.
Vehicles, "vessels, and containers of all types are capable
of carrying unreported goods. Another $12 billion or 31
percent consists of counterfeit products. In hearings last
year, the Souse energy and Commerce Committee exposed the
grave dangerj both to the economy and to the health and
safety of our citizens, of phony drugs, aircraft parts, and
other goods of inferior quality parading under an accepted
brand name.

With merchandise entries soaring twenty percent last
year as the nation recorded the largest trade deficit in its
history, Customs (with resources that have remained static
since 1975) elected to by-pass 60 percent of the entries,
meaning entry documents were not subject to Import
Specialist review to ensure proper valuation, tariff

5
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classification, and compliance with trade law
requirements. In addition, Customs allowed 99 percent of
containerized shipments (which comprise 70 percent of
seaborne cargo) to enter without inspection. This sharply
reduced enforcement placed importers on a virtual honor
system, kad is one of the principal causes of the trade
compliance gap.

Further contributing to the compliance gap wece the
m isguided judgements of Customs management. Unable to cope
with the rising volume of entries, customs has sought to
make tfe honor system its basic principle of commercial
clearance. Entries are accepted and duties collected as
submitted by brokers, with audits used later to verify
compliance. The principle vehicle for accomplishing this is
the automated broker interface (ABZ) by which brokers'
computers transmit entry data to Custon's computers without

poXrt Specialist review.

We believe this is giving away the store. Customs has
documented a long history of significant broker ercorss

undervaluations and misclassifications that reduce duty and
circumvent quota restrictions. This is not surprising

because brokers, by tradition and instinct, wish to keep
duties as low as possible and there has long been a game of
cat and mouse between Customs and brokers. With ovec
10,000 tariff code classificationst and the possibility of
classifying a product in more than one way, the opportunity
for self-serving judgments -unrestralnbd by any Customs
review except post-audit - would not adequately protect the
revenue. Moreover, many tariff classifications can only be
properly determined by laboratory analysis, and this cannot
be accomplished with integrity after a shipment has entered
the stream of commerce.

6
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Last year, correction of broker errors through change
liquidations alone resulted in collection of $180 million in
additional revenue. Correction of errors through pre-entry
review of intry document& generates another $50 million.
Broker errors are obviously not insignificant.

if a shipment is classified to get around a quota, the
damage to the domestic market will have occurred by the time
an after-the-fact audit takes place. Import Specialists
need to make admissability determinations and sample the
shipment before goods enter the stream of comerce. They
can detect quota errors and keep out harmful products, such
as chemicals and medicines, that could endanger the public
if allowed to enter freely. The idea of allowing the
importer to be -the judge of admissability is an abdication
of responsibility by Customs.

it should be clear from the experience with by-pass to
date that an honor system won't work. Since by-pass was
instituted in FTY 1983 the country has been deluged with
unreported goods and counterfeits. The signal that
something was wrong came from the affected industry, which
had to hire its own investigators to convince Customs that
it was losing business and jobs. A post-audit system, can't
undo the damage from allowing illegal goods to enter the
stream of commerce.

Under an honor system there is a reduced neet for
Ix-ort Specialists to review=entry documents. Hence Customs
has been trying to eliminate the corps of Import Specialists
who are the very backbone of commercial trade law
enforcement. As a result, report Specialists are demor-
alized. Their expertise, acquired from specializing in a
single comodity line, enables them to make proper
classification, valuation, and admissability
decisions. Without such expertise the Customs Service

7
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would not be on a par with bcokers and others in the trade.
But because Customs lacks a clear concept for use of the
import Specialist, they are now being assigned to more than
one commodity line, to Oaccount specialist" roles handling a
single importer's diverse array of products, and to
commercial fraud roles helping to .make commercial fraud
cases. Everything, in other words, but the duty of
reviewing entries which would ensure proper enforcement of
the nation's trade lavs.

In addition, Customs wishes to gentralize and reduce
the number of duty assessment locations, an action which
would eliminate the Import Specialist's services at many
ports and cut him off from the trade from which he deriv'es
his expertise..

We believe that Customs management has 4baiked on a
misguided and ruinous course in commercial trade- law enforce-
ment, with the by-pass system, automated broker interface,
and the new Import Specialist policies. We urge this
Subcommittee to intervene to re-establish enforcement on the
basis of Import Specialist review of entries, and. to require
that any new system be fully tested, evaluated, and approved
by this Subcommittee prior to implementation.

We make the same recommendation with respect to the
ACP system for designating shipments to be inspected.
ACCEPT is a by-pass system which allows shipments to be
released without any inspection whatever. Theoretically, a
computer is supposed to designate which shipments are *high
risk* and which are'low riskS. But in reality,, Customs is
in the dark about which shipments to inspect, and the
decision is best left to the Inspector/Import specialist
teas. The Subcommittee should require Customs to suspend
implementation of ACCEPT until it has developed far more
knowledge of the criteria for identifying *high cLsk

a
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shipments, and has tested and evaluated an alternative

system.

The Administration's FY 1986 budget request Ls totally
inadequate to the crisis in trade law enforcement that exists
today. The Administration requests a reduction of 437
positions in Tariff and Trade functions, including 244
import Specialists. In the face of a $40 billion compliance
gap, we cannot continue to by-pass 60 percent of entries and
inspect less than 1 percent of containerized shipments. The
urgent need is to add Customs cargo processing positions.
This would not only protect U.S. manufacturers from illegal
competition, it would also collect a large amount of
additional revenue that would help reduce the Federal
deficit.

Since 70 percent of entries are dutiable*'and only 40
percent are now being reviewed by Import Specialists, a
large amount of revenue is potentially escaping attention.
NTMU has computed that by adding 1,,200 more commercial cargo
processing positions (consisting of 900 Inspectors, 260
import Specialists, and 40 Special Agents) to process
973,000 additional entries, $1.1 billion could be collected.
The cost of the additional personnel would be $48.4 million.
The nspectors would, of course, perform narcotics
interdiction as el as trade enforcement functions.

We recommend that the goal of adding 1,200 positions be
achieved over a two-year period. For FY 196, we recommend
the addition of 650 positions over the FT 1985 level,
including 400 Inspectors, 150 import Specialists, 50 Customs
Patrol Officers, and 90 Special Agents.

appended to our testimony are tables that sumarize
what I have presented today. Tables 1 and 2 provide
estimates of the commercial fraud and illicit. narcotics

9
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threats to this country. Table 3 summarizes our budget
recommendations for FY 1986. First, we recommend restor-
ation of the 887 positions cut by the Administration at a
cost of $46.6 million. Second, we recommend 650 additional
positions at a cost of $30.4 million. The total amount of
$77 mill.ibn and Ir537 positions are added to the President's
budget request, yielding our recommended figure of $716
million and 14,068 positions.

The remainder of our statement discusses policy issues
in the areas of primary inspection - consolidation, cargo
processing, overtime, centralization of entry processing
locations, and other areas on which the Subcommittee wishes
to be kept informed. A summary of NTRU's recommendations is
included at the end.

nMlCT!ON AND CONTRL

Customs/INS Consolidation

The" Reagan Administration has announced a major policy
decision to consolidate responsibility for primary
inspection of incoming persons in the U.S. Customs Service
at air and sea ports, and in the Imigration and Mat-ural-
ization Service at land ports of entry. We know this
Subcommittee Vill play a leading role in giving this
proposal careful scrutinyp because of the vital interests
affected and the Reagan Administration's apparent inability
to referee the competing claims of the Treasury and Justice
Departents.

There are many vital interests at stake in the design
of an effective primary inspectic.i system. Custom's
Inspection and Control mission includes interdicting traffic

10
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in drugs, curbing illegal immigration, serving a growing
domestic tourism industry, safeguarding American

agriculture, controlling the report of critical technology,
and enforcing currency controls, endangered species and

environmental laws, and many other laws and regulations.
Any streamlining of federal inspectional responsibilities
must enhance our ability to accomplish these missions to

protect our vital interests.

Speaking on behalf of the employees of the U.S..Customs
Service, I have no doubt that assignment of ." primary
inspectional responsibility to Customs at air and sea ports
is sound and should be approved. A natural evolution in
this direction has been underway for some time. The
one--stop inapectional system in effect at many ports has
required Customs Inspectors to" carry out INS functions in
processing travelers from abroad. To back up these duties,
Customs has expanded its automated Treasury Enfocement

Communications System (TECS). It is also experimenting vith

passport optical scanning equipment.

Customs Inspectors nov outnumber INS Inspectors at all

land border ports by L,100 to 800, and are processing 58
percent of the traffic.

In the Southwest and California, Custom Inspectors and
Patrol Officers play a vital role in curbing illegal
immigration. Most of the foreign tourist and business
traffic, and some of the illegal immigrant traffic flows
through cities and land ports of entry. At land ports, all
inspectors are one-stop, that is, the requirements of both
agencies are enforced by a single Inspector. Customs

Inspectors are inspecting millions of pedestrians, and
vehicles at border crossings each year, performing both
Customs and Immigration functions.

11
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We are dismayed at the Administration's failure to

assign primary inspection responsibility at land border
ports to Customs. We have no doubt that Customs Inspectors
can carry out this responsibility, backed up by an 'IS
secondary, as effectively at land border ports as at air and
sea ports.

A way the Sorder 1Petrol could be provided the increaJied
resources it requires would be for Customs to assume priary
inspectionsl responsibilities at land border por.ts. The
Border Patrol could then concentrate on its primary mission
of apprihending illegal aliens between ports of entry, while
Customs conducted primary insvection of travelers at the
Oorts themselves.

Indications are that INS is spread too thin to be
charged with carrying out the Customs primary Inspection
mission at land ports. The difficulty the agency has
experienced in automating its files, rendering timely

services, and coping with foreign students and professionals
who come in legally and then overstay their permits, is

well-known. According to John Crevdson, who won a Pulitzer
prize for his stories or immigration in the New York Times,
INS is stretched thin to transparency and stuck in its past.
Fairly or unfairly, he calls it 'the most Kafka-esque

labyrinth thus far devised by government'.

it is frequently noted that Customs, as the nation's
primary border management agency, has had delegated -to it by
40 other government agencies the responsibility for carrying
o'zt the laws and regulations of those agencies at the
border. Customs has a broad and diverse mission as
contrasted to the single mission of MRS. We believe it
would be far easier to train Customs Inspectors to absorb
INS responsibilities at the border, than the reverse.

12



Transfer of primary inspection responsibilities to 1.1S
at land ports would be highly disruptive of major programs
such as narcotics interdiction, Exodus, and currency
control. it would require 40 different agencies to deal
with INS concerning their enfoccoment r equirements,
?tt ".i .ly doubling the amount of coordination required since
they would have to deal with two agencies rather than one.
Such fragmentation of responsibility in border enforcement
would not make sense.

Consider the plight of the importing community at all
but the largest land ports on our Northern and Southern
borders. Responsibility Ear inspecting commercial cargo
transiting these ports would of necessity fall to the local
INS port director, who would be required to process
merchandise trade now handled by an experienced Customs
Inspector - Import Specialist team. Since inspectibns would
be made by US, and entry documents would go to Customs, the
fragmentation of responsibility in processing this trade is
apparent.

Customs responds to the requirements of other law
enforcement agencies by apprehending fugitives from justice.
Each year Customs apprehends more wanted felons than any
other law enforcement arm in the country. This is made
possible by the training Inspectors receive, and by the
n6ddern Treasury Rnforcement Communications System ( TCS),
which accesses the wanted persons, stolen vehicles, and
other intelligence of the National Criminal information
Center. TZCS permits rapid automatic search of over a
million files. By contrast, the INS Lookout Book contains
60,000 manual entries, all of which axe in the i data
base. By training, number of in-place staff, and
enfsrcement support systems, Customs is far better prepared
to assume the primary inspection mission at land ports.

13
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It should be emembered, too, that inspection of
travelers for imigration purposes is a straightforward
procedure. Of the 180 million aliens who present themselves
for entry each year, no more than .3 percent are denied
permission as a result of border inspection. The dimensions
of the 'Illegal Immigration problem require much more
enforcement capability between ports of entry than at those
ports.

Only 12 percent of persons entering the country arrive
at air and sea ports, the remaining 88 percent enter through
land potts. If real progress is to be made in protecting
the vital interests we have outlined, a single agency should
have primary responsibility for all ports of entry.
Customs' missions is exclusively border management. It is
prepared to assume primary responsibility. at our lanld portst
where it is already doing the bulk of the job.

There would be far-reaching. benefits to moving to a
single border management agency. These benefits would stem
from the ability to standardize forms and procedures, and to
apply modern technology to border clearance. The passport,
visa, 1-94 form, and baggage declaration presently used by
the two agencies in the Inspection process could be
consolidated and automated to provide vast gains in facili-
tation, enforcement, and cost savings.

Cobining.the 1-94 form with the Customs baggage declar-
ation would eliminate millions of forms each year. Airlines
could be provided with optical scanning passport terminals
which would eliminate the need for their collecting the
second copy of the X-94 on the alien's exit from the
Country. This would be a feasible way of gaining a
reasonable degree of control over aliens entering and over-
staying their visas or violating the terms of those visas.

14
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In addition, with development of a machine-readable
passport the primary Inspector would no longer have to enter
a TZCS query and primary inspections could be completed more
smoothlyy and efficiently.

The 'consequence of not consolidating border management
in a single agency nationwide is not merely the continuation
of costly and redundant systems and paperwork. it means
that government, industry, and the public will not realize
the benefits and efficiencies that could be achieved through
full coosolidation.

Let me outline the Administration's specific plan, so
you can better grasp its full dimensions.

At the present time, Customs has 900 positions
committed to inspection at air and sea ports, and 1,064
positions at land ports.. INS has 71.9 positions commi tted to
inspection at air and sea ports, and 800 positions at land
ports. if the Administration's plan is approved, Customs
will absorb all but 214 positions of the INS positions at
air and sea ports (including pre-clearance). The 214
positions would be fore INS secondary inspections. At land
ports, INS would absorb all but 426 Customs positions, which
would be used for secondary inspections.

INS would thus gain 638 positions from Customs at land
ports. The workload would not change. Por the most part,
the people doing the wock would not change. Essentially,
there would be a swap of uniforms.

Customs would siailaily gain 442 positions at air and
sea ports. Overcall, there would be a net loss of 200
positions froa Customs to INS, reflecting the fact that
Customs has a greater commitment at land ports. This infor-
mation is shown in Table 6, appended to our statement.
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What budgetary savings are claimed for these transfers?
Customs would lose 638 positions and $24 million, however,
these resources would be transferred to ZNS. By the same
token, INS resources at air and sea ports would be
transferred to Customs. The net effect: 0. The government
claims not a dollar of savings for its proposal

The season is that the proposal before us is a compro-
emse, and was deliberately labeled as such by 0M when
Treasury and Justice could not agree. By contrast, the
senior working group that developed options for the Cabinet
Council's consideration produced five options, all but one
of which entailed budgetary savings.

These options weces 1) consolidate primary inspections
in Custom;1 2) consolidate primary inspections ,in INS;
3) cnsolidate primacy inspections at airports in" Customs,
status quo at all other portsy 4) consolidate primary
inspections at land ports in INS, status quo at all other
ports; and 5) consolidate full responsibility for passenger
inspections in INS and retain responsibility for cargo
inspection in Customs.

Of these options, it is significant that the one with
the greatest savings, and thecefore the most cost effective,
was the first, consolidation of primary inspections in
Custams. According to Customs, Option 1 would save 973
staff-years and $27 million. MNS disputed these figures by
maintaining that if Customs took over primary inspections,
INS would acquire additional positions for secondary
inspections. However, this view was contrary to the working
group's assumption that, thtnugh proper training, no
additional resourcss for secondary would be required.

Customs performed a detailed study of the additional
resoucces , required at each port of entry for full
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consolidation within Customs. It concluded that with 518

additional positions and no additional overhead it could
assume primary inspection mission at a11 ports. These 518
positions ate less than half the amount presently expended
by I1 S on primary inspections, so there would be substantial
savings from full consolidation within Customs. After
subtracting $10 million required to fund th ese 518

positions, the working group estimated annual savings of $27
million from this option.

Later, Customs stated that it could assume the entire
primary 'inspectional mission with no increase in resources.
This would make the annual savings a minimum of $37 million,

not counting future gains from streamlined procedures and
consolidation of support systems and other overhead.

Zn its study, Customs found that with only 286

additional pouitions it could take over the entire
inspnctional mission at land ports. There would - be no

requirement for additional overhead or support systems,
which were already in place. Customs would simply absorb

immigration inspections at considerable productivity
savings, in the same manner that it has taken on
responsibilities for 40 other agencies at the border.

By contrast, if the Administration's proposal is
adopted, savings would be zero and the nation would end up
with two border management agencies. As the draft

Memorandum of Ohderstanding between Customs and INS makes
clear, NS :would not only have responsibility for primary
inspection of persons at land bardeca, but it would also
have primary resUonsibiity-- for all inaSections, other than
cargo inspections at the largest ports. At small ports,
there will be no Customs presence and INS will inspect and
process documentation for commercial merchandise. INS will
perform both primary and secondary inspections to meet
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Customs' requirements with respect to commercial cargo.

At larger ports, there will be a Customs secondary to
inspect and process cargo. But the INS port director will
have sole responsibility for primary inspection of all
traffic s Customs will lack on-the-spot authority to insure
control over cargo so that its requirements and those of
other agencies are met. This situation would be highly
disruptive of narcotics, commercial fraud, Exodus and other
programs Customs is charged with enforcing.

Only at the largest ports (Detroit, Port Huron,
Buffalo, Lewiston, and Champlain) would Customs continue to
inspect commercial trucks entering designated commercial
vehicle primary lanes, and process all cargo.

The Memorandum of Understanding makes INS the 'exclusive
authority in dealing with the independent governing bodies
that control the flow of traffic across the U.S. border with
respect to the primary processing of private passenger
vehicles, taxis, buses, pedestrians and passenger trains.
It makes Customs. the exclusive authority in dealing with the
independent bodies that control the flow of commercial
trucks across the U.S. border into the primary or otherwise
designated lanes. Without doubt, the Administration's
proposal would continue to divide responsibility for
enforcement at our land borders, and do so in a manner that
is highly disruptive of existing Customs programs.

The Administration's proposal also perpetuates wasteful
duplication between Customs and INS. Oider the Memorandum
of Understanding, each agency maintains responsibility for
its existing enforcement support system (TECS *for Customs
and Service Lookout Book/Central Index for fl), and each
agency is authorized to continue to develop systems that
will enhance primary inspection. This duplication would be
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avoided If primary Inspection at all ports were consolidated
in a single agency. Moreover, ZS presently lacks an
automated system except at one airport, so making Treasury

the single manager for enforcement support systems is an

obvious solution.

Let Lie now recapitulate the arguments for consolidation
of primary inspections entirely within Customs.

First, Customs is the nation's principal. border
management agency. Zt carries out remponsLbilites for
40 other agencLes, and can do so for INS. There should
be a single agency charged with border Inspections.

Second, Cuitoms is better pcpaced than I.S to do the
job. It has more Inspectors than INS at all ports of
entry. It is now perfar ing 60 percent of all
Lmigration primary inspections.

ThiLrd, border management is Customs' sole business,
whereas INS has other cesponsLbilities. INS devotes
minimal resources to border Inspection because only .3
percent of those inspected are, denied entry, and the

pripcipal threats it must counter are aliens crossing

between ports of entry and overstaying their entry

visas.

fourth, consolidation vithizn Customs is the most

cost-effective of the options available, vith minimum

savings of $27-37 million annually, according to data

developed by a senior working group chaired by OHS.

Fifth, there is a large potential for future savings
through streamlining forms and procedures, new
te4hnology, and new enforcement and facilitation
techniques. The potential saving is less If
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consolidation .e9tinds to air 4nd sea pacts alone, which
handle 12 peoceni of traffiQ,. or if consolidation is
divided between Customs and INS as in the
Administration's proposal,

Sixth, consolidation within Customs will, during
off-peak. houts, provide addLtional staff for cargo
Lnspection, thereby strengthening narcotics and
commercial fraud enforcement programs. IN clams that
thLs is off-set by its loss of capability to .process
aliens' claims. and other adjudications which are
prbcesed, by Inspectors during downtime, but its own
studies have shown that distcibuting adjudication
workload t6 .ports, to fully utilize Inspector downtime
is an efficient means of processing such workload.

Seventh, .Customs has automated enforcement- support
.systems, including TECS and intelligence support, in
place and a" long track record of developing such
systems, whereas INS has Little or no such experience.

Eighth,,. consolidation within Customs is the least
disrutptive and easiest to implement because it
maintains continuity with 40 other Federal agencies
whose border interests Customs represents, and it does
not require carrier, port operators, and the business
community to deal wLth two agencies instead of one.

inth, overtime costs to the government would be
reduced by an estimated $1.5 million per year through
carrLer reimbursement of inspetionat overtime.

Tenth, immigration inspectLon is a straightforward
process which Customs Inspectors are already
performing they can more readily take on migration
inspection than having INS become involved in
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merchandise inspection, narcotics enforcement, EZodus,
and the requirements of 40 other agencies.

The obverse of these points is that consolidation in

INS would be an unrealistic solution. Zt would fragment
total ba'dc inspection responsibilities to an ever greater
degree, double the need for coordination for the 40 agencies
equ iring border support, give INS extensive new

cesponsibilities vhich it In ill-pepared to absorb, and

reduces narcotics enforcement at the worst possible tine.
it would reduce efficiency by maintaining tedundant

enforcement support systems, requiring the public to deal
with two large border agencies whose interests may often

conflict, and reducing the ability to shift resources
between passenger and cargo inspection. When one considers
the massive illegal immigration problem between ports of
entry, and the *ajor new tasks INS will confront if Simpson-

aszoli is enacted, it becomes clear that consolidation in
INS would be unwise. The nation needs a single border
management agency, not two.

Severtheless, INS has opposed consolidation within
Customs. INS has argued that this option would: 1) fragment
immigration procedures between two agencies and thus weaken
Lmmigration control at a time when document fraud is
pervasive# 2) give Customs priaary control of 61 percent of
teavolers who are aliens and should be under INS control;
3) require increased staff for INS secondary inspections
resulting from oe secondazy referrals when Cus tms
inspectors perform primary inspectionsl tmd 4) require
increased staff to process adjudications if primary
inspectors cannot be utilized during downtime.

" These argument do not hold water. The major
imigratLon threat is between, not at, ports of entry.
While INS has an Interest in 61 percent of the travelers who
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ace aliens, Customq hals an interest .in 100 percent of them
from the standpoint of narcotics, agriculture# public health
and other-enfrcment requirements. Given that in excess of
500 experienced ZNS Inspectors would voluntarily transfer to
Customs, and Customs .Inspectors would receive additional
immigration training, there is little basis for presuming a
sharp increase in secondary referral. finally, since
consolidation could take place with little or no shift of.
funded positions from =8 to Cu8toms, INS would be left with
sufficient positions to discharge its adjudications
vorkloa4.

The times, demand a single U.S. border inspection
a.gency. This will perui INS to concentrate on the crux of
the ilieghl iLgration problem, border crossing between
ports of enti. This Subcommittee can striko.a .blow for
both *stronger enforcement of the narcotics and trade laws,
and stronger immigration control, by adopting our proposal.

Adeqacy of tnsipectors at ,ports of EntrX

According to the U.S. Travel Data Center, visitors from
abroad contzriute mre than $12 billion annually to the
United States economy, generating over $1 billion in
federal, -State, and local tax revenues and supporting
320,000 jobs. We have a national policy of encoucaging
foreign visitors to this country. foreign visitors, are now
coming to the. U.S. at the cat* of 20 million a year, about 8
million from overseas and the remainder fxom Canada and
Mexico.

This country has too such to lose by imposing
roadblocks to the expansion of our tourism industry. Yet,
as any visitor to our international air terminals and many
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other ports knows, even during peak hours many Customs
processing lanes are closed for lack of staff.

The U.S. market share of intenation.l tourism has been
falling in recent years. According to the Travel and
'TuisaG .vernment Affairs Policy Council, the (31ted States
now gets only 8 percent of foreign tourists. A principal

deterent, according to the Congressional Tourism Caucus, is
the long Customs lines that greet foreign visitors. The Air
Transport Assocation, after a thorough survey, found that a
minimum of 236 additional Inspectors was needed at airports
alone.

In addition, many land border ports are still

experiencing long lines during peak hours. Each year on the

floor of the lmuse, the Congressional delegation from Texas
bad demanded additional Inspectors for the ports' of that
State. Were it not for the economic crisis afflicting

Mexico at the present time, and drying up much of the

tourist traffic, the situation in the Southwest would be
much worse than it is at present.

REd/(3reen Passenger C learance S, 4te

At several international alrpocts, Customs has
introduced a new passenger clearance system, knowm as
Red/reen. The theory behind this system, which Cuuitoms

seems to be touting as the wave of the future, is thac by
giving passengers the oppoi:tunLty to self-seelect either the
green lane (no Customs items; to declare) or the red lane,
passenger faoilitation is approved without reducing
enf ceaent. The system is augmented by roving taspectors
who monitor passengers both in primary lanes and baggage
aceas, and who may designate individuals for immediate
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by-pass or for detailed secondary inspection.

This system, like many Customs has introduced in the
past, might work if sufficient numbers of Inspectors were
available. fore any system to work, thee must be adequately
staffed primary lanes and an adequately staffed secondary.
In the Med/Graeen system, there must be sufficient numbers of
nspectors to conduct pimary inspection of passengers

selecting green lanes as well as red lanes.

To start with an insufficient number of Inspectors, an
inadequate secondary; a few rovers# and a handful. of green
lanes where passengers are whisked through with only cursory
examination because to do otherwise would create a log-jam
or a riot, is simply non-enforcement disguised as
eselectivitym. Customs management is insisting that putting
passengers on the honor system, with inadequate primary and
secondary inspection, and general supervision by a few
roving inspectors is the answer to clearing the terminal
before the next wide-body Jet comes in.

The' gain in passenger facilitation is much approved by
the airport operators and carriers. It is only our country
tbt suffers from lack of an effective deterrent against
drug mugglers, terrorists, and criminals of all types. The
only answer -to adequate facilitation and enforcement is to
provide an adequate staff.

Our hsiectors are doing a splendid, courageous Job.
The trouble is t4aere: are not enough of then. Customs touts
their seizures ot narcotics and other contraband as proof
that enforcement has not. flagged. This praise is meited.
But custos management salould come clean and tele. the ful.
story, what is not. being intercepted, what is getting
through.
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tVd like to gead a brief passage from a letter oxN v
York Chapter wots, to Customs management officials,

'On Tuesday, Wtober 25, 1983, twelve Easpectors faced
1,447 passengers on one side of the Pan Am terminal.
The -paseagecs an arived within 235 minutes. COse
again* Znspeotors refused to risk generating a riot and
succeeded by Ignoring their jobs.*

only adequate staff will allow a proper tee of
sedjteen. We trust the Subcomittee will appiove our
cecommedations foe additional Customs inspector positions.

The vast amount of commercial fraud designed to evade
tariffs or quotas, to avoid antL-duping" or Countervailing
duty penalties, or to procute entry of counterfeit products
had been amply documented by the Oversight and
ivestigations Subcommittee of the Muse Emecgy and Commerce
C mmittee. The loss to U.S. firms from counterfeit products
alone has been estimated by the In toenational Vade
Commission as $4-0 billion annually. Much of this lose
could be prevented if adequate numbers of lspectoca were
available to inspect commercLal cargo at our pacts of entry.

Cne of the best Indicators available of the adequacy of
cargo inspection is the rate of inspection of containerized
shipments. targe containers now account for aore than 70
percent of U.S. seaborne commerce, and are a growing
proportion of air and surface shipments. In 7 1960 Customs
performed a total of 81,234 Inspections on a total of
2,800,000 arriving containers, for an Inspection rate of 2.9
percent.
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Since tat times the inspection rate has fallen as
Customs introduced "selectivityg in cargo inspection through
the ACCEPT program. ACCEPT, which stands for Automated
Cargo Clearance and Enforcement Processing Test, is an area
where Customs is moving headlong toward adoption of a new
inspection system without proper evaluation of the impact on
enforcement. The idea behind ACCEPT is that since Customs
can make only a limited number of inspections, these should
be concentrated on "high r sk': shipments where the pay-off
is potentially greater for the cesources expended.

Th6 problem is how to determine which are the *high
risk* shipments. It is not possible to set up a
computerized system foe fingering the shipments to be
checked, as ACCEPT attempts to do, without a great deal of
data collection and construction of profiles of the
characteristics of *high cLsk' shipments and- .. h'gh risk'
importers. There is no evidence that Customs has collected
this data and constructed the profiles, let alone tested
them. What we can expect from this system is 'garbage out*.
The system will do a less than adequate Job in guiding
inspectors to the shipments that need checking.

Since there are too few Inspectors, ACCZPT is a ration-
alixation for performing fewer and fewer inspections while
commercial fraud mounts. Custdms contends that enforcement
has not suffered, pointing to the results obtained from the
efforts of inspectors and Contraband Enforcement Teams. But
the House Commerce CommLttee's hearings on the volume of
commercial fraud have reduced this claim to tatters.

The fact is that a certain mLnimm Level of inspections
ace required to provide a sufficiently high probability of
interception of illegal shipments. When staff 'S insuf-
ficient the limited number of inspections may indeed produce
results, but when these results are extended over the entire
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population of shipments, they demonstrate that a massive
amount of illegality is not being caught. Customs' use of
selectivity" is simply a rationalization of the

circumstances in which it finds itself lacking an adequate
staff to do an effective job.

AC? is supposed to be a computerized system, with a
central computer designating to the Inspector vhioh
shipments are to be inspected. In many ports, however, a
computer hook-up is not available, or may not be
functioping, so a Omanuall ACCI has been instituted. This

means a" headquarters supervisor designates *e inspections
to be made. From the standpoint of 4.dorceent, both

computerized and manual ACCUIT ace utterly untested systems.
Their principle effect is to limit the number of

inspectionst thereby speeding the flow of merchandise from
docks to warehouses without inspection, greatly multiplying
the opportunity for commercial fraud.

Zn order to implement ACCEPT, Customs has had to

rewrite the Tariff Act of 1930. Section 499 of the Act
requires Inspection of not less than one package of every
invoice and not less than one of every ten packages of

imported merchandise. The law authorizes the Secretary of

the Treasur to provide, by regulation, that a lesser number
of packages may be examined when, In his opinion, the
examination of a lesser proportion will amply protect the
revenue. This provision allows the Treasury Secretary to
reduce the number of inspections required, but not to
totally abrogate the eequrLement for minimum inspection
contained in the law. However, on September 10, 1981,
Customs issued a regulation which allows the elease of
merchandise with no Lnsiection at all.

Last year, we called for public hearings on ACCZP? and
the related Customs regulation of September 10, 1981. We
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also urged this Subcommittee to bar any funds foe implemen-
tation of ACC until this panel is satisfied that the
public interest is protected by adequate physical inspection
of incoming cargo.

We again strongly u99% the Subcommittee to act on this
important matter. We also urge approval of additional
Inspectors for cargo inspection an4 commercial fraud
enforcemnt, as contained in HZN's alternative budget
(Table 3) We wish to note that the souse Ma.rgy and
Commerce Committee likewise recommends additional Ifspectors
for this task.

Operation Exodus

Operation Xxodus was initiated by Customs" in late 1981
t'j step-ut enforcement of the export control laws. The IEZ
had discovered a pervasive pattern of activity by Soviet
agents to obtain American technological secrets by means of
bribes and other inducements. Their targets were lasers,
fiber optics, computers, and telecommunications equipment.

The Senate Permanent investigations Subcommittee after
a two-year inquiry has confirmed that the Soviets are
engaged in a massive effort to acquire Western technology by
any means, and have been able to use such technology to
modernize and speed the development of their weapons
systems. Such advances require responses by our own
military establishment, and this increases the size of our
defense budget.

As a CIA report on this subject explainss

att Is clear chat the Western military
expenditures needed to overcome or defend against the
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military capabiLities derived by the acquisition of
Western technology far outweigh the West's earnings

from the legal sale to the Soviets of Its equipment and
technology.

Rzamples continue to appear vhich deonstrate the need
for this program. On februay 4A. 1985 it vs reported that
17 Iughes helicopters, which an readily be convvced to
military use, were illegally diverted to vorth Zorea by the
West German distributor for lughes. In addition, another 70
helicopters the same distributor purchased from Rughes are
not accounted for and may also have been sold to North

Operation Exodus has scored some notable successes, but
is handicapped by understaffing and lack of- coopbration
between Customs and Commerce. Only 292 staff-yea are
allocated to the program, and Commerce" refuses to allow
Customs access to its files on licensors. At the same time,
Camerce has stepped up its enforcement efforts in the hope
of becoming the border enforcement agency for exports. The
export enforcement mission is further complicated, by
Customs' enforcement of the Munitions Control Act for the
State Department. We urge this Subcommittee to take a
strong stance in favor of a single agency -Customs - being
in charge at our borders, and to communicate this position
to the committees responsible for re-authorization of the
Exort Administration Bill.

Inspectional Overtime

nsptectional overtime has become a critical resource
for meeting Custom's growing demands for clearance of
passengers and cargo. For nearly a decade, a virtually
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static inspectional force has had to process a growing
number of air travelers and cargo shipments. With its
workforce limited by OMB personnel ceilings, Customs
inspectional overtime expanded to fill the gap between
workload and resources.

An Inspector with overt ime earnings of $150,00-$20,000
a yeat works an average of 62 hours a week, 32 weeks a year.
A 1901 Customs study of overtime showed that, in addition to
a nomal 40-hour week, the average Inspector is req. ,red to
work three of every four Sundays, one Saturday per month,
and seVen week-day overtime assignments per month. The
requirement for this overtime is driven by the demand of
carriers for Customs inspectional services during other than
normal duty hours of the port. Because of the growing

-- workload and limited staff, it is evident that an qitensive
commitment to inspectional overtime is essential if Customs
is to accomplish its mission.

For Inspectors to sake themselves available such long
hours, particularly on Sundays and holidays when other
citizens are vacationing, adequate monetary incentive must
be provided. The most recent data collected by Custoas
shows that Xnspectors are earning, on the average, 2.1 times
the regular rate of pay on Sundays and 2.4 times the regular
rate on the other days of the week. The Customs' study
attributes the 2.4 rate of pay to the call-back of
Inspectors who have left the worksite. Such cafl-backs
frequently occur at night and at irregular hours, taking a
physical toll on the Inspector. The study also confirms
that the average Inspector works 7 hours on each Sunday
assignment, and an average of 8 hours if holidays are
included in this figure.

We are convinced that the frequent call-backs, the
late-night hours spent away from home, and the physically
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demanding" nature of Lnspectiaonal duties justifies the
present rate of overtime pay. Moreover, these rates of pay
conform with the prevailing overtime rates in the private
sector which normally establishes double time premiums foe
call-back and night ork, and where the typical practice is
triple time for Sunday overtime and double time and one-half
for holiday work.

Nevertheless, the Administration has recommended a
Joint Customs/IKS inspectional overtime bll vhich would
establish the rate of pay for inspectional overtime
essentially at time and one-half. We believe such provision
would not only be unfair to Znspectors, but would reduce the
incentive to continue to work long hours at a time when the
Service is stretched thin and already lacks adequate staff'.
Such proposals only go to show how Insensitive. and callous
this Administration can be. We would like to offer those
who helped prepare this proposal the opportualty to work
with a Customs Inepectoc for just one day at one of our

airports. We believe they would begin to question the
desirability of perpetuating this outrage. We urge the
Subcommttee not to be deceived by their specious claiLs.
and to firmly reject any attempt to modify the rates of pay
specified in the Act of 1911.

We also urge the Subcomitte. to remove the $25,000 cap
on Customs Xnspectoc overtime earnings. the overtime cap
has long outlived its usefulness.

Proponents of the cap claim to be acting in the
employee's Interest by limiting the amount of overtime
Inspectors could be aompelled to work. U oiever, the

ovetIs cap had eaatly the opposite effect and completely
eliminated the voluntary aspect of overtime. This Is
because Inspectors are required to rotate overtime
assignments so that the earnings of all can be equalized.
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Prior to imposition of the cap, Inspectors vere able to
work out an allocation of overtime duty which took into
account their personal needs. Inspectors who wanted to earn
more money and were willing to sacrifice their free time oc
wock late at night volunteered for overtime, while
Inspectois vho had family obligations or other commitments
did not. And although this system lead to an imbalance in
eanlAnga, norale, efficiency, and productivity were greatly
enhanced.

We strongly believe that employees willing and able to
work overtime without foregoing family obligations should be
permitted to do so, and that the burden of forced overtime
should be minimized. Morale at the workplace is fostered by
allowing individual preferences to play a great-ir role in
the assignment of overtime, not by a rigid policy of equall-
zation of earnings.

Customs Itself has urged Congress to remove the

overtime cap. Treasury Department officials have testified
that, in addition to costing $1 million a year to
administer, the cap is preventing Customs from properly
allocating its limited resources among ports experiencing

different rates of growth. It should also be noted that
about 60 percent of all overtime is reimbuzsed to the
government by the carrier which requests clearance after
normal port hours.

Delegation of authority to waive the cap has been
granted to Customs by Congress. We submit that the time has
come to remove the cap completely, in favor of Customs
Internal controls. We strongly urge the Subcommittee to
adopt this course of actLon.
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Adecua , of Insectors for Comercial Fraud enforcementt

.Last years STSO conducted an analysis to determine the
number of Inspectors required in containerized cargo

processing essential to commercial fraud enforcement. our

analysis- shoed that in order to raise the number of
inspections to 105,000 per year, 483 additional Inspectors
would be required.

This year, Ma perfo;med a further analysis of
Inspector requirements for cargo processing based on
historic data showing a fairly constant ratio of entries to
,cargo processing based positions. This analysis is

presented in Tables 7-12 appended to our testimony. It
shows that an additional 900 Inspectors would be required to
process about a million additional e entriea now being
by-passed, with a net revenue gain of $1 billion.

many containers proceed in-bond to Customs bonded
warehouses. Customs has removed its physical presence from
bonded warehouses, in effect placing the warehouse
proprietors on the honor system. We have urged the
Subcommittee to halt this program, arguing that the
potential for fraud, abuse, and scandal is huge. Our fears
have nom been amply borne out by the findings of the
Oversight and Investigations iubcaomittee of the Souse
Energy and Commerce Comittee. That Subcommittee ba urged
re-establishment of the Customs warehouse program,, with a
permanent Customst presence at the warehouses. We fully
support this move, and urge you to authorize the required
resources, estimated to be 300 average positions.
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Radio Preliminary Entry

We would like to bring to this Subcommittee's attention
a new wrinkle in Customs ,magement's attempt to obfuscate
the woefully inadequate enfobeement resources by Instituting
a now ean'ty procedure touted as a *modernistLe approach to
an antiquated syseem. Called the "2adio feliainaJ y Stry"
(Rl it would alow masters of vessels to rceiLve
preliminary entry by radi-telecoanications or other
electronic transmissions of manifest data obviating the
physica. boarding of the vessel by Customs officers. The
pcocedure allows vessels to enter a port without the
mandatory physical boarding in order to grant preliminary
entry. Formal entry of the vessel must be made within 48
hours of arrival. It's but another example of opening our
borders without physical inspection and Lis fraught with the
potential of increasing the flood of narcotics and
conterfeit goods into this country.

TAR??? AND TRADE

By-Pass

ETNO has brought the growing shortage 4f Impoct
8petalists relative to rising entry workload, and the
disasterous policy of "by-pass" by which Import Ipecialists
do not review 60 percent of entrees, to the attention of
this Subcommittee foe the past four years. The diminsLons
of the problem have now become, painfully obvious. Vielative
to Litachi's attept to acquire design Information and
component parts of ORN's latest generation of business
coputers, Chairman Dingell wrote Chairman Royal last weeks
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*As recorded on tape, the 781 undercover agent
asked senior Ltachi engineers how they planned to get
past Custons, what they believed to be stolen M
component parts, which were the size of a pool table.
Amidst Laughter# the RLtachi officials stated that U.S.
Customs is no pcobiemw.

Just recently, the 9.. Zntecnational Trade Commission
and the Souse OvecsLght and Investigations Subxmoittee both
released reports on the flood of counterfeit .products
entering the U.S. market. The ITC said that county eit
goods cost U.S. companies $6-8 billion a year and the loss
of 131,000 AeLcan jobs. The ouse Subcommittee said that
the U.S. auto parts Industry estimates that it loses $3
billion in. sales each year because of counterfeit products
and that dangerously substandard parts* for hlecoptecs
have been faked. Said Chairman Dngelli

!'Any 'American who drives a car, flies in an
aircraft or depends upon a wide range of medical
devices, pharmaceuticals, or personal care products is
placed in Jeopardy because of substandard and dangerous
foreign counterfeit products."

Calling funding for the Customs Service 'woefully

inadequate', Mr. Dingell said that *the dechine in this
country's international competitiveness is due, at least in
part, to inadequate policing of out laws against illegal and
unfair trade practices.' The Rteagan Administration's budget
plan to cut the number of Customs employees is *a form of
fraud against the American worker and consumer. Last year,
the Chairm recommended a $29 million Increase above full
restoration of the cuts.

Shocked into action by Customs' inabliLty to deal with
a torrent of fraudulent imitations, many companies have
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h hired their own investigators. Undercover witnesses at the
Dingell hearings told how V.1. electronics technology is
stolen, copied and exported back to this . country. Apple
Computer Lavestigators Lndentif ed one plant in Taiwan

capable of producing 3,000 take Apple computers each
month. When fake Apple compters appeared recently in
PhLladelpbia, the company's agents tipped off Customs and a
Lacge quantity which had been shipped concealed as machinery
was seLed. The U.S. manufacturer of *Cabbage Vatch dolls'

led Customs to the Lporter of counterfeits which were
unsafe by U.S. standards for flammability. Such efforts are
a measure of the cost to U.S. Lndustry of dealing with a
problem that Customs lacks the resources to cope with.

Steel fraud is pervasive. The Chairman of the Steel

Caucus, Senator Jhn BLns,, told the Dingell committee that
there axe currently 40 active cases of stel..import fraud
under investigations. Describing the lack of physical.
facilities at U.S. ports for detecting fraud, and lax
enforcement resulting in only mincr slaps on the wrLst,
Senator Wan concluded that

*nvestLgatLons proceed at a snail pace, fines are

inconsequential, convictions rare, resources shrinking
and the deterrent nLL. Our government has unwittingly
issued an invitation to 'fraud without fear".

Senator Meain pointed out that Commerce Secretary
Bld idge had stated that aggiessive enforcement of our
trade laws could limit steel imports to 15 percent of the
U.S. market. Custons' resources ace inadequate to the task,
hands

'Custons has compounded the, problem by proposing a
program to drastically reduce the manpower levels of
Import Specialists at the same time it has proclaimed
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iLport fraud as an area of renewed emphasis. Import
Specialists are essential to fraud detection and they

need additional support, not lip service. And they
certainly do not need cutbacks."

ThiA view was echoed by the Dingell committee which
said,

*When faced with the problem of unfair trade

practices which result in a substantial loss *& revenue
tq the government, the agency has apparently chosen to
reduce entry document scrutiny rather than increase
personnel."

The Dingell comittec also faulted mis-utilization of
aport Specialists which led to loss of expertise.

'Certain ports, notably Chicago, have adopted- a
system of rotating the Zupmrt Specialists' commodity
assignments, thus reducing whatever expertise may

rein ..... Zn one port with a very large textile and
apparel fraud problem, the number of Maport Specialists
has been reduced to three. Zn addition, one was given
the assignment of monitoring apparel imports for most
of the world after only one week's training. 1n
another post which handles a large volume of steel, an
Impot Specialist with only a few months of experience
and virtually no expertise in steel was given that
canodLty-jLne.....Psrt of this system is the 'by-pass'
program, under which the entry documents are not
reviewed at all. There is great pressure on district
directors to increase the number of entries on
'byp"s'. "vy"pass' guidelines are built into the

performance evaluation requirements for ZMport
Specialists in some ports. Rven where they are not,
the 'by-pass' goals often exceed 70 percent of all
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entries of non-restctcted merchandise. o m, this
would appear to be a license to steal.0

We believe that Mr. Dingell is dead right. Customs
management seems determined to destroy the prc Less
expertise of the small corps of Mmport Spewialists who are
the nation's principal defence in these difficult times. By
failLng to fill Import Specialist vacancies, cutting off
Zport Specialists from the trade community by centralising
then at only a few ports, downgrading their role. through
by-pass systems, and Introducing *Import generalists' and
'industry impo it specialLsts', Customs Is gradually
destroying the talent and qxpe tLse upon which the nation
must depend to deter and prevent commercial fraud.

Centralization of gntry Processing

Mapoct Specialists -ace the technical and commodity
expe ts who are the backbone of the Customs' trade
operations. Import Specialists review entry summaries,
ensure proper classification of merchandLse in accordance
with the Tariff Schedules, ensure thoat shipments ace valued
properly, scrutinize Laprtations of sensitive commodities
to enforce applicable quota or anti-dampiag and counter-
#ailing duty requirements, make determinations that products
are adassable under U.S. Law, and enforce the requirements
of many other agencies, such as the Agriculture Deparenent
and rood and Drug Administration, to ensure that imports are
safe foc consumption.

Import Specialists ensure that duties are correctly
calculated and timely deposited with the Treasury. They are
cesponsible, foc collecting over $10 billion in annual
revenue. It is well recognized by Customs that the note
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Import Specialists there are assLgned, the greater the
revenue collection vill be.

Import Specialists ace in daily contact with the
business. comunities they serve. They bold office
conferences with manau aturers and importers to explain U.S.
trade laws and apply thies intimate ,povledge ofe legal
precedents and rulings to complLcated questions relating to
proposed importations. They ake over 8,000 visits.a year
to the. premises of importers to view product saplqu' verify
invoices, inspect product markings,' and explain Customs
requLements. These contacts with the business community
are an Lnvaluable, contribution to the economic health of the
region they serve. Noreove,, they benefit Customs by
assuring fever ercors in entry documents and fewer change
liquidations (a "change liquidation- of an entty requires an
upward or downward adjustment of the duty.deposLted vben the
entry documents were presented).

it goes without saying that the presence of one or amoe
rapoct Specialists at a port of entry is of Inestimable
value to the business community, serves as a stimulus to
foreign trades and may even cause imaorters, brokers,
distributors and warehouses to locate in the vicinity. The
closure of Import Specialist offices would constitute a
visible downgrading of the stature of the community as a
port of entry, and raise justifiable fear of the loss of
business to other regions. ft example, in arguing against
the transfer of two -port Specilists from Milwaukee, the
pact dicte.or told Custous

'If we don't have a full customs service here we are
deeply --onaerned that they (importers) might go to
Chicago.'
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A city official stated that many industries located in
Milvaukee because of the pot, and,

"Zf you're saving peanuts by moving these people down
there (Chicago) I can't see the reason fot it. This
could be very, very devastating to us.

An official of General Zletria Company added that = needed
zaport Specialists in ilvaukee because of the complex
nature of the product ine imported by the company.

4ace-to-face contact, understanding and education is
critical to our business,"

he told Customs. GZ estimated that elimination of the

import Specialists would cost the company.. $200,000 a.year in
additional broker fees, dutii, communications, personnel
and training.

We believe that loss of service to the business
coamunity is the paramount reason why the Subcoaittee

should reject Customs' plan to close down full-secvice entry

processing offices at many locations. Customs has not taken
adequately into consideration the effect upon the economic
health of these counLties, nor has it provided the

economic. impact statement required by executive order.

There are several other cogent reasons why central-
ization of entry processing is a bad idea. We would like to
briefly touch on the most important of these.

First, rmport Specialists' physical presence at ports
is essential to ensuring that correct data is sumitted on
entries. one of the most important services of the Import
Specialist is pre-acceptance review of entry documents.
During these reviews, numerous errors ace corrected that
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increase *the number of Ono change= liquidations and result
in the collection of $53 million a year in added revenue -

aure than the cost of the entire Import Specialist work
f orce.

A Cbstoms survey of rejected entries conducted in
Kay 1960 found that 16 percent of al% entries reviewed by
Maport Specialists were rejected due to errors.. Classif-
ication and valuation errors are the jost numerous, and 549
entries of quota merchandise were erroneously presented as
not subject to quota. Zn commening an this last finding,
the dire, tor of Custoas' Office of Trade Operations stated

The unlawful entry of 549 shipments of quota
merchandise would have had catastroapic repercusitons.8

As a result of pre-entry review of documents by iaport
Specialists, Customs saves large sums of money by not having
to process change liquidation. Each change liquidation
costs Customs approximately $20 to make. At present, about
70 percent of total entries are liquidated with no change.
If pre-eatry review is no longer performed for many
importers and brokers because of the relocation of Import
Specialists, the number of change entries is bound to rise
significantly. A total of 7 million formal entries are
anticipated by Customs in lY 196. Zf just 10 percent fewer
entries were liquidated with no change, the additional
change liquidations would cost Customs $14 million to
process. This is equal to the entire amount of the budgetary
savings claimed for the centralisation plan.

Second, one of the most important functions of Import
Specialists is to make on-the-spot determinations of
disability. Under normal procedures, most imported goods

can be released upon inspection by a Customs Inspector.
however, there is a wide range of products for which
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immediate delivery cannot be allowed because of possible

danger to the public health and safety, or economic loss, if
the goods enter the stream of commerce. Such goods are

quota-class merchandise, manufactures tht might infringe

upon U.S. patents or copyrights, medicines and chemicals

that require proper marking, foodstuffs that require

Agriculture or FDA certifications to protect consumers,

importations that might be in violation of endangered

species laws, and shipments that require a country-of-origin
determination before entry can oe permitted. The presence
of Import Specialists at the port, where they can physically
inspect shipments and take samples for laboratory testing if
required, is essential for proper admissability determin-
ations. This function cannot be delegated to Inspectors

because technical knowledge of commodities, and of
applicable Customs rulings and legal precedents, is
required.

Third, Import Specialists' personal knowledge of the
importer and broker community, together with their ability
to verify invoices by visiting premises to inspect purchase
orders, vouchers, and records of payment, are important for
the detection of commercial fraud and effective, enforcement
of our trade laws. Most commercial fraud cases start with a
referral from an Import Specialist. This may trigger a
follow-up regulatory audit or investigation by other
components of Customs. These activities are uniquely
dependent on the crucial cole the Import Specialist plays in
fraud detection through document verification and ability to
note when something "isn't right" about an importation. If
Import Specialists are moved hundreds of miles away from the
importing community at a port, trade law enfoccement is
bound to suffer and instances of undetected commercial fraud
will multiply to the detriment of Amercian workers and
American industry.
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Fourth, relocation of IMport Specialists would break up
the Import Specialist-Inspector team that is vital to the
smooth operation of our ports of entry. The range of
commodities that an Inspector must examine is too great to
permit him the expertise needed for a proper inspection and
determination of admissability. Consequently, the Inspector
depends upon the Import Specialist to provide him with
expert information, and the Import Specialist may often Join
In the inspection. Such teamwork is the bedrock of the
entire system. It has, for example, prevented botulism-
contaminated foodstuffs from entering the stream of
commerce. By removing the Import Specialist from close
contact with Inspectors, there is a greater likelihood of a
shipment being released before its admissability is
discovered. import Sp*:ialists can best perform their
duties on the line - close to the trade community and the
Inspectors - and not at some location far removed from the
ports of entry.

Pifth, Customs experimented with a similar system of
centralized entry processing several years ago. Under this
system, Loport Specialists at different ports were assigned
commodities for which they would have responsibility for
classification and appraisement. Merchandise imported at
one port might have its entry processed at another port.
This experiment proved a complete failure. Mt only did it
take longer to process the entry, but it became virtually
impossible to contact the Import Specialist who was actually
responsible for reviewing it. As one Customs Broker
recalled the ezperiencet

*This method proved to be very costly and cumbersome to
the U.S. Customs Servical therefore, this plan or
program was discontinued. Almost immediately, there
was a remarkable improvement in the appraisement of
2archandise..e
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We believe Customs is now heading in the direction of
repeating this unfortuante failure.

Customs asserts that its plan will achieve budgetary
savings through reduced overhead, and facilitate automation
by permitting larger numbers of entries to be processed at
one central location. But automation will be of little
benefit to Customs if much of the broker data submitted is
incorrect. it is the presence of the import Specialist in
the trade community that permits a relatively high
percentage of correct entries. The increase in the number
of change liquidations resulting from centralization would
alone wipe out the purported budgetary savings of $10
million. Moreover, Customs has failed to adequately

consider the substantial economic impact on the communities
that would lose Import Specialists, and the impact on
industry of a reduced capability to detect commercial fraud.

we therefore call upon the Subcommittee to insist that
Customs cease at once all current and planned relocations of

report Specialists, to lift the hiring freeze on Import
Specialists in districts where such a freeze exists, and to
promptly fill vacant Import Specialist positions at ports
where such positions are authorized. in its authorization
bill, the Subcommittee should require Customs not to
implement any plan for the centralization of entry

processing locations.

Automated Broker Interface

The automated broker Interface (A81) allows Customs
hou seo- brokers, representing importers, to electronically
cransuLt data to Customs. The system is in use, or planned
for use, at New Orleans, Suffialo, Bouston, Philadelphia, and
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3altimore, with plans for expansion nationwide. Import
Specialists have always strongly supported sensible
automation efforts in the past, but in view of Servicewide
by-pass requirements and continued high rates of broker
errors on entry documents, most of which favor the importer,
they fear that this new system will not provide adequate
scope- or judgement in processing entry documents. The
result would be inadequate control over quota and restricted
merchandise, loss of revenue, and reduced accuracy of trade
statistics.

To" illustrate, if a broker doesn't enter the right

tariff classification, and the merchandise is of a type that
requires sampling to determine admissability, samples won't
be take 9 and the product will enter. On by-pass, the Import
Specialist might not even see the entry. in this way, the
system loses control.

Candy can be classified into 20 different categories
under the tariff schedules, ranging from 0-17.5 percent
duty. If the broker's clerk makes an error, and a Customs
aide reviews the entry under by-pass, the scope for error is
obvious. In the past, scissors have been invoiced as hand
tools. Sugar has been invoiced as cookies; the entry for
cookies is by-passed, but sugar is under quota.

Customs management objects to pre-entry review by
Import Specialists of brokers' documentation. But this
practice gives the Import Specialist the ability to correct
errors in classification and value, and ensure accurate
trade statistics are reported to the Census Bureau.

There have been many studies and tests by Customs which
have documented various broker error rates, normally
averaging about 30 percent. Nevertheless, Customs does not
seem to have developed AB! with quality control in mind.
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The problem is compounded by the by-pass system. The
Dingell committee drew attention to this problem by
recounting a test made by Customs last year.

'Last spring, an experiment with 100 percent
by-pass was carried out in the Chicago district. For

30 days, all entries of non-restricted merchandise were
accepted as submitted. The Import Specialists then bad
30 days to review these entries. Under the pressure of
a doubled workload, the error rate uncovered, was 21
percent. Even more important, Customs brokers and
large importers had been officially notified of the
test, thus skewing the results toward fewer irrors.
moreover, 35 percent of all entries were on by-pass,
and these were excluded from the test. The government
collected $1,500,000 in duties that would have been
lost under 100 percent by-pass.'

The solution to these difficulties lies in 1) ensuring
an adequate number of Import Specialists, 2) upgrading their
role and maintaining their expertise, 3) distributing them
more widely among the business community rather thun
centralizing them in fewer locations, 4) reducing the
by-pass rate to an acceptable level, 5) ensuring that import
Specialists review all entries to determine whether by-pass
should be made, 6) allocation of sufficient Xipo r
Specialist staff-years for pre-entry review and adequate
quality assurance, and 7) consulting with Import Specialists
before planning further development of the Automated
Commercial System (which includes AI) so their collective
expertise can be brought to bear in shaping this new system.
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Adequacy of Number of import Specialists

STEU has completed three studies of the adequacy of the

number of Zmpoct Specialists to process the growing entry
workload and to deter commercial fraud. The first analysis
'j presented in Table 5. It shows that while the number of
merchandise entries will more than double from three million

to seven million between 1975 and 1986, the number of Import
Specialists will decrease from 1,262 to l,023 at present
funding levels. Assuming an average annual rate of- produc-
tivity growth of 4.3 percent per year, the number of entries
each Import Specialist would be capable of processing in
1986 would be 4,000 entries. Dividing this into the entry
workload yields 1,762 Import Specialists required as a
minimum adequate staff, which is 740 positions above the

present level.

At the request of the Souse Energy and Commerce

Committee, TZU last year developed estimates of the number

of Import Specialists, Customs Inspectors, and Special
Agents required for adequate enforcement and deterrence of

commercial fraud at three different enforcement levels. For

20 percent by-pass, 1, 400 Import Specialists would be
required, or 358 above the current level. For details see

our FY 198S testimony.

A further study presented in Tables 7-12 appended to

our testimony shows that 260 additional Import Specialists

would permit processing of 975,000 additional entries,

reducing the by-pass rate from 60 to 45 percent Lad yielding

$1 billion in additional revenue. This assumes that
arginal, revenue is $1,200 per entzy compared to an historic

average of $2,000 per entry, and that the Import Specialists
ate part of a total package of 1,200 additional cargo
processing personnel.
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NTE believes that Congress should establish as a goal
in additional 500 Import Specialists, to be attained over a
three-year period. Last year, 150 additional Import

Specialist were authorized, but funds were not appropriated.
We again strongly urge the Subcommittee, in the face of the
massive trade law enforcement problems facing the nation, to
allow an additional I50 Import Specialists above the current
level for Fiscal Year 1986.

TACTICAL INTERDICTION

The dedicated men and women of the Customs Patrol are
responsible for the interdiction of narcotics and contraband
entering the United States by air and sea or across our land
borders. Patrol functions include air and marine
interceptions, covert operations, participation with
contraband enforcement teams in cargo enforcement
operations, participation in Exodus and commercial fraud
task forces, and use of mobile strike teams to respond to
smuggling activities.

Special action units of the Customs Patrol are designed
to ferret out activities which evade normal Customs

processing. These special action units possess unique know-
ledge of cargo movement and documentation, vessel search and
surveillance procedures, smuggling and other criminal
techniques, and ability to operate from aircraft, ship, and
surface vehicles. They work hand in glove with other
elements of Customs, spanning the gap between inspections
an4 investigations.

As we have previously stressed, Customs Patrol Officers
at land ports of entry are specially trained to support the
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Customs mission. The Administration's proposal to transfer
15 of these positions to INS would gravely weaken

narcotics, Exodus, and commercial fraud enforcement efforts.
These specialized resources should be left within Customs,
and we strongly urge the Subcommittee to bar their transfer.

In testifying before the Select Committee on Narcotics
Abuse and Control on the serious threat of narcotics
smuggling by ship, the Commissioner of Customs stated, "The
threat we face in the marine area is again tremendous, it's
one particular area where we are going to try and beef-up
our resources.

This year's budget provides some modest resources for
the Marine Patrol, to include an experimental sea module.
The task is huge and Customs' present fleet is antiquated,
but the start is welcome.

This Customs Air Ptrol must continue to be strongly
supported, and we commend the Subcomiittoe for its efforts
in developing a second Customs air module as well as
procurement of aircraft, radar, and other assets from the
Department of Defense.

We have earlier described the vast dimensions of the
commercial fraud threat to this country. Countering this
threat will require strengthened enforcement of Customs
patrol at air, land, and sea ports of entry. We need
stronger patrol of our docks and harbors, and better surveil-
lance of bonded warehouses and foreign trade zones. The
Dingell Subcommittee has stated:

"That serious problems existed with bonded
warehouses should be no surprise. Tax enforcement in

previous years had led to several scandals involving
goods disappearing from bonded warehouses."
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*Customs officials experience even more problems
with foreign trade zone warehouses. These are intended

to house merchandise !or re-export. it is Customs'

policy not to inspect the goods as they enter or leave

the zones. In one part of the country, counterfeit
jeans were being sold in foreign trade zones. Shirts
reportedly scheduled for tcans-shipment to South
America were on their way to New Jersey when
discovered. Perfume was magically transformed into
baby shampoo and sand in. another warehouse. Stories
abound of containers full of goods entering foreign
trade zones and exiting empty or filled with other

goods. Falsification of paperwork appears to be a
simple matter.o

Customs will not get a handle on this problem without
more special enforcement operations, strengthened contraband
enforcement teams, and investigations in which Customs
Patrol Cfficers participate. We believe there should be a
long-range plan for strengthening this arm of the Service,
and we ask the Subcommittee to approve 50 additional
positions in fiscall 'ear 1986. Th funds for these
positions are contained in the alternative budget we have
presented.

SaMMARY OF HTEU 'S RECO . NDATIONS

.EU recommends

Approval of $716,r192,000 and 14,068 average positions
for Customs for TY 1986. This is an increase of $77
million and 1,527 average positions above the
Administration's budget request. The increase includes

so
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$46. 6 million and 877 average positions to restore cuts
made by the Administration and maintain current
operating levels. It also includes an additional $30.4

million and 650 average positions for 400 Inspectors,
150 Import Specialists, 50 Customs Patrol Officers, and
so Special Agents to strengthen Customs enforcement.

Congress should set as "a goal achievement .of the

following increases in Customs over the nezt three
years

a. 1,500 Inspectors as follows:

(1) 350 positions for airports (based on the Air
Transport Association's recommendation of 236,

plus 114 additional positions for passenger and
cargo growth, staffing of now gateways, and
assumption of INS primary inspections);

(2) 300 positions for land border ports (based
upon Customs' study that 286 positions are
required for assumption of INS primary
inspections);

(3) 450 posLitions for commercial fraud
enforement based upon EDT's study of the number

required to raise the inspection rate for
containerized shipments to 3.5 percent);

(4) 100 positions for export control (based upon
the minLmum required number ift Inspectors for the
EZodus program ,
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(5) 300 positions for inspection of warehouses
and foreign trade :ones (based upon number of

positions in kocmer Customs warehouse program).

b. 500 Import Specialists (based upon NTMU's studies).

c.. 200 Customs Patrol Officers (for narcotics and
commercial fraud enforcement).

d. 100 Special Agents (primarily for commercial fraud
enforcement).

As the nation's principal border management agency,

Customs should be assigned primary inspection

responsibility at all ports of entry. The plan to

consolidate primary inspections within Customs at air
and sea ports should be approved and implemented, but
the plan to transfer primary inspection responsibility
and Customs Patrol positions at land ports to INS
should be rejected. Customs should be assig-id
responsibility for primary inspection at land poets of
entry, thereby freeing resources for the Border Patrol,
which could con'.entrate on its mission of apprehending
illegal aliens between ports of entry.
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The Subcommittee should initiate a full inquiry into
the ACCEPT program, and not authorize Customs to
proceed with this program except in accordance with an
approved plan, including phasing in of additional
inspectional resources, to deter and minimize narcotics
smuggling and commercial fraud.

The Customs warehouse program should be re-inskituted,
and there should be a greater Customs presence In
foreign trade zones, as a deterrent to commercial
fraud.

The Subcommittee should direct that Customs immediately
establish criteria, and allocate sufficient Import
Specialists, to ensure no more than 45 percent by-pass
of merchandise entries in PY 1986. Import Specialists
should review most entries to determine whether by-pass
is appropriate. If the number of Inport Specialists is
insufficient to achieve this goal, Customs should so
notify the Subcomittee so that it may make an
appropriate recommendation in Congressional
consideration of Treasury's supplemental appropriation
request foc FT 1986. Customs should be required to
evaluate the results of 45 percent by-pass, including
impact on revenue and commercial fraud prevention, in
order to permit Congress to determine whether this rat*e
should be adjusted.

The Subcommittee should direct Customs to upgrade and
strengthen the Import Specialist's role as the backbone
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of commercial operations, including measures to enhance
protassinal development and improve ex;ertise in the

various commodity lines.

The Subcommittee should permanently bar the

centralization of Customs' appraisement locations, and

require Customs to give six-months notice of any

planned port or office closures.

The Subcommittee should mandate allocation of a

sufficient number of Import Specialists for pre-entry

review of brokers' documentation, in order to.ininiize

broker erors; provide for review and correction of

data entered under the automated broker interface

program; and consult with Import Specialists to design

a quality assurance program for the Automated

Commercial System (which includes ABI) to maintain the
integrity of classiication and valuation requirements,

tariff and quota controls, data required for

anti-dumping and countervailing duty determi:iations,

and accuracy of foreign trade statistics.

Customs Patrol should be strengthened by a minimum of

50 positions at all. ports of entry, proposed

augmentation for the air support program should be
provided, and the amount requested in the budget for

integrated data telecommunications network and

upgrading of TECS should be approved.
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En view of the grave drug threat of the past decade,
and the rise of international terrorism as well as
greater law enforcement cooperation in the apprehension
of criminals, the Subcommittee should rt-commend to the
Congress and to the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service that Customs Znspectors be eligible for special
early retirement as law enforcement officers.

The Subcommittee should recomend' to the Congress that
the uniform allowance of uniformed employees of the
Customs Service be established at any amount up to $425
annually.

The Subcommittee shp.uld bar the expenditure of funds
for implementation by C stoms of :adio preliminary
entry of vessels, in viev of the drug and commercial
fraud threats and potential for abuse.

Mrt. Chairman, this concludes our testimony. My staff
and I wil be haMp to answer any questions.
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TABLE 4

U.S. CUStOeS SZRVICZ
Average Positonsby Category
ry 9g72 - 1986

fiscal Import Patrol Total

Year napictors socLeIists OffLcers Agents Customs

1972 3,184 1,312 485 853 11,116

1973 3.472 1,304 736 956 11,772

1974 3,693 1,208 971 532 11,678

1975 3.803 1,262 1,152 562 13,076

1976 3,873 1,256 1,191" 614 13,360

1977 3,943 1,204 1,36S 603 13,228

1978 4,077 1,207 1,251 600 13,854

1979 4,174 1,236 1,211 577 14v06G.

1960 4,165 1,219 1,231 604 13,620

1981 4,379 1,165 1,332 597 13,316

1962 3,987 1,061 12,924.

1963 4,122 1,027 1,134 701 12,898

1984 4,269 1,042 1,246 932 13,319

1985 4,372 1,023 1,246 1,009 13,418

1986 (AJDN4N) 4,166 766 1,246 1,009 12,531

1986 (MflU) 4,772 1,173 1,2% 1,059 14,068

Soucce: U.S. Customs Service Budgets
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sk8"v or customs sIsouacC IQuiuCJTS, COSTS. AND ADOITIONAL 6t116u
nim wmitrFit CON4MECIAL rlLAUD O#LIANCE PrOOCM IN Fl 1986

ADDITIONAL ADOIT[OIU. ADOI TIONAL SMT
MIC D IS RIVTIvM COE8I4C[AL CAROO SI'T'P' O TOTAL REVEAUO

9iuvORCv4qieT C1011i[$ TO YIELD PAOCtSSING POSITIONS CUSTwS IMPORT SOCIAL COST FIELD
LZYKI M rlU)MSS90 (S KILLIONSI A[QIhWO INSFI[CTOSS SFRCUALISTS AGENTS IS I JUONS1 USHLIj.I(q

1 e0.o0 10 S00 600 I$ 's ).2 Ike

It 99J.000 I .10 1.00 900 260 A0 48+4 1.121

I 1.100.000 1.560 1.00 I.nl )50 s0 *% .$ .

Commercial cato proceeiasg resotces in the total fnrce are apprnolaely in the ratio of ).000 inspectors to 1.000 top-,It
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Co uted at 140.000 per inspector and import specialist staff year. aid S1o.000 per special s~ent staff year. including
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Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir. Mr. Mulloney.

STATEMENT OF PETER B. MULLONEY, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE AMERICAN IRON AND
STEEL INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MmLtffz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Peter

Mulloney. The witness list promoted me somewhat. I am chairman
of the Committee on International Trade of the American Iron and
Steel Institute. I am also vice president and assistant to the chair-
man of the United States Steel Corp.

My comments today are made on behalf of the American Iron
and Steel Institute and its domestic member companies. The AISI
has, at the invitation of the U.S. Customs Service, during the last
decade participated in national training seminars for import spe-
cialists, laboratory personnel, and dockside inspectors, who process
steel imports. This participation by AISI personnel and technical
products experts from our member companies has had as its pur-
pose improving the Customs Service employees' ability to properly
classify imported steel products.

Req uests by the Customs Service for technical training of this
type ave substantially increased in the last few years, and the
AISI and its member companies have been pleased to cooperate.
The AISI and its member companies have also been involved in
other endeavors to assist the Customs Service in performing its
functions. For example, during the last year, AISI member compa-
nies which have had plant closings, many caused by imports I
might add, have offered excess metallographic equipment to the
Customs Service Laboratory System.

In addition, the AISI is in the process of establishing a customs
fraud alert network which will provide Customs fraud leads to the
Customs Service's Steel Tripwire Program officials. We are particu-
larly concerned that the Customs Service is becoming increasingly
incapable of performing its functions with regard to steel imports
despite a highly motivated and exceptional work force. While on
the one hand, the number of inspectors, import specialists, and lab-
oratory personnel has declined sharply over the last few years,
steel imports have increased substantially.

Moreover, because of the increased number of unfair trade cases
and subsequent antidumping and countervailing duty findings and
other actions taken under U.S. trade laws, the workload of the Cus-
toms Service has increased substantially. In its proposed fiscal year
1986 budget, the Customs Service has stated that it woulo elimi-
nate 206 inspectors, 244 import specialists, 50 lab technicians, and
19 agents. These employees are all frontline personnel who inspect
and classify imports and build evidence against potentially fraudu-
lent imports. We believe that these are precisely the areas that the
Customs Service needs to beef up.

We fully support the Custom Service's Automation Program.
Port shopping, for example, would be greatly reduced as a problem.
If a fraudulent importer knew that a scheme, once detected at one
port, could not be attempted at another port because the computer
would have notified all ports of entry of the scheme and the name
of the importer. Unfortunately, these computer systems are either
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still on the drawing boards, are incomplete, or have not reached
their potential, and many of the dedicated and highly trained Cus-
toms employees are gone.

Further, we take strong issue with the Customs Service on the
question of staffing reductions, that is, more computers and fewer
people. It takes an import specialist to process a steel entry-not a
computer. Computers are a tool, not a substitute for skilled people.
That Customs fraud is a serious problem impacting on the U.S.
steel market, evident by the Customs Service's establishment of the
Steel Tripwire Program in 1984 and the now increasing list of
major trading companies and steel producers which have been suc-
cessfully prosecuted.

We understand that the Customs Service's Steel Tripwire Pro-
gram has 75 significant customs fraud cases in process today. In
hearings held last year by Congressman Dingell s Oversight Sub-
committee, it was estimated by Customs import specialists who tes-
tified that 30 to 50 percent of all entry documents are in error in
some way. While not all of these involve customs fraud, it is clear
that attempts at evasion of U.S. duty, including fraud, are included
in some substantial percentage of these errors.

The import specialists testified that nearly all of the errors were
in the importers' favor. The shortage of key Customs Service em-
ployees-import specialists, dockside inspectors, and laboratory per-
sonnel-has resulted in the Customs Service coming unable to
properly process import documents on a timely basis. The effective
enforcement of U.S. trade laws becomes completely impossible as
document processing lags by months the release of goods into U.S.
commerce. If the staff problems already evidenced in the Customs
Service continue, in the long run-and the long run is almost
here-the Customs Service will become unable to enforce findings
made under U.S. trade laws. The President's Steel Program involv-
ing bilateral arrangements is currently being established by the
USTR.

This program requires full and timely monitoring of imports by
country of origin and by precise product identification. It is hard to
imagine that this process can be successful if the Customs Service
is unable to monitor imports in a prompt and accurate manner.

One final direct comment, Mr. Chairman. We believe that the
Congress should increase substantially the U.S Customs Service's
budget for fiscal year 1986 in order that the trend of the last few
years is reversed. Specifically, we believe that the Customs Service
budget should include sufficient funds to fill the reported 500 va-
cancies which it had prior to the passage of the Trade and Tariff
Act of 1984.

In addition, import-sensitive product lines such as steel should
have substantially more manpower attached to them in order that
the Customs Service will be able to give more time to these critical
imports. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DANFoJTH. Thank you, sir. Mr. Pendleton?
(Mr. Mulloney's prepared statement follows:]
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STATnEMT OF Prm B. MULwNzY, CHAmMAN, COMMIrE ON INTmNATIONAL

TRADz OF THE AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INnTuTE

My name is Peter Black Mulloney. I am Chairman of the Committee on Interna-
tional Trade of the American Iron and Steel Institute. I am also Vice President and
Assistant to the Chairman of U.S. Steel Corporation. My comments today are made
on behalf of the American Iron and Steel Institute and its domestic member compa-
nies.

The American Iron and Steel Institute has, at the invitation of the U.S. Customs
Service, during the last decade participated in national training seminars for import
specialists, laboratory personnel and dockside inspectors, who process steel imports.
This participation by AISI personnel and technical products experts from our
member companies has had as its purpose improving the Customs Service employ-
ees' ability to properly classify imported steel products. Requests by the Customs
Service for tec thnicatramg of this type have substantially increased in the last
few years and the AISI and its member companies have been pleased to participate
in these seminars.

The AISI and its member companies have also been involved in other endeavors
to assist the Customs Service in performing its functions. For example, during the
last year, AISI member companies which have had plant closings have offered
excess metalloqraphic equipment to the Customs Service laboratory system. In addi-
tion, the AISI is in the process of establishing a customs fraud alert network which
will provide customs fraud leads to the Customs Service's Steel Tripwire Program
officials.

We are particularly concerned that the Customs Service is becoming increasingly
incapable of performing its functions with regard to- steel imports despite a highly
motivated and exceptional workforce. While on the one hand, the number of inspe-
tors, import specialists and laboratory personnel has declined sharply over the last
few years, steel imports have increased substantially. Moreover, because of the in-
creased number of unfair trade cases and subsequent antidumping and countervail-
ing duty findings and other actions taken under U.S. trade laws, the work load of
the Customs Service has increased substantially.

In its proposed FY 1986 budget, the Customs Service has stated that it would
eliminate 206 inspectors, 244 import specialists, 50 laboratory technicians and 19
agents. These employees are all front line personnel who inspect and classify im-
ports and build evidence against potentially fraudulent imports. We believe that
these are precisely the areas that the Customs Service needs to "beef up."

We fully support the Customs Service's automation program. Port sho ping' for
example, would be greatly reduced as a problem if a fraudulent importer knew that
a scheme--once detected at one port--could not be attempted at another port be-
cause the computer would have "notified" all ports of entry of the scheme and the
name of the importer. Unfortunately, these computer systems are either still on the
drawing boards, are incomplete or have not reached their potential, and many of
the dedicated and highly trained Customs employees are gone.

Further, we take strong issue with the Customs Service on the question of staffing
reductions, i.e. more computers and fewer people. It takes an import specialist to
process a steel entry-not a computer. Computers are a tool, not a substitute for
skilled people.

That customs fraud is a serious problem impacting on the U.S. steel market is
evident by the Customs Service's etablishment of the Steel Tripwire Program in
1984 and the now increasing list of major trading companies and steel producers
which have been successfully prosecuted. We understand that the Customs Service's
Steel Tripwire Program has 75 significant customs fraud cases in process.

In hearings held last year by Congressman Dingell's Oversight Subcommittee, it
was estimated by Customs import specialists who testified that 30 to 50 percent of
all entry documents are in error in some way. While not all of these involve cus-
toms fraud, it is clear that attempts at evasion of U.S. duty-including fraud-are
included in some substantial percentage of these errors. The import specialists testi-
fied that nearly all of the errors were in the importers' favor.

The shortage of key Customs Service employees-import specialists, dockside in-
spectors and laboratory personnel-has resulted in the Customs Service becoming
unable to properly process import documents on a timely basis. The effective en-
forcement of U.S. trade laws becomes completely impossible as document processing
lags by months the release of goods into U.S. commerce. If the staff problems al-
ready evidenced in the Customs Service continue, in the long run-and the long run
is almost here-the Customs Service will become unable to enforce findings made
under U.S. trade laws.
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The President's Steel Program involving bilateral Arrangements is currently-
being established by the USTR. This program requires full and timely monitoring of
imports by country of origin and by precise product identification. It is hard to
imagine that this process can be successful if the Customs Service is unable to moni-
tor imports in a prompt and accurate manner.

It is our understanding that the U.S. Customs Service presently examines less-
than 2 percent of all goods which enter the U.S. We believe that such a figure in no
way is sufficient to deter customs fraud. In addition, we understand that no U.S.
port of entry routinely checks the weight of steel imports. We hope that the Con-
gress will ensure that the Customs Service hires sufficient numbers of inspectors to
enable it to carry out its important responsibilities.

We believe that the Congress should increase substantially the U.S. Customs Serv-
ice's budget for fiscal year 1986 in order that the trend of the last few years is re-
versed. Specifically, we believe that the Customs Service budget should include suffi-
cient funds to fill the reported 500 vacancies which it had prior to the passage of the
Trade and Tariff Act of 1984. In addition, import-sensitive product lines such as
steal should have subetantially more manpower attached to them in order that the
Customs Service will be able to give more time to these critical imports.

Thank you very much for your attention. I will now answer any questions that
you might have.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. PENDLETON, DIRECTOR OF CORPO-
RATE AFFAIRS FOR CARPENTER TECHNOLOGY CORP. AND
CHAIRMAN OF THE OPERATING COMMITTEE, SPECIALTY
STEEL INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES, CHAIRMAN OF THE
STAINLESS STEEL WIRE INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES,
AND MEMBER OF THE SPECIALTY TUBING INDUSTRY GROUP,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. PKNDLmoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is William

J. Pendleton. I am with Carpenter Technology Corp. I am pleased
to testify this morning on behalf of three specialty steel industry
groups. I am chairman of the operating board of the Specialty Steel
Industry of the United States and I am also chairman of the Stain-
less Wire Industry and a member of the Stainless Pipe and Tubing
Industry group. These three industry groups represent virtually all
the domestic manufacturers of stainless and alloyed tool steel prod-
ucts. I would like to summarize the key points that are contained
in my written statement, in the interest of time.

No. 1, the specialty steel industry is a modern, competitive, and
high technology sector of the U.S. steel industry and is essential to
the economy and critical to the national defense.

Second, the industry has devoted substantial time and resources
to its import problem, and these efforts have resulted in the estab-
lishment of a variety of import relief programs, including anti-
dumping and countervailing duty orders, quantitative restrictions,
higher tariffs, and voluntary restraint agreements. These programs
cover a wide range of specialty steel products.

Third, the U.S. Customs Service does not currently possess the
size of staff to effectively administer and enforce all of these pro-
grams. Further cuts, as contemplated in the administration's fiscal
year 1986 budget, may seriously erode these programs as foreign
producers exploit the absence of an effective enforcement mecha-
nism.

Fourth, there is already increased evidence of efforts by foreign
producers to circumvent these programs, either through shifting
the product mix or product mix misclassification.
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i'ifth, while the industry has notified Customs of instances where
circumvention of these programs has taken place, Customs has
been unable to act on these complaints vigorously and completely
due to manpower shortages.

Sixth, specialty steels are complex alloys, and the manpower
problem is especially serious since skilled personnel are required at
all major ports to analyze chemical composition and product form.
Unfortunately, it is with respect to these skilled personnel that the
administration is proposing some of its most substantial cuts.

Seventh, if the proposed cuts are implemented, the enforcement
of these programs will be further weakened and it will signal to
our trading partners that they can circumvent our import relief
program with impunity. Our basic recommendation of these indus-
try groups is Xery simple: Customs' budget and personnel for fiscal
year 1986 shotild not be reduced. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you all very much.
[Mr. Pendleton's prepared statement follows:]
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SUMMARY OF THE TETIMONY OF WILLIAM J. PENDLETON,
CARPENTER TCUNOLOGY CORPORATION, BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITIEK

ON ]INTERNATIONAL TRADE, SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

William J. Pendleton is Director of Corporate Affairs for Carpenter
Technology Corporation. He is testifying on behalf of the Specialty Steel Industry of the
United States, of which he Is Chairman of the Operating Board, the Stainless Steel Wire
Industry of the United States, of which he is also Chairman, and the Specialty Tubing
Industry Group. His testimony will address the role of the U.S. Customs Service In the
administration and enforcement of the specialty steel Import relief programs.

The specialty steel industry is a modern, competitive and
high-technology sector of the U.S. steel industry and is
essential to the economy and critical to the national defense.

The industry has devoted substantial time and resources to its
import problem, and these efforts have resulted in the
establishment of a variety of import relief programs Including
antidumping and countervailing duty orders, quantitative
restrictions, higher tariffs and voluntary restraint
agreements. These programs cover a wide range of specialty
steel products. -

The U.S. Customs Service does not currently possess the size
of staff to effectively administrator and enforce all of these
programs. Further cuts, as contemplated in the
Administration's FY 1986 budget, may seriously erode these
programs as foreign producers exploit the absence of an
effective enforcement mechanism.

There is Already increased evidence of efforts by foreign
producer. to circumvent these programs either through shifting
the product mix away from products covered by the import
relief programs; by classifying certain finished products as
semi-finished; or by miselassifying Imports Into tariff
categories that are exempted from the Import relief programs.

While the Industry has notified Customs of instances where
circumvention of these programs has taken place, Customs has
been unable to act on these complaints vigorously and
completely due to manpower shortages.

Specialty steels are complex alloys and \therefore the
manpower problem at Customs Is e.pecially serious since
skilled personnel are required at all major ports to analyze
chemical composition and product form. Unfortunately, it is
with respect to these skilled personnel that the Administration
is proposing some of its most substantial cuts.

If the proposed cuts are implemented, the enforcement of
these programs will be further weakened and it will signal to
our trading partners that they can eireumven.t our import relief
programs with impunity.
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TESTIMONY OF MR. WILLIAM J. PENDLETON, CARPENTER TECHNOIOY CORPORATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees My name is

William J. Pendleton. I am with Carpenter Technology Cor-

poration and am pleased to testify this morning as Chairman of

the Operating Board of the Specialty Steel Industry of the

United States. I am also Chairman of the Stainless Steel Wire

Industry of the United States and a member of the Specialty

Tubing Industry Group. These three industry groups represent

virtually all domestic manufacturers of stainless and alloy

tool steel products. The names and locations of the firms

represented by these groups are contained in Exhibit 1 to my

written testimony.

You are, of course, familiar with the basic fact that the

specialty steel industry is a modern, cost-competitive and

high-technology sector of the U.S. steel industry. Our prod-

ucts are essential to America's highly industrialized economy

and are critical to the national defense. Examples of some of

the industries that are dependent on specialty steels include

areospace and aircraft, electronics, food processing, trans-

portation, marine equipment, petroleum, electric power and

chemical processing. Tool and high-speed steels are the tools

which make everything else in our industrialized economy.

I am here today to discuss the role of the U.S. Customs

Service in the administration and enforcement of the various

import relief programs currently affecting the U.S. specialty

,steel industry. This Subcommittee is painfully aware of the

substantial time and resources this industry has devoted in
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recent years to the problem of specialty steel Imports. This

Conittee is also aware of the various import relief measures

that have been implemented by the U.S. Government to deal with

this problem. These programs include:

(1) Various antidumping and countervailing d:"ty orders

on tool steel and stainless steel imports from the

United Kingdom, Brazil, Spain, the Firal Republic

of Germany and France.

(2) Quantitative restraints on stainless steel bar, stain-

less steel rod, and alloy tool steel, as well as

various Orderly Marketing Agreements allocating

those restraints.

(3) Increased tariffs on the flat-rolled products,

stainless steel sheet, strip and plate; and most

recently

(4) Voluntary Restraint Agreements under the President's

steel import relief program that cover stainless

steel wire, stainless steel flat-rolled products,

stainless pipe and tubing products and electrical

steels.

A common element in each of these programs is that the

responsibility for their administration and if need be, their

ultimate enforcement, lies with the United States Customs

Service. Notwithstanding this responsibility, it is our ex-

perience that the U.S. Customs Service does not currently

possess the size of staff to effectively administer and enforce

all of these programs. Accordingly, if the proposed cuts in
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Customs personnel contained in the Administration's FY 1986

budget are put into effect, the existing import relief programs

may become seriously eroded since foreign producers will un-

doubtedly try to exploit the absence of an effective en-

forcement mechanism.

There is already increasing evidence that significant

efforts have been made to circumvent the import relief programs

established for the benefit of the domestic specialty steel

industry. This evidence has been especially pronounced with

respect to the quantitative restraints and increased tariffs

established in July 1983 pursuant to the President's import

relief program for specialty steel under section 201 of the

Trade Act of 1974. For example, recent import data reveal a

disturbing shift in import product mix away from the various

tool steel products covered by the President's import relief

program towards high speed tool steel products that are not a

part of the President's program. Whether or not an actual shift

has occurred or whether there has been misclassification re-

mains an open question. In any event, it is a question which

should be investigated.

Industry sales representatives have also learned, as a

result of conversations with their customers, of specific

instances where stainless and tool steel products covered by

the President's import relief program have been improperly

entered into U.S. commerce undek tariff classifications for

products which are exempted from the program. Such instances

include the entry of certain finished stainless steel products
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an semi-finished items not covered by the quantitative re-

strictions, and the entry of certain grades of tool steel under

alloy steel product classifications that have been specif-

ically exempted from the President's program at the request of

foreign producers.

We have repeatedly notified the Customs Service of in-

stances where we believe circumvention of the President's

import relief programs have occurred. While we have found the

staff receptive to our complaints, they are simply too over-

worked and understaffed to conduct the vigorous port-by-port

oversight that is necessary to investigate these allegations,

and thereby to make these programs work completely. The problem

is particularly acute with respect to specialty steel since the

products in question are difficult to identify on the basis of

random observation, and thus they are easily susceptible to

misclassification.

The products comprising the specialty steel industry

include hundreds of different alloys. My own company, Car-

penter Technology, produces about 450 grades of specialty steel

alone. It requires skilled import specialists and laboratory

personnel at all major ports to evaluate--through the use of a

sophisticated metal analyzer--an entry of a specialty steel

product to determine first, its chemical composition; and

second, its product form, in order to ascertain whether it was

properly classified. It is therefore unfortunate that it is

with respect to these skilled personnel that the Administration

is recommending some of its most substantial cuts.



The official position of the Administration is that the

U.S. Customs Service can "do more with less." We are at lose

to understand the logic of this position. The U.S. Customs

Service, under current personnel levels, has been unable to

vigorously enforce the President's import relief programs.

Further reductions in those personnel levels will further

weakeni those programs and will signal to our trading partners

that. they can circumvent these and other import relief programs

with virtual. impunity.

In closing, let me ask this Subcommittee to carefully

consider the illogic of cutting back on the effectiveness of one

of the few revenue generating agencies of the U.S. Government,

particularly at a time when the burden imposed on that agency

to protect the U.S. market from commercial fraud and other

injurious trade practices has never been greater.

I thank you for the opportunity to present our views on

this important stibject.
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mIBIT I

SPECIALTY!9 MM INDUSTRY OF THE UlTED STATES

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
2000 Oliver Building
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

AL Tech Specialty Steel Corporation
Post Office Box 152
Dunkirk, New York 14048

Armco Inc.
Post Office Box 1697
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

Braeburn Alloy Steel Division
CCX, Inc.
Lower Burrell, Pennsylvania 15301

Carpenter Technology Corporation
Post Office Box 662
Reading, Pennsylvania 19603

Columbia Tool Steel Company
Lincoln Highway & State Street
Chicago Heights, Illinois 60411

Coshocton Stainless Steel
Post Office Box 548
Coshocton, Ohio 43812

Crucible Specialty Metals Division
Colt Industries Inc.
Post Office Box 977
Syracuse; New York 13201

.Cytemp Specialty Steel Division
Post Office Box 606
Titusville, Penrnsylvania 16354

Cyclops Corporation
Cyclops Building
650 Washington Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228

Jessop Steel Company
Jessop Place
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301

Latrobe Steel-Company
Latrobe, Pennsylvania -15650
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LTV Steel Company
1600 West Carson Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15263

Slater Steel Corporation
Post Office Box 630
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46801

Teledyne Vasco
Post Office Box 151
Latrove, Pennsylvania 15650

Washington Steel Corporation
Washington, Pennsylvania 15301
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STAINLESS STEL WIRE INDUSTRY OF TEE UNITED STATES

AL Tech Specialty Steel Corporation
Post Office Box 152
Dunkirk, New York 14048

A.rmco, Inc.
Post Office Box 1697
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

Branford Wire & Manufacturing Company
Post Office Box 5933
Asheville, North Carolina 28815

Brookfield Wire Company, Inc.
Post Office Box 248
Brookfield, Massachusetts 01506

Carpenter Technology Corporation
Post Office Box 662
Reading, Pennsylvania 19603

Crucible Specialty Metals Division
Colt Industries, Inc.
Post Office Box 997
Syracuse, New York 13201

Industrial Alloys, Inc.
Post Office Box 1710
Pomona, California 91769-1710

Mapes Piano String Company
Post Office Box 112
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643

National Standard Company
601 North 8th Street
Niles, Missouri 49120

Northampton Manufacturing Company
122 Federal Street
Northampton, Massachusetts 01060
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SPECIALTY TUBING INDUSTRY GROUP

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation
2000 Oliver Building
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222

AL Tech Specialty Steel Corporation
Post Office Box 91
Watervlietr New York 12180

Armco Inc.
Route 2, Box 1A
Wildwood, Florida 32785

Bristol Metals Inc.
Post Office Box 1589
Bristol, Tennescee 37621

Carpenter Technology Corporation
Post Office Box 662
Reading, Pennsylvania 19603

Colt Industries, Inc.
2188 Church Street
East Troy, Wisconsin 53120

Cyclops Corporation
650 Washington Road
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228

Damascus Tubular Products
175 Reynolds Industrial Park Road
Greenville, Pennsylvania 16125

LTV Steel Company
226 E. 131st Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44108
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Senator DANmowrT. Just let me ask you one general question.
The reimbursement concept-is that worth pursuing, do you think?
Should we look at that and maybe use that method as a supple-
ment for the Customs Service authorization?

Mr. Muuoiqxy. Mr. Chairman, let me comment for the iron and
steel industry. I don't know at this point. We have considered that
and we will consider that.

[The following letter was subsequently submitted for the record.]
AmimcAN IRON & STUL INNIFMI ,

Washington, D April 2, 1985.
Hon. Boa PACKWOOD,
Chairman, US. Senate Committee on Finance, Senate Russell Office Building, Wash-

ington, DC
DEAR SZNATOR: During my testimony on April 3, 1985, before the Subcommittee

on International Trade on the Customs Service's FY 1986 budget, Senator Danforth
asked me whether the "reimbursement concept" should be used as a method of sup-
g lementing the Customs Service's budget authorization. We understand the reim-

ursement concept is a suggestion that the states or local governments pay for Cus-
toms Service offices in ports of entry which the Customs Service has determined
should be closed. During the question and Answer session I indicated that the steel
industry would consider that approach and would report back to the Subcommittee.
The following are our thoughts and observations on this suggestion.

(i) As you know, we believe that the Customs Service should increase its efficiency
and revenue to the government by beefing up its staff at ports of entry by hiring
more inspectors, agents, and import specialists.

(ii) The Customs Servie suestion to move toward a "reimbursement" concept
for small ports of entry is troublesome to us because we believe that implicit in this
suggestion is a policy which would result in the closing of a substantial number of
ports of entry currently in operation. We think that many of these ports of entry-if
not all-should be kept open because they facilitate movement of goods into and out
of U.S. commerce, create jobs, and generally support the U.S. industrial base.

(iii) We are deeply troubled with the Customs Service's suggestion that the states
either financially or with state employees run federal Customs offices. We believe
that Customs and all work related to Customs is a federal responsibility. The reim-
bursement concept puzzles us because it seems that such a system would result in a
dual Customs Service-i.e., federally run Customs Service offices and state and lo-
cally run Customs Service offices.

To take this point to the extreme, it is possible under a reimbursement concept
that an individual exporter or importer could petition state or local government to
locate a Customs office near his facility. This Customs facility would then have as
its sole purpose the facilitation of the import or export trade of this company. Obvi-
ously, such a scenario could result in potential conflicts of interest because the
"Customs employee" would be more an employee of the importer/exporter than of
the federal government.

(iv) Generically we believe that it is the responsibility of the U.S. Customs Serv-
ice, as an agent of the federal government to police U.S. borders and facilitate
import and export trade.

While we would not reject categorically the reimbursement concept as discussed
during the hearing on April 3, we see few merits to the proposal at this time. As
noted above, we believe the solution to the problem is the proper funding and staff-
ing of Customs offices presently in existence-and the opening of new offices fi-
nanced and run by the federal government when and where appropriate.

Sincerely, PETER B. MULWNEY,

Chairman, AISI Committee on International Trade.
Mr. ToBiAs. I think that the point that Senator Baucus made is

maybe relevant, and that is to distinguish between the places
where we already have inspectors and those places that want new
inspectors and may or may not be cost efficient. But the concept of
reimbursement does not address the core issue and the core prob-
lem, and that is we need more people at the larger ports of entry,
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more people on the border. We need more import specialists. So, I
think that that is sort of a peripheral issue and not the main issue.

Senator DANFORTH. That is why they say they are not asking for
a large increase in manpower, I am sure-the budgetary con-
straints. It is well known that we have budget problems, and I am
sure that thought permeates the administration. On the other
hand, the administration has generally supported the idea of user
fees. So, I guess the thought is that if they are not going to get just
a blank check'on their authorization or their appropriation or the
amount of manpower they can have, would it be a good idea to ex-
plore user fees or the reimbursement concept as a way of supple-
menting that.

Mr. PENDLrrON. Mr. Chairman, I think the idea has some merit,
but I think the fundamental point that we are stressing here is
that in the basic industries, in view of all the effort that has been
made to put import relief programs in place, to reduce the person--
nel level by over 800 people, particularly the import specialists who
are very familiar with the details and the intricacies of very com-
plex commodities, it is pennywise and pound foolish. And it is just
fundamental that we have to return the fiscal year 1986 budget to
the level which would permit the personnel level of last year-and
that is still undersized. Now, if they want- to go on then beyond
that in terms of a reimbursement program, that is fibe to consider,
but I think the fundamental point that we have to stress here is
the need to return to the proper manpower level.

Senator DANFORTH. You want the people, regardless of how you
get them?

Mr. PENDLETON. Absolutely. It is essential.
Mr. MULLONEY. Mr. Chairman, I would subscribe to that totally,

and I think the point that was made by you and others earlier that
this is a service that returns far greater revenues than it expends.
It is vital to the whole issue. It just seems to be philosophically
wrong to be doing what is being done. We also feel very strongly
that if we return to a proper level of staffing, that that 20 to 1
ratio could go considerably higher, considering what we believe
today is an increasing amount of fraud.

Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you all very much.
Mr. TOBIAS. Thank you.
Mr. MULLONEY. Thank you, Senator.
[Whereupon, at 12:38 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[The following communications were submitted and made a part

of the hearing record:]
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QUESTION FROM SENATOR HEINZ FOR THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Do you believe it is either appropriate or consistent with the law and
Congressional irnent for the Commission to establish a specific import
penetration ratio, below which injury would not be found?

Response

The majority of the sitting Commissioners have not, in decided title VII cases
relating to "material injury" determinations, established a specific import
penetration ratio, below which material injury could not be found.

The antidumping and countervailing duty statute directs the Commission, in its
determinations of material injury by reason of dumped or subsidized imports,
to consider a number of economic factors bearing on the state of a U.S.
industry. Congress has specifically directed the Commission to consider the
level of import penetration, as well as changes in that level, in its
determinations. The statute, in defining material injury, also lists many
other factors that the Commission should consider and directs the Commission
to consider any other factors, not specifically listed, if deemed relevant by
the Commission. 19 U.S.C. 5 1677(C), (D). Further, subsection (E) (,i)
provides that "(t]he presence or, absence of any factor which the Commission is
required to evaluate under subparagraph (C) or (0) shall not necessarily give
decisive guidance with respect to the determination by the Commission of
material injury." 19 U.S.C. S 1677(E)(ii).

In its material injury determinations the- Commission has relied upon and cited
to the House and Senate Reports accompanying the Trade Agreements Act of
1979. The Commission, in recent investigations, has cited to legislative
history directing it to consider all relevant factors in it, determinations of
material Injury, while not allowing the "presence or absence of any factor" to
"necessarily give decisive guidance." E.g., Certain Carbon Steel Products
from Spain, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-155, 157-160, 162 (Final) USI1C Publication 1331;
Certain Automated Fare Collection Equipment and Parts Thereof from France,
Inv. No. 701--TA-200 (Preliminary) USIIC Publication 1323; Fish, Fresh,
Chilled, or Frozen, whether or not whole, but otherwise prepared or preserved,
from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TR-40 (Final) USITC Publication 106(; Sodium
Hydroxide, In Solution (liquid caustic soda), from the Federal Republic of
Germany, France. Italy, and the United Kingdom, Inv. No. 731-TA-8-11
(Preliminary) USLTC Publication 1040, Moreover, the Commission has focused,
in each particular investigation, on the conditions of trade, competition, and
development regarding the industry concerned, Thus "(f]or one industry, an
apparently small volume of imports may have a significant impact on the
market; for another, the same volume might not be significant." Certain
Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel Plate from the Republic of Korea, Inv. No. 731-TA-151
(Final) USIrC Publication 1561; Birch Three-Ply Door Skins from Japan, Inv.
No . 751-TA--6. USIiC Publication 1271; Spun Acrylic Yarn from Japan and Italy,
.Inv. No. 731-TA-1-2 (Final) USITC Publication 1046.
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The Commission has not held that there is a specific level of market
penetration, below which material injury could not be found for all
investigations of all industries. Rather, the Commission has made its
determinations on a case-by-case basis after a thorough consideration of
factors affecting the performance of the particular industry that seeks
relief. The Commission determines "the significance to be assigned to a
particular factor" after a consideration of the various factors affe ting an
industry in a particular case. E.g., Certain Carbon Steel Products from
Austria, Czechoslovkia, East Germany, Hungary, Norway, Poland, Romania, Sweden
and Venezuela, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-225-234 (Preliminary) US1TC Publication 1642;
Cellular Mobile Telephones and Subassemblies Thereof from Japan, Inv. No.
731-TA--207 (Preliminary) USIiC Publication 1629; Cell-Site Transceivers and
Subassemblies Thereof from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-163 (Final) USITC
Publication 1618; Certain Commuter Airplanes from Brazil, Inv. No. 701-TA-18
(Preliminary) USITC Publication 1291; Certain Amplifier Assemblies and Parts
Thereof from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-4B (Final) USITC Publication 1266; Welded
Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Brazil, France, Italy, The Republic of
Korea, and West Germany, Inv. No. 701-TA-165-169 (Preliminary) USITC
Publication 1262; Frozen French Fried Potatoes from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-93
(Preliminary) USITC Publication 1259; Chlorine from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-90
(Preliminary) USITC Publication 1249. Therefore, in particular cases, the
Commission has determined, based on all the factors considered, that the level
of market penetration was so low that imports were not a cause of material
injury, notwithstanding the presence of other factors supportive of an injury
determination.
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STATEMENT OF PAULA STERN, CHAZIWMIAN
UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE CWtHISSION

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
COMMITTEE 0N FINANCE, U.S. SENATE, APRIL 3, 1905

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to

present the Commission's budget request for fiscal year 1986, Accompanying me

today are Commissioners Eckes, Lodwick and Rohr, and Rick Arnold, Director of

Finance and Budget,

GNP statistics revealed that 1984 was the most robust year for economic growth-

in the United States in over three decades. This report confirmed the view

held by many that the economy is coasting into the third year of recovery.

Unfortunately, there has been no recovery at the ITC, or in the industries

with which we deal. In 1984 the U.S. chalked up a trade deficit of $123.3

billion, the largest in history. This was the third consecutive year in which

a record trade deficit was set. The 1984 current account, a broad measure of

our financial and trade relationships with the world, posted a deficit of

$101.6 billion. This was more than double the 1983 deficit of $41.6 billion.

Because the work at the Commission closely parallels the activity in the

international arena, we have been busier than evbr.

The budget request approved by the Commission totals $28,901,000 and 482

full-time permanent positions. This represents an increase of $3,522,000 over

our fiscal year 1985 appropriation, assuming that we receive a supplemental

appropriation for the January 1985 cost-of-living pay increase. This is

essentially a request to fund operations at the same level as authorized for

FY 1985. This amount is necessary to fund fully our authorized positions

during FY 1986. There are no program increases to be funded by this request.

This contrasts with the Commerce Department, which shares our workload in

inforcing our antidumping and countervailing duty laws. It has responded to

the same increasing trade pressures by requesting 37 additional positions for

its International Trade Administration.
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Let me briefly explain the reasons for the increase over FY 1995. Over

one-half of the increase, or $1.6 million, is devoted to paying salaries to an

increasingly professional staff. One-third, or $1.2 million, pays for various

non-personnel costs, such as equipment rental, printing and other services,

and supplies and materials. The remainder of the increase, or $600,000 is due

to several other factors, including the increased rental for our current space

and annualization of the costs of the positions authorized by Congress for

FY 1905.

Mr. Chairman, I believe this amount represents the bare minimum necessary to

meet our obligations for what we expect will be an extremely busy year. I

should stress that most of our workload - the number of investigations -- is

beyond our control; we are usually responding to statutory requirements.

Furthermore, much of our workload is subject to tight statutory deadlines.

I would like to take a few moments to review the increasing demands on our

resources. Of course, the part of our workload receiving the greatest

attention is the decisions we make in import relief cases, We face an

avalanche of requests for import relief, In FY 1994, we instituted 42 more

cases than in the prior year, an increase of 261. In the first quarter of FY

1985, we instituted 17 more cases than in the corresponding period in FY 1994,

an additional increase of 321. Indeed, our caseload so far this year is

exceeding the projections on which our budget request was based.

Our caseload has been growing not just in size but also in the diversity and

complexity of the cases brought before us. The antidumping and countervailing

duty statutes continue to be our most active areas. Touring FY 1994 the

Commision had 151 active cases in this area. Although steel and other
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manufactured products are the most frequent subjects of these investigations,

cases involving other industries, such as agriculture, chemicals and high tech

products are on the rise, reflecting the increased import sensitivity of the

U.S. economy across-the-board. Also, post-decision litigation on these cases

continued to increase as more of our decisions undergo judicial review. This

substantually increases the workload of our legal staff which must defend the

Commission in these actions.

A rapidly growing part of our caseload involves unfair trade practice cases

filed under section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930. The protection of U.S.

intellectual property rights has been given a high priority, as evidenced by

several provisions in the Trade and Tariff Act of 1964. The Coemission worked

on 74 unfair trade practice cases in FY 1984, a 25% increase over the prior

year. We are increasingly drawn into complex issues in these cases. For

example, during FY 1984 six cases were declared "more complicated" and

extended to 16 months as compared to S cases being extended during the prior

eight years,

Many of our most celebrated cases are filed under section 201, also known as

the "escape clause". As you may know, 1984 was a big year for us in section

201, as we completed five escape clause cases. Although conventional wisdom

holds that these cases are reserved for election years, we already have two

section 201 cases before us this year, and expect a continued high level of

interest.

We see little prospect that the forces that are producing so many requests for

import relief will be reversed any time in the near future. Part of the surge

in our caseload can be traced to the strong dollar, which although recently

experiencing declines in its value, will continue to influence future trade

transactions. 
L,
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The steep appreciation of the dollar in the last four years has priced

goods out of foreign markets and has drmmn foreign products into I

markets. All types of industries and agricultural programs that previo,

faced little or no serious threats from foreign competition suddenly

themselves turning to us for relief.

Underlying the high value of the dollar are fundamental shifts in

comparative advantage of many U.S. manufacturers. Firms in nt

industrializing countries, particularly in Asia, are posing new challenged

many established, basic industries in the U.S. Thus, many indicators poin

further increases in our caseload.

I would like to make several points about our caseload forecasts. First,

recent history has taught us anything it is that we have consist,

underestimated the demands placed on our resources. Already, our Lit qua,

FY 1985 estimates have proven to be understated substantially. Second,

projections were made before the Trade and Tariff Act of 1964 was enacted

any increases resulting from this legislation were not included in

projections. As an example of this, the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 requires

the President to conduct an extensive review of the Generalized System of

Preferences (GSP) by January 1967. As part of this review the Commission will

be required to conduct an investigation with respect to all articles in

GSP. This will be the largest and most detailed "probable economic effe,

type of investigation the Commission has conducted since 1975 when such ad%

was prepared for the Multilateral Trade Negotiations. Also, assistance

providing advice in negotiations will increase significantly if the m

trading nations decide to embark on the new round of trade negotiations ca'

for by the President in his State of the Union address. The Euro;

Community has already formally endorsed such negotiations.
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Of course, our work consists of more than just import relief investigations.

Another important responsibility we have is to prepare fact-finding reports

and analyses for use by Congress and the President in the development of U.S.

trade policy. Much of this work is conducted under section 332 of the Tariff

Act of 1930. Studies under section 332 are usually requested by our oversight

committees or by the President. In addition we try to anticipate the needs of

trade policymakers by self-initiating 332 studies; for example, we have

urderwey an assessment of the U.S. commuter and business aircraft industries.

Due to the current work being performed on a self-initiated study of the

Internationalization of the Automobile Industry and Its Effects on tha U.S.

Automobile Industry, the Commission had the basis ror a quick and meaningful

response to congressional inquiries on voluntary restraint agreements.

Because our research is so closely tied to the policy process, we view this as

one of our most important functions.

We are increasingly involved in preparing background studies on sensitive and

controversial issues. For example, at the request of the Ways and Means

Committee, we recently completed a three-phase study on foreign industrial

targeting which has been used by U.S. negotiators in trade talks with 3apan,

and we have underway a study on the effects of certain foreign natural

resources pricing policies on U.S. industries. We have also conducted studies

on convict labor imports to the U.S., world agricultural trade flows, foreign

trade zones, and product counterfeiting by foreign producers. During FY 1984

the Commission had 41 active studies. Through the 1st quarter of FY 1905 the

Commission instituted nine now studies, compared to four last year. Seven of

the new studies are direct requests of the President or the Committees on Ways

and Means and Finance.
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Section 332 also' keeps us very involved in studying emerging issues and

industries. As the service sector assumes a higher profile in trade debates,

we expect more requests like the one we recently received from the U.S. Trade

Representative's Office, in which we were asked to study competition between

the air cargo and surface transportation industries in Japan and the U.S.

This report will be used to assist the U.S. in current negotiations with the

Japanese on this subject. Also, we have self-initiated a study on current

developments in barter and countertrade. A number of emerging industries have

been the subject of recent studies, including the biotechnology, robotics and

telecommunications industries. The Commission is often called upon to provide

assessments of the probable economic effects of possible trade agreements.

For example, last year we studied the U.S.-Israeli free trade proposal and the

proposed duty elimination of semiconductor tariffs, and we have recently

completed an investigation on the probable economic effects of sectoral free

trade with Canada. In addition, the Multifiber Arrangement, which governs

world textile and apparel trade, expires in 1986. We have two studies

underway, one on emerging textile-exporting countries and one on the tWA

itself, which also should be useful in consideration of what to do in 1986.

Parenthetically, this deadline could possibly generate more textile cases at

the Commission.

Many of the section 332 studies focus on the competitive conditions of a

specific industry that may need help in devising a strategy to met foreign

competition. Recently completed studies have covered industries that produce

fabricated . structural steel, household furniture, industrial molds, sheet

vinyl flooring, filberts, and hand tools. Recent statements by Administration

officials involved in the international trade arena cause me to bellove that

our resources in the 332 area, in dpta gathering responsibilities, and general

technical support will be stretched to the limit by requests for assistance

from other trade-related government agencies.
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To round out a description of the full range of the ITC's activities requires

mentioning the continuing role the Commission it playing in the conversion to

the Harmonized System, and the listing of periodic reports on several

commodities, including motor vehicles, footwear, steel, rum, and mushrooms.

The ITC recently received a USTR request under, 332 to monitor the performance

of the steel industry as part of the Administration's program to limit steel

imports, We will monitor and report annually on competitive conditions in the

steel industry and the Industry's efforts to adjust and modernize.

Information on employment, profitability, capital investment, and other items

would be collected on 21 different steel product categories. In addition, we

provide our oversight committees numerous reports on proposed legislation to

be used as background material for committee consideration of these bills.

During FY 1S04 we provided assistance on over 120 pieces of legislation.

Our independence, analytical expertise, and data-gathering ability will

continue to attract requests for timely reports on current trade issues. This

creates a contirAing need to create and maintain expertise in new areas in

order to keep up with developments in international trade. Congress also gave

us a new function last year. In conformance with the Trade and Tariff Act of

1904, we recently established the Trade Remedy Assistance Center, This Center

will provide one central location in the Federal government for obtaining

information on the major trade remedy statutes. In addition it will provide

technical assistance to those small businesses that would like to file cases

at the ITC but cannot afford to do so. The workload implications of this

function must still be measured.
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Please note that the Commission's budget request includes no funds for the

relocation of our activities to a single location in downtown Washington.

Last year Congress passed and the President signed legislation that transfers

our current building, where most of the staff works, to the Smithsonian

Institution when a suitable location for us has been found.

Internally the Commission -has taken several measures to prepare for our move,

but little more can be done until a site is selected. I have been'working

with the General Services Administration to prepare an advertisement for our

space needs. I expect the solicitation to take place this Spring, and

hopefully a site can be selected this Summer. At the time the budget was

prepared there was much uncertainty regarding our m6ve, so a request for

relocation funds would have bce- premature. Once a firmer schedule for our

move has been set, the Commission will be in a better position to predict our

costs. At that time, the Coonission will likely come back to you with a

request for additional funding.

I would like to conclude on a personal note. I have been a Commissioner for

six and a half years. I have personally witnessed the impact of the Trade Act

of 1974, the Trade Agreements Act of 1979 and the advent of the Trade and

Tariff Act of 1984 on the ITC's operations as well as the enormous growth of

our workload to its current crescendo. My position at the Commission has

allowed me to observe first-hand the internationalization of the U.S. economy

and to appreciate thi heightened importance of our work. I credit the

Commission's staff for maLntaining, in the face of these changes, the high

standards of quality and objectivity that Congress expects us to meet.
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Few agencies are experiencing such disproportionate growth in responsibilities

relative to their size. Our work increases when American industry and

agriculture are feeling injured. In effect, we provide a safety net for

American business when times are tough in trade, much as unemployment

compensation helps tide over workers buffeted by economic vicissitudes. The

current trade problems are exerting tremendous pressure on all of us but we

are confident that, with the support of Congress, the Commission can meet the

challenge.

In submitting the Commission's budget request for fiscal year 1986, I firmly

believe we'll need every penny of it if we are to serve our objectives as

defined by Congress.

Mr. Arnold and I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Thank you.

48-992 0 - 85 - 11
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BY THE U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Report To The Chairman .-
Subcommittee On International Trade
Committee On Finance
United States Senate

U.S. Customs Service: Import Specialists'
Duties And Reviews Of Entry Documentation

The U.S. Customs Service import specialists
are responsible for assessing duties on
goods being imported into the United States
and for enforcing import quotas and other
merchandise restrictions.

At the request of the Subcommittee, GAO
discusses (1) the import specialists' duties
in processing entry documentation. (2) Cus-
toms' efforts to streamline the review pro-
cess, (31 the number and types of errors
found as a result of the import specialists'
reviews, and (4) Customs' efforts to meas-
ure the quality of its entry processing func-
tion.
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UNITED STATUS GENIAL ACCOUNTING 0fICE
WAOMTON D.C.SIM

B-216217

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on

International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Your letter of December 7, 1984, and prior correspondence
noted several key questions facing your Subcommittee in its
oversight of Customs Service operations. Essentially, the ques-
tions concerned whether Customs is deemphasizing its commercial
operations of collecting import duties and permitting only
admissible products to enter the country. The questions have
arisen because the volume of imports has been increasing while
the number of import specialists has remained about the same.

Import specialists play a major role in determining whether
importers and/or their brokers have properly classified and
valued imported products, correctly calculated duties owed, and
provided all data and documents required to admit merchandise
into the country. Classification of imported goods determines
the tariff rate for duty assessment purposes and is the basis
for enforcing quota and other merchandise restrictions. The
classification process provides the means to accumulate statis-
tics on imported products, such as dollar value, quantity, and
country of origin.

.The formal entry1 workload has increased about 40 percent
from fiscal year 1981 to fiscal year 1984--from 4.6 million
entries to 6.4 million. In September 1984, Customs had 990
import specialists to process the workload or about 141 fewer
than in September 1981.

Customs commercial operations and budget officials told us
that, although there have been personnel reductions because of

IAs used in this report a formal entry consists of Customs
forms, commercial invoices, and other documents required for
determining the admissibility of merchandise valued over $250.
(As of December 1984, the value was increased to $1,000). For-
mal entries account for about 99 percent of the duties col-
lected by Customs.



budget restraints, the agency has not been deemphasizing commer-
cial operations but has been working to make the entry review
process more efficient. Customs, since 1967, has been working
on a system (referred to as the "bypass system) to reduce
import specialists reviews of low-risk entries on the basis of
criteria developed at each field location. Low-risk entries are
those determined to be simple, routine, and not likely to vio-
late import requirements. As of February 1985, Customs was
developing criteria to be applied nationally, which would com-
plement that developed at field locations. Thd national cri-
teria will indicate those entry documents which must be
reviewed. All other entries will be bypassed except those which
import specialists at field locations determine to be in need of
a review.

Having import specialists review selected entries does not
necessarily indicate that Customs is deemphasizing the functions
of collecting duty and assuring the admissibility of imports.
How well those commercial operations functions are performed
depends to a large extent on the implementation of a sound
bypass system. However, until Customs fully develops and imple-
ments criteria for its bypass system, we cannot evaluate the
effectiveness of the system.

To provide the Subcommittee with an overview of commercial
operations, we arranged with your office to provide information
on

--the import specialists' duties in processing entry
documentation,

--Customs' efforts to streamline the import specialists'
review process,

--the results of the import specialists' reviews from the
standpoint of the number and types of errors found in the
entry documentation, and

--Customs' efforts to measure the quality of the entry pro-
cessing function.

Per discussion with your office, we conducted our review of
import specialists activities at two of the largest Customs
districts--the New York Seaport Area Office and the Los Angeles
District. These two locations accounted for about 1.1 million,
or 18 percent, of the total 6.5 million formal entries received
by all 45 Customs districts and about $3.9 billion, or 31 per-
cent, of the $12.5 billion total duty and tax assessments in
fiscal year 1984. Further, about 20 percent of the import spe-
cialists who review entries are located at these two sites.

2
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(See app. V for a more complete discussion of our scope and
methodology.)

At the two locations selected, we found that most of the
import documentation submitted to Customs was determined to be
error free by import specialists. In fiscal year 1984, the New
York Seaport and the Los Angeles District processed 501,313 and
652,612 entries, respectively. Import specialists reviewed
about 90 percent of the entries and found errors in 7 and 4 per-
cent of the entries reviewed at New York and Los Angeles,
respectively.

For fiscal year 1983, the errors affecting duties and taxes
resulted in $26 million in additional assessments to importers
and $22 million in refunds to importers. The dollar impact of
entry errors affecting duties for fiscal year 1984 was not
available as of March 1985.

Customs' quality assurance program results showed that,
nationwide, about 3 percent of the entries that had gone through
the entry review process and had been liquidated (the final com-
putation of an imported's liability) in fiscal year 1983 had
errors. According to Customs officials, the program has yet to
generate all the information necessary to adequately assess the
entry review process. The officials told us, however, that
Customs is expanding the program to provide more detailed infor-
mation. Specifically, Customs recently began providing
computed-generated management reports chat show the types of
errors, but not the percentage of entries with errors, found in
quality assurance reviews by region and districts for fiscal
year 1983. It plans to issue additional reports by 1986 that
will further identify problem areas in the entry processing
operations and assess the criteria used in bypassing entries.

More detailed information on the results of our work ie
presented in the appendixes. We trust the information provided
will be useful to your continuing oversight efforts. As
requested by your office, we did not obtain agency comments on
this report. However, we have discussed the information con-
tained in this report with Customs officials who manage the
entry review process. They agreed with the data.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce
the contents of the report earlier, we plan no further distribu-
tion until 10 days from the date of the report. At that time we

3



will send copies to interested parties and make copies available
to others upon request.

Sincerely yours,

William J. Anderson
Director
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

IMPORT SPECIALISTS' DUTIES

Import specialists are responsible for assessing the cor-
rect duty on imported articles and for determining their admis-
sibility. They also

--determine whether special trade programs such as quotas,
countervailing duties, and antidumping statutes apply to
the imports;

1

--verify statistical information on imports for use in
monitoring foreign competition and negotiating trade
agreements; and

--enforce certain legal and regulatory requirements of
other agencies, such as those pertaining to trademark and
patent rights.

Import speci lists carry out these responsibilities mainly
by reviewing importers/brokers' entry documents, euch as in-
voices, contracts, and purchase orders. Import specialists rely
heavily on their familiarity with and knowledge of the particu-
lar merchandise and the record of the importers. Import spe-
cialists also utilize an extensive body of legal principles,
court decisions, and Customs rulings which have evolved over the
years.

Verifying that the importers/brokers have assigned mer-
chandise to its proper category in the Tariff Schedules of the
United States Annotated is performed by the import specialists.
The tariff schedules list the merchandise's dutiable status and
duty rate, aid in enforcing quotas and other trade programs, and
provide the means to accumulate trade statistics.

The Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) list about
6,000 articles and products by specific name type; kind; physi-
cal characteristics such as material composition, size, and
weight; use; or a combination of the foregoing. The five-digit
TSUS numbers are further subdivided by the addition of two-digit
suffixes at which point the TSUS become the Tariff Schedules of

1A countervailing duty is an additional duty assessed on im-
ported merchandise determined to have been subsidized by a
foreign government and to have materially injured or threatened
with material injury a competing U.S. industry. Antidumping
statutes provide for an additional duty to be imposed when im-
ported merchandise is sold in the United States at prices lower
than the prices at which comparable goods are sold in the coun-
try of origin and the sales cause or threaten material injury
to a competing U.S. industry.
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the United States Annotated. There are more than 10,000 seven-
digit item classifications which provide more specific product
descriptions for compiling import statistics used by the Depart-
ment of Commerce and the International Trade Commission for
determining injury to domestic industry.

At the two locations we reviewed, the import specialists'
review of import documentation was carried out in two phases. A
pre-entry review was made prior to accepting the entry documents
in order to ensure that all substantive entry requirements,
including classification, value, rate of duty, and other entry
requirements were complied with and all required documents were
submitted. If the entry documents were not acceptable, they
were held pending receipt of further Information or returned to
importers/brokers for correction. On some entries, the import
specialists would also advise importers/brokers on the entry
requirements and examine samples of merchandise before the entry
documents are submitted.

Once entry documents were formally submitted by importers/
brokers or the requested information was received and accepted
by import specialists, the documents were subjected to a post-
entry review. Entries found to have the correct documentation
at any stage of the review process were liquidated, which means
that a final, computation of duty was made.
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CUSTOMS EFFORTS TO STREAMLINE

ENTRY REVIEW PROCESS

Customs has, since 1967, sought to eliminate import spe-
cialists' reviews of routine, low-risk entries. Achieving this
goal would allow the specialists to concentrate on entries
requiring intensive reviews and provide a way of handling
increasing workloads.

Customs' 1967 system established agencywide guidelines for
eliminating some of the entries reviewed by import specialists.
Under this system the import specialists were to identify the
low-risk entries, and such entries were to be processed by
clerical staff. The low-risk criteria was based on entries
being free of duty or subject to a low amount of duty because of
low rate, low value, or both. The criteria was also based on
whether the merchandise was imported regularly and the accom-
panying entry documents were consistently error-free. Accord-
ing to a Customs headquarters report, this attempt at a bypass
system was not successful because some import specialists were
reluctant to place entries on the bypass list.

In 1974, Customs attempted to implement another bypass
system. An automated system was envisioned to facilitate the
selection of entries to bypass review. After 5 years of devel-
oping and testing, the effort was terminated because it produced
Large backlogs of unprocessed entries. The backlogs were attri-
buted, in part, to the difficulty in developing and maintaining
suitable bypass criteria, computer malfunctions, and the inabil-
ity to hire and retain an adequate number )f clerks to input
entry information.

In June 1981, Customs instructed its regions to bypass 35
percent of their entries. The criteria for determining which
entries could be bypassed were to be developed by import spe-
cialists at the field level. The specialists were allowed to
make a cursory review of the bypassed entries. Two years after
implementing this policy, all Customs regions were meeting the
bypass rate.

In August 1983, Customs increased the bypass rate to 50
percent for all entries received in each district office (except
the districts within the Northeast Region which were excluded
from the directive). As in the June 1981 instructions, the
import specialists were to develop the criteria for bypassing
entries. This new policy, however, precluded the import spe-
cialists from making a cursory review of the bypassed entries.
As of September 1984, Customs statistics showed that 23 of 35
districts (excluding districts in the Northeast Region and I

3
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district for which statistics were not available) met the 50-
percent bypass rate. The New York Seaport Area Office and the
Los Angeles District were not meeting this bypass rate.

In November 1984, the bypass policy was modified to permit
import specialists to perform a cursory review of not more than
one-half of the bypassed entries. A Customs official told us
that the modification was made because of the lack of clerical
staff to process bypass entries and because some entries can be
processed more expediently with a brief import specialist
review.

As of February 1985, Customs was developing criteria to be
applied nationally for selecting entries to be reviewed. All
other entries are to be bypassed except those which import spe-
cialists at field locations determine to be in need of review.
According to Customs, national criteria would help ensure uni-
formity throughout Customs in selecting entry documents for
review. A Customs official told us that the target date for
having the criteria developed is July 1985.
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RESULTS OF IMPORT SPECrALIST

REVIEW OP ENTRY DOCUMENTATION

Customs statistics for New York and Los Angeles indicate
that the import documentation for most entries submitted to
Customs was error-free. In fiscal year 1984:

--The New York Seaport processed 501,313 entries. Of
these, 441,369, or about 88 percent, were reviewed by
import specialists and about 7 porce;it of those reviewed
contained errors.

--The Los Angeles District processed 652,612 entries. we
were unable to determine the disposition of about 3 per-
cent of the entries. For the remaining 631,024 entries,
import specialists reviewed 574,942 , or about 90 per-
cent, and found that about 4 percent contained errors.

Of $12.5 billion in duties collected by Customs in fiscal
year 1984, $185 million, or about 1.5 percent of the total, was
assessed as a result of post-entry review by import special-
ists. About $155 million was refunded to importers because they
overestimated duties. Customs does not maintain information on
the amounts of additional duty billings or refunds resulting
from pre-entry review.

At the two locations we selected, about $3 billion in
duties and taxes was assessed in fiscal year 1983. Of this
total, about $26 million, or about I percent, was assessed as a
result of post-entry review. About $22 million was refunded.

To determine the nature of the errors detected by import
specialists in the entry docum~entation, we randomly sampled pre-
and post-entry changes at each location we selected. We
selected July 1984 as our test period for changes made during
pre-entry review. To analyze errors detected in post-entry
review we used the universe of entries changed in fiscal year
1983 which was the most recent fiscal year for which such data
could be obtained. (See pp. 9 to 10).

Of the 90,187 entries given a pre-entry review in July.
1984, at the locations we visited, an estimated 1,810 or about 2
percent, required a change. There were 2,186 changes of which
1,836 related to classification, value, or duty. The other 350
changes related to errors not involving classification, value,
or duty. (See table on p. 10.) On the basis of our sample, we
estimate that 77 percent of the changes relating to duty
involved classification issues, 5 percent involved value deter-
minations, and 18 percent involved other duty-related factors.

In fiscal year 1983 in the two locations we visited, 46,727
entries were found to contain an estimated 51,607 errors in

5
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post-entry review. (See table on p. 10.) We estimate that 55
percent of the changes involved classification issues, 15 per-
cent involved value determinations, and 30 percent involved
other duty related factors.

Classification changes occur when an import specialist
places the article in a TSUS classification other than the one
selected by the importer/broker because of factors such as the
size, weight, composition, physical characteristics, or use of
the article being imported. For example:

A broker classified women's sweaters with ruffles as
unornamented apparel. The import specialist con-

.,.-sidered the ruffles ornamentation and classified the
sweaters as ornamented apparel. As a result, the duty
increased from $1,850 to $2,065.

Valuation changes usually involve adjusting the value of
the merchandise. Import specialists appraise imported merchan-
dise using one of six methods. The transaction value method,
according to Customs, is used for over 90 percent of all
entries. Under this method, the transaction value of the mer-
chandise is the price of the merchandise sold for exportation to
the United States. Ascertaining the correct transaction value
requires that the import specialist have knowledge of such fac-
tors as methods of payment, costs or charges relating to the
transaction, the appropriateness of selling commissions and
royalties, construction or assembly costs, and the relationship
between the buyer and seller. The following is an example of an
import specialist's adjustment to transaction value.

For an entry of stainless steel hollow-handle knives,
an import specialist added a charge for the master
mold because it was used to construct the knives. As
a result the duty was increased from $560 to $815.

Duty-related changes involving errors other than classification
and value include adjustments to countervailing duty, erroneous
exchange rates, clerical errors, or quantity or weight figure
errors.

Errors not related to duty involve issues of admissibility,
violations of legal or regulatory requirements, and violations
of trade programs. These types of errors include those in which
importers

--did not obtain or erroneously obtained a license or per-
mit from another agency;

--failed to file the entry documents in the time required;

and

--did not indicate the merchandise was subject to a quota.

6
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

To provide Customs management with information on the
quality of entry processing operations on a nationwide basis,
Customs implemented a quality assurance program in 1982. Pro-
gram results indicate that over 95 percent of entries are being
liquidated correctly. However, several regions have encountered
problems in implementing the program, and some regional and dis-
trict personnel have raised questions concerning the appropri-
ateness of the quality measures employed.

Under this program, Customs selects a sample of liquidated
entries quarterly in each region to determine whether the impor-
ters' entry errors were detected and corrected. The selected
entries include those reviewed by import specialists and those
which had bypassed the review.

The reviewing official evaluates the classification of the
entry, its appraisement, the revenue collected, and whether the
admissibility requirements were met, such as compliance with
Customs and other agency liaws and programs. The program results
indicate to Customs that most regions' performance in processing
entries has been of high quality.

The quality assurance program results for 1983 showed that
3.4 percent of the entries which had gone through the entry
review process and had been-liquidated had errors. Also, error
rates for bypassed entries (3.5 percent) and import specialist
reviewed entries (3.4 percent) were not significantly different.
The overall error rates for the New York and Pacific Regions
(which includes the New York Seaport Area Office and the Los
Angeles District) were 3.5 and 7.4 percent, respectively.

Headquarters, regional, and district officials generally
support the concept of quality assurance although they have
pointed out problems with the program. This assessment was made
when, in May 1984, the Assistant Commissioner for Commercial
Operations solicited the views of regional commissioners, dis-
trict managers, and supervisors on the effectiveness of the pro-
gram and how it could be improved.

Eighteen of th9 29 officials that commented on the accuracy
of the quality assurance program stated that the reviews con-
ducted up until that time accurately reflected the quality of
entry processing operations. However, two officials said that
error rates were artificially low because some import special-
ists did not provide adequate documentation or maintain complete
files, thus precluding a thorough review of all entries. Two
other officials said that the error rates were distorted because
no differentiation is made between major and minor errors. In
adL"ition, four officials suggested that in order to give a more
valid picture of entry processing quality, entries should be
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sampled by district rather than region because processing takes
place at the district level.

Twenty-one of 24 district and regional officials who
addressed the qualifications of reviewers in their comments
stated that reviewers were capable of performing effective qual-
ity assurance reviews. However, half of the six regional com-
missioners responding stated that the number of reviewers in
their regions was insufficient. Pour regional commissioners
suggested that not enough travel funds were available for
reviewers to make all the onside visits necessary to conduct
complete reviews. Two regions did not complete all the reviews
required, which according to Customs, was due at least in part
to a lack of resources.

Headquarters has stated that regional and district concerns
with the program are justified and steps are being taken to rec-
tify the program's problems. Accordingly, Customs is encourag-
ing import specialists to improve their entry processing docu-
mentation and has begun collecting entry samples by district.
In addition, headquarters has emphasized to the regions that the
quality assurance program is of sufficient priority to justify
assignin] the resources necessary to complete all reviews.

The quality assurance program in the past identified only
the number of reviewed entries in each region that had errors,
but it did not provide any information on thl nature of these
errors. However, Customs recently issued computer-generated
management reports that show the type of errors, but not the
percentage of entries in error, found in quality assurance re-
views by region and district for fiscal year 1983. The agency
plans to issue additional reports by 1986 that will indicate,
among other things, the percentage of reviewed entries with
errors in each district and the effect of review errors on
revenue. These reports, according to Customs, will give it the
ability to pinpoint problem areas in its entry processing
operations.

a
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

As arranged with your office, we gathered information on
(1) the import specialists' duties in processing entry documen-
tation, (2) Customs efforts to streamline the import special-
lote' review process, (3) the results of the import specialists'
reviews from the standpoint of the number and types of errors
found in the entry documentation, and (4) Customs' efforts to
measure the quality of.the entry processing function.

The information contained in this report was developed at
Customs headquarters in Washington, D.C., at the New York and
Pacific Regional offices, and two of Customs districts--New York
Seaport Area Office and the Los Angeles District. Of the 45
district offices, these two offices were selected because they
are two of the largest districts in Customs and handle a broad
range of merchandise. In fiscal year 1984, the two districts
received about 1.1 million, or 18 percent, of the 6.5 million
total entries received by Customs. They accounted for about
$3.9 billion of the $12.5 billion in total duties and taxes
assessed by Customs in thaL year. Further, about 20 percent of
all import specialists are located at these sites.

To gather information on the activities of import special-
ists in reviewing entry documents, we reviewed Customs policies
and operating guidelines, Customs studies, and documents the
specialists work with. We also interviewed import specialists
as well as other Customs officials at headquarters, the New York
and Pacific regions, the New York Seaport Area Office, and the
Los Angeles District.

To provide information on Customs efforts to streamline the
import specialists review process, we interviewed Customs' Duty
Assessment officials and reviewed the selective entry processing
systems Customs has implemented to address the increasing work-
load. We also analyzed the bypass reports submitted to Customs
headquarters by its regions.

To identify the results of the import specialists reviews,
we selected and analyzed a random sample of 1,313 changed
entries with 1,509 changes in the New York Seaport Area Office
and the Los Angeles District. Our work focused on formal
entries which, in fiscal years 1983 and 1984, accounted for 99
percent of all Customs duties assessed.

Two samples were taken in each location--one for changes
made in post-entry review and one for changes made in pre-entry
review. The post-entry review sample was drawn at random from

9
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the universe of liquidated entries changed in fiscal year
1983.1 At the time of our review, this was the most recent
fiscal year for which a complete year's list of liquidated
entries was available.

Because Customs does not maintain historical data on
entries which are changed during pre-entry review, we selected
entries at the completion of the pre-entry review process by
working with the import specialists as they reviewed the entry
documents and before they returned them to importers/brokers for
correction. The sample was drawn at random from the universe of
pre-entry review changes made during the month of July 1984.
The table below shows the universes of changed entries in each
district and the number of sample cases we reviewed.

Fiscal Ye- 1983 Post-entry Review ChAed Entries
Niber of Nuaber

changes estimated of changes
Ln River se In universe WV* In Ssyle

Now York Seaport 23,875 26,891 380 428

Los Angeles District 22,852 24,716 38 411

Total 46,727 51,607 760 839

July 1964 Pr!e-en R iw Changed Entries
Estimated hnges estimated of changes
Universe In universe Sale In saIe

Now York Soaport 678 1,116 277 353

Los " Jgeos District 9 2 11010 276 317

Total 1,810 2,186 553 670

We are 95-percent confident that our sample findings are
within 5 percentage points of what would have been found had we
examined all pre-entry and post-entry cases in our universe.

1The universe does not include entries liquidated in minor
ports in the two districts (about 0.3 percent of total entries
liquidated) or vessel repair entries, appraisement entries,
and drawbacks (1.9 percent of total entries liquidated). We
also eliminated from the universe entries which were presented
to Customs prior to fiscal year 1979. Additionally, many of
these cases were initially reviewed by import specialists who
were no longer available for interview.

10
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We interviewed headquarters officials involved in oversee-
ing and conducting the quality assurance program. We also
examined memorandums assessing the accuracy and usefulness of
the program prepared by regional and district officials at the
request of headquarters. In addition, we analyzed the results of
the 1983 quality assurance reviews in the seven regions and
reviewed Customs plans for future detailed management reports to
be prepared from information obtained through quality assurance
reviews.

Our work was conducted in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards. We performed our audit
work from January 1984 to January 1985.
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JOINT STATEMENT

OF

C. A. SHEA AND COMPANY, INC. AND THE KEMPER GROUP

REGARDING

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

U. S. CUSTOMS SERVICE

APRIL 3, 1983

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

none ,.. 4e nfl. o.. o ,ooo.l - ooo tel.e ,I/.otoc~

This statement is submitted on behalf of C. A. Shea and Company, Inc., an insurance

brokerage firm headquartered in New York City which specializes in writing U. S.

Customs surety bonds cr' srywide, and the Kemper Group, a diversified financial

organization which is a major underwriter of these surety instruments.

C. A. Shea and Kemper appreciate having this opportunity to set forth our views on

the operations and management of the Customs Service. This statement is intended to

be an extension of what we have viewed as a very constructive dialogue with the agency

and the relevant Congressional committees with jurisdiction over Customs. While we

have not been hesitant in the past to criticize the agency when we felt that its

initiatives were either unjustified or unworkable, we have always done so in a civilized

fashion and have the highest respect for the political appointees and senior civil servants

charged with the responsibility for managing this agency.

In this statement we would like to comment on three different subject areas: 1) the

agency's practice of entering into debt payment agreements with delinquent entities

which are snfavorable to the government; 2) the agency's continuing desire to reduce or

eliminate totally, certain current surety bonding requirements; and 3) the agency's

computerization efforts. We would like to conclude our statement by making some

suggestions for a follow-up financial management study to be performed by the U. S.

General Accounting Office.
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UNFAVORABLE DEBT PAYMENT AGREEMENTS

We have been distressed to note that in recent years the Customs Service has

decided to enter the banking and surety bonding fields by serving as a lender to those

individuals and corporations delinquent in meeting their obligations to the agency. The

-Customs Service has made it a practice in recent years to enter into payment

agreements which adversely impact the U. S. taxpayer at times when a surety bond was

in place which would have guaranteed full payment to the government in a timely

fashion. By entering into such arrangements Customs has voided a three party agreement

under which it could have received payment for amounts owed. One particular situation

in which both Kemper and C. A. Shea were involved is illustrative of this type of

agreement. In December of 1992 the Customs Service signed an agreement with LIBCO

Incorporated ( a shoe importer licensed under the laws of the state of New 3ersey) under

which that corporation would pay Customs some $661.114.00 in twenty-four monthly

payments at an interest of 7%. The amount owed the federal government in this

situation was covered by surety bonds written by American Motorists Insurance Company,

a Kemper Group subsidiary. For the Customs Service to pass up this surety bond

coverage and opt instead for a schedule of delayed payments over a two year period at a

rate of interest considerably below market rates strikes us as incredible. Attached to

this statement is a photocopy of the payment agreements to which we refer. This is not

an isolated situation. There are several other instances with which we are familiar in

which the Customs Service has entered into similar agreerrients.

ELIMINATION OF CURRENT BONDING REQUIREMENTS

We were pleased to note that in response to questions pesed to the Customs Service

by the House Ways and Means Trade Suocommittee the agency indicated that they had

abandoned the idea of totally eliminating surety bonds. While this may be the case the

agency seems intent on pursuing two of the six options outlined in its October 1983

advance notice of proposed rulemaking. In its response to the House Trade Subcommittee
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the agency indicated that it would like to eliminate current bonding requirements for

importations up to a $2,500 threshold and to eliminate entirely the bonding requirement

for certain importers and brokers with good credit records. These were two of the six

options outlined in the October 1933 notice. Clearly the agency has not entirely

abandoned their proposed agenda.

By proposing that the bonding requirement be - iminated for importations up to a

value of $2,500 Customs would appear to be asserting that coverage of these ampunts is

unnecessary or can be provided efficiently by the agency. It is our view that neither of

these assertions is accurate. As a major surety bond underwriter with considerable

experience over the past decade we know that claim frequeiicy on small amounts owed

the government is much higher than with larger amounts. To contemplate that the

government could provide these surety services as effectively as the private sector is in

our judgment indefensible for the following reasons:

I) Customs lacks the financial accounting systems to monitor and track efficiently

small amounts' owed the government. This fact has been documented in studies

done by the U. S. General Accounting Office and in responses provided by the

agency to inquiries filed by Kemper and C. A. Shea under the Freedom of

Information Act.

2) Customs lacks the enforcement powers needed to pursue persons delinquent with

respect to amounts owed the federal government.

3) Customs lacks the manpower to pursue individuals delinquent with respect to

government obligations.

4) If Customs intends to refer small amounts owed the government to the Justice

Department for collection, there will have to be a significant increase in the

manpower of that department or there will be absolutely no incentive for

individuals owing small amounts to the government to rmeet their obligations. It

should be rioted in this regard that current Justice Department regulations

preclude that agency from pursuing individuals who owe the government less than

$600.
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I1 strikes us as unwise to increase the value of importations not covered by a surety bond

from $,000 to $2,500 until such time as the agency can demonstrate factually that it is

adequately dealing with claims and protecting the revenue better than was the case when

private bonds were in force.

The second part of the agency's current agenda is to eliminate entirely the bonding

requirement for certain importers and brokers based upon an assessment of their credit,

performance, etcetera. This part of its plan strikes us as frightening. As a study

performed by the U. S. General Accounting Office released in 1975 demonstrated,

government agencies generally lack experience in performing surety type services. We

cannot understand why the agency would want to undertake to provide such services when

they are currently provided to the government at no risk by the private sector.

We doubt that the agency will have in its possession the type of information

necessary to accurately assess an individual's or company's credit worthiness. Certainly

its own records are insufficient to provide this information as was demonstrated by the

agency's responses to inquiries filed by our organizations under the Freedom of

Information Act. In 1983 we sought from the agency under the FOIA lists of all accounts

receivable -not covered by a surety bond in the past five fiscal years as well as lists of

all accounts receivable where no legal collection action has been taken within the past

two years. The response to this inquiry from Customs was clear and unequivocal: The

Customs Service does not maintain lists in the formats or breakdowns requested. Thus,

the Customs Service does not have the accounting management information to document

its contention that it can succeed on its own in collecting -,mounts due the government.

Further, it has no idea what its own track record has been in collecting debts to the

government not guaranteed by a surety. In short, Customs has no idea where it stands in

managing accounts receivable for which there is no surety protection.
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Some final comments seem appropriate with respect to the problems which the

Customs Service has indicated exist with respect to collecting amounts due from certain

surety companies. It cppears clear to us that if the Customs Service currently is

experiencing difficulty in collecting amounts due from the handful of surety companies

active in this market, its collection problems'would be magnified enormously if it

ultimately intends to pursue delinquent individuals and corporations independently.

COMPUTERIZATION

It is difficult to criticize the Customs Service for its efforts in recent years to fully

computerize its operations. We do, however, have two observations to make with respect

to these efforts which we feel are pertinent.

First, the agency should not implement new computerized systems until it has more

thoroughly tested such systems. Time and again we have seen the agency implement a

new computerized data system without adequate testing. Such premature system

activations have only served to further complicate operations for those of us in the

private sector.

Second, we seriously doubt that there will be any meaningful improvement in agency

operations' until a more comprehensive financial management control system is

implemented. Computerization itself is not the answer!

As this subcommittee is no doubt aware, the U. S. General Accounting Office in May

of last year released a report entitled Internal Control Weaknesses at the U. S. Customs

Service. This report documents the recent history of weak internal accounting and audit

controls which give rise to our belief that the agency is ill prepared to accept the

responsibility for tracking and collecting amounts due the government. Two of GAO's

principal findings were:

-- Collection controls needed improvement at most locations. Collections were not

properly logged, correctly accounted for or adequately safeguarded; duties of

employees handling collections were not adequately divided, and in a few

instances, collections were not promptly deposited.
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-- Accounts receivable were not sufficiently administered at most accounting

stations. The receivables were not promptly and accurately recorded in the

accounting records, and efforts to collect outstanding receivables were neither

prompt nor aggressive.

Recent events surrounding the implementation of the new universal Customs Bond

form serve as an excellent example of the failure of this agency to adequately plan for

new computer systems. On October 19, 19Si, the-Customs Service issued a final rule

implementing a new surety bond form designed to simplify transactions between Customs

and the importing public and to facilitate the establishment of an efficient computerized

bond control system. This system was fully implemented on February IS, 1985.

This new bond form and system were described to the House Trade Subcommittee in

testimony provided by Commissioner von Raab last year. The Commissioner said:

"The new bond system when fully implemented will be a fully automated on-line

system. The record retrieval capabilities and speed inherent in such a modern day

system will expedite entry documentation flow and thus facilitate the movement of

cargo. Additionally, the record and information storage capabilities of the system

when'linked with bond limits will enhance our revenue protection efforts. The

system will automatically check for bond sufficiency and immediately notify the

cognizant Customs officer if the bond amount is adequate, approaching its limit or is

exceeded. The immediate availability of this information will permit the officer to

review the facts ar d make a determination if an increased bond amount is required.

The ability to respond to such situations will greatly enhance our revenue protection

and enforcement capabilities."

All that we can say with respect to this staterrient by the corrrnissiorier is that we wish

it were so. Unfortunately, we must report to you that the rew bond form was fully

implemented last month, but the agency's computer system is not .es in place to support

this new bond structure. Implementing this new form prematurely has resulted in a
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thoroughly predictable amount of confusion. While we have tried diligently to work with

the agency in recent weeks to obtain clarification with respect to a number of technical

matters insufficiently addressee ir the final rule, we have found that considerable -oubt

remains with respect to the implementation of this new form in dozens of this nations

ports. In addition the predictions made by Commissioner von Raab that this new form

will save the importing public some $11 million per year seem unlikely to materialize

since some of the major surety companies have raised their premium rates substantially,

in one case some 300%.

CONCLUSION

It would be our recommendation that this subcommittee ask the U. S. General

Accounting Office to expand upon its past management control studies of the Cutoms

Service and specifically examine the following matters:

-- the cost/benefit of consolidating all agency financial management operations in

Indianapolis, Indiana. Plans for such consolidation are now in the early stages of

irrpleL ,entation. t,

-- the wisdom of the agency's entering into debt payment arrangements at rates of

interest unfavorable to the government in situations where a surety is available

to make full payment to the government.

-- the paperwork and financial cost/savings associated with the new universal

Customs Bond form.

-- the feasibility of a totally paperless commercial entry which Customs has as one

of its major long term goal.
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AGREEMENT

This agreement is made this V day of December, 1982, 'by

and between LIBCO INCORPORATED, a corporation organized under the

laws of the State of New Jersey (hereinafter referred to as

"LIBCO") on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the UNITED

STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE (hereinafter referred to as the "UNITED

STATES").

The UNITED STATES has assessed additional duties pursuant to

Title 19, United States Code, section 1402(g) on ADIDAS brand

footwear classified under item 700.60 of the Tariff Schedules of

the United States, Title 19, United States Code, section 1202,

and imported on entries filed between November 10, 1977, and

October 2, 1979, by LIBCO. The UNITED STATES has liquidated said

entries and billed LIBCO for such additional duties in the amount

of Nine Hundred Two Thousand Two Hundred Ninety Nine and Twenty

Hundredths Dollars ($902,299.20).

LIBCO disputes its liability for such additional duties.

The UNITED STATES and LIBCO agree to settle this dispqtq ap

follows:

1. This agreement is! for settlement purposes only, and is

not an admission that LISCO is to any extent liable for addi-

tional duties on its importations of ADIDAS brand footwear during

the aforesaid period. This agreement is not an admission by~the

UNITED STATES that the assessment of the additional duties on the

importations of ADIDAS brand footwear during the aforesaid period

is erroneous.

2. LIBCO shall pay to the UNITED STATES the sum of Six

Hundred Sixty One Thousand One Hundred Fourteen Dollars

($661,114) in consideration for actions taken by the UNITED

STATES set forth in paragraph 3. Payment shall be made by LIBCO

in not more than twenty-four (24) monthly payments of not less
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than Twenty Seven Thousand Five Hundred Forty Six and Forty Two

Hundredths Dollars ($27,546.42) beginning January 1, 1983, plus

interest at the rate of seven percent (7%) per annum from the

date of such first payment. LIBCO shall have the right to

prepay, in whole or in part, any amount hereunder, without any

penalty, charge or assessment. If default is made in the payen

when due of any-installment, then the entire amount of principal

and interest shall become immediately due and payable at the

option of the UNITED STATES, upon demand. LIBCO hereby

authorizes any attorney of the UNITED STATES to appear in any

UNITED STATES district court, on default in any payment required

by this paragraph, and waive the issuance and service of process,

and confess a judgment against LIBCO in favor of the UNITED

STATES-for the entire balance of the Six Hundred Sixty One

Thousand One Hundred Fourteen Dollars ($661,114) together with

interest and costs of suit, and to release all errors and waive

all right of appeal.

3. With respect to the entries of ADIDAS brand footwear by

LIBCO during the aforesaid period:

(a) The UNITED STATES shall cancel all bills for

additional duty on liquidated entries during the

aforesaid period;

(b) Within ten (10) days of the date of this agree-

ment, the UNITED STATES shall issue instructions to

cancel such bills in accordance with subparagraph (a)

of this paragraph;

(c) LIBCO waives any further procedural or

administrative steps with respect to such entries

(d) LIBCO waives all rights to seek administrative or

7----:7 Th-l-riview'oi 6therwise challenge or contest the

validity of this agreement or the liqufdationri except ir---

case of breach of this agreement by Lhe UNITED STATLs.
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4. The UNITED STATES hereby releases, waives, remises and

discharges in full all claims for additional duties assessed on

the aforesaid ADIDAS footwear.

5. This agreement shall be binding upon the UNITED STATES

and LIBCO and shall inure to the benefits of the UNITED STATES

and LIBCO and their respective subsidiaries, affiliates, parents,

officers, directors, employees, representatives, agents,

successors and assigns.

6. This agreement may be executed in one or more counter-

parts, each of which shall be deemed an original, and all of

which, together, shall constitute one and the same instrument.

7. This agreement includes the accompanying promissory note

and represents the entire understanding and agreement between the

UNITED STATES and LIBCO and their respective subsidiaries,

affiliates, parents, officers, directors, employees,

representatives, agents and assigns, with respect to the

liability for the aforesaid duty assessments, supersedes any

prior negotiations, lettecs or understandings relating thereto.

In witness whereof, the parties, intending to be legally

bound hereby, have executed this agreement on the date first

above written.

LIBCO, INCORPORATED

THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE

- DTHE EAKI T OF ZX TRAST7
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PROMISSORY NOTE

Washington, D.C.
DecemberZ, 1982

For value received, I, the undersigned, being the duly authorized

agent of LIBCO, IHCORPORATED promise on behalf of LISCO,

INCORPORATED that lBCO, INCORPORATED will pay to the order of

the United States Customs Service, 1301 Constitution Avenue,

N.W., Washington, D.C. 20229, or its assignee, with interest

payable from January 1, 1983, on the outstanding balance, at the

rate.of seven'percent (71) pe r annum, the. sum of Six Hundred

Sixty One Thousand One Hundred Fourteen Dollars ($661,114)

payable in no more than twenty-four (24) installments of at least

Twenty Seven Thousand Five Hundred Forty Six and Forty Two

Hundredths DOdllars ($27,546.42): the first payment to be made on

January 1, 1983 and no less than that amount every month there-

after until the full amount has been paid. Advance payments or

other additional payments may be made on this note at any time.

Each payment shall be applied first to the payment of accrued

interest and second to the payment of principal.
I

If default is made in the payment when due of any installment,

then the entire amount of principal and interest shall become

immediately due and payable at the option of the United States,

upon demand. The undersigned hereby authorizes any attorney of

the United States to appear in any United States district court,

on default in the payment of this note, and waive the issuance

and serice of process, and confess a 3udgcent against the under-

signed in favor of the U.S. Government for the entire balance of

the note together with costs of suit and to release all errors

and waive all right of appeal. I

The undersigned waives presentment for payment, demand, protest,

and notice of protest, and dishonor of the same.

'eAZ _ , seal)
SI BOVZNCO RPORAT&V
One S Iver Court
Springfield, New Jersey 07081

Witness

eptea tot the united Statte* customs Servicb by,

tSigplture)
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Statement of The Air Transport Association of America
Before the Subcommittee on International Trade
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
On the FY 1986 Authorization
for the U.S. Customs Service
April 3, 1985

I.

The Air Transport Association of America, which represents

most of the scheduled airlines of the United States appreciates

this opportunity to offer several observations for the

consideration of the subcommittee with respect to the FTY 1986

authorization for the U.S. Customs Service.

Before turning to thcse specifics, however, we wish to

register three general comments regarding current Customs

operations.

First, the airlines commend the U.S. Customs Service for

implementing the dual passenger channel inspection system,

commonly referred to as the red/green door procedure, at a number

of U.S. gateway airports last year. The airlines now ask that

this tried and proven procedure be extended to all other U.S.

gateway airports.

Second. in order to cope with the international passenger

traffic at the Miami and Kennedy International Airports. Eastern

Air Lines should be permitted to construct Customs inspection

facilities in its terminals at those two airports. These

multi-million dollar Customs facilities will be built by Eastern
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at no cost to the government and in accordance with the exact

specifications and dictates of the Customs Service. Northwest

Airlines should also be permitted to construct similar Customs

facilities in its satellite terminal at New York's Kennedy

International Airport. Because of environmental impact and

related considerations, and the huge costs involved, new

commercial airports are no longer being built. In order to

include a federal inspection agency area, the only option

remaining to accommodate international air services is for an

airline to remodel existing facilities. This is exactly what

Eastern and Northwest have requested authority to do. but they

hav(s been frustrated by lack of approval from the U.S. Customs

Service, apparently because of the additional inspector staffing

required.

Third. the airlines continue to be concerned over the

requirement to reimburse the Customs Service for services

performed outside of regular tours of duty during weekdays.

including Saturdays, and between 5:00 p.m. and 9:00 a.m. on

Sundays and holidays. This practice compels airlines to pay

Customs employees over $10 million each year to perform duties and

functions which are entirely the responsibility of the government

itself. We believe holding private parties responsible for the

performance of purely governmental functions is wrong to begin

with. But when the government is conducting its business in the

interest of the general public, not in the interest of just a few

private parties, such reimbursement practices are indefensible.

The airlines urge that this matter be addressed through

appropriate revisions to the Customs overtime laws.
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In a related hearing, the Air Transport Association testified

before the Washington State Congressional delegation in Seattle,

Washington. This informal hearing was hold on February 15, 1985.

to investigate the current and future operating procedures of the

Customs Service. For the most part, the hearing focused on

problems as they relate to Customs at the Seattle-Tacoma

International Airport. However, the problems experienced and

those discussed at the hearing are ones shared on a national

level. The remainder of this statement focuses on three areas of

airline interest and proposes several ideas to resolve existing

problems.

I Informal Entry Preclearance

In the previous Congress. legislation containing an informal

entry provision was enacted, in large part due to the efforts of

this subcommittee. The provision permits an increase in the

informal entry limit for most commodities to $1.250 up from $250,

although the limit will be held for the time being to $1,000 by

administrative ruling.

So that U.S. Customs inspectors at preclearance locations in

Canada, Bermuda and the Bahamas may retain and further enhance

their cargo processing skills, as well as to facilitate pro-

clearance of low value shipments, the airlines urge implementation

of a procedure at these locations which will permit preclearance

of all duty-free informal merchandise. No monies would be

involved under this approach and, therefore, problems of foreign

currency transactions abroad would not arise. With the support of
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the subcommittee. we urge a test of this concept at a selected

preclearance location as soon as possible.

II Customs Cargo Computerization

Computer processing of air cargo inventory and associated data

necessary for Customs entry is under intensive study at New York

and Miami. where automated systems for import and export

processing are being developed. The Miami Airport Authority has

announced plans for a Miami International Cargo System, while the

New York Port Authority has developed functional requirements for

its Fast Flow System. We anticipate other U.S. gateway airports

will develop their own systems in the not too distant future.

The airlines are concerned that the multiple approaches to

automatation at various gateways will lead to conflicts.

duplication of efforts, and added costs. Variations among airport

systems will generate problems for the users and tte Customs

Service. Unlike most other countries, the United States has many

gateway airports, to and between which airlines transport imported

and in-bond merchandise. Thus, the computer system at each

gateway must be compatible with all others as well as with any

national air cargo computer system which may be developed by the

U.S. Customs Service.

There is a need, accordingly, for a common discipline among

these systems and the airlines therefore request the formulation of

guidelines by Customs which address standards for communications

interconnections among the several port computer systems. We ask

that these guidelines cover the design parameters for a large
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scale Customs computer based information and tele-processing

system for the balance of this decade. These guidelines are-in

order to assure a uniform national Customs automated air cargo

system, a system which deals adequately with the interaction of

local port authorities. forwarders, brokers, shippers and airlines

in the processing of exports as well as imports.

Perhaps the subcommittee could request the General Accounting

Office to undertake a study of this important matter by detailing

the costs involved, enforcement and facilitation criteria.

interfacing needs with the air cargo community, and the inter-

airport computer compatibility considerations previously noted.

In examining Customs needs and requirements for air cargo

computerization during the rest of this decade, the General

Accounting Office could also examine air cargo computerized

systems operations in other countries, for example, in England,

France and Japan. Knowledge of how these and other countries were

able to resolve some of the problems nov facing the U.S. Customs

Service would be of help in the formulation of any guidelines.

Finally, attention could also be given to the possibility in the

future of inter-country Customs computer interfacing systems.

III U. S.-Canada Customs Associatioln
In order to provide inspection efficiencies and eventually

reduce the number of Immigration inspectors along the

U.S.-Canadian border, the airlines recommend implementation of a

Customs and Immigration association for transborder travel. In

view of the similarity of United States and Canadian Customs,
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Imigration, Agriculture and Public Health missions, problems,

needs and requirements, such an association appears ripe for

consideration by this subcommittee.

Under such a plan, for example, visitors admitted to one

country would be admissable, in most cases, to the other country

and could otherwise freely travel across the common border without

further immigration inspection. This plan would allow goods

accompanying travelers crossing the U.S.-Canada border to be.

within reason, duty exempt. Such a Customs association concept

could be considered first in terms of U.S. and Canadian citizens.

with eventual application to overseas visitors.

Companion implementation of U.S.-Canada Customs and

Immigration associations for trans-border travel would eliminate

the need for Customs and Immigration inspectors along the common

border and at airports for trans-border air travel.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we are concerned by Customs, intention to

eliminate 206 inspector positions which are currently unfilled.

Rather than contemplating such a cut, more inspector positions

should be added in the FY 1986 budget to address continuing

passenger and cargo processing delays at out gateway airports. In

any event, Customs will need to streamline its inspectional

operations further and otherwise improve the efficiency of their

management systems. The measures which we have outlined, namely,

implementation of informal entry preclearance, formulation of

Customs cargo computerization guidelines, construction of
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inspection facilities by the airlines at no cost to Customs at

terminals at the Kennedy and Miami airports, and development of a

joint U.S.-Canada Customs and Imigration association will

streamline and facilitate passenger and cargo inspection

processing and will substantially reduce costs to the Government.
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C MeqfdDepamWoITransportaoon Wla K Hn
W. Gregory Nan

Maryland Poi Admmistrat,on 7,, Pr "' Nds A

March 27, 1985

Honorable John C. Danforth
497 Russell - S.O.B.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

I am writing in regard to the hearing which will be
held April 3, 1985 on the U.S. Customs Service before the
Senate Finance Committee.

On behalf of the Maryland Port Administration, we
wanted to bring to your attention several concerns of the
Baltimore maritime community on Customs issues, which have
also been directly raised to Commissioner William von Raab
by Senator Paul S. Sarbanes and the Maryland Congressional
Delegation.

First, there is severe understaffing at the Port,
which has witnessed inspector reduction from 78 in 1982 to
just 44 today. These inspectors are being pressed into ser-
vice at both the Port and Airport, thus not serving the needs
of expeditious cargo flow.

Next, the Baltimore maritime community is experiencing
difficulty in fashioning a devanning program which was applied
to the U.S. port industry without proper notice and preparation
by the Customs Service.

Finally, like othir major U.S. Ports,Baltimore is con-
sidering what automated cargo clearance systems to utilize as
we move forward with computer technology. We have a very active
public-private Port Committee studying this issue, however, they
are in receipt of contradictory and non-specific guidance from
the federal level. The cost for this system will be borne totally
by the State of Maryland and customers of our facilities and move-
ment by the State toward computerization should not be used as
an excuse to further reduce needed personnel.

My Telelwone rn s (t 1 i)- _659-4500 Teleypewof fo riew, g or sae impaied
BWtme Metro. 33-7565

The Wod Trade CteM Batrmore, Bahirnore, Maryatnd 21202 O C MeoO (Wl toe): 550451Statewide 1o fee 1400-402-5062



Honorable John C. Danforth
Page -2-
March 27, 1985

In closing, I request that this letter, as well as
my attachments, be made part of the record of your hearings,
and we stand ready to work with you and your staff as we
attempt to reach solutions to this serious problem.

S~ncerely,

W. Gregory Halpin
Port Administrator

WGH/dha
Attachments

cc: Secretary Wm. K. Hellmann
Maryland Delegation
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The World Trade Center Baltimore
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

Dear Rick:

Knowing of your concern about the operation of the Port
of Baltimore, I wanted to make sure you had a copy of the
enclosed letter to the Commissioner of the U.S. Customs
Service asking for a review of a number of Custos Service
policies affecting the Port. In my view, it Is essential that
the Customs Service maintain adequate resources to handle both
maritime traffic at the Port and passenger traffic at DI1. In
this regard, I as pleased that the entire Maryland Con-
gressional Delegation joined me in signing the attached letter
and you can be certain that I will continue to do all I can to
call attention to the need for efficient and effective Customs
processing at the Port.

If you have any questions or comments about these issues
or other matters affecting the Port, please do not hesitate to
contact my office. It is always helpful to have the benefit
of your observations.

With best regards,

Sincerely,

Paul S. Sarbanes
United States Senator

PSS/Jpt
Enclosure
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PAUL. G. SARSAHES

WASIINGTON. D.C. OSID

March q, 1985

William von Raab
Commissioner of Customs
United States Customs Service
1301 Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20229

Dear Commissioner von Raab:

We are writing as members of Maryland's Congressional
delegation to express our concern about a number of Issues
affecting the availability of prompt and efficient Customs
processing In the Port of Baltimore.

First, the Baltimore office appears now to be simply
understaffed. As you are well aware, the number of Inspectors
serving the Port has been reduced from 78 In 1982 to 44 today.
We raised questions about cutbacks a& the time Baltimore lost its
regional office. It appears that our fears have been realized.
Agents already hard-pressed to serve maritime teaffic are being
diverted to process passengers at the growing Baltimore-
Washington International Airport. It Is Important to maintain
adequate coverage of both air traffic and maritime commerce, and
the current staff Is not sufficient.

Second, the Customs Service Is not working closely enough
with the Maryland Port Authority and other port officials In
developing policies that may have a substantial local Impact.
Without much consultation, regulations have been issued requiring
ports to establish, at their own expense, common facilities for
devanning - the process of opening and Inspecting containerized
cargo. Other proposals have been made to require ports to
implement, again at their own expense, systems for computerized
customs processing. The State of Maryland is attempting to
prepare for such a system but Is receiving very little firm
guidance from the Customs Service.

It Is clear from these proposals that you are attempting to
move In the direction of shifting the burden for customs
processing onto ports and local users, leading ultimately to
further cutbacks In personnel at the Federal level. It is rot
clear to what extent this approach will be endorsed by Congress.
We are concerned that no action be taken prematurely In
anticipation of these policies being implemented.
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We ask that you thoroughly review the level of resources
allocated to the Baltimore area and outline for us what steps you
can take to improve the situation in the port. We would also ask
that you describe for us the status of your proposals regarding
devanning and computerization and your strategy for working with
local authorities on these issues.

With best regards,

Sincerely,

'Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. I
United States Senator

Oarjor e S. tHolt
MembeS of Congress

Michaely. Barnes

Member ng press

Membeof on gre s

elen D. Bentley
Member of Congress

Pal .arbane
United States Senator

Warren J. Mitchell"

Member of Congress

FtaaA. Mklk
Member of Congress

:v:ry yr
Member of Con fress

Member foiongres
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MbAAYLAND PORT ADMINISTRAThN

PRESS CLIPPING
Port of Baltimore

The World Trade Center Baltimore
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
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U.S. Council for an Open World Economy
I N C 0 It P 0 R A 10 ID

7216 Stafford Road, Alexandria. Virginia 22307
(202) 785-3772

Statement submitted by David J. Steinberg, President. U.S. Council
for an Open World Economy, to the Senate Committee on Finance in
a hearing on Fiscal 1986 budget authorizations for international-
trade functions. April 3, 1985

(The U.S. Council for an Open World Economy is a private, non-
profit organization engaged in research and public education on
the merits and problem of developing an open international econ-
omic system in the overall national interest. The Council does
not act on behalf of any "special interests.)

This statement is limited to the International Trade Comi's-
sion. specifically the structure of the Commission and the adequacy
of ITC investigation and analysis in import-relief cases.

Commission Structure

We question the need for six commissioners (the statutory
complement). Although, after inexcusable Presidential delays in
filling commissioner vacancies, the Commission again has its full
statutory complement, this return to full strength in quantitative
terms is not the a" as being strong. There is reason to believe
that the Commission would operate more efficiently and productively
with fewer than six commissioners. Moreover, each seat terminated
would save the taxpayers more than $100,000 a year when the total
costs of each commissioner's office are considered. The Commission
got along well with four or five commissioners at various times in
its long history.

We also question the wisdom of the statutorily required rota-
tion of the ITC chairmanship (and vice chairmanship) every two
years. Each commissioner is not ipso facto qualified to be chair-
man, to mention only one of the flaw in the rotation routine. In
addition, we question the authorization of a personal professional
staff (particularly a legal advisor) for each commissioner, not-
withstanding the legal and economic staffs of the Commission per
se. We understand that each commissioner is authorized to have
four persons, of whom no more than one can be higher than OS-15
and no more than one additional person can be higher than GS-14.
We suggest Congressional inquiry into the extent to which the
existence of these private staffs has led to undesirable rivalries
between the respective staffs, adversarial relations between com-
missioner staffs on the one hand and the Comiesion staff on the
other, and other developments affecting adversely the quality and
utility of commissioner opinions in import-relief and other cases.
The budget savings from reducing or eliminating these personal
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professional staffs may be of little consequence but, even if
this be the case, it is no justification for neglecting inquiry
into the desirability of such reform. The money saved in re-
ducing or removing these private staffs might be spent more
productively in strengthening the economic and legal staffs of
the mission per se.

Commission Performance in Imort-Relief Cases

The Comnission is not fulfilling its explicit and implicit
obligations under the Trade Act of 1974 in import-relief inves-
tigations. It in neglecting the full implications of Section
201(b)5 of that legislation by not fully assessing the adequacy
of steps the petitioning industry has taken toward becoming more
competitive with imports, and not assessing the extent to which
government statutes and regulations may be impairing the industry's
adjustment capability. Also neglected is assessment of the dif-
ferential impacts which import restriction may have on different
sectors of the industry. Windfall gains for sectors not needing
government help may cause additional problems for those that do.

Not all these analytical factors may materially affect the
Commission's decision in every case, but all are important for
the President to take into consideration if he wishes to develop
a coherent industry-adjustment policy with respect to and in
cooperation with the petitioning industry, whether or not the
Commission finds serious injury or the threat thereof, but par-
ticularly if it does. Such an adjustment strategy should be the
framework for any resort to import control, and the trade legif-
lation should so require. However, the President is free to p:.-
ceed along these lines even without a legislative mandate, and
the ITC should want to help him in this regard in every way it
can. Nothing in the trade law prevents the Commission from doing
so. In this regard, the Commission is. less imaginative and inno-
vative than it can and ought to be.

Appended to this statement is a copy of the letter I sent
President Reagan on July 9, .1984, urging the President to initiate
the reform outlined above in his handling of the import-injury
findings in steel and copper which the Comission had just announced.

Concluding comment

In short, the International Trade COamissioi itself is as
much in need of overhaul as its rickety old building. The need
for reform in Commission structure and performance is not Vetting
the attention it deserves from both ends of "the Avenue".
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U.S. Council for an Open World Economy
I CO ePORATSD

7216 Stafford Road, Alexandria, Virginia 22307
(202) 785-3772

July 9. 1984

The President
The White House
Washington. D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to propose an innovative initiative on your
part concerning how best to respond to the International Trade
Comfnission's recent findings of serious injury in the steel and
copper cases, and to the expectation that the Commission will
recommend import restrictions of some kind for the affected
steel products as it has now done for copper. I virtually
pioneered this kind of initiative in the 1960's.

Very briefly, I urge that, if you accept the ITC findings
of serious injury and consequently proceed with some form of
import restraint, you should cast these import restrictions in
the framework of a coherent steel-industry adjustment strategy
(and, in the case of copper, a coherent copper-industry adjust-
ment strategy), targeting the real problems and needs of these
industries in the context of the total national interest. Any
import restrictions you decide upon are supposed to buy time for
the particular industry to strengthen its competitive position.
But passive expectation that the industry will do what needs to
be done is not a sufficient basis on which to predicate such a
government subsidy. Instead of such a pig-in-a-poke approach
to import restraints (long in need of reform), a coherent re-
development strategy (possibly including some restructuring of
the particular industry) should be formulated in close associa-
tion with the industry's corporations and labor representatives.
Business and labor commitments toward building a viable industry
should be a condition for any help the government might provide.
The trade legislation says nothing about your proceeding in this
fashion, but nor does it prohibit you from doing so -- that is.
at least attempting to mold a strategy comprising measures by
business and labor as well as government.

The nation has never had such strategies with respect to
industries for which import controls (in other words, subsidies)
have been provided. Such a strategy should include reassessment
of all statutes and regulations materially affecting the indus-
try's ability to adjust to current economic realities, and cor-
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section of any inequities that may be found in these statute&
and regulations. If you decide that import restrictions are
necessary and cannot be delayed until the related adjustment
strategies are in place, you could establish the import re-
straints you deem necessary and declare that the related ad-
justment strategies will be forthcoming as quickly as possible.
Incidentally, such strategies could help accelerate termination
of any import restraints you may decide to establish. If you feel
that import restriction is not an advisable remedy but that
government assistance of some kind is necessary and proper, a
coherent, comprehensive program of government help not including
import restraint, and in concert with measures by business and
labor, should be the framework for the assistance provided. Such
aid should include, but not be limited to, possibilities of *ad-
justment assistance" the trade legislation authorizes for indi-
vidual firms, workers and communities.

Unfortunately, I have serious doubts as to whether the material
now available to you from either the International Trade Commission
or the appropriate executive agencies includes the kind of docu-
mentation you would need for the kind of assessment and policy
framework I have advocated. In this connection, it is unfortu-
nate that the footwear case, in which the ITC rejected the foot-
wear industry*& petition for import relief, did not for this
reason reach you at all so that you might determine what if any
government assistance the footwear industry might merit even
though there was no finding of serious injury (or threat thereof)
from imports. You may nevertheless wish to look into the possible
need for, and the advisability of, assistance to the footwear in-
dustry along the lines I have outlined.

If, as I suspect, the record before you in the steel and
copper cases does not include the kind of documentation to which
I have referred, I recommend that you send these cases back to
the Commission for sAch information, and that you concurrently
ask the appropriate executive agencies to prepare for you the
kind of material ycu will need for the kind of attention I be-
lieve you should gi.ve these cases.

In short, Mr. President: no steel import controls (or other
government aid) without a coherent steel policy, and no copper
import controls (or other government aid) without a coherent
copper policy.

Please let me know if I may be of any assistance on these
Issues. Our Council does not act on behalf of any "special in-
terest". Our sole concern is the total national interest.

Best wishes.

Sincerely yours,

/
David J. Steinberg
President
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STATEMENT OF THE Ei, PASO CUSTOMHOUSE BROKERS ASSOCIATION

The El Paso Customs Brokers Association wishes to take this

opportunity to express our concern over the possible reduction in

service and personnel at the El Paso U.S. Customs District

office.

While the U.S. Customs SeL-vce will indicate that the

downgrading of the local office from a full service duty

assessment center to that of merely a port will not result in a

reduction in service to the local community involved, just

considering the title of the designated Full Service Centers

gives answer to their claim.

Realize that as Customhouse brokers, we would probably

benefit from the downgrading of the El Paso operation, since the

Importers would in effect be forced to use our services since

there would be no one available to advise or assist them in

clearing their shipments. We must however In honesty admit that

the city of El Paso, the importing community, and major Fortune

Five Hundred firms throughout the country would be adversely

affected by such a drastic action.

The El Paso metropolitan area of over one million people has

one of the highest unemployment rates in the southwestern part of

the country. The recent Peso devaluation almost destroyed the

retail and department store business of the city. This business

loss also extended into all types of commercial and consumer

trade involving business, farming and manufacturing. Sales of

equipment as well as automobiles and farm implements were

affected. The area has yet to recover and has already requested

and received some federal assistance.
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The Peso devaluation did however cause many major U.S.

manufacturing giants to begin bringing back from the far east

their labor intensive assembly operations. Along with the return

of these labor intensive sub-assembly operations to the North

American continent came unexpected benefits to U.S. workers.

More basic Aaterials are now being purchased in the United

States, more component parts are being purchased from U.S.

manufacturers and after the labor intensive sub-assemblies are

produced in Mexico, they are being brought back into the United

States for the final assembly operations.

These majors firms need to know just how their importations

will be assessed duty by U.S. Customs since their profitability

may hinge on a swing of several cents per item. At present these

firms can learn this information right here in El Paso, right

where they are locating their administrative offices.

The El Paso Juarez area has the largest number of assembly

operations (often called 807 operations ) of any location in the

United States. This did not happen by accident. A great number

of organizations have worked very hard to bring it about,

realizing that the economic future of 81 Paso depended upon its

cultivation.

- The city through its support of the Chamber of Commerce

and the Industrial Development Corporation. - the business

community through its involvement in both of the above

organizations. - Individuals through their volunteer service in

organizations like the Inter-City Group, - even the Univeristy of

Texas at El Paso through its support and furnishing of assistance

from its department of business management.
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To break up this winning operation by removing the most

essential ingredient - the complete U.S. Customs Service now

present in El Paso and moving to an almost inaccessible location

like laredo would seriously damage this community.

While the Commissioner of Customs had publically stated he

wants to take the OService" out of the U.S Customs Service, I

fear that the reduction of such service would result in further

economic decline of the area.

hy would the withdrawal of the Import Specialist and the

other support functions of the El Paso Customs office cause such

a disruption? - Because the El Paso Classification and Value

office is the most knowledgeable, competent office in the U. S.

Customs service in administering and processing importations

involving 807 assembly operations. This is borne out by the fact

that numerous multi-national firms not even importing through El

Paso have sought advice on their operations through other ports

from the El Paso Customs community. Also the low number of fraud

or undervaluation cases in El Paso points out that the informed

importers want to do right, or fear to do wrong when such a

strong office scrutinizes their operations.

Even the U.S. Customs service recognizes that El Paso is the

center of 807 assembly appraisement operations, since a

nationwide seminar on 807 appraisement actions is scheduled to be

held here in El Paso later this spring. It will consist of

National Import Specialists from New York, representatives from

the Customs Washington offices of Rulings and Regulations, top

management people from the Houston Regional Office along with

personnel of all U.S./Mexican border U.S. Customs appraisement

offices.
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The presence of Import Specialists to advise importers, both

present and prospective does not cost the government, it save the

government money. The Tariff Act of 1930, as amended requires

that when a susidiary of a U.S. firm forwards goods to the United

States that a complete disclosure of the cost of assembling the

goods, called the Computed value, be submitted to U.S. Customs.

Unless the Import Specialist discusses with the Importer just how

this reporting should be done, he will have to spend much more

time understanding and analyzing the various different reports

that while meeting the legal requirements still are put together

in different manners.

While we in the Customhouse Brokerage business have made

every effort available to us to stay current on U.S. Customs

determinations, we are always at least six months to a year

behind Customs decisions, because it takes that long for them to

be published in the Customs Bulletin. We therefore must rely on

the El Paso Import Specialists to advise us and those importers

not using our services, of the latest rulings. If they are not

here in El Paso the 807 assembly importers will not know the

latest decisions that may impact negatively on them.

Another very important reason for maintaining the El Paso

Distict Office in its preaient status is that unlike the rest of

the Customs operations in the country, the Import Specialist here

actually examine the merchandise that they subsequently

appraise. They touch and feel and twist and turn ind then really

understand the imported merchandise. This means chat fewer El

Paso importers will be told several years after their goods has

been imported and sold, that U.S. Customs discovered that the

rate of duty on which the importer was paying was wrong and they

now owe large additional amounts of duty.
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Why not keep the 51 Paso office in its present mode to

compare the other improvedw operations against?

We believe that the reduction of U.S. Customs at 81 Paso

from that of a full service duty assessment center to merely that

of a port would curtail the economic recovery of the community,

cost U.S. Customs more money, and actually cause more U.S. jobs

to be exported to the far east.
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April 3, 1985

Senate Committee on Finance
Comments of the National Customs Brokers A Forwarders Association

on the U.S. Customs Service FY86 Budget

Mr. Chairman: Thank you for this opportunity to testify before the

Committee and comment on Customs' budget for fiscal year 1986. The

National Customs Brokers & Forwarders Association of America, Inc.

(NCBFAA) was founded in 1897 and is the trade association representing this

industry in the U.S. The customs brokers members of NCBFAA and its twenty-

nine affiliated associations located at major ports throughout America

handle approximately 85% of the nation's commercial importations.

Forwarders on the other hand expedite the processing of our nation's
4

exports and, together with the customs brokers, perform the day-to-day, at-

the-port operations that lies at the heart of our trading system.

Members of our association have been part of the evolution of the U.S.

Customs Service since our founding. We have seen the growth and the deve-

lopment of its functions and responsibilities. We have witnessed the swing

of the pendulum from the active promotion of trade after WWII to the era of

the import surcharge of 1971: its concern for the orderly flow of imports

shift to the intensive involvement with narcotics interdiction. We have

been through the decentralization of the 1960's and the centralization of

the 1980's. At times the deja vu is overwhelming, as we see the same ideas

recirculate again and again. We, as an industry whose clients include the

majority of the importing and exporting trading community, are extremely

concerned the Customs has lost sight of its mission. This time, the pen-

dulum has swung too far.
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It is a time when the narcotics problem in the U.S. has reached crisis pro-

portions and the need for drug interdiction resources at the borders and

ports is acute. We are witnessing concurrently a flow of imports in record

volume and have inadequate resources for detecting import fraud and

collecting revenues. We are automating Customs and have little of the

staffing necessary to input data and service the system. We are witnessing

the flow of our technology behind the Iron Curtain and cannot provide the

personnel to implement Operation Exodus, a highly visible program. And,

incredibly, we are now working at a budget request that calls for a reduc-

tion at Customs of 887 in FY86.

How is this to be achieved? Automate and consolidate, says Customs. In

order to meet its obligations in the commercial area, the Customs Service

started to automate in 1967, an effort which is only now beginning to show

even a modest sign of success. Unfortunately, the seductive nature of

automation is such that many functions that could be better performed

.mnually are brought into the system time and again before the mdu!e being

tested is operating satisfactorily--this has proven to be no more than

attempts to "cut the foot to fit the shore." Personnel in the area

affected is reduced, resulting in a breakdown of the automated system with

little or no manual backup while volume increases, cargo languishes at air-

ports and piers, backlogs of paperwork proliferate and passengers grumble

because of lack of service. And the cost of automation ticks on like a

taxi meter. A headquarters Customs official recently declared that the

cost of the software to feed the new IBM 3084 is $1,000,000 every three
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months - and the total system is still not up and running - since 1967. In

the meantime, due to shrinkage in personnel, Customs field officials have

issued directives stating that:

- Import specialists will only be available for consultation with

importers on an appointment basis and will only accept phone calls

regarding *complex case;"

- Inspectors can only look at cargo at piers from 9 AM to 2 PM in

order to be available to examine passengers arriving at airports

The computer is a valuable tool. Customs must have it to bring itself, as

it says, "into the 20th century." But it must also have trained personnel,

import specialists, inspectors and administrators in the field. Computers

are marvelous aids, but they can't think for themselves. They can't tell

is a sweater is ornamented and takes a higher duty or if a handbag violates

someone's domestic trademark. And curiously, the absence of a CRT operator

or a computer breakdown can close a port down, whereas a trained inspector

or import specialist has mobility, can improvise, and keep commerce moving.

Centralization of functions has also been offered as a partial solution to

the problem. In many ways it is a sensible approach. But it is no substi-

tute for having personnel at the port who can assist the public and are

available to review and insure the correctness of documentation at the time

of filing.
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Consolidation, while offering that initial appeal, has much the same effect

as automation: it deprives the public of access to expertise in a highly

complicated and demanding process. And, too, consolidation will have a

stifling effect on the ability of many of our key geographic areas to par-

ticipate in trade and enjoy the benefits of a direct flow of commerce into

and out of their ports. Drawback - one of government's initatives for

expanding our dwindling export trade - is a case in point. *Drawback" is a

remission in which whole or in part of a customs duty, internal revenue

tax, or fee lawfully assessed or collected because of a particular use made

of trat merchandise. The rationale for drawback has always been to

encourage American commerce or manufacturing. It permits the American

manufacturer to compete in foreign markets without having to include in his

costs, and consequently his sales price, the duty paid on imported merchan-

dise. Drawback claims are generally handled at the regional level.

Claimants have the opportunity for discussions, with the regional drawback

liquidator, for the purpose of expediting the claim process and reducing

the necessity for subsequent tire and labor consuming changes or amend-

ments. If the liquidation function is removed from the regions and is

centralized in one location, as has been proposed, the opportunity for such

time saving discussions, prior to filing, will be lost or greatly dimi-

nished and the processing of applications will become more cumbersome,

requiring greater subsequent review and more frequent rejection.

Centralization into one of the seven existing regions will either necessi-

tate the training of new inexperienced personnel to supplement the drawback

staff in the selected (central) region or greatly increase the work load of
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those in the selected regloh. Delays in paying drawbacks are almost cer-

tain, and are likely to discourage some companies from taking advantage of

drawback. Since it is one of the few export incentives offered by

Government, nothing should be done to make it more bvr-,ensome to file for

drawback.

Yet, given these plans for reduction and consolidation, how well is Customs

doing with the resources now at their disposal? Reports from across the

nation indicate that Customs is understaffed. Automated equipment is ina-

dequately utilized because there are insufficient clerks to input data.

Narcotics flow into our country is unabated. Even in Florida, where the

primary focus has been directed, best estimates of intercepted cocaine and

marijuana are only in the 20-30% range. Cargo remains delayed on the docks

for greater periods of time that ever before and our embers spend their

time explaining to customers why shipments are late and to truckers about

the amount of the demurrage. Reports from the Service are that, in many

port..', Customs employees are exhausted, that they cannot perform at full

efficeiicy and that morale has dropped dramatically. The net results then

are slower processing, reduced enforcement and revenue collection capacity,

and an overall dr.line in the Service. This is an intolerable development

in an agency which is a revenue producer in times of overwhelming deficits.

As the intermediary between the importer/exporter and the agency, NCBFAA

speaks from the vantage of an association that wants the most productive

and efficient possible Customs Service. We see a decline in that objective

and urgently seek the Comittee's attention to this serious problem.
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CUSTOMS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE BAR ASSOCIATION
233 BROADWAY

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10279
(212) 608-2700

RICHARO J. KAPLAN
PRESIOENT April 12, 1985

Senator John C. Danforth
Chairman, International Trade Subcommittee
Committee on Finance
Washington D.C. 20510

Re: Budget of Customs Service; Hearing on April 3, 1985

Dear Senator Danforth:

The Customs and International Trade Bar Association appreciates the opportunity

to present its comments on the proposed budget of the United States Customs Service.

Our Association consists of attorneys who regularly practice before the United States

Court of International Trade, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, and

administratively, before the United States Customs Service in Washington D.C. and the

several Customs ports, districts, and regions throughout the United States. We have a

vital interest in the fair and efficient administration of the Customs laws. It has been

our experience that the majority of Customs Service representatives, whom we regularly

encounter, make every effort to administer and enforce the Customs laws in a fair and

responsible manner. However, such efforts have been sorely tested by recent cutbacks

in staff.

The Customs Service is "a rarity amongst government agencies" - an income

producing, rather than spending, agency. As one of the only revenue raising agencies

in the United States, it seems to make little economic sense to, in any wise, impair

the efficient functioning of this agency by cutting back staff or personnel essential for

the efficient performance of its mision, which includes the ascertainment and collection
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of customs duties payable on commercial Importations of merchandise Into the territory

of the United States. In the performance of Its mission, Customs' Service personnel

also directly administer the laws and regulations of other government agencies. For

example, customs officers are on the front lines In administering and enforcing marking

requirements, quotas, and other import restrictions established by the Department of

Commerce as well as regulations and standards established by the Department of

Transportation, Environmental Protection Agency, Food & Drug Administration, and

diverse other federal agencies.

While we have no detailed information with respect to the proposed budget, we

understand that it calls for substantial cuts in personnel in several areas. We are

concerned about any further cutbacks and, In view of recent personnel reductions and

changes within the Service, we ask that the Committee look very closely at any budget

which is premised on further personnel reduction, whether direct or through attrition,

Through the years, the Customs Service has been known for having experienced,

able personnel at Headquerters and In the field. Experts In classification, appraisement,

marking, entry procedures, drawback, and enforcement ta:e moved up through the ranks

ar d have provided service to the public, Including domestic producers, importers, and

their representatives. We see that expertise declining, in quantity and quality, due in

large part to cutbacks in personnel and attempts to eUminate or consolidate certain

essential functions. Those cutbacks have had several adverse effects. Valuable personnel

have left the Service and not been replaced, while thoae who remain have experienced

an increase In workload and a decline n morals. This has been reflected by a very

noticeable decline In service and qualitative productivity, some of which are described

In these comments.

The Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS) are the basis for a complex

system of tariff classifications and duty rates. Each customs import specialist has the

responsibility for classifying specific categories of merchandise, or product lines within

-2-
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their respective expertise. The import specialists must know how the product involved,

is produced, sold, and used, as well as how the legal headnotes and particular tariff

provisions apply to that merchandise. Familiarity with administrative rulings and court

decisions affecting the merchandise within that line is vital to the Import specialist's

functioning in an informed, Intelligent, and efficient manner. Recent cutbacks have led

to consolidation of merchandise lines so that, for example, an import specialist who

may have spent years learning about tobacco, now has to classify food products as well.

Thus, a greater number of products are now being handled by an import speciaList with

experience in one line who lacks the product expertise which was previously enjoyed

by another specialist. A question that formerly could have been promptly and surely

answered takes considerably more time because it is being handled by an office with

less expertise, operating under an Increased workload. When an import specialist lacks

time or sufficient support staff, doubts are often resolved in favor of the government

with the explanation that the decision may be protested (administratively challenged)

and, if unsuccessful, ultimately challenged in court. At first blush this more arbitrary

approach may seem to be more time effective. However, the administrative review

procedure is even more time consuming and, in the long run, additional Customs personnel

will be required at both the district and headquarter's levels in order to process the

increased number of administrative reviews. As the number and caliber of classification

experts declines, more decisions will have to be based on administrative convenience

with a consequent increase in both administrative and judicial review. The number of

actions brought to the Court of International Trade will Increase, with the concomitant

need for Increased government personnel In the Courts, the Department of Justice, and

the legal arm of the Customs Service. Litigation is costly to the government as well as

to the importer/businessman and domestic industry. There Ie a reasonable likelihood

that it can be avoided, or at least minimized, by retaining and, indeed, restoring the

-3-
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requisite number of teams of experienced Import specialists to handle questions at the

procedural level, before they mature Into controversies.

Drawback claims are generally handled at the regional level. Claimants have

the opportunity for disewsions, with the regional drawback liuidator, for the purpose

of expediting the claim process and reducing the necessity for subsequent time and

labor consuming changes or amendments. If the liquidation function is removed from

the regions and is centralized in one location, s has been proposed, the opportunity

for such time saving discussions, prior to flung, will be lost or greatly diminished and

the processing of applications will become more cumbersome, requiring greater subsequent

review and more frequent rejection. Centralization into one of the seven existing

regions will either necessitate the training of new Inexperienced personnel to supplement

the drawback staff In the selected (central) region or greatly increase the workload of

those in the selected region. Delays In paying drawbacks are almost certain, and are

likely to discourage some companies from taking a6intage of drawback. Since it Is one

of the few export Incentives offered by Government, nothing should be done to make

it more burdensome to file for drawback.

Domestic industries are increasing efforts to obtain relief through the Imposition

of quotas, and other remedies available under the import relief laws. Administration

of quotas takes additional time and manpower. At a time when relief through quotas

is Increasing, proper staffing Is needed at the local and Headquarters levilto implement

quota programs and to see that other services provided by Customs at the operational

level are not curtailed or ignored. It is again emphasized that these services are ali

directly connected with the collection, rather than expenditure, of revenues by the

United States.

Difficulties in coping with the increasing workload are being experienced at

Customs Headquarters as well as in field offices. Textile Importers had to operate for

some months under a cloud of uncertainty because of the delay In publishing, in the

-4-
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Federal Register, certain final changes In the Customs Regulations. The changes were

originally proposed in August 1984 and the time for public comment closed on November

3, 1984, but final regulations were not published until tou' months later - March 5,

1985. Similarly, the final publication, In the Federal Register, of several pending

American Manufacturers protests have been delayed by over four months since final

submission to Headquarters.

Resources are continually being transferred to the enforcement area of the

Customs Service. While we have no objection to taking appropriate measures to enforce

the Customs laws, we suggest that it is just as important to have adequate qualified

import specialists and other experts who can timely provide guidance and assistance to

the Importing public regarding the proper methods of marking, entering, or describing

imported merchandise so as to forestall conduct that will otherwise subject them to

subsequent time consuming and less productive enforcement procedures. If commercial

fraud and negligence are going to be vigorously prosecuted and penalized, there should

be adequate experienced, talented, and willing Customs personnel available in order to

properly assist and guide the importer who seeks to avoid punitive actions by obtaining

non-enforcement oriented administrative assistance. Customs should be encouraging and

assisting the prudent importer in his efforts to properly comply with Customs'

requirements thereby avoiding the more tire3 consuming, less productive, enforcement

procedures. Similarly, the existence of a trained and knowledgeable corps of customs

import specialists is essential in order to guide Customs, itself, in pursuing any intelligent,

productive program of enforcing the customs laws and regulations for the many different

types of products imported into the United States. Without such a cadre of import

specialists, Customs' enforcement will be non-productive, less effective, and more

susceptible of avoidance.

In summary, in considering the proposed budget of the Customs Service, we

request that the needs of the importing public to comply with the Ctntoms laws and

-5-
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regulAtica be given serious conideration. if the Service lacks the proper number of

qualified personnel, at every level, companies involved In exporting from and Importing

Into the United States wll be seriously and adversely affected, and International trade

wilU be hindered. We therefore urge that, In evaluating the Customs Service budget,

the Committee consider whether the budget will provide adequate funding for the

Customs personnel and programs needed to efficiently and effectively adminLiter the

multitude of Customs laws end regulation. Any budget which will not meet this

objective should be rejected.

Respectively submitted,

Pre nt

RJK:bb

-6-
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KENT & OCONNOR
INCORPORATED

CORPORATE ANo GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20006

202-223-6222

April 5, 1985

Senator Bob Packwood
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Ann Cantrel

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The attached statement is
of your Customs Authorization

hereby submitted for inclusior in the record
hearings of April 3.f

Sb lfeelys

'J. H. ,nt
Washington Representative for
The National Customs Brokers &

Forwarders Association

JHK:rrf
Attachment
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DRAWBACK SPECIAUSTS

April 2, 1985

Tot U.S. Senate Committee on Finance

In the July 5, 1983 Federal Register an advanced notice of
proposed rulemaking was published, wherein the Customs Service
proposed the removal of operations related to handling and.
processing the liquidation of drawback claims from the regional
levil (nine locations) and transfer that function to a central
location.

Of the 300 comments filed by the public, all but one vehemently
opposed the proposal.

In spite of the overwhelming public opposition to the
centralization of drawback, Commissioner Von Raab on February 27,
1985 announced that U.8.Customs will recommend the centralization
of drawback in one (1) location in its 1986 Budget appearance
before Congress.

In 1985 Congressional Prescription prevented U.S. Customs from
centralizing drawback and unless Congress renews this legislative
prescription, Commissioner Von Raab plans to proceed with
centralization in one location.

F.E. Wallace & Co., Inc. is willing to supply your committee with
further details and particulars which we feel will Justify the
denial of funds for this centralization.

k rthy, Vice President
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(/e*s...$ Io-9e1- Apri'l 2, 1985

Senator John C. Danforth, Chairman
Finance Subcommittee on International Trade
497 Senate Russell Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

As practitioners of Customs law in the Houston area,
representing importers and Customhouse brokers alike, we
have been asked by the Houston Customhouse Brokers and
Freight Forwarders Association to offer our comments on the
Customs Service's proposal to consolidate the Houston and
Dallas appraisement/classification functions in Dallas.
Effectively, this means moving the Houston Customs
appraisement/olassification officers to Dallas/Fort Worth,
and possibly the District Director as well.

We believe the ultimate result will be either

1. A tremendous decrease in regulation of imports
through the Port of Houston (hardly a desirable)
goal), or

2. A loss of business and jobs from the Houston area
to other ports of entry, namely New Orleans and
Los Angeles, as well as other East Coast, Gulf,
and West Coast Seaports.

Assuming that Customs will not tolerate the first
alternative, then the second is almost certain to follow for
the following reasons

1. Transfer of the appraisement/classification
function will reduce drastically the ability of
the importing community to communicate with the
appraisement officers. Houston area importers
will be forced to discuss their Customs facts over
the phone with an appraisement/classification
officer 240 miles away. This effectively
eliminates personal contact except for large
matters and for companies who can afford to
maintain offices in Dallas, as well as Houston.
Small importers will be effectively denied the
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opportunity of personal communication on their
appriseent and classification facts.

One of the importers' most difficult tasks is
communicating vith Customs. ln a world of ever
changing laws and Import policy, ascertaining
Customs' position on classification and
appraisement is crucial for avoidance of severe
Customs problems in the import process.

2. Restricted merchandise (that which is subject to
quota or other special restrictions, and which
generally includes extremely sensitive items such
as apparel and stool) is almost always entered and
released in concert with the appralsement
officers' personal involvement (e.g., review of
Customs' entries, inspection of the merchandise
itself, making of initial classification
decisions, and comparison of the merchandise with
the criteria for that type of restricted
merchandise). If the appraisement officer is in
Dallas and the cargo is released in Houston,
either

(a) the appraisement/classification officer will
be excluded from the entry process

(Merchandise scheduled for release in Houston
is likely to be released or withheld from
release incorrectly. Restricted merchandise
which is released from Customs is always
subject to recall, or perhaps penalty
sanctions. Tremendous uncertainty will
result. Business cannot function in an
atmosphere of uncertainty. It will be cured
by importing through another port. On the
other hand, merchandise which is incorrectly
withheld from release results in a wrongful
and unncassary epanse to the importer. The
result of this additional expense to the
Importer, will be his movement of these
importations through some other port.)

Or

(b) The appraisement officer will be included
from 240 miles away.

(Release of merchandise will be frequents
delayed, as papers are shuttled from He~on
to Dallas, at great (and unacceptable) cost
to importers. To remain competitive, Houston
importers will shift their imports to other
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ports, with consequent losses of Houston jobs
and business.)

Further, assuming proper regulation of imports,
eventually administrative expense must rise, despite
Customs' protestations to the contrary.

Guarantees and promises by the Customs Service that
this move will not result in a loss of business to Houston,
or the imposition of additional restrictions or burdens o.a
Houston importers, should be taken with a grain of salt.
For instance, in 1979 when Customs opted to create a new
customs district in Dallas (carving it primarily from the
Houston district), Customs met Customhouse brokers$
objections to the fact that this might cause them the
additional ar.d unnecessary expense of opening new offices in
Dallas (where they had operated for years) by promising that
there would be no requirement that brokers establish any
additional offices. See TD 79-232 at 44 F.R. 48671,
8/20/79. Customs in Dallas/Fort Worth now takes the
position that its promises to Houston based Customhouse
brokers are "no longer operative."

In recent years, the Customs Service has proposed
several times that its technicians be alleged to regulate
the importation of sensitive products from a central
location hundreds of miles away from the port of entry.
This unlikely suggestion has been turned back again and
again by the objections of concerned senators, congressmen,
importers, and members of the general public. No one
benefits from this proposal. It should be rejected again.

Very truly yours,

GIVENS, KELLY AND SHAW

/ob'ert T. Givens
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QUESTIONS BY SENATOR GEORGE J. MITCHELL TO WILLIM VON RAAB,
COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS, AND RESPONSES THERTo

Question. I understand the Customs Service intends to close 12 border stations in
Maine. What factors were taken into account in the Customs Service decision to
close these ports?

Answer. Customs has no plans to close any ports of entry in Maine. However, we
are proposing to convert the cost of operating low volume service ports to a reim-
bursable basis. This plan provides continuing Customs Service on a reimbursable
basis.

Question. When a border station is closed, does the Customs Service have any spe-
cial requirements for people that cross between the Canadian-U.S. border on un-
manned roads?

Answer. According to 19 USC 1459, any person crossing the border from a contig-
uous country must report to the nearest Customhouse or port of entry at which the
boundary was crossed and shall not proceed until permission to proceed is granted.
Therefore, it is a possible violation of Customs law/reporting requirements for any
personto cross at an unmanned road, closed port, or station, unless they immediate-
y report to Customs.

However, the Customs Service is exploring ways which would allow the local af-
fected populace to have free movement across the border and still be in compliance
with Customs reporting requirements.

Question. The Customs Service proposes to close its station at Coburn Gore,
Maine. The nearest border station is approximately 140 miles away by road. What
does the Customs Service expect of the citizens of the area when traveling over the
border at that point?

Answer. What Customs has proposed will affect those locations where minimal
amounts of Customs activity occurs, i.e., less than 150,000 vehicles a year or less
than 2,500 formal entries a year. We recognize that there will be, in some instances,
wide expanses between locations and some inconvenience to travelers as a result.
However, our proposal would allow the conversion of these low-volume ports and
stations to a reimbursable service port. This allows for continuing service as long as
the cost of such service is reimbursed to the Government.

Question. I understand that at some unmanned points, the Customs Service di-
rects travelers to the nearest border station. How many miles do you expect people
to drive to appear before a Customs border Station? Is there a maximum amount of
travel between border stations before the Customs Service believes a border station
should be in operation?

Answer. While a consideration, distance is not the single factor used in the place-
ment of ports and stations. Rather, the workload volume and extent of Customs ac-
tivity at any given location is the major factor in establishing ports and stations.

Question. Your proposal would result in a 200-300 mile stretch between Fort Kent
and Jackman without a Customs station. What kind of problems do you believe that
creates for the citizens of the area? For the businesses that operate on both sides of
the border?

Answer. As stated in our previous response to questions 3 and 4, we recognize the
inconvenience that will result when the distance between locations is great. Again,
the possibility of a reimbursable service port concept and our exploration of alter-
nate reporting methods should help minimize the inconvenience to the local commu-

ituestion I understand the Customs Service proposal for Consolidation and Cen-
ralization of Customs Service operations includes a list of "potential reimbursable

ports." What does that term mean?
Answer. The Customs Service has identified operating ports that do not meet

minimal workload criteria of either 2,500 formal entries, 350 cargo vessel arrivals,
150,000 vehicle arrivals or 2,000 scheduled international aircraft arrivals per year.
Customs proposes to convert the operation of these ports to a reimbursable basis,
therefore, these ports are identified as "potential reimbursable ports". Congression-
al action is necessary in order for Customs to operate under this concept and to col-
lect the cost of providing service.

Question. Over the last 3 years the U.S. merchandise trade deficit has almost
quadrupled. Imports have increased dramatically. Yet as we experience this tremen-
dous growth in imports, the Customs Service is proposing to reduce its personnel by
881 positions, 437 of those in the tariff and trade functions. How can such reduc-
tions be made without interfering with your enforcement responsibilities?

Answer. The proposed cutbacks in inspectors and import specialists will not in
any way reduce Customs effectiveness in enforcing trade controls, merchandise proc-
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easing, or revenue collections. Of the 211 inspector average positions in reductions,
some 111 inspectors are merely converted to a reimbursable basis and the remain-
der are non-frontline supervising and management positions. The centralization of
appraisement and the implementation of our Automated Commercial System (ACS)
will sufficiently increase produ Aivity and provide a computerized system for imple-
menting effective selectivity rnd processing of merchandise entering our nation's
commerce. As a result, the staffing reductions do not impact Customs processing ca-
pabilities.

Question. Why would -, particular border station be placed on the "reimbursable"
list as opposed to the "ciose" list?

Answer. Customs does not propose to close any ports of entry; however, we do pro-
pose to convert the cost of operating low volume service ports to a reimbursable
basis.

QuE.SrorN's BY SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN TO WILLIAM
VON RAAB, COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS

HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Question. The U.S. Customs Service has primary responsibility for drug interdic-
tion at the major points of entry into the United States. Yet, a 1983 General Ac-
counting Office (GAO) report found that, in fiscal year 1982, the Customs Service's
interdiction capabilities needed to be strengthened, not reduced. How then, do you
justify a budget request that seeks to eliminate approximately 100 staff positions for
"tactical interdiction" and "investigation" activities?

Answer. In FY 1986, Cuaboms plans to implement a number of management effi-
ciencies which will generate substantial savings in positions and dollars. The 100
positions you are referring to are managerial and administrative support positions.
They are not patrol officers or agents. These position savings are the result of cen-
tralizing administrative services and organizational consolidation and realignment.
The loss of these positions will not affect Customs interdiction capabilities. In fact,
when fully developed and implemented these management efficiencies will improve
productivity, streamline program operations, enhance organizational and functional
efficiency, and abolish duplicative activities. This will enable Customs to better
manage its resources.

Question. The GAO study also reported that the combined seizures of all Federal
law enforcement agencies stopped less than 10 percent of the heroin and cocaine
coming into this country. In your opinion, would it be possible for the Customs Serv-
ice to better coordinate its interdiction efforts with other agencies, in order to in-
crease the amount of drugs seized? How could ,his be accomplished?

Answer. As you know, we are involved in the National Narcotics Border Interdic-
tion System (NNBIS). Since the inception of NNBIS, the U.S. Customs Service has
been an active and enthusiastic participant. Our goal, and that of all participants,
has been to produce the most cohesive and effective narcotics interdiction effort pos-
sible at the national level.

Customs executives currently direct the activities of three of the NNBIS Regional
Centers. They are the Northern Border, Northeast, and Southwest Regional Cen-
ters. We have two personnel serving full time on the Vice President's NNBIS staff,
and there are 37 Customs personnel assigned full time to the 6 NNBIS Regional
Centers.

NNBIS participates in the planning and execution of special enforcement oper-
ations designed to utilize Customs resources to the maximum extent, in conjunction
with Department of Defense resources, to further our interdiction efforts.

One of the most important results lies in the improved interagency cooperation
and new lines of communication at the Federal, State, and local level. NNBIS has
contributed to a more unified focus on the problems involved in narcotics interdic-
tion.

Question. The Customs Service made 17,355 arrests in 1984. How many of these
arrests were drug related? How many of those arrested later were prosecuted and
how many were convicted?

Answer. During calendar year 1984, the U.S. Customs Service made 17,355 ar-
rests, plus another 5,705 cooperative arrests while working with other agencies, for
a total of 23,060 arrests.

The formal agreement between Customs and DEA requires that drug-related ar-
rests be turned over to DEA for investigation and prosecution. therefore, the Cus-
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toms Service does not track prosecutions nor do we track prosecutions/convictions
of individuals process ' through state or local jurisdictions.

Question. Evidence snows a direct relationship betwen drug addiction and crime.
The New York Times on May 20, 1984, for example, reported that the average
heroin addict commits 209 crimes each year at a cost of $5,000--exclusive of the
crimes of buying and pMossaing his heroin-just to support his habit. Currently,
most drug violations, for smugng , sale or possession, are p cuted by state au-
thorities, or not procuted at al. Would you think it benefcial to require that all
U.S. Attorneys review drug arrests in their district-Federal, state and local ar-
rests-and initiate prosecution under federal law unless state prosecutors have
begun such action or no probable cause of action is found?

Answer. Because of the large number of cases in most districts throughout the
United States it is not practical for U.S. Attorneys to review all drug arrests within
their jurisdiction. However, existing drug task forces, comprising federal, state, and
local investigators such as the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces,
ensure that drug trafficking organizations within their respective areas are targeted
for federal prosecution. These task forces also ensure that all applicable arrests are
brought to the attention of the U.S. Attorneys.

QUEmoN FROM SENATOR HmNZ TO COMmSSIONR WiLuAM VON
RAAB, CuSTOMS SERVIcE

Question. How does reducing the rate ofphysical inspection of entries contribute
to enforcement against fraud and evasion of Customs laws?

AnAwer. Prior to the introduction of selective cargo processing, Customs cargo in-
spection were normally cursory as inspectors attempted to examine a portion of
ever shipment, in the fact of a rapidly increasing workload and a need to facilitate
the flow of cargo. Forced to look at too much, the inspectors had time to see very
little.

Customs selective cargo processing system permits inspectors to concentrate on
high-risk, high-value shipments that are more likely to involve violations or errors.
The selection criteria for identifying specific shipments for intensive inspection are
comprised of:

The results of random inspections;
The experience and intuition developed by Customs inspectors and importer

specialists over the years;
The results of examinations based on identified high-risk potential; and
Intelligence information from external sources.

ComMEN79 Or THz NATIONAL CuSOms BRoxmas & FoxwAanzs AsSOCtATiON ON THI
U.S. Cusrow Savics FY 86 Buzonrr

Mr. Chairman: Thank you for this opportunity to testify before thq Committee
and comment on Customs' budget for fiscal year 1986. The National astoms Bro-
kers & Forwarders Association of America, Inc. (NCBFAA) was founded in 1897 and
is the trade association representing this industry in the U.S. The customs brokers
members of NCBFAA and its twenty-nine affiliated associations located at major
ports throughout America handle approximately 85% of the nation's commercial
importations. Forwarders on the other hand expedite the processing of our nation's
exports and, together with the customs brokers, perform the day-to-day, at-the-port
operations that lies at the heart of our trading system.

Members of our association have been part of the evolution of the U.S. Customs
Service since our founding. We have seen the growth and the development of its
functions and responsibilities. We have witnessed the swing of the pendulum from
the active ,romotion of trade after WWI to the era of the import surcharge of 1971:
its concern for the orderly flow of imports shift to the intensive involvement with
narcotics interdiction. We have been thugh the decentralization of the 1960's and
the centralization of the 1980's. At times the deja vu is overwhelming, as we see the
same ideas recirculate again and again. We, ae an industry whose clients include
the majority of the importing and exporting irainq community, are extremely con-
cerned the Customs has lost sight of its mission. This time, the pendulum has swung
too far.

It is a time when the narcotics problem in the U.S. has reached crisis proportions
and the need for drug interdiction resources nt the borders and ports is acute. We
are witnessing concurrently a flow of imports in record volume and have inadequate
resources for detecting import fraud and collecting revenues. We are automating
Customs and have little of the staffing necessary to input data and service the
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system. We are witnessing the flow of our technology behind the Iron Curtain and
cannot provide the personnel to implement Operation Exodus, a highly visible pro-
gram. And, incredibly, we are now working at a budget request that call. for a reduc-
tion at Customs of 887 in FY86.

How is this to be achieved? Automate and consolidate, says Customs. In order to
meet its obligations in the commercial area, the Customs Service started to auto-
mate in 1967, an effort which is only now beginning to show even a modest sign of
success. Unfortunately, the seductive nature of automation is such that many func-
tions that could be better performed manually are brought into the system time and
again before the module being tested is operating satisfactorily-this has proven to
be no more than attempts to "cut the foot to fit the shoe." Personnel in the area
affected is reduced, resulting in a breakdown of the automated system with little or
no manual backup while volume increases, cargo languishes at airports and piers,
backlogs of paperwork proliferate and passengers grumble because of lack of service.
And the cost of automation ticks on like a taxi meter. A headquarters Customs offi-
cial recently declared that the cost of the software to feed the new IBM 3084 is
$1,000,000 every three months-and the total system is still not up and running-
since 1967. In the meantime, due to shrinkage in personnel, Customs field officials
have issued directives stating that: Import specialists will only be available for con-
sultation with importers on an appointment basis and will only accept phone calls
regarding "complex case;" Inspectors can only look at cargo at piers from 9 AM to 2
PM in order to be available to examine passengers arriving at airports.

The computer is a valuable tool. Customs must have it to bring itself, as it says,
"into the 20th century." But it must also have trained personnel, import specialists,
inspectors and administrators in the field. Computers are marvelous aids, but they
can't think for themselves. They can't tell if a sweater is ornamented and takes a
higher duty or if a handbag violates someone's domestic trademark. And curiously,
the absence of a CRT operator or a computer breakdown can close a port down,
whereas a trained inspector or import specialist has mobility, can improvise, and
keep commerce moving.

Centralization of functions has also been offered as a partial solution to the prob-
lem. In many ways it is a sensible approach. But it is no substitute for having per-
sonnel at the port who can assist the public and are available to review and insure
the correctness of documentation at the time of filing.

Consolidation, while offering that initial appeal, has much the same effect as au-
tomation: it deprives the public of access to expertise in a highly complicated and
demanding process. And, too, consolidation will have a stifling effect on the ability
of many of our key geographic areas to participate in trade and enjoy the benefits of
a direct flow of commerce into and out of their ports. Drawback-one of govern-
ment's initiatives for expanding our dwindling export trade-is a case in point.
"Drawback' is a remission in which whole or in part of a customs duty. internal
revenue tax, or fee lawfully assessd or collected because of a particular use made of

-that merchandise. The rationale for drawback has always been to encourage Ameri-
can commerce or manufacturing. It permits the American manufacturer to competee
in foreign markets without having to include in his costs, and consequently 'ais sales
price, the duty paid on imported merchandise. Drawback claims are generadly han-
died at the regional level. Claimants have the opportunity for discussion with the
regional drawback liquidator, for the purpose of expediting the claim process and
reducing the necessity for subsequent time and labor consuming changes cr amend-
ments. If the liquidation function is removed from the regions and is centralized in
one location, as has been proposed, the opportunity for such time saving rtiscussions,
prior to filing, will be lost or greatly diminished and the processing of pplications
will become more cumbersome, requiring greater subsequent review and more fre-
quent rejection. Centralization into one of the seven existing regions will either ne-
cessitate the training of new inexperienced personnel to supplement the drawback
staff in the selected (central) region or greatly increase the work load of thoes in the
selected region. Delays in paying drawbacks are almost certain, and are likely to
discourage some companies from taking advantage of drawback. Since it is one of the
few export incentives offered by Government, nothing should be done to malke it
more burdensome to file for drawback.

Yet, given these plans for reduction and consolidation, how well is Customs dohg
with the resources now at their disposal? Reports from across the nation indicate
that Customs is understaffed. Automated equipment is inadequately utilized because
there are insufficient clerks to input data. Narcotics flow into our country is una.
bated. Even in Florida, where the primary focus has been directed, best estimates of
intercepted cocaine and marijuana are only in the 20-30% range. Cargo remains de-
layed on the docks for greater periods of time than ever before and our members
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their time explaining to customers why shipments are late and to truckers
the amount of the demurrage. Reports from the Service are that, in many

ports, Custom employees are exhausted, that they cannot pAorm at full efficiency
and that morale has dropped drImatically .e net results then are slowerocess
ing, reduced enforcement and revenue co on capacity, and an overall decline in
the Service. This is an intolerable development in an agency which is a revenue pro-ducer in times of overwhelming deficits.

As the intermediary between the importer/exporter and the agency, NCBFAA
speaks from the vantage of an amociation that wants the most productive and effi-
cient possible Customs Service. We see a decline in that objective and urgently seek
the Committee's attention to this serious problem.
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